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SUMMARY

During the Summer of 1962, a multi-national Seminar for broad-

casting specialists was conducted by Brandeis University, under the

sponsorship of the Bureau of Educational and Cultural Affairs. The

28 participants from sixteen countries spent six weeks at the univer-

sity, where they engaged in professional and academic seminars and

other professional activities; in travel throughout the United States,

visiting broadcasting facilities and other places of interest; and

a final two-week period at the university. Built into this Seminar,

from the very beginning, was a thorough evaluation study designed to

meet two objectives: (1) to assess the effectiveness of the Seminar

in achieving its goals, and (2) to identify strengths and weaknesses

of the Seminar as a basis for recommendations that might help en-

hance the effectiveness of similar Seminars in the future.

Four types of data were obtained: (1) intensive interviews

with the participants at various points in the course of the Seminar;
(2) observations of the Seminar in progress; (3) before- and after-

questionnaires administered to the participants and a comparison

group; and (4) follow-up interviews with participants and comparison

group members about a year after completion of the Seminar.

The report presents detailed findings on (1) the reactions of

the participants to the Seminar and its various aspects; (2) the

impact of the experience on their attitudes and activities; and

(3) differences between various subgroups in their approach to the

Seminar and in its impact upon them.

Reactions of Participants. On the basis of an analysis of

participants' reactions to the first phase of the Seminar (spent

at the university), a series of steps are recommended that might

enhance the usefulness of this part of the experience and partici-

pants' satisfaction with it.

With regard to professional activities, these recommendations

emphasize the importance of (1) organizing the Seminar around speci-

fic professional problems that are of direct concern to the partici-

pants; (2) providing the participants with an opportunity to make

personal contributions to the program, and to bring in relevant

experiences from their own countries; and (3) providing them with

the opportunity of working and talking with American colleagues, as

equal partners on shared professional problems.

The recommendations for academic seminars emphasize the impor-

tance of focusing on thcIe aspects of American life that touch on

participants' professional concerns; and of providing--insofar as
possible--alterhative seminars among which participants can choose

in line with their special interests.

With regard to personal and social aspects of the Seminar, it

is recommended that the daily pattern of activities in which the

participants will be engaged should be taken into account in a

deliberate way when facilities are arranged and free time is

scheduled; and that organized social and reereational activities

for the group as a whole be supplemented with other kinds of

experiences, including informal social contacts with Americans

and visits to American homes.

,A,i40;4:1,44okA,mim
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In similar fashion, an analysis of participants' reactions to
the period of travel served as a basis for another series of recom-

mendations.

The recommendations for professional activities emphasize the

importance of arranging, for each participant, extended stays at

one or more facilities, in the capacity of a temporary staff member

or a participant observer, thus allowing him to become actively in-
volved in on-going activities and to study operations in detail.

Also, the importance of matching the facilities that a participant

visits with the specific activities in which he wants to engage is

stressed.

The recommendations for social activities in the field under-

line the value of arranging private hospitality, with the proviso

that invitations be clearly presented to the participant as oppor-
tunities available to him rather than obligations. Recommendations

for travel arrangements stress the importance of (1) letting the
participant choose mode of transportation, type of accommodation,

etc., in line with his own preferences; (2) planning the itinerary
so that time scheduled in each place can be used to maximum advan-
tage; and (3) anticipating possible difficulties so that they can

be adequately prepared for.

Impact on Attitudes and Activities. The impact of the experi-

ence on participants' professional activities, on their views of
the field of broadcasting, on their attitudes toward American
broadcasting, and on their images of America and Americans in
general were assessed through analysis of their interviews and
questionnaires.

The most striking finding of impact concerns the participants'
images of America and American broadcasting, and specifically the
degree of complexity and differentiation of these images. The
data that are most directly relevant to this point come from a com-
parison of scores obtained by participants and their controls in a
specially devised index of change in degree of differentiation,
based on the before- and after-questionnaires. Participants show
a significantly greater increase in degree of differentiation.
This finding suggests very strongly that the participants in the
Seminar did indeed develop more complex and differentiated images
of America and of American broadcasting as a result of their
American experience. Their responses on the after-questionnaire
tend to become more concrete and specific; they evidence an aware-
ness of a greater number of aspects of American society and of
differences within it, a better understanding of American institu-
tions in their own terms, and a picture that is generally more
detailed and elaborate. It seems reasonable to generalize these
findings to other exchange experiences and to conclude that such
experiences are indeed capable of producing significant changes
on the cognitive dimensions of attitudes toward the host country
and some of its institutions.

Questionnaire responses also reveal a change on the evaluative
dimension, though not as marked a change as that found on the dimen-
sion of differentiation: Participants tend to become more favorable
in their views of America and Americans, though they are by no means
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wholly uncritical. Data from our various sources indicate that some

of the central components of participants' images include the diver-

sity and complexity of America, certain of the human qualities of

Americans, the importance of socio-economic differences within

American society, and the commitment of Americans to democratic

values.

Regarding American broadcasting, participants seem to be im-

pressed with the potential for high quality programming in the

United States and with some of the products that have been achieved,

but they feel that the structure of broadcasting is not set up so

as to maximize this potential--in large part because of commercial

considerations. The differences in broadcasting structure and the

low quality of some of the American products limit, in their view,

the applicability of American approaches to their own countries,

but some of the creative ideas particularly in educational and

public affairs broadcasting--clearly seem of value to them. On

the questionnaires, participants (compared to controls) tend to

become somewhat less satisfied with American broadcasting in general,

but at the same time they tend to become somewhat more inclined to

see American broadcasting as a potential source of specific valuable

contributions to their own broadcasting system.

In their own evaluations of the significance that the experi-

ence had for them, large proportions of the participants indicate

that they gained professional knowledge and insight, relevant to

their professional experience at home; that they acquired new

knowledge about American broadcasting and about American society- -

which was, indeed, an important part of the agenda that many par-

ticipants brought with them; that they derived enjoyment from

traveling throughout the United States and interacting with Ameri-

cans--a part of the experience that is even more highly valued

in retrospect; and that their American sojourn produced some

change in their perspectives of their own countries and in their

orientations toward international exchanges and their involvement

in international contacts.

There is some evidence that the experience abroad has enhanced

the self-confidence and sense of professional competence of some of

the participants. Participants (relative to controls) tend to be-

come somewhat more positive in their orientation toward their own

professional future--to develop both a higher level of aspiration

and greater confidence that they will achieve this level. They

show some signs of having reorganized their views about broadcast-

ing in general; and of having become less certain of the applica-

bility of their own broadcasting procedures to the situations pre-

vailing in other countries. By the same token, they seem to become

less certain of the applicability of procedures used in other coun-

tries to their own professional situations. Thus, they tend to

express greater reservations than controls about the training value

of international exchanges for their own broadcasters. They do not

reject the value of international exchange; if anything, they be-

come more positive about it. But they seem to have become more

realistic about its limitations.

In sum, we can conclude that the present Seminar had a major

impact on participants' views of America and American broadcasting--
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and one that is likely to be lasting because it involves not merely

a change in the favorableness of images held, but a change in their

complexity, differentiation, and richness of detail. The Seminar's

impact on the participants' professional attitudes and activities

was less marked, but there certainly is some evidence of changes in

these respects. The Seminar seemed to be least effective in generat-

ing an international network of professional communication and ex-

change, although it produced a stepped-up level of interaction of

the participants with American individuals and organizations.

Differences Between Subgroups. Participants who had shown

considerable change on the measure that yielded our major finding

of impact--the index of change in differentiation of the image of

America--were compared with those who showed little change. Our

analysis suggests three factors that may, in interaction with

each other, account for the increased differentiation manifested

by the former group: (1) Their, readiness--due to their freedom

from cultural and linguistic barriers, their professional self-

confidence, and the specificity of their expectations--to enter

quickly and easily into searching, give-and-take interactions with

the Americans they met, and thus to become exposed to the variety

and complexity of Americans and their views; (2) their possession

of a fairly well articulated cognitive framework about the United

States, which helped them scan new information more quickly and

integrate new insight more readily; and (3) their disappointment

in the professional experience, which may have caused them to give

greater weight to the interest in learning about America that they

brought with them, but that might--under other circumstances--have

remained more latent. The disappointment may or may not be causally

related to the changes manifested by the High Differentiators, but

in any event it did not interfere with these changes.

A second subgroup analysis involved comparison between the

European and non-European participants. The two groups present

two rather distinct patterns in their approaches to the American

experience. The European tended to come to the Seminar with a

broader and less specific agenda, which included not only profes-

sional concerns, but also an interest in seeing the country, in

meeting people, and in deepening his understanding of American

society. He quickly decided that the Seminar was not set up and

the participants were not selected in such a way as to make it a

professional exchange at the level he desired, and therefore he

readily adopted the role of observer, in relation to both American

society and American broadcasting activities, The non-Europeans,

by contrast, came with a more limited and spccific agenda. He was

less interested not only in learning about America in general

(except in an incidental, if highly valued part of his experience),

but also in observing and hearing about American broadcasting.

What he wanted were professional experiences around specific

problems that would maximize his directly applicable skills and

knowledge. He found professional exchanges useful and wanted more

of them; and approached his travel period in a highly task-oriented

way.

In line with their different expectations, goals, and ways of

relating themselves to their American experience, the Europeans and

non-Europeans manifested rather different effects. For the Europeans,
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the trip had--in line with his expectation--little impact on his

professional activities, except that it allowed him to establish

professional and personal contacts with American colleagues. The

most striking effect of the trip is the increased understanding of

American society and differentiation of his image of America with

which he comes away--quite in keeping with the agenda that he had

set for himself. His attitude toward American broadcasting is also

differentiated, but on the whole less positive. The non-European

comes away with strong approval of American broadcasting, in rather

global terms, which probably reflects the fact that he is less

interested in comparing American broadcasting to other approaches

as he is in extracting from it things that would be useful in his

own situation. The major impact of the experience for him -- again,

consistent with his particular agenda--was in the professional area.

He seems to feel that participation in the Seminar helped, at least

in some measure, to enhance his skills, to increase his knowledge

of relevant approaches and techniques, to redefine his professional

role, and to advance his career.

The observed differences between Europeans and non-Europeans

do not apply across the board and cannot be generalized to other

situations. The main value of this comparison is that it helps us

identify two patterns of reaction to an international exchange ex-

perience. Together with our comparison between High and Low Dif-

ferentiators, it suggests two major general implications: (1) that

different individuals, in keeping with their different goals and
orientations, need different kinds cf experiences if an exchange

program is to be satisfying to them and have an impact upon them;

and (2) that there is more than one way in which a program can pro-

vide satisfaction and have impact, so that the same program can be

satisfying and effective for different individuals in different

ways, despite differences in their goals and orientations, as long

as it offers avenues for meeting their special needs.

-**4011000"......
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CHAPTER 1

INTRODUCTION

Since the end of World War II the scope and rate of educational

and cultural exchange across national boundaries have shown a marked

increase. In particular, there have been large numbers of students,
scholars, and specialists in various areas who have gone abroad to

obtain special training, or to familiarize themselves with activities
in other countries that are relevant to their own fields of interest,

or to exchange ideas and experiences with colleagues from other parts

of the world.

Professional and educational exchange activities are carried

out by a variety of private organizations. These include various
professional organizations, whose primary concern is the advance-

ment of their respective fields -hrough developing and improving

mechanisms for training, communication, and collaboration They

also include organizations that are concerned with international
cooperation and exchange either as ends in themselves, or as means

toward the improvement of international relations and the reduction

of international tensions.

Exchange activites are also carried out, in the United States

as well as in many other countries, under the auspices of various

governmental agencies. Such activities may be related--either
directly or indirectly--to certain specific foreign policy goals of

a government or to its broader foreign policy orientations. For

example, a government may foster such activities in the interest of

reducing international tensions and creating an amicable climate for

international relations. It may be interested in transforming the

hostile, suspicious, or indifferent attitudes that other peoples

have toward it into favorable ones, or at least to increase their
understanding and correct their misconceptions of its policies and

its country in general. It may initiate exchange activities in order

to ar:vstst in the development of other nations, which in turn may be

link9d to a number of different foreign policy goals. Finally, a

government may view participation in international exchange activi-

ties, in their own right, as an integral part of the conduct of

foreign affairs, consistent with the general increase in the rate

of international contact and communication during the past two

decades. Whatever the reasons, the United States Government is

certainly committed to an extensive program of international ex-

change. Granting that international exchanges may have a great

deal of intrinsic merit and may contribute to various goals of
individuals, organizations, and governments, do they have any bear-

ing on fundamental questions of war and peace? Proponents of such

activities often argue that theycontribute to creating the condi-

tions for peace by increasing international understanding and im-

proving mutual attitudes. There is no clear-cut evidence that
international exchange in fact produces more favorable attitudes.

But even if it did, "is it reasonable to suppose that favorable

attitudes developed through personal contact can overcome the

realities of a conflict of interest? If conflicts between nations

are based primarily on incompatible goals rather than on lack of
understanding, it is doubtful that increased understanding can
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contribute greatly to their resolution." (1) Despite these limita-
tions, international cooperation and exchange are likely to contri-

bute, at least indirectly and in the long run, to creating the con-

ditions for peace.

One can distinguish four types of effects of inter-
national cooperation and exchange that may have an impact

on the relations between two nations and may reduce the
likelihood that conflict between them will take violent

forms: (1) an increased openness, among key individuals
in each nation, in their attitudes toward the other nation;
(2) a reduction in the level of tension between the two

nations; (3) an increased commitment to an internationalist
ideology; and (4) a development of a network of relation-

ships cutting across national boundaries. . .

1. Participants in international exchanges and other
forms of cooperation do not universally and necessarily

come away from these experiences with wholly favorable
attitudes toward the other nation or nations involved.

Yet the indications are that such experiences can and
usually do produce some very important attitude changes- -

provided the experiences themselves are personally and
professionally satisfying to the participants. These

are not necessarily changes in general favorableness
toward the host country, but rather changes in the cogni-
tive structure--for example, in the complexity and dif-
ferentiation--of images of the host country. Such changes

are probably more meaningful in the long run than total
approval of the country would be. They indicate a greater
richness and refinement of images and a greater under-
standing of the other society in its own terms. Moreover,
participants in such activities are likely to develop
personal ties to the other country and to certain individ-
uals within it, and thus a sense of personal involvement
in its fate This increased understanding and in-
volvement are not likely to overcome real conflicts of
interests that exist between the nations. They are likely,
however, to create a greater openness in individuals'
attitudes toward the other nation.

If there is a continuing pattern of cooperation and
exchange between two nations, involving many individuals
who are in leading positions within their own societies,
then there should be a greater predisposition within each
nation to trust the other nation to erceive it as non-
threatening, and to be responsive to it. Thus, while it

wou e naive to assume t at a pattern of cooperation
and exchange is a sufficient condition for peace between
two nations, such a pattern should decrease the likelihood
that the nations will resort to violence in resolving their

(1) H. C. Kelman, "Social-psychological approaches to the study
of international relations: The question of relevance." In

H. C. Kelman (Ed.), International behavior: A social -

psvcholosical analysis. York: Holt, Rinehart and

Winston, 1965. P. 573.
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conflicts. If conflicts arise between nations whose cit-

zons have a history of close and friendly contact, there
should be less of a tendency to perceive threatening in-

tent in the other and to formulate the issue in black-and-
white terms, and a greater readiness to communicate with
one another and to seek accommodation.

20 If two nations that are in conflict with each

other are, at the same time, involved in exchanges and
cooperative ventures, the level of tension that marks
their over-all relationship is likely to be reduced. They

are more likely to engage in at least some interactions
that are free of hostility and mutual threat, and that
provide opportunities for communication and for the dis-

covery of common values and interests. Needless to say,

these more positive interactions will not cause the basic
conflict between the two nations to vanish and will not
persuade them to abandon the pursuit of incompatible goals.
They can, however, contribute to the creation of an atmos-
here in. which these basic conflicts can be ne otiated

more effectively andpolitical settlements can be achieved.

. . Positive interactions between two nations in

areas outside of those on which their conflict centers, by
reducing the level of tension, may help to build up some
degree of mutual trust and thus at least make it somewhat
more likely that serious negotiations on the issues in
conflict will get under way. Moreover, the establishment
of cooperative relationships in some domains may help to

counteract tendencies toward complete polarization of the
conflicting nations and may thus make it easier to find

ways of "fractionating" the conflicts between them. .

31, International exchanges and cooperative ventures- -
provided they are intrinsically useful and satisfying--are
Ukely to increase world-mindedness and commitment to an
internationalist ideology among the participants. Wide
adoption of this type of value framework would seem to be

necessary to provide the ideological underpinnings to a

peaceful world order. . . As the rate of inter-
national exchange and cooperation increases, it seems

reasonable to suppose that ideological changes in these

directions will become more widespread.

Such changes in the belief systems of individuals,

in and of themselves, are not likely to produce major
changes at the institutional level. . . . . /But/ inter-
national exchange and cooperation may contribute to the

.
development and strengthening: of international political
institutions by increasing the ideological readiness for

them amon the influential seta ents of the articioating
nations, even though the major force toward the develop-

ment of such institutions is likely to come from function-
al requirements rather than from an abstract commitment

to an internationalist ideology.

4. The most important source of the political
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relevance of international exchange and cooperation . . .

is its contribution to the development of human networks
that cut across national boundaries. Participation in such

activities, if they are successful, is likely to lead to
the establishment of ongoing relationships around common
professional concerns among individuals representing dif-

ferent nationalities. These relationships have functional
significance for the individuals in the sense that they

are directly relevant to their professional interests and
the effective performance of their professional roles.
Thus, individuals and groups from different countries
become committed to international cooperation not as an
abstract value, but as a concrete vehicle for carrying
out personally important activities and pursuing their
immediate and long-range goals. They become involved in
a network of interdependent individuals and groups,
without reference to national differences, and are likely

to develop a sense of loyalty to it. What is crucial
here is that this loyalty cut across national lines; it

need not be antagonist to or competitive with national
loyalty, but simply independent of it.

Insofar as international exchange and cooperation
contribute to the development of such cross-cutting
loyalties, they help to create the conditions for peace.

The development of networks based on professional
and other interests, that cut across national boundaries
can contribute to the stability and integration of the
international system. It would do so, not by eliminating
conflicts, but by counteracting tendencies toward complete
polarization--towards subordinating all relationships to

a single basic conflict along national lines. (2)

There are various kinds of social research that can help us assess

whether international exchange programs do indeed contribute to the

achievement of the specific and long-range goals that have just been

outlined, and that can help us delineate the conditions that would
maximize the effectiveness of such programs. One type of research

that is directly relevant here is evaluation research, involving
the systematic study of specific programs and their impact on the

participants in them. Such research would allow us not only to con-

clude whether the program under study achieved the goals of th:.

organizations that sponsored it and the individuals who participated

in it, but also to develop recommendations for enhancing the effec-

tiveness of similar programs in the future. Evaluation research, in

and of itself, cannot tell us whether international exchange in

general or the particular program under study contributes to the
long-range goals of creating the conditions for peace, but it can
help us check out some of the assumptions on which the presumed
long-range effects depend by providing detailed information about
the actual nature of the exchange experience. Moreover, insofar as
evaluation research can help in enhancing the effectiveness of
international exchanges, it is relevant to these long-range goals,

since their achievement is predicated on exchange experiences that

are successful and personally and professionally satisfying to the

(2) H. C. Kelman, ibid., Pp. 573-576.
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participants.

The present report is based on a detailed evaluation study of

a specific exchange program: a multi-national seminar for communi-

cations specialists, sponsored by the Bureau of Educational and

Cultural Affairs, U. S. Department of State, and conducted at

Brandeis University in the summer of 1962. A plan for thorough

evaluation was built into the design of this Seminar from the

beginning. The conditions for such evaluation research were par-

ticularly favorable. First and foremost, initiative for the

evaluation came from the directors of the Seminar themselves.

Since the Seminar represented a new venture, they were eager to

obtain specific information that might contribute to the improve-

ment of future seminars of this sort. They regarded the evaluation

as an integral part of the Seminar, at least equal in importance to

the program activities themselves. Secondly, the staff of the Bureau

of Educational and Cultural Affairs was interested in initiating

systematic and intensive research on exchange activities. While

strongly committed to the value of international exchange, they

wanted to know more about the specific aspects of such experiemas

that are most valuable and about the possibilities of further

improvements in projects they were sponsoring. Thirdly, the

special nature of the Brandeis project facilitated evaluation

research, since its administration--starting with the selection of

participants- -was more centralized than is usually the case.

The report focuses on our findings about the reactions of

participants to the exchange experience and about the impact that

this experience had on them. While our conclusions and recommenda-

tions are specific to the seminar being evaluated, we shall try to

point to problems that are germane to cultural and educational ex-

change programs in general. The report should be of interest to

individuals involved in the organization and administration of

various activities in the field of cross-national education and

exchange. At the same time, it should be of interest to many

social scientists. Not only does it illustrate one attempt to

translate research findings into their concrete policy implications,

but it also represents a study of adjustment and attitude change in

an inherently interesting situation--that of an extended gathering,

in a foreign country, of a multi-national group of specialists.



CHAPTER 2

THE SEMINAR

The Seminar on which our study focuses was conducted by the

Communication Research Center at Brandeis University in the summer

of 1962, under a grant from the Bureau of Educational and Cultural

Affairs. The Communication Research Center came into being about a

year before the Seminar convened and, prior to the Seminar, it had

a permanent staff of four (including the Director and Associate

Director). The Seminar represented the Center's first major project.

As originally conceived, the Seminar was designed to deal with

the mass media of communication in general, but gradually its primary

emphasis was narrowed down to the broadcasting media, and particular-

ly to their use for educational purposes. The plan was to bring to

the United States, for a four-month period, specialists in broadcast-

ing and related fields from a number of different countries. The

countries were to be selected so that different degress of experience

with television would be represented in the Seminar.

Goals for the Seminar

In order to develop criteria and measures for evaluation of the

Seminar (to be described in the next chapter), the research staff

had to ascertain the goals that the organizations sponsoring and con-

ducting the Seminar were hoping to achieve. Procedures could then

be devised to assess the extent to which these goals were in fact met.

Thus, in January of 1962, members of the research staff held a meeting

with several members of the Program Research and Evaluation Staff,

Bureau of Educational and Cultural Affairs, in order to learn about

their goals and expectations for the Seminar and the impact they hoped

it would have on the Seminar participants. In February of 1962 a

similar meeting was held with the organizers of the Seminar at the

Communication Research Center.

Our discussion with the staff of the sponsoring agency revealed

several interrelated goals that they hoped this Seminar would achieve;

some of these were specific to the present Seminar, while others

applied to the whole range of their activities. With respect to the

mass media of communication, our informants expressed the hope that

Seminar participants would come away with a greater awareness of the

educational possibilities of the media, of the importance of concen-

trating on quality productions, and of ways of strengthening the

media so that they can resist external pressures. They regarded it

as essential to communicate to participants from countries in which

television was in the initial or planning stage that the United

States does not have "the answer," that it would be desirable not

to imitate American procedures, but to develop television in their

own way, in line with the needs of their own societies. As for the

relationship between the United States and the countries represented

in the Seminar, the sponsoring agency hoped that Seminar participants

would come away with the feeling that communication represents a:

universal endeavor, in which their countries are associated with the

United States, and that the Seminar is the first step in a continuing

process of learning from one another. A related goal mentioned was
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the increase in exchange of materials between the United States

and the countries represented in the Seminar. The sponsoring

agency also wanted the Seminar participants to become aware of

the pluralism that characterizes mass communications in the United

States and of the revolution going on in this field. To this end,

they hoped the participants would become acquainted with the whole

range of broadcasting activities--educational as well as commercial,

successes as well as failures--and have the opportunity to make

their own comparisons. Similarly, with respect to American society

in general, our informants stressed the importance of avoiding a

"propaganda" effort, and of exposing Seminar participants to a wide

range of experiences. They expressed the hope that participants

would come away with a sharper, clearer view of the forces under-

lying American society, and a better understanding and knowledge of

Amevica as a country and people. Such an understanding would not
necessarily result in wholly favorable attitudes toward the United

States, but it ought to be reflected in the objective quality of

subsequent reporting about this country.

The organizers of the Seminar expressed rather similar goals,

although they placed somewhat greater emphasis on the potential
contributions of the Seminar to the professional advancement of the

participants and to the development of the mass media in the partic-

ipants' own countries. On the first point, they expressed the hope

that the Seminar would broaden the participants' background and

increase their skills. These skills may relate, for example, to the

use of television for educational purposes, or to the training of

others, depending on the level of development of television in a

given participant's country. On the second point, the organizers of

the Seminar expressed the hope that the Seminar would increase par-
ticipants' sensitivity to the potentials as well as the limitations

of the mass media; that it would provide them with a better basis

for comparison in judging the quality of mass communications; and
that it would help them in working out their own ways of improving

the process of communication in their respective countries, partic-

ularly as it relates to education and to national development in

general. Another goal mentioned by the organizers of the Seminar

was that the participants would come away with a more international

view of broadcasting, based on the experience of working together

on common problems, as well as an interest in continued association

with their American counterparts. They expressed the hope that
channels of communication opened as a result of the Seminar would

also allow American broadcasters to learn about methods and materials

developed by their colleagues abroad. Specifically, they mentioned

that they would like to obtain various materials (such as tapes or

scripts) from the participants to add to the resources of the Com-

munication Research Center. Finally, they shared with the sponsor-

ing agency the hope that participants would acquire a clearer view

of American mass media and'of American culture and society in general.

The general goals of the sponsors and organizers--which we can

presume to be similar to the goals of other exchange programs of this

type--can be summarized as follows: (1) to provide the participants

with a professionally useful experience, yielding new information,

new ideas, and new contacts that can enhance their professional work
and their capacity to contribute to the solution of problems in their

own countries; (2) to open up channels of communication and exchange
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between the participants and their colleagues in America and in

other countries, which can be continued and developed after they

return to their home countries; and (3) to provide the participants

with first-hand knowledge of American mass media, as well as of

American society and American life in general. With respect to

the third goal, both the sponsors and the organizers of this Semi-

nar stressed the importance of giving the participants a complete

and objective picture of American mass media and American life,

including not only accomplishments, but also problems, diffi-

culties, and shortcomings. The hope was that the participants

would leave with a fuller, richer, more detailed, and more differ-

entiated picture of American mass media and American institutions,

and that they would gain a more intimate understanding oZ American

society and of the way in which American mass media fit into the

general institutional structure and cultural patterns. Ideally,

they would become more fully aware of the range of activities and

points of view in American broadcasting and American life in general.

But this does not mean that they would change their attitudes in

the direction of an uncritical acceptance of American patterns and

procedures. We would agree that such an outcome is neither a

realistic expectation, nor even a desirable goal. Exchange programs

can be considered successful if--in addition to meeting the profes-

sional needs of the participants and establishing better channels

of communication--they help the participants to refine their views

of those areas of American society that are of special concern to

them.

Selection of participants

The list of countries from which participants were to be

selected was drawn up so as to represent three levels of experience

with television: (1) countries with extensive experience in tele-

vision work, including its use for educational purposes; (2) countries

in which television had been introduced recently or was about to be

introduced; and (3) countries in which television was in the planning

stage. Furthermore, in most of the countries on the list English was

either the dominant language or widely spoken among the educated

segments of the population.

The criteria for selecting participants within each country

called for individuals "on the policy-making and creative level

who are engaged in television itself or are in education, radio,

government information ministries, or.journalism, and are currently

preparing themselves for important positions in the field of tele-

vision in their respective countries." The intention was to select

participants who were at the highest possible levels within their

own organizations, so that they would be in a good position to im-

plement whatever they learned at the Seminar. Preference was zo be

given to individuals concerned with the educational side of broad-

casting, but this was by no means the exclusive emphasis. Finally,

for the participants from non-English-speaking countries, the

criteria included an excellent command of English, although several

of the individuals finally selected did not quite satisfy this

criterion.

A distinctive feature of the Seminar was the procedure for
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Table 2.1

Countries represented in the Seminar

Countries

Number of
Participants

Australia 1

Japan
2

Philippines
2

Thailand
2

Iran
1

Israel, 2

Cyprus
1

Kenya 2 *

Southern Rhodesia 2 *

Nigeria 3

Ghana 2

Italy 1

Yugoslavia 2

Sweden 2

United Kingdom 2

Jamaica
1

Total

* One African and one Briton

28
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selecting participants. The director of the Seminar (Associate

Director of the Communication Research Center), together with the

Chief of the Foreign Specialists Branch of the Bureau of Educational

and Cultural Affairs, personally visited most of the countries from

which participants were finally selected.(1) In each country, they

consulted with leading people in broadcasting, educational, and

governmental agencies that had some relevance to the concerns of the

Seminar; they interviewed prospective participants, to determine their

interest and suitability; and, they worked out arrangements with

officials of the American Embassy that would facilitate the processing

of nominations in keeping with the requirements of the Seminar. On

the basis of these various consultations, a procedure for nominating

Seminar participants was developed in each country, and a selection

panel was set up to take charge of this task. The composition of

these panels varied from country to country, but in most cases the

nominations were handled completely by nationals of the country in

question. They might include, for example, the director of the

country's broadcasting system, a representative from the ministry of

education or information, and important officials from other relevant

agencies, who had the opportunity of discussing the purposes of the

Seminar and the criteria for selection with the Seminar's director.

In most cases, an official from the American Embassy--usually the

Cultural Affairs Officer or Public Affairs Officer--was attached to

the panel to provide liaison with the Embassy. The names of nominees

selected by each panel, together with biographical information about

them, were then submitted to the Communication Research Center and

the Bureau of Educational and Cultural Affairs for final approval.

These selection procedures eventuated in a group of 28 partic-

ipants, coming from sixteen different countries. The countries

represented and the number of participants from each can be found

in Table 2.1. About a third of the participants were professionally

concerned with educational broadcasting, most of them with the pro-

duction of television or radio programs for the schools. A somewhat

smaller number were concerned with broadcasting in the area of news

and current events. And, about a third were concerned with the

production of a variety of other types of programs, or with admini-

strative and supervisory tasks in the program divisions of their

respective broadcasting systems. The distribution of the partici-

pants among these different areas of specialization is presented in

Table 2.2.

After the selection procedure on a given participant had been

completed, he received a formal invitation from the United States

Ambassador in his own country. Another formal letter of invitation

was sent by the president of the sponsoring university. The director

of the Seminar personally wrote to each participant, giving him in-

formation about the program. Each participant also received four

books on various aspects of American society and culture. Finally,

the director of the evaluation study sent a detailed letter to each

participant, soliciting his cooperation in the research and enclosing

the first questionnaire (to be described in Chapter 3).

(1) They visited fifteen countries, of which thirteen sent partic-

ipants to the Seminar. In addition, the final group included

one participant each from three countries that had not been

personally visited.
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Table 2.2

Areas of Specialization of Seminar Participants

Areas of Specialization Number

Educational (instructional) broadcasting 9

Employed by broadcasting system 6

Employed by school system 3

News broadcasting 4.

Programs* on current events, documentaries, talks 3

Programs*, general 10

Primarily concerned with administration 6

Primarily concerned with production 4

Government
2

Ministry of Education 1**

Ministry of Information 1***

Total 28

* Most of the broadcasting systems represented divide their

regular broadcasting activities between two divisions, one

concerned with "news," and the other with "programs." The

latter includes special features, documentaries, talks,

discussions, cultural programs, music, entertainment, and

programs addressed to special populations (e.g., women's

programs). In this table, current events programs, docu-

mentaries, and talks are separated from the rest since, in

some of the analyses to be presented later, specialists in

these types of programs are grouped together with news

specialists, with whom they have much in common.

** This participant is grouped with educational broadcasters in

subsequent analyses.

* * * This participant is grouped with specialists concerned with

administration of general programs in subsequent analyses.
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First phase of the Seminar: The stay at the university

Most of the participants arrived in the United States just

before the opening of the Seminar on June 9, 1962. They spent the

first six weeks of their sojourn at Brandeis University. Three of

the participants (all Europeans) were accompanied by their wives from

the beginning; a fourth wife arrived about a month later. All par-

ticipants were housed in dormitory rooms. They were given the option

of sharing a room or taking a single room, and about three quarters

of the participants chose the latter alternative. Small charges for

these rooms were deducted from the $15. per diem allowance that each

participant received. The participants took most of their meals at

the university cafeteria; payments for these meals were made on the

basis of a flat rate per day, deducted from the $15. allowance. The

per diem allowance was more than adequate for the period spent at

the university, but--as we shall see later--some of the participants

found it insufficient for the travel period.

The program of the Seminar during the university phase was

divided into two major parts: professional activities and academic

activities. A central feature of the professional activities was

a series of professional seminars. Four such seminars were scheduled

for each of the six weeks the participants spent at the university.

During the first week, the seminars were designed to give participants

general background information about the structure and function of

American mass media, with special emphasis on the role of the broad-

casting media within this wider context. During subsequent weeks,

the seminars were conducted by invited speakers, most of whom were

outstanding specialists in their various fields. The speakers in-

cluded producers and writers of television and radio programs, ad-

ministrators of commercial and educational broadcasting systems,

specialists on educational broadcasting media from a variety of

organizations (within universities, school systems, foundations,

governmental and international organizations), and an occasional

critic and journalist. The seminars dealt with the operations of

educational broadcasting in 'the United States, with the uses of

broadcasting media for various specific instructional purposes

(such as the teaching of science or languages), with research on

educational television and programmed instruction, and with a variety

of activities in the United States in the fields of news and docu-

mentaries, cultural and dramatic programs, and entertainment. Typi-

cally, a speaker would come for a single day and spend several hours

with the participants, starting with a lecture and/or demonstration

before lunch and continuing with further discussion after lunch.

The speakers usually described their own activities and philosophies

that governed them, and presented samples of their work. In two

cases, the same topic extended over a two-day period and the semi-

nars were combined with opportunities for detailed observations of

the activities under discussion. Both of these two-day sessions

dealt with the activities of local organizations in the educational

broadcasting field and could thus combine lectures and film showings

with visits of facilities, demonstrations, and discussions with

various staff members of the organizations.

The two local organizations that participated in the two-day

seminars were among a number of local agencies whose facilities the

participants were able to visit and part of whose activities they
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were able to observe. These included educational and commercial

television stations; newspaper offices; a communication training

program, a center for producing programs in language instruction

by television and for training teachers in the use of these pro-

grams, and other educational facilities at universities in the area;

and a company producing audio-visual equipment. In addition, some

field trips outside of the Boston area were arranged, which included

a visit to the offices of the New York Times, to the headquarters of

a large manufacturer of electronic and television equipment in New

Jersey, to an educational television station in Philadelphia, and to

a small university radio station in New Hampshire.

In addition to the invited speakers who made presentations at

the professional seminars, a number of prominent visitors were brought

in to speak to the group and/or participate in informal discussions

with them. These additional addresses and discussions were generally

held in the evening. Some of these guests were specialists in broad-

casting or other areas of communication, and thus rounded out the

professional part of the program. Others came from the fields of

education, social welfare, race relations, politics, and the arts,

and thus contributed to the second major part of the program--the

so-called academic activities.

The term "academic activities" was used to refer to activities

not directly concerned with communication media, but rather focused

on providing general information about American society and American

institutions. The major activity in this area consisted of a series

of seminars, led by members of the university faculty and covering

various aspects of American society. There were four weekly seminars,

dealing, respectively, with American courts and civil rights (includ-

ing discussions of civil liberties and constitutional guarantees);

American government and politics (including discussion of the party

system and of the relationship between Congress and the presidency);

trends in American philosophy (especially social criticism and social

thought); and American social structure (with emphasis on race,

religion, and social class). The last two of the four seminars met

simultaneously, so that participants had to choose between them.

While the participants were told that attendance at these seminars

was optional, the large majority seemed to feel that it was expected

and did attend on a regular basis.

A number of social activities were also planned during the six-

weeks period at the university. Participants attended several cul-

tural and entertainment events, including music, art, and film

festivals; they visited some places of historical significance; and

they were invited to dinners at the homes of university officials

and in connection with visits to broadcasting or newspaper facilities.

The two main social events arranged for the group were an outing and

boat ride on the Fourth of July; and a weekend of private hospitality

with families in a small New England town.

Participants' contributions to the Seminar. At the beginning

of the Seminar, the participants were asked to prepare descriptions

and analyses of the broadcasting structures of their respective

countries. These generally turned out to be comprehensive, well-

documented reports. These papers were reproduced and distributed
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among the participants, but they did not serve as bases for group

discussion.

There were, of course, opportunities for informal exchange

among participants, since they lived together and spent most of

their free time with each other. Planned and scheduled occasions
for exchange, however, were limited to a series of presentations

of samples of their work (in the form of tapes or films) that the
participants had brought with them at the request of the organizers

of the Seminar. Most of the presentations were film showings; there

was less interest in sound materials, some of which, moreover, were

in languages not understood by many of the participants.

No detailed arrangements for the presentation of these materials

had been made in the program originally prepared for the Seminar.

The setting up of a schedule for these presentations was left to a

committee of the participants which was formed, with the encourage-

ment of the directors, during the second week of the Seminar. The

committee scheduled presentations during whatever open times were

available in the program, generally in ne late afternoon or early

evening. Some of these presentations were displaced, however, by a

guest speaker or some other activity that was newly scheduled or had

to be rescheduled for one or another reason. Often the presentations

came at the end of a full day of seminars and addresses. Moreover,

due to the lack of certain technical facilities, it was not possible

to show some of the materials or to show them to their best advantage.

For these various reasons, the "viewing and listening sessions," as

they came to be called, were infrequent and not well attended.

In addition to arranging the schedule of "viewing and listening

sessions," the participants' committee also took it upon itself to

deal with other matters of common concern to the Seminar and to serve

as liaison between the participants and the directorate. Thus, the

committee made recommendations, both to the participants and to the

directorate, about certain procedural details and about arrangements

for the travel period.

Some of the participants were interviewed by representatives of

the local press or on local radio stations. In addition, several
participants took part, as a group, in a television program in which

they discussed their own countries and their experiences in the

United States.

Second phase of the Seminar: Travel through the United States

After six weeks at the university, the participants embarked on

a two-months trip throughout the United States. They left together

by bus for Tanglewood, Massachusetts, where they attended concerts

of the Boston Symphony Orchestra and visited at the home of Mrs.

Serge Koussevitzky. From there they went to Hyde Park, New York,

where they had lunch with Mrs. Franklin D. Roosevelt. The bus then

took them to New York City, where they broke up and followed their

individual itineraries.

Itineraries were personally arranged for each participant to

meet his special needs and interests. Each participant met with
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members of the Seminar administrative staff and volunteer assistants

in order to work out his travel plans. Many participants had cer-

tain specific ideas about places they wanted to visit, for profes-

sional or personal reasons. All of the participants, of course,
had ideas about the types of facilities they wanted to see and ex-

periences they wanted to have. The staff, in consultation with

educational and broadcasting specialists, attempted to locate sites

that would meet these various requirements. Cooperation of the

relevant officials in the various organizations was solicited, and

letters were sent off introducing the visitor and giving the approxi-

mate dates at which he could be expected. In each community, an
individual or an agency--such as a State Department reception center,

a university international center, or a local hospitality group--was
designated as the primary contact for participants who would be

visiting there. They were apprised of each visitor's plans and were

asked to facilitate his sojourn in their respective communities.
Transportation and hotel accommodations were arranged through a

private travel agency.

Some participants traveled alone; others traveled in pairs,

for all or part of the time. In several cases, the two participants

from the same country traveled together for most of the period.

Several participants (all European) rented or borrowed automobiles

for all or part of the trip. Included among these were three of
the participants who traveled with their wives.

Each participant devoted a major portion of his two-month's
travel to various professional activities, including visits to
broadcasting stations and to other organizations concerned with
various aspects of the field of broadcasting or of education.

Some participants spent extensive periods of time in a single

station, observing in detail or directly participating in its

activities. Most participants, however, paid only short visits

to a number of different facilities in various parts of the United

States. Each trip also included visits to other sites of special

interest to the individual participant, and visits of general
interest designed to acquaint him with America and American life.
Hospitality was organized by local agencies in many of the cities

visited. In addition, many of the participants had their own

contacts in various places, or established new contacts spontane-

ously.

Each participant's itinerary included New York City (with

visits to the large broadcasting networks), Washington, D. C.

(with visits to some major governmental agencies), Los Angeles,

and San Francisco. Additional stops varied from individual to
individual, but most participants had at least some exposure to

communities in the Mid-west and the South.

The participants were able to arrange--and, if necessary,
rearrange--their travel plans within a specified travel allowance.

In addition, as has already been mentioned, they received a $15.

per diem allowance for housing, meals, and miscellaneous expenses.
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Final phase of the Seminar: Return to the university

At the end of their two-months' travel period the participants
returned to the university for a final series of seminars and dis-

cussions. The total time scheduled for this final phase was two and

a half weeks. Several participants had to leave the United States
before the beginning of this final phase because of the press of
other obligations, but the large majority participated in it for at

least part of the time. After the first week, however, participants
began to depart on a staggered basis, in keeping with their individ-
ual plans, so that the membership of the group shrank from day to day.

For this final phase, the participants stayed at the university
guest house, a former country estate in an isolated, wooded area.
The participants all had their sleeping accommodations in this

building and took their meals there. Meetings and discussions were
also all scheduled there, with the exception of a few visits to
various broadcasting, educational, and other organizations in the

Boston area. In general, the living arrangements made for a more

relaxed and informal atmosphere during this final period.

During the first week of this final phase each of the four
academic seminars convened for one session, to review its domain

in the light of the participants' travel experiences. In addition,
several guests from the fields of communication, education, and

civil rights came to address the group and participated in informal

discussions with them. Scheduled activities were, however, on a
considerably reduced basis in comparison to the first six weeks.

There was a fair amount of unscheduled time, some of which was

spent in informal discussion and evaluation of their experience on

the part of the participants. It was largely a period in which
participants tried to pull together the information they had

gathered and the contacts they had made, and in which they prepared

themselves for departure.

During this period, one of the participants from the United

Kingdom produced a program, at the request of the local educational
television station, entitled "American TV: An outside view." In

this program, which appeared on television while the final phase
of the Seminar was still in progress, several of the participants

discussed their observations and impressions of American television.

During this final phase the director of the Seminar also
arranged a meeting with the participants to discuss means of
increasing international exchange of programs and staff. Out of

this meeting a memorandum was developed, which was then circulated

among all participants after they returned to their home countries.

This memorandum, which was drawn up by a number of the participants,
reviewed some of the difficulties involved in the exchange of pro-

grams and made some recommendations to overcome these; recommended
possible arrangements for the exchange of personnel, particularly
between emerging, inexperienced organizations and highly developed

ones; and expressed their appreciation to the directorate of the
Seminar for the opportunity it gave them to get to know the United
States and each other better and to make personal contacts that

they greatly cherished.



CHAPTER 3

PURPOSE AND DESIGN OF THE EVALUATION STUDY

The evaluation study was an integral part of the total planning

of the Seminar from the very beginning, and the research program
developed parallel to the Seminar itself. The research staff main-
tained close liaison with the organizers of the Seminar and had
their full cooperation at every stage of the research effort.

Purpose of the Evaluation Study

Evaluation study has two major interrelated purposes. One is

to obtain evidence of the effectiveness of the Seminar in achieving
its goals. These goals, as seen by the sponsors and the organizers

of the Seminar, have already been described in Chapter 2.

In order to evaluate the effectiveness of the Seminar in
achieving these goals, the present study relics, in part, on the

participants' own formulations. One can learn from the participants
how useful they found the experience professionally, what effect it
has had or is likely to have on their professional activities, and

what changes in their views they feel it has produced. This kind
of information can be obtained in the course of the Seminar itself,
particularly at the end, when the participants have an overview of

the whole experience and anticipate returning home. Of special

value, in this connection, is information obtained from the parti-
cipants after they have been back home for some time. At that
point, they are likely to have not only a better perspective on
their experience, but also to be in a position to evaluate the
actual impact of the experience on their professional activities

in their customary settings.

The present study does not rely entirely, however, on 'che

participants' own formulations for evaluating the Seminar. It

also tries to establish whether participation in the Seminar has,

in fact, produced changes in relevant attitudes--specifically, in
the participants' conceptions of their professional roles, in their

ideas about the functions of broadcasting in their own countries,
and in their views of American mass media and other aspects of

American society. Our interest with respect to the last point is

not in finding whether attitudes have become more favorable, but
whether they have changed qualitatively--whether they have become

richer and more differentiated.

It should be noted that certain types of information that
would be highly germane to an evaluation of impact were not col-

lected in the present study. For example, we did not undertake
objective analyses of the participants' professional activities
after their return home or of the impact their trip actuedly had

on their respective organizations. Thus--largely because of
practical limitations--we did not use various techniques that
could have been used in the evaluation of effectiveness, such as
content analysis of programs or articles prepared Iv participants
after their return, or interviews with their personal and profes-
sional associates, or before- and after-observations of the
organizational units within which they carry out their professional

activities. Effectiveness in this study is assessed entirely in
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terms of attitude changes observed in the participants and their
own reports on their activities and orientations.

The second purpose of evaluation study is to examine the
Seminar itself in order to discover the specific features that
were most successful, and those that created problems and diffi-
culties. Such information should be very useful for planning
future seminars, and would provide some basis for deciding which
features should be maintained or even expanded, and which need
improvement. The best source of information for this purpose are
the participants themselves, who can evaluate different arrange-
ments and activities in the light of their own expectations and
needs. While relevant information can be obtained from the partic-
ipants retrospectively, it is especially important to find out
about their reactions while the Seminar is actually in progress.
Events that they are evaluating are still fresh in their minds then
and their reactions are likely to be quite specific and concrete.
Reactions obtained while the Seminar is in progress can also be
related to our direct observations of the Seminar itself.

In short, the evaluation study was designed to answer two
policy questions: (1) Was this Seminar successful in producing
the effect that it was intended to produce? (2) What specific
arrangements and procedures are likely to enhance the effectiveness
of this and similar seminars? An analysis of the relationship be-
tween the participants' reactions to different aspects of the
Seminar and the effects it has on them should be particularly
instructive. The most useful conclusions of an evaluation study
are likely to refer not to the over-all successfulness of the
program, but to the effects of certain specific procedures and
arrangements on certain kinds of participants, given their partic-
ular needs and expectations. This kind of information is likely
to be of the greatest relevance for future planning, since it can
aid in the proper matching of participants and programs. It
should provide some basis for the selection of participants who
can most benefit from a given program, and for the development of
programs that would be most useful to a given kind of participant.

To the extent to which the study allows us to relate the
participants' reactions to different aspects of the Seminar to
our findings on impact and attitude change, it can also partially
overcome one of its inherent limitations. This limitation derives
from the fact that the study deals, essentially, with a single
case. We can only speculate whether the strengths and weaknesses
of the Seminar are unique to the particular situation or can be
generalized to other, similar exchange programs. By studying both
the program and its impact, however, it is possible to learn some-
thing about the conditions under which certain effects are achieved.
This kind of information is relevant not only to the evaluation of
this particular case, but also to the development of propositions
that might apply to exchange programs in general.

Design of the Evaluation Study

To meet the purposes that have been described, the evaluation
study was designed to yield two types of information: (1) informa-
tion about the participants' role in the Seminar and their reactions
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to it, obtained while the Seminar was actually in progress; and

(2) information about the impact of the Seminar on the participants

and the kinds of changes it produced in their attitudes, obtained

at various points, but particularly some months after the partici-

pants' return to their home countries. The first type of information

was obtained through intensive interviews inquiring into the partici-

pants' reactions to their experiences while they were taking place,

and through some observations of these experiences. The second

type of information is based on before- and after-questionnaires and

on detailed follow-up interviews, administered to the participants

and an appropriate comparison group.

Intensive interviews with the participants during the course

of the Seminar. While the Seminar was in progress, each participant

was interviewed intensively on four separate occasions. The inter-

views were conducted by five skilled interviewers, trained either

in social work or social psychology. Before each interview, the

interviewers met to review the questions and be sure that they were

aware of the purpose behind each question and the information it

was designed to elicit. The interviews were all structured, but

open-ended. That is, the wording of the major questions and the

order of their presentation were specified, but respondents replied

in their own words and in as much detail as they were willing to

provide. Interviewers were encouraged to probe further if an

answer was not 'efficiently clear, or if the information a question

had been designed to elicit was not given in the first response.

Furthermore, the interviewers were free to make occasional changes

in the wording or order of questions, in the interest of rapport,

continuity, or comprehension, and to omit questions that already

had been answered in earlier contexts. Interviewers took notes

that came as close to a verbatim record as possible; they also

noted down their own probes and any changes in wording or order

that they had introduced. Each interview lasted between two and

six hours, with the modal time approximately three hours.

With very few exceptions, the same interviewer conducted the

first, second, and fourth interview with a given participant. For

the third interview, however, which was conducted during the travel

period, there was a fair amount of switching among interviewers.

This was a necessary adjustment to the complexities involved in

scheduling interviews at approximately the same time with respond-

ents dispersed over different parts of the country. There was

some virtue in this necessity, however, since a different inter-

viewer was sometimes in a better position to obtain fuller informa-

tion on topics that had already been covered, but only sparsely,

in earlier interviews. Interviews with all but one of the partici-

pants were conducted in English.

The timing and content of the four interviews were as follows:

(1) The initial interview was conducted within a few days

after the participants' arrival at the university. It dealt with

their preparation for the trip; their reactions to the selection

procedure and to the arrangements for the trip; their expectations

regarding the Seminar and its various components, and regarding

their own activities and contributions to the Seminar; their
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previous contact with America and Americans; and their initial

feelings and impressions upon arrival in America.

(2) The second interview was conducted during the fifth week

of the sojourn, that is, just as the first phase of the Seminar was

drawing to a close. In this interview, participants were asked to

give their general evaluations of the Seminar and of the extent to

which it met their expectations, was geared to their background and
interests, and was conducive to the achievement of their goals.

They were then asked to react to the composition of the group and

the contributions of their fellow-participants; to various specific

aspects of the program--including the academic seminars, the profes-
sional seminars, the informal discussions, and the social activities;

and to the living arrangements at the university. Questions about

their plans for the trip through the United States were also raised.

Finally, the interview inquired into the parti-ipants' feelings at

the moment and into new impressions of American broadcasting and of

America in general that they might have gained during the preceding

weeks.

(3) The third interview was conducted in the field, durIng

the second month of the travel period. The interview focused on

the participants' experiences during their travels and their
evaluations of these, and questioned them about the extent to which

the trip met their expectations, interests, and needs. This inter-

view went into considerable detail on the participants' impressions

of American broadcasting and broadcasters. Moreover, participants

were asked about the contacts with Americans that they had during
their travels; about their observations regarding differences

(regional,. religious, ethnic, socio-economic) within the American

population and the role that these play in American society; and

about the new qisights that they had gained into American life.

(4) The fourth interview was conducted within a few days

before each participant's departure from the United States. We

were unable to obtain this interview from one of the participants

because, due to illness, she left unexpectedly toward the end of

the travel period. In two cases, the fourth interview was obtained

immediately after the third interview because these participants

(in line with expectation) had to depart before the formal comple-

tion of the Seminar. In the fourth interview, the respondents

were asked to evaluate their own experiences and activities from

the point of view of what they have accomplished, what they found
particularly enjoyable or difficult, and what, in retrospect, they
would have liked to have done differently. They were then asked

to evaluate the Seminar and to discuss features of it that they
would like to see preserved and features that they would like to

see changed. Additional questions focused on the participants'

expectations for the future, particularly the way their experiences
in the United States are likely to enter into their situations

back home; on their introspections about changes in their views
and perspectives that they have undergone in the course of their

sojourn; and on their feelings about leaving and returning home.

Taken together, then, the four interviews provided detailed

information on the participants' reactions, feelings, and impres-

sions, at a time when they were still immersed in the experiences
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they were discussing. For analysis of the interview data, coding

categories were developed to capture the content of the responses
that actually occurred in the interviews and to provide ratings on
some. of the dimensions in which we were particularly interested.

Observations of the Seminar in progress. In order to gain

some direct impression of the progress of the Seminar, the nature
of the activities offerred, the different roles the participants

were taking, and the kind of life they were leading, members of
the research staff used whatever opportunities for direct observa-
tion were available during the university phases of the Seminar.

During the first six-week period, most of the scheduled group
sessions were observed formally by a trained observer. These ob-

servations yielded running accounts of each meeting, ratings on a

number of dimensions of group behavior and atmosphere for each
meeting, and weekly ratings for each individual on his behavior

in the group along a number of dimensions. In addition, both
during the first six weeks and during the final two weeks at the

university, informal observations were made of group meetings,
various other activities, and of the participants' daily life. In

order to obtain a fuller picture of the nature of the experiences

to which the participants were reacting, we also conducted inter-

views with. Seminar staff members. These interviews yielded informa-
tion about what the staff was trying to accomplish, what they felt

was actually taking place, and how satisfied they were with the

outcome.

Before- and after-questionnaires to participants and a com-

parison group. A special "Questionnaire for Specialists in Broad-

casting" was developed for purposes of this study. This question-

naire (which is reproduced in full in Appendix A) included several
pre-coded questions (in which respondents selected one of a number

of answer-choice"s). Most of the questions, however, were open-
ended, requiring the respondent to reply in his own words. The

questionnaire covered four substantive areas:

(1) Views of American broadcasting: questions 2, 4, 5, 6, 7,

and 10. Questions 5 and 6 involved comparison between the functions

of television in the United States and the respondent's own country,

and are thus also germane to area (3) below. While all of these

questions may provide some indirect information about the respond-

ent's views of American institutions in general, this is particularly

true for question 10, which concerns an aspect of American mass
media that is likely to be quite salient for nationals of other

countries.

(2) Views of America and Americans in general: questions 9,

10, 11, 12, and 15. In addition, question 13--while focusing on

the respondent's presentation of his own country--is indirectly
related to this area, since it concerns the relationship between

the respondent's own country and America and taps his views of

what Americans ought to know in order to 'gain a correct picture

of his country. Answers to this question may thus provide informa-

tion about the respondent's image of America and Americans in rela-

tion to his own country. Question 14 was intended primarily as a



bridge to question 15 and was not coded. Question 9 was intended
in part as a bridge to question 10; it was hoped that it might also
yield some information about the respondent's views of American
institutions, but since this did not happen, the responses were not
coded.

(3) Views of broadcasting in the respondent's own country:
Questions 1, 3, 5, 6, and 8.

(4) Views of the respondent's own professional role: Questions

16, 17, 18, 19, and 20.

The questionnaire was administered to the Seminar participants

on two occasions: before their arrival in the United States, and
approximately nine months to a year after their return to their

home countries. The purpose of these two administrations, of course,

was to note changes in response over the intervening period--a
period which included the four-months Seminar in the United States
and a sufficiently long time back home to have given respondents

some perspective over their experience in the United States and
some opportunity to integrate it into their regular professional
lives. Completion of the second questionnaire after a delay of
nine or more months gave us some assurance that we would be dealing

with relatively stable changes, representative of the longer-term
impact of the experience. If the second questionnaire had been
administered at the end of the American visit, it might have
captured in part the more transitory immediate impact of the experi-

ence while the person was still completely caught up in it.

The before-questionnaire was mailed to the participants in the

Spring of 1962, shortly after they had been notified of their
participation in the Seminar. A detailed letter, explaining the
purposes of the study, accompanied the questionnaire. The partici-

pants were asked to complete and return the questionnaires before
their departure for the United States, and most of them did so.
Several participants did not complete the questionnaires until
immediately after their arrival in the United States; this tended
to happen in cases where the selection process had been delayed,

so that the questionnaire was relatively late in reaching the

participant.

The after-questionnaires were mailed to the participants in

the Spring of 1963. The covering letter to each participant also
explained that a member of the research team would be coming to
interview him during the summer,and asked him to have the question-
naire completed by that time. Several questionnaires were not
ready by the time of the interview, and were returned by mail in

the Fall of 1963. All participants, however, completed both the
before- and the after-questionnaires.

The interpretation of changes from the before- to the after-
questionnaire would remain highly ambiguous in the absence of a

comparison group. While it is true that the visit to America
intervened between the two questionnaire administrations, one

cannot at all be certain that this visit accounts for whatever

changes might be observed. Attitude changes might be due to
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other intervening events which have little or nothing to do with the

American trip: for example, changes in the individual's professional

activities, or in the field of broadcasting in his country, or in

the world situation. Even his image of America might undergo changes

in the course of a year that are based on new information on America,

quite independent of his trip. This is particularly true for broad-

casters who are likely to be exposed to much new information in the

course of their regular activities. In order to control for these
alternative possibilities, it was necessary to select a comparison

group of individuals who are as similar as possible to the partici-

pants, but who did not take part in the Seminar. The members of

the comparison group completed the same two questionnaires as the

participants, in 1962 and 1963. By comparing the participants'
responses to those of the comparison group, we can identify those
changes in the participants that can be ascribed to their American

experience. There should be no systematic differences between the

two groups in changes due to extraneous events (i.e., events extra-

neous to the Seminar). If there are any differences between the

groups, we can conclude that they are due to the one systematic

factor that distinguishes between them--participation versus non-

participation in the Seminar under study.

The selection of an appropriate comparison group in this type

of situation is an extremely difficult task. Ideally, from the

point of view of research design, one would ask each participating

country to nominate twice the number of candidates that can actually

be invited. One would then select, on a random basis, half of the

candidates for participation in the Seminar, and half for the

comparison group. For practical reasons, however, such a procedure

is usually impossible. In the present study, this procedure was
approximated for about half of the participating countries. In

those countries, alternate participants were nominated, who--for

one reason or another--were not the first choices for participation,

but who met all the qualifications necessary for participation.

These alternates were then asked to become members of the comparison

group. In about half of the countries, however, no alternates were

nominated. In those cases, we invited broadcasters from each

country involved, who were known to the director of the Seminar

and whom he considered to meet all the criteria for participation,

to become members of the comparison group.

The first questionnaire was sent out in the Spring of 1962 to

forty-six broadcasters in the sixteen participating countries, who

were not coming to the Seminar, with a covering letter explaining

the purpose of the study and the need for a comparison group.
Questionnaires were returned by twenty-three of these individuals.

In the Spring of 1963, the second questionnaire was mailed to the

comparison group. As in the case of the participants, the covering

letter explained that a member of the research team would be coming

to interview the respondent and asked him to have his questionnaire

ready at that time. All comparison-group members completed the

second questionnaire. Two members of the comparison group, however,

had themselves visited the United States in the period intervening
between the two questionnaires, and therefore had to be omitted

from the group. This left, thus, a comparison group numbering

twenty-one. In other words, for seven of the participants we did

not have a matching control.
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This procedure for selecting comparison-group members did not

yield anything resembling a "pure" control group. Like the partici-

pants, the members of the comparison group are almost all in the

field of broadcasting. In some cases, the match between a particu-

lar participant and his control is very good: they are both in the

same type of position, doing similar work, at approximately the

same level. Sometimes the match is "too good" in a sense: partici-

pant and control are both working in the same office, the one
serving as deputy to the other. Here a special problem arises, in

that the participant may have communicated much of his experience

in America to the control and thereby influenced the latter's

attitudes; thus, if we find no difference between the two it may

be not because the Seminar had no impact on either of them, but

because it had an impact on both! In yet other cases, the match

between participant and control is rather poor: they are both
broadcasters from the same country, but one may be a producer of
instructional broadcasts, the other a manager of a commercial

station. Here, of course, the question of comparability arises.

On the whole, one certainly could not claim that the comparison

group and the participant group represent either randomly selected

or precisely matched samples. What can be said, however, is that

the comparison group consists of individuals all of whom could

have been participants--i.e., all of them fully met the qualifica-

tions for participation in the Seminar--but who in fact were not

participants. On this crucial dimension, then, the two groups are

clearly comparable.

Follow -vswithdrticiants and the comparison group.

In the late Spring and Summer of 1963, intensive personal inter-

views were conducted with the participants and the members of the

comparison group. These interviews took place in the respondents'

home countries, and were carried out by three of the five original

interviewers. The interviewing style and the form of the questions

were similar to those employed in the earlier interviews. The

post-return interviews with Seminar participants were also similar

in length to the earlier interviews; the interviews with controls

were somewhat shorter.

Post-return interviews were obtained from all twenty-eight

of the Seminar participants. Of the twenty-one members of the
comparison group, four were out of the country at the time the

interviewer arrived. It was thus possible to obtain only seven-

teen of the twenty-one interviews (although all twenty-one comparison

group members completed the after-questionnaire). This left us

with eleven participants for whom we did not have a matching control

ready to be interviewed. In ten of these eleven cases, however,

we were able to locate a matching control on the scene--that is,

a broadcaster from the same community, with a position and back-

ground similar to that of the Seminar participant, who was willing

to be interviewed. Thus, for purposes of comparing responses of

the post-return interview, we have matching controls for twenty-

seven of the participants; for seventeen of these control we also

have before- and after-questionnaires, while for the other ten we

have the interviews aaly.(1) In addition, of course, there are

(1) We would have been able to obtain our complement of matching
controls were it not for one unforeseen circumstance. One
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four controls for whom we have questionnaire data only.

The post-return interviews explored further some of the areas
covered in the questionnaires. They focus, in particular, on
changes in the respondents' professional roles and activities, on
their views about changes and needed changes in the field of broad-
casting in their own countries, on their involvement in and plans
for international exchanges and their views of the value of such
exchanges, on their impressions of American society, and on their
perception of changes in their images of their own countries and
in their plans for the future. Thus, it was possible to see whether
participants reported any significant changes in their activities,
ideas, and plans after their return to their home countries. By
conducting interviews with a comparison group at the same time, it
was possible to determine whether any changes observed in the partic-
ipants can legitimately be attributed to their participation in the
Seminar. In addition, the interviews with the participants them-
selves specifically inquired into their own perceptions of the impact
that participation in the Seminar had had on their activities, ideas,
and plans. They were also asked to discuss in retrospect the use-
fulness of the Seminar and of its various specific features.

(1) cont' d:
of the members of the original comparison group was to be
out of his country at the time the interviewer was scheduled
to arrive there. He therefore made arrangements to meet with
the interviewer in another country at a later time. In the
last minute, however, he was forced to change his plans and
could not meet with the interviewer. At that point, of course,
it was too late to locate a substitute control of the same
nationality, since the interviewer had already passed through
the country in question. Hence we are left with matching con-
trols on the post-return interview for only 27 of the 28 cases.
We did, however, conduct an extra control interview in one of
countries, so that we actually have a total of 28 control inter-
views, of which 27 are matched by nationality. In Chapter 10,
which reports the relevant data, all 28 control interviews are
used as a matter of convenience, since we are thus enabled to
compare groups of equal size.
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PARTICIPANTS' REACTIONS TO THE UNIVERSITY PHASE OF THE SEMINAR

In this chapter we shall examine the participants' reactions

to the first phase of the Seminar. The data to be presented are
based almost entirely on the second interview, conducted during the

fifth week of the Seminar -- that is, just as the sojourn at the
university was drawing to a close -- although we shall, on occasion,

draw on data from earlier or later interviews.

The primary purpose of this analysis is to identify on the

basis of the participants' reactions -- some of the problems and

successful features of the Seminar. The analysis will emphasize

criticisms raised by the participants. Even when such criticisms

represent only minority points of view, they may give some insight

into problems that can be avoided and improvements that can be in-

troduced. OF course, features of the aeminar that are criticized

by some participants may be highly valued by others. In such a case,

however, it is important to know which participants make the criti-

cisms and for what reasons. This kind of information can be ex-

tremely useful in the proper matching of participants and programs.

One cannot infer, from the more presence of criticisms, that

a participant was generally dissatisfied with the Seminar. While

statements of satisfaction are always difficult to interpret, indi-

cations are that most participants in the Seminar were generally

very satisfied, even though they may have made specific criticisms

and suggestions for improvement. In particular, it must be kept in

mind that the participants viewed the Seminar as a pilot project

and the evaluation as an attempt to find ways of improving future

projects. They were, therefore, predisposed to offer criticisms.

When asked to give an over-all evaluation of the initial por-

tion of the Seminar, 7 participants expressed themselves a.s very

satisfied, 15 as quite satisfied, 4 a.s somewhat satisfied, and 2

as not too satisfied. We also asked participants to estimate the

proportion of the program that was directly relevant to their in-

terests, and the proportion that was at least indirectly relevant.

Eleven participants indicated that at least 75% of the program was

directly relevant, and 15 found 75% or more at least indirectly

relevant. Those who found at least half of the program directly

relevant numbered 24. On the whole, it would seem that the level

of satisfaction was rather high: the large majority of participants

was at least "quite satisfied" and found something of direct rele-

vance to their interests in at least half of the program.

Before we examine participants' reactions to specific aspects

of the experience, it would be useful to highlight those features

of the university phase that they were especially prone to pick out

for praise or criticism. To this end, we examined those portions

of the interview in which respondents spontaneously brought .up

features of the Seminar that they liked or disliked, that they con-

sidered successes or failures, that were sources of satisfaction or

of dissatisfaction and disappointment. We find that the following

features were spontaneously brought up in highly positive terms (as

especially well-planned, as especially valuable or enjoyable, or as
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surpassing expectations):

(1) The opportunity to listen to some of the professional
speakers (mentioned by 13 respondents) and to learn

about American broadcasting (16); the high quality of

the speakers (8).

(2) The visits to mass media facilities (14).

(3) The academic seminars (16).

(4) The week-end visit with an American family in New Hamp-

shire.(21).

The following features were spontaneously brought up in critical

terms (as especially poorly planned, inconvenient, or disappoint-

ing):

(1) The relative lack of depth in the professional part of

the Seminar (9).

(2) The heterogeneity of group composition (8).

(3) The tendency to overschedule activities, thus limiting op-
portunities for absorbing materials and for recreation

(16).

(4) The inefficient handling of certain administrative de-
tails, usually of a minor nature (13).

(5) The geographical isolation of the university, coupled
with inadequate provision of transportation (21).

(6) The inadequate provision for entertainment, for leisure

time activities (8).

These points should be kept in mind as we proceed to review
participants? reactions to specific parts of the experience, for

these are the points spontaneously singled out for praise or criti-

cism by at least a quarter of the participants. They do not cover

all the points that will be discussed in the sections that follow,

some of which emerged only in response to direct questions and some

of which were raised only by a small subgroup of the participants.

Some of the most interesting points, in fact, are not in the above

lists. We consider it important, nonetheless, to discuss them, but

let the above lists serve as background for this discussion.

Professional Activities

Professional seminars. In Chapter 2, we described the pro-

fessional seminars which consisted mainly of talks and demonstra-

tions by invited speakers and which served as the major focus for

the professional activities arranged for the participants. The

participants were generally impressed with the level of the invited

speakers (as we have already seen) and were pleased with the infor-

mation presented to them. Ten of the participants spontaneously

praised the professional seminars for the high quality of the speakers.

There were no indications that the participants objected to the idea
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of having experts brought in, and of being exposed to lectures,
given information, and so on. Many participants apparently found
this consistent with their view of themselves as "learners." Even

those participants, however, who did not view themselves primarily

as learners -- those, for example, who came from countries with a
highly developed television system -- seemed content that the semi-

nars were essentially set up to convey information to them, and
pleased that outstanding individuals were brought in to discuss their

own work and present demonstrations. Thirteen participants apprec-
iated the opportunity to learn about the patterns of mass communi-

cation in America. Fourteen specifically praised the seminars for

the amount of information that was presented which, they felt,
would help them in their own work by giving them new program or pro-

duction ideas.

While most of the participants were satisfied with the general
structure of the professional seminars and with the definition of
their own roles within these seminars, there were some criticisms
of the focus of the individual seminars and the way in which they
were organized into a total program. The participants appreciated
the visiting speakers, but there was also some feeling that there
were too many of them, with not enough time for each, and not enough
continuity between them. Several participants criticized the pro-
fessional seminars for their repetitiveness -- the fact that there
were too many speakers or too much overlap between speakers. Thus,

one participant indicated that he found most of the professional
seminars stimulating,

. . . but some did go over the same ground. The individuals
were generally good, but there were just too many of them.
One was subject to sit for an hour and a half to listen to
the same speech but from a different personality.

Another participant said, in this connection:

I think the planning was
adequate, but the things
too much. We could have

well done. The documentation was
included in the courses were a bit
done with less of the talks.

There was lots of repetition. Repetition, I know, has
advantages of stamping impressions on one's mind, but if
that mind is already fatigued, then it will be annoyed,

rather than helped.

What a given participant considers repetitive depends on his partic-

ular interests. Thus, a participant whose own work was in the area

of news broadcasting told us:

I was impressed with the number and variety of speakers and
lecturers, although I thought there was a duplication of

some of the educational television programs. As soon

as it had been established what educational television was,
one almost anticipated everything else. I personally don't
think that the instructional programs provide much material

for discussion.

Four of the participants criticized the seminars for a lack of depth

and an excess of generalities, in response to specific questions

about the professional seminars. We have already seen, however, that
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9 individuals spontaneously exnressed disappointment in the relative

lack of depth of these seminars. Continuity was also a problem,

which one participant saw as directly related to the large number

of invited sneakers:

I think we had too many people; eighty percent of the

material for the seminars came from visiting speakers.

It is hard to get a coherent system oE knowledge or
ideas from such a jumble of 11r-entr.tions.

In short, the gist of these criticisms seems to be that the

organization of the professional seminars--in terms of a long series

of relatively independent presentations by outside speakers--while

inherently interesting, made it a more superficial and less inte-

grated kind of learning experience. Since most speakers had only

a limited amount of time and did not know in detail the content of

previous sessions, they tended to start out with general statements

about the background and context of their work, and then to proceed

with a description and a presentation of samples of their own activ-

ities. The introductory statements thus tended to be somewhat re-

petitive because of their general nature. A number of participants

preferred more detailed discussions of more limited areas, focusing

on specific issues and concrete problems. Moreover, there was only

limited opportunity for the different presentations to build on

each other, and some participants felt that the information gathered

from these discrete presentations did not add up to an organized

framework. There was no deliberate attempt to tie the material

together, to point up relationships, and to provide integration.

It should be noted that the limitations of the professional seminars

in terms of the depth of learning that they made possible were by

no means of universal concern to the participants. Some participants,

apparently, were pleased with the opportunity of meeting a range

of figures in American broadcasting, observing their personalities,

and comparing their approaches and their stands on general issues

in the field. Those participants, however, whose primary focus

was on matters of content found this particular way of organizing

the professional seminars somewhat disappointing.

Participants' reactions to the professional seminars on the

depth dimension depend, to a very large extent, on their particular

professional interests. Thus, participants who work in the area

of instructional broadcasting, may ask for more specificity and

detail for those seminars that deal with instructional television,

but may consider other seminars unduly repetitive. On the other

hand, participants who work in news broadcasting may consider

seminars dealing with instructional television needlessly detailed

and time-consuming. In short, participants seem to like detailed

and specific seminars in their own specialties, but prefer general

ones outside of their own field, where all they want is a brief

exposure to what is going on. By the same token, participants

would prefer fewer seminars in areas outside of their siecialty

and are more likely to find these repetitive. While they might

also prefer a smaller number of speakers in their own area, in

order to allow for more detail and depth, they are considerably

less likely to find these repetitive. They are more likely to be

attuned to the differences in the presentations of speakers in their

own area and to be interested in nuances that escape the non-specialist.



The question of relevance to the participants' professional
interests leads us to a final, but possibly central criticism of

the professional seminars. The organization of the professional
seminars, in terms of a series of invited speakers, limited the

possibilities of a problem-centered approach. Each speaker came
for only a relatively brief period. There was little opportunity
for the participants to take up the issues raised by the speaker,

to bring in their own relevant experiences, and to focus on speci-
fic problems that were of professional concern to them. The ab-

sence of an organizing framework for the professional seminars and
the limited continuity between them, again, precluded an orientation

toward specific common problems. The participants had a good op-
portunity to learn about the range of activities in American broad-
casting, but little opportunity to relate this information to their

own situations and to delve into its implications for matters of
common concern.

This point of view was expressed by seven of the

who criticized the professional seminars for offering
opportunity to discuss the participants' own problems

and for their over-emphasis on American broadcasting.
participant said:

participants,
insufficient
and situations,
Thus, one

Even during the discussion periods we did not talk much

about our own work. We listened mostly to the American

experts. People asked questions, but they were mostly

about American programs.

Another participant made a related point, when he said that the
seminars are not organized in such a way as "to let the participants

contribute. You just question the speaker and get an answer."

Finally, a third participant can be cited in this connection. He

told the interviewer:

I didn't expect the professional seminars to be a

regular classroom . . . . I thought we would sit in
a room and discuss problems of one country or another.

Exchange Among Participants. We mentioned, in Chapter 2, that

planned and scheduled occasions for exchange among participants
were limited to a series of presentations of samples of their work

that the participants had brought with them. At the time of the
interview, about half of the participants had presented such a

program or were still planning to do so.

A number of participants seemed to feel that these presenta-

tions did not have an important enough place in the over-all program
of the Seminar and that they were not arranged in such a way as to

be of maximum benefit to the participants. They represented a
peripheral activity, not fully integrated into the rest of the

professional program. As a result, there was less interest in

these activities and attendance was low. One participant remarked,

for example:

We had already watched so much other material, and our
material was not related to that, so that they were not worked
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into a whole presentation. This was felt to be a burden
to some 'people, so the attendance was small.

The peripheral status of these presentations is illustrated in
another participant's answer to the question: "Did you present any
special program to the group?"

We had one on tap the other night, but due to some miscon-
ception or bad communication, no one came to view it. We
have been trying to get another program on, but we haven't
been able to yet.

Another participant, whose work is in the field of radio, told us
in response to the same question:

Yesterday I was to present one, but the people failed to
come . . . so we cancelled the program. It was to be the
first sound program. All the others were television pro-
grams and school broadcasting.

Some participants mentioned practical difficulties that interfered
with the showing of programs they had brought, or with the optimal
integration between the showing of a film and discussion of it.
The major obstacle (mentioned by five participants) was the lack of
the necessary technical facilities for showing certain programs.
They may have been particularly concerned about such difficulties
because these presentations represented the only structured oppor-
tunities for discussing their own work built into the program.

It seems clear from various comments made by participants that
they would have wanted the presentations of their own work to be
upgraded. Several mentioned that the presentations should have
been more fully integrated into the over-all program, and given a
better place within it. Moreover, a number of participants indi-
cated that they were not interested in simply seeing each other's
work, but would have preferred more opportunities for discussion
of the work following the presentations. Such discussions would
have made it possible for the person giving the presentation to get
the reactions of other participants to his work; and for the others
to raise questions about why and how things were done in a certain
way, and to relate the work to their own relevant experiences. In
other words, indications are that participants wanted more oppor-
tunities for exchange among themselves--including presentations of
their own work, but not restricted to this activity--to be built
into the total program. They wanted the Seminar to bring in more
deliberately the participants' own experiences and contributions.
Thus, one participant said:

I would have liked to have seen more coming together to
exchange ideas, to talk about our respective countries.

Several participants pointed out that opportunities for exchange could
be maximized if they were planned more deliberately and included as
part of the formal program:

The people in the Seminar should have an opportunity to
defend their work, to make presentations like those that
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the guests made. There should not be just a brief

showing of their films.

I would have liked for everyone here to be given a time

for a short talk--not just to show a film, but to lec-

ture on what has been done in their country in radio

and television.

I thought that it would be a multi-national Seminar,

that there would be more discussion of each partici-

pant's country's broadcasting. But, these discussions

are mainly operated by the Fellows on their free time

outside of the Seminar. . . . I think we should have

more time to include this in the Seminar schedule.

One participant seemed to feel that the problem was not merely one

of providing more time for exchanges in the schedule, but also one

of providing a framework within which such exchanges can be carried

out:

. . . Some framework should have been worked out so the

members could have made more of a contribution to the

Seminar from their own experience. . . . We were given

an opportunity to plan some programs ourselves, but we

had no particular framework for it. It is not enough

to tell people to spontaneously share their experiences.

People are a bit shy, and they need a framework within

which to make their contributions.

The disappointment with the limited amount of opportunity for

exchange among participants was probably due to three interrelated

reasons. First, some participants seemed to feel that their own

potential contributions were not sufficiently utilized. Thus, one

participant, when asked how the others reacted to the special pro-

gram that he had presented, replied as follows:

In the main, they were very well interested in it.

There could have been more of an informal discussion.

I thought I would do more about talking about my parti-

cular experiences. I came prepared to offer a great

amount.

A second reason for disappointment was that some participants would

have liked to obtain more systematic information about activities

in other countries. One participant said, for example:

Discussion groups, with each country telling what they

are doing in each country, would have been helpful.

Actually it seems that one should have discussions in

which the ideas of the various countries would be aired,

they should be jotted down by someone, and a pamphlet

should be gotten out as to what the other countries are

doing, so that we could take something away from here

on the other countries, rather than just information

about America.
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The same participant pointed to a third source of disappointment- -

the limited opportunity to benefit from the reactions of others to

one =s own work:

One thing I thought would happen that didn't happen is

that I thought all the people attending would be given

time to tell the others what they themselves are doing

in their country. I suppose the Seminar thought that

these kinds of things would be done privately and in-

formally. As it was, people with film shows could say

what they are doing in their country; but if you don't

have a film show, you're finished. There is not much
time spent saying what you have been doing and how one

could improve what he has been doing. There is not much
opportunity to air what you have been doing, to have
people criticize you, and point out ways of improving

these things.

At least by implication, this and other remarks about the oppor-

tunities for exchange among participants bring us back to a point

that was stressed in the preceding section: some participants
would have preferred a more problem-oriented approach, a greater
focusing on specific issues directly related to their professional

activities.

Effects ofproaCmposition on the Professional Experience.

The nature of the professional experience is, of course, partly a
function of the composition of the group. As has already been
pointed out, the group was heterogeneous with respect to level of
development of television in the countries represented, with respect

to the primary professional interests of the participants, and with
respect to ty)es of professional positions held by the participants.
The general reaction to the diversity of the group was favorable,
although, as we have noted, eight participants spontaneously remarked
that the composition of the group was too heterogeneous. When asked
specifically about the multi-national composition of the group, thir-

teen indicated that they considered it beneficial, while fourteen
expressed mixed feelings about this feature of the Seminar.

One of the benefits ascribed to the multi-national character
of the Seminar (by eleven respondents) was that it promoted a better
understanding and appreciation of countries with different cultural

and political institutions. One participant, for example, pointed
out that it gave him an opportunity to learn about the opinions held

in other countries. "Every day you get an image of the whole world,"

he added. A larger number (eighteen respondents) considered the

multi-national composition beneficial because it made possible an
interchange of professional skills and ideas. It was precisely with

respect to the specific professional gains they were able to derive
from the diversity of the group, however, that participants' views

differed. Some seemed to feel that the diversity did indeed enhance

their professional gains, while others felt that it diminished their

gains. Thus, fourteen participants indicated that the multi-national

composition of the group had adverse effects because of the diversity

of professional interests, backgrounds, or positions that it brought

along with it. This does not mean that their reactions were entirely

unfavorable, for some of these same individuals also saw value in the
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interchange of professional skills and ideas made possible by the

multi-national composition.

Participants from countries with relatively limited experience
and sophistication in the field of broadcasting were more likely to

see professional value in the multi-national composition. Thus,

sixteen respondents indicated that they found of special value

certain technically superior presentations by fellow-participants

working in highly advanced broadcasting systems; eleven of these

sixteen respondents were non-European in origin. On the other hand,

the participants who expressed mixed feelings about the value of

the multi-national character of the Seminar, and the participants
who noted adverse effects due to professional diversity were more

likely to be European in origin and to come from countries with
considerable experience in broadcasting. Presumably, these indi-

viduals felt that they had less to learn from a group representing
different levels of development. There were exceptions to tha.s

pattern, however. One participant from a highly advanced broad-

casting system, for example, when asked how much he benefited from
the contributions of the other participants, replied as follows:

Quite a lot. I have not learned much technically, but

the Seminar has thrown light on the members as people,

and their problems--the problems they are having with
educational television, for example. I have learned
about the setting in which they operate.

It seems reasonable to assume that this respondent (and probably

others) - -hied the diversity because it gave him insights that he

would be able to apply if, in the future, he is called,upon to

advise colleagues in countries with newly developing television

systems. Thus, he was oriented not only to improving his own work,

but also to improving his ability to assist others.

Several respondents felt that they would have preferred greater

homogeneity in the level of professional knowledge or the level of

sophistication of the participants. A somewhat larger number ex-

pressed a preference for greater homogeneity in the professional

interests of the participants. Thus, when asked what he thinks of

the make-up of the group, a participant in the field of educational

broadcasting answered as follows:

It is very good, but it would be better if all of them

were in the same field. I can discuss professional
things with some of them--we have the same vocabulary.
With others, I can only talk about general things.

A participant from the field of news broadcasting answered as follows:

Perhaps the whole group should have been people from

school television. Perhaps that wall the idea. Per-

haps it would be better if all were from exactly the

same interests. Some of us are newsmen, but the chorus

is more concentrated on school television. You could

make a separate Seminar for the school people and for
the news people, and more would be gained.
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Some participants, while concerned about the heterogeneity tJ
interests, did not propose a more homogeneous composition. Rather,

they suggested an alternative solution: breaking the total group
into sub-groups for certain activities, in line with the particular
professional interests of the participants. Thus, one participant

commented:

I think maybe one would achieve better results if one

put all the people who were not in broadcasting in one

group, and all the people in broadcasting in another
group and then brought the two groups together from
time to time.

Another participant suggested the following:

I think there should have been room in the organization
for smaller groups, or pairing off of those with related

interests. They could get together with a visiting staff

member or a member of the directorate. . . . If a portion

of the group with similar interests could have got to-

gether for a bread-and-butter session about getting things

on the air, it would have been quite helpful. But there
is no use taking the whole group through that kind of

session, and the larger sessions had to confine them-
selves to discussions in generalities.

In sum, it would appear that at least some of the Seminar par-

ticipants felt that the heterogeneity in professional interests made

it difficult to focus on specific problems. This difficulty can be
resolved either by limiting the selection of participants in terms

of more specific interest areas around which the Seminar could then

focus; or by providing opportunities for sub-dividing the Seminar

into special interest groups.

Academic Activities

The major academic activity, as we have seen in Chapter 2,
consisted of four series of weekly seminars dealing with various
aspects of American society. In general, participants expressed a
high degree of satisfaction with these academic seminars. Many of
them, as we have seen, mentioned them spontaneously as especially
positive aspects of the experience. Nineteen respondents described
them in wholly positive terms; another seven regarded them as useful,
though professionally irrelevant; only two felt they were essentially

useless. Ten respondents, as a matter of fact, indicated that the

value of the academic seminars surpassed their original expectations.
The initial expectations for the academic seminars tended to be

lower than those for the professional seminars--perhaps because
participants were not entirely clear about their role and nature.
In the final analysis, however, the participants as a group were

at least as positive about the academic seminars as they were about

the professional ones.

It is particularly instructive to examine which participants
showed the greatest satisfaction with the academic seminars. In

terms of professional interests, it turns out that five out of the
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seven participants in the field of news and current events were
wholly satisfied with the academic seminars, and the remaining two

considered them useful, though not professionally relevant. On

the other hand, of the ten participants in the educational field,

only four were wholly satisfied, four considered the seminars useful

though professionally irrelevant, and two considered them both use-

less and irrelevant. The most reasonable interpretation of this

finding seems to be that a participant's satisfaction with the 41'

academic seminars is related to the extent to which they fit in

with his professional needs. Much of the content of the academic

seminars--particularly the information about American political

and legal institutions--was of direct interest to the participants

in the news field. On the other hand, it had little relevance to

the specific professional concerns of participants in educational

broadcasting. Most of them found the academic seminars of some

general interest and value. As one participant commented: "These

things are not necessary to my work, but they did help me to under-

stand America.? It is understandable, however, that their level

of satisfaction is not as high and that they felt that the academic

seminars occupied too much time and received too much emphasis in

the total program. One of the educational broadcasters said, for

example:

. . . I felt that rather than listen to how justice was
administered here and about the Negro problem, I would '

have preferred to go out and watch actual production in

a television studio.

Another factor that seems to be related to the level of satis-

faction with the academic seminars is the relevance of the partici-

pants' general background to the content of these seminars. A
rough indication of this poit is the fact that participants of
European origin were somewhat more likely to single out the aca-

demic seminars for praise than non-Europeans. It would seem that

their general cultural and educational background provided more

immediate points of contact with the material presented in the

academic seminars. They were able to connect with the issues

raised in the seminars more readily. A related factor here seems

to be language facility. Language problems were cited most, often,

as the reason for their concern, by participants who were dissatis-

fied with their own roles in the academic seminars. Language dif-

ficulty was more of a barrier in the academic seminars than in the

professional ones, presumably because the latter were more directly

tied to the participants' day-to-day activities.

The most frequent basis for praise of the.academic seminars

was that they provided participants the opportunity to learn about

American (mentioned by twenty respondents). One participant, for
example, in answer to the question "How much useful, new information

do you feel you acquired from these seminars?" replied as follows:

Well, in some fields more and in some less. But even in

those where there was no new information, I got anew
light on some things. Really, I can't say enough in praise

of these academic seminars. I think they were first-rate.
If you are going to do broadcasting to a people, you .

should know something about their politics, their philos-

ophy and so forth, and this Seminar has given us a very
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good chance to learn this about America. I think,in

fact, that I know more about America now than I do

about my own country.

The function of the seminars was generally perceived as that of

providing background information about America--a function that

most of the participants considered valid and important. is in

that context, then, that they judged the effectiveness of the semi-

nars. Some of the participants saw the increased understanding of

American society provided by the academic seminars as particularly

useful preparation for their travel period. Another source of

praise of the seminars was the high competence of the speakers

(mentioned by twelve respondents). Six respondents praised them

for their effectiveness of teaching. Six were particularly pleased

with the frankness and objectivity with which information about

America was presented. None of the participants expressed any
feeling that the seminars were being used, in any way, to propa-

gandize them.

Criticisms of the academic seminars fell into two categories:

those concerned with their method or manner of presentation; and
those concerned with their content. Nine participants brought up
criticisms related to the methods that were used. Specifically,

the following points were raised in this connection: there should

have been more use of audio-visual aids; written outlines or

resumes of the lectures should have been prepared; there should

have been a greater use of concrete examples and case histories in

the course of the lectures, and less recourse to statistics and
broad generalizations; the lectures were often too fast and too

complicated; and there was not enough opportunity for discussion.

Not surprisingly, the participants who had some language difficulty

were the most likely to be critical of the way in which the seminars

were conducted. One of them commented as follows:

I could understand seventy or eighty per cent of the

lectures in the professional seminars, but the academic

seminars are'very difficult. I could understand the
general problems, but I could not understand special

subjects. I do not know technical terms. . . . I can-

not help hesitating to ask questions. . . . If before

the lecture some outline or chart or illustration was

given out, we could understand more.

One participant suggested that it would have been valuable to

use a comparative approach, to bring in related experiences from

other countries. WLile he was the only person to bring up this point,

it may be worth quoting him because of the relevance of his remarks

to our earlier discussion of professional exchange among participants:

I think it would have been better if several members of

the group had been specifically requested to prepare short
statements or a paper on aspects of their own country. For
example, the operation of the courts or the parliamentary

system. . . . I think it would have been better if we

could have had a more comparative perspective. Also, we

could have had more discussion. . . . It would have been

well if we could have drawn out what some of the partici-
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pants had to offer. They would have got a sense of

doing something for the group, and also the group would

have benefited from their experience and point of view.

Criticisms related to the content of the academic seminars

were raised by eight participants. A number of people felt that

material which could easily be obtained from written sources avail-

able in their own countries should have been kept to a minimum.

Some people would have liked to see more emphasis on certain

specific areas that were of special interest to them, such as

foreign policy or literature and the arts. In some cases, these

Preferences reflect an interest in those aspects of American

society that are more directly germane to the participant's

specific professional concerns. Thus, one educational broadcaster

told us that he would have preferred less emphasis in the academic

seminars on political issues, and more emphasis on such topics as

parent-child relationships and the role of children in American.

society. Needless to say, participants in the news field, were

satisfied with the political emphasis.

vir

There was some feeling that too much emphasis was being placed

on race relations in America. Some participants viewed this as a

special American problem which was of little interest to them. The

point was also made that, in emphasizing race relations, the Semi-

nar was satisfying the interests of the African participants, at

the expense of the participants from other parts of the world. ft

is difficult to separate: reactions on this topic, hoWever, from re-

actions specific to the seminar on American social structure. The

leader of this seminar devoted a large proportion of his time to

problems of race, and presented his point of view in a manner that

antagonized many of the participants. In view of the special cir-

cumstances under which the race issue was introduced, it would be

hazardous to generalize too much from this particular experience.

There is no reason to conclude that participants would be disinter-

ested in an objective presentation of race relations within the

context of American society. As a matter of fact, it can be assumed

that at least some of the participants would view with suspicion

any attempt to play this topic down.

Personal and Social Aspects of the Exuerience

Advance Information and Preparation. Our interviews revealed

a number of areas in which some of the participants would have pre-

ferred to have more advance information and preparation. A very

brief review of these points may help to alert us to'some of the

problems that might arise and that should therefore be anticipated.

One area in which participants want to have fairly detailed

advance information is the nature and purpose of the Seminar. They

want to know about the activities that are planned, the different

sub-parts of the Seminar, their own role within it, the reason why

they were selected, and the criteria used in composing the group.

Without this information, they find it difficult to make the necessary

preparations, and experience some discomfort, since they do not

know what to expect and what is expected of them. Many participants

felt ,that they had a very good idea of the Seminar before they came,
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but some indicated that they did not have enough advance information
or that information from different sources seemed to be different in
some respects. Nine felt that information about the purposes of the
Seminar was insufficient or unclear; thirteen felt that information
about the content of the Seminar was not entirely adequate.

Some participants would have liked more advance information
about certain practical arrangements. They indicated that they
might have done things differently had they had the necessary in-
formation on which to base a decision. Thus, for example, one par-
ticipant might have brought his wife, had-he known this was feasible.
Another might have made arrangements for a car, had he known more
about the transportation situation.

Finally, some participants found certain of the procedures
and requirements relating to travel to the United States and entry
into the country unpleasant and arbitrary. They would probably
have been less disturbed if they had been prepared for these de-
tails in advance and given some explanation of their necessity.

Use of Free Time. There was a general feeling that the Seminar
schedule did not leave enough tree time for the participants. Six-
teen of our respondents, as we have already noted, felt that the
schedule was generally too crowded, making it difficult for partici-
pants to absorb all the experiences they were exposed to. One par-
ticipant told us, for example:

. . between lunches and cocktails and speeches--I must
say it is interesting, but you cannot always absorb every-
thing. One thing I feel might have been taken into con- .

sideration is that some people come from countries with
a differenttempo of life. It takes some time to get used
to this high pressure.

Seven participants felt that the distribution of scheduled activities,
and not necessarily the total amount, was the issue. Thus, one par-
ticipant commented:

. . . it could have been better sorted out. Some days
we !ere overworked, and some days were too lax.

A number of reasons for wanting more free time were mentioned
by participants. Five indicated that they would have wanted more
free time for informal exchange among the participants themselves.
Five individuals mentioned that they would have wanted more free
time for independent work or study.' As one respondent pointed out:

we were very busy, so I couldn't read the books
or materials that were given by some lecturers. Day
and night we have some schedule. I want to have some
leisure to research materials and books. I want some
consideration for someone like me with poor English
ability.

Nine participants indicated that they would have wanted more
free time for leisure activities. Here, of course, the opportunities
available for leisure activities must be taken into consideration.

------MMOMMOMMONOMMUMNimmm
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Thus, 21 participants gave some indication that the location of
the university made it difficult for them to use their free time

to best advantage. Since the university was far from town and
transportation was not always readily available, they did not have

easy access to recreational and cultural activities that they might
have been interested in. Some participants mentioned that the
arrangement of contracting for all meals at the university also
tended to limit their freedom of movement since it created a
financial incentive for remaining on campus for all meals. Finally,

some participants would have liked to have certain additional
facilities available at the university during their free periods,
For example, they pointed out that the library was usually closed
by the time their schedule allowed them to get there.

Social Activities. As noted in Chapter 2, one of the main
social events arranged for the group was a weekend of private
hospitality with families in a small New Hampshire town. Even
though some participants originally had misgivings about the private
hospitality, it turned out to be the most successful social activity.
Almost all of the participants (26 out of the 28) reacted very
favorably to this experience. They appreciated the opportunity to
relax for a weekend, to meet Americans outside of their own profes-
sional field, and to get inside an American home. For example, one
participant spontaneously mentioned this visit as the most note-
worthy thing that had happened to him during the first few weeks

of the Seminar. He added:

Maybe that's the only time we'll get inside an American

home. It was very enjoyable. We were really inside,
en famille. There was no need to probe for what was
really happening; we could actually see.

Another participant nominated this visit as his most enjoyable ex-

perience:

I could spend two days in a private house and live with
children and in the household, and enjoy their music,
food, sightseeing, boating, a very beautiful place on

the lakeside.

Most participants also appreciated the other social activities

that were planned. A number of them mentioned that they felt people

were being very kind and considerate in their attempts to arrange
these activities. Nevertheless, twelve participants felt thatpot
enough social activities--at least of a certain kind--had been planned.

The younger members of the group were particularly prone to raise .

this criticism. (Of the twelve participants who felt that not enough

social activities had been planned, eight were below the median age- -

i.e., between the ages of 25 and 40; and four were above the median
age--i.e., between the ages of 41 and 54.) Eight respondents indi-
cated that they would have wanted more opportunities to go to
theatres, concerts, or other cultural events, Eight participants,
indicated that they would have liked more ' Jortunities to meet

people from the area, aside from professional colleagues, perhaps

in informal social gatherings. Five individuals mentioned that
they would have liked more organized entertainment fiat, the group,

such as parties for the participants and some compatible people

from the area.
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The participants' feeling that not enough social activities
were planned can be understood more clearly in conjunction with a
related criticism, raised by fourteen respondents, namely, the
feeling that there were not enough opportunities for spontaneous
social activities. It is apparent that the feeling that not enough
social activities were planned does not reflect a preference for
more organized activities involving the entire group. Rather, it
refleuca a desire for a larger number of opportunities to engage
in a variety of leisure time activities, including activities
selected spontaneously by individual participants. If given access
to the necessary facilities, many of the participants would be
quite capable of arranging their own social activities, as they
did during the travel period. Because of the distance of the
campus from most of the activities in which they were interested,
however, participants were limited in the arrangements they could
make on their own. Thus, it would seem that the needs of most
participants would have been satisfied, not by a larger number of
organized activities, but by the facilitation of spontaneously
selected activities--e.g., through arranging transportation, making
available tickets for various events, and providing opportunities
for informal contacts with Americans.

It must be kept in mind, of course, that not all participants
are equally comfortable about establishing social contacts or
arranging their own entertainment. Both personality factors and
cultural factors are likely to make a difference here. Participants
with a limited command of English would have special problems, as
would women, especially from non - Western countries. For these par-
ticipants some of the organized social activities may be less burden-
some and hence more attractive. In line with this, we did find
great variability in the way in which participants reacted to the

organized social activities. Some enjoyed them greatly. Others
would probably have preferred to have a variety of types of social
activities available, from which they could have selected those
that were most congenial to them. Such an arrangement would have
had the added advantage of conducting most of the social and re-
creational activities with smaller sub-groups, which would allow
for a smoother and more personal operation.

Personal Relations. As might be expected in a multi-national
seminar, there were some differences in attitudes and values between
the participants. On the whole, these differences did not seem to
create much friction within the group. Only four respondents felt
that the participants did not function as a congenial group. The
remainder were evenly split between those who saw tle participants
as a very congenial group (twelve) and as a moderately congenial
group. Those who noted some friction within the group most often
attributed it to personal idiosyncrasies of some of the members (eight),
to conflicting ideologies (five), or to lack of common interests(four).
Some participants considered the differences in attitudes and values
within the group as a valuable feature of the experiunce. One men-
tioned, for example, that there were

. recognized differences. These, I feel, have a
political background. But it's just as well to expose
one's viewpoint to the other. I think-it was good. They
got to know that there were other views. Whether they
changed does not interest me.
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In a very few cases, however, participants were sensitive to dif-

ferences between themselves and others--perhaps in political or

religious views--and felt that these affected their personal rela-

tionships.

Occasionally, a participant expressed the feeling

in the group were in a more advantaged position. To a

this was related to differences in language facility.

respondent commented:

that others
large extent,
Thus, one

. . . some people are not so good in English. They

hesitate to ask questions because their English is

poor, and if they are preparing their questions, other
people speak up in the meantime. It sometimes happens

to me. I find it difficult to intervene. Some people

speak very little or nothing at all. If you are better

in English and the questions are not so important--it

is easy to ask questions. Another man may have some-

thing more important to ask--but he may not have a

chance to speak. Knowledge of English is very important.

Occasionally, the feeling was expressed that some of the participants

were accorded preferential treatment. Thus, a participant from an

Asian country told us that

. . , sometimes treatment by members of the staff was

not the same. I think the staff was partial towards

some members of the Seminar--those from Europe and

those who, perhaps, speak English better and feel freer

to talk. . . . Sometimes when there was not enough for

the whole group, they got special preference. One time

there was not enough tickets; so they got the tickets.

and some others did not get them. Then there were some

.other things, like books and invitations by the staff. ,

. . . I think things like that should be more equal.

If they did not have enough for everybody, they should

not give to anybody. This might be all right in America,

but I think when you deal with a foreign people it is

more difficult, because foreigners are liable to con-

sider that discrimination.

These comments serve to remind us very clearly of the sensitivities

that participants--especially from non-European countries--bring to

the situation. They often feel that their own countries are under-

valued by Americans and by Europeans, and are especially sensitive

to any act that would confirm this expectation.

The complexity of the reactions that may arise in a multi-

national setting is demonstrated by another criticism that was

raised by some participants. They expressed the feeling that the

interests and problems of the African participants tended to play

a disproportionately large role in the Seminar. This is yet an-

other indication that concern with national status is likely to

play an important role in this kind of situation, and that partici-

pants will feel resentful if, subjectively, they experience a

status deprivation.
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A person may experience a sense of status deprivation not
only if he feels that his nation has somehow been slighted, but
also if he feels that he personally has not been accorded the
status that is due him. This may explain, in part, why seven of
the participants commented on the youthfulness of some of the mem-
bers of the staff. Some of the comments seemed to convey the
feeling that this represented a lack of recognition of the impor-
tance of the participants' positions.

Recommendations

From this analysis of participant reactions we can formulate
a series of recommendations for multi-national seminars that might
be organized in the future. These recommendations represent our
view of the implications of the findings and, inevitably, are in-
fluenced by our own values and opinions.

A. Recommendations concerning professional activities

(1) A certain de ee of homo eneit of ou corn osition--in
terms of a focal problem with which all participants are rofes-
sionall concerned--would seem to be desirable. This does not
simply mean an area in which all participants have an intellectual
interest (such as the mass media of communication), but one directly
related to their specific professional activities. As long as, at
some level, there is such a shared roblem on which all artici ants
can come together, there can and should be divergences in background,
experience, and professional role. An arrangement completely con-
sistent with this recommendation, for example, is one proposed by
the organizers of the Seminar under study for the inclusion of two
types of participants in future seminars: representatives from
broadcasting systems who are concerned with educational programs,
and representatives from ministries of education and other agencies
that set policy for educational broadcasting (see Chapter 5). While
these two groups are engaged in rather different activities, they
do have common problems that are of direct professional concern to
them and that can serve as the focal point for the Seminar.

(2) Opportunities for alternative activities should be built,
into the Seminar mum, so that wherever there are divergent
interests, sub-groups can be formed around specific issues and can
operate separately. There is no reason to assume that all partici-
pants will engage in all of the organized activities. In the course
of some of the general discussions, held at the beginning of the
Seminar, various specific problems, of special concern to some of
the participants, may suggest themselves. The program should be so
structured that there is room in it for small work-groups to form
around such problems. For many other purposes, of course, the

group can continue to meet as a whole.

(3) The, principle by which the Seminar is organized should,
ideally, be in terms of problems, rather than entimixintenmsRE
makers. That is, there should be some organized framework, de-
fined in terms of general issues in the focal area of concern, which
provides continuity for the whole program. Individual speakers
should be scheduled in line with this framework, and should know
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how and where they fit into it. Participants too should have ad-

vance information about this organizing framework. A problem-

oriented organization of this sort implies that the primary basis

for planning professional activities is their relevance to the
direct professional concerns of the participants. Thus, in a

seminar for broadcasting specialists, the central content would

not be simply coverage of what goes on in American broadcasting.
Naturally, in the course of the Seminar, participants would have

the opportunity to learn about American broadcasting activities,

and we know that this is of great interest to them. These activ-

ities, however, should represent special cases of general, shared

problems, to which the participants can readily conne.t in terms

of their own interests and experiences. To maintain the focus of

the professional seminars around the professional concerns of the

participants, and avoid their preemption by information about

America, there may even be some virtue in separating out the dis-

cussion of American mass media per se and devoting a special.

"academic" seminar to this purpose. Such a seminar could be

broadened to include information, presented by the participants,

about parallel activities in their respective countries.

(4) In emphasizing problem-orientation, we do not want to

ne lect the value of introducin to the artici ants outstandi

American personalities in their own field. This does seem to be

a valued part of the experience for most of the participants. It

can still be done, even within the problem-oriented framework, as

long as invited speakers are selected in terms of their relevance

to the focal problems. Also, certain outstanding personalities can

be invited for special sessions outside of the general organizing

framework, for example, for special evening meetings.

(5) The a II II roach recommended here does resu ose that there

will be fewer invited s eakers with more time for each and with

speater oeportualties for following up on each speaker's presenta-

tion. Each speaker would serve as a starting point for discussion

and exchange. This more intensive interaction with each speaker

would make it possible to go beyond questions and answers, and to

explore concrete issues in greater depth. At the same time, it

would make it more possible for participants to bring in their own

relevant experiences, and thus provide opportunities for exchange

among the particionts_themselves. They would be able to learn

more adequately about each other's situations, and to benefit from

the reactions of others.

111

(6) A lo ical extension of the idea of brin.inl invited s eakers

to the Seminar for longer periods of time is the possibility of in-

cludimseveral Americans as regular participants in the Seminar.

They would be specialists whose central professional concerns are

the same as those of the other participants. Ideally, these American

specialists would remain with the Seminar during the entire period

that foreign visitors are resident at the university. A possible

compromise might be to have these American participants come for a

period of one or two weeks. The essence of this recommendation,

however, is that these Americans would not come as invited speakers,

but as regular participants, who have a direct professional interest

in the focal problems of the Seminar, and who see themselves as in-

volved in an exchange activity, rather than simply in information-
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giving. While this recommendation is not derived directly from the
comments of our respondents, we feel that it has an unusual poten-
tial for creating a favorable climate for cultural and educational

exchange.

(7) A possible concrete procedure for combining some of the
recommendations made above would be something as follows: The pro-
fessional seminars might be organized in terms of a central problem

for each week. If the Seminar does not include American participants
for the entire period, as suggested above, then at least an attempt
would be made to include some Americans who remain with the Seminar
for the entire week devoted to a particular problem. The first part
of the week would be devoted to exploration and formulation of the
problem by the participants (with the Americans taking part in these

discussions as regular participants). In the course of these explora-
tions, different participants would be called upon to make specific
presentations, to lead discussions, or to give relevant demonstra-

tions. During the latter part of each week, an American expert in

the area under discussion would be invited to speak, to give demon-
strations, to participate in discussion, and to serve as a resource
person to the group. This particular format is presented here
merely as an example of one possible way of organizing the Seminar

so as to include the desiderata that have been discussed.

The recommendations we have listed are based on the assumption
that the specific professional concerns of the participants must
provide the basic context of a satisfactory and effective exchange
experience. We would emphasize problem-orientation, therefore, as
the organizing principle for the typical exchange program. Other
major points that should have wide applicability are the importance
of providing the participants with an opportunity to make personal
contributions to the program, and to bring in relevant experiences
from their own countries; and finally, the importance of providing
visitors with the opportunity of working and talking with American
colleagues, as equal partners on shared professional problems.

B. Recommendations concerning academic activities

It is apparent from the reactions of the participants that the
idea of combining academic seminars with the more specific profes-
sional activities is very worthwhile, and we recommend that it be

maintained in future seminars. In planning such academic seminars,
several considerations should be kept in mind.

(1) Any group of specialists will include some who are inter-

ested in a variety of general topics. For many, however, interest
in the academic seminars is likely to be a direct function of their
relevance to their particular professional concerns. Thus, special-
ists in news broadcasting are more likely to be interested in polit-
ical topics, while specialists in instructional broadcasting are

more likely to be interested in family relations. In devising an

a -,s-mic 'roy am o e shoul therefore take into account ex licitl

the particular
It is probably safe to assume that the majority of almost any group
of specialists will have some interest in the general political and
legal structure of the United States. Very likely, a review of

rofessional interests that the artici ants re resent
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general intellectual trends within the United States will be of

interest at least to a sub-group of the participants. It would

seem reasonable,' therefore, to include such seminars in the program.

Additional academic offerings, however, should be planned with

deliberate attention to the composition of the group and to the

aspects of American life that.are most directly relevant to their

professional specialties.

(2) Within the limits set b
would be ood idea to stru

ractical conside a io

ture the academic 0 1 am
I

wa that the seminars re resent a series of offerin wit n I
artici ants can choose those that are of sua eatest interes to

One mechanism might be to arrange several academic seminars; have

each seminar leader give a general lecture during the first week,

in which he summarizes his major points; and then let each partici-

pant choose one or two seminars, dealing with those topics into

which he wants to delve more deeply.

(3) Since the academic seminars often involve concepts and

terms that are outside of the participants' fields of speotalization,

language problems are likely to become especially acute. Ica. thorn-

fore there are participants whose _facility in English

some attempts should be made to take this into account in

ning, of the academic seminars. For example, it might be helpful. to

prepare written outlines and summaries. Of course, if necessary

funds Could be made available, it would be most useful here to make

some provision for simultaneous translation.

.(4) The value of the academic seminars is not restrictedto .

the specific information that is communicated, but it also includes

the opportunity to interact and exchange ideas with some American

intellectuals. This was, of course, a major reason why the organ-

izers of the Seminar under study were especially eager to hold it

on the university campus. In view of this it would be'valnable if

the leaders of the academic seminars could be irate

general program. For example, they should be encouraged to spend

time in informal contacts with the participants, to be present at

some of the meals, or to invite the participants to their homes.

The combination of interaction in the course of the seminars with

such informal contacts outside of the seminars is likely to enhance

the value of both.

ated into the

C. Recommendations concerning personal and social aspects of the

experience

(1) In communicatinl with
nar' it is imsortant to kee

artici Semi-ants in advance of the Semi-

in mind that

strange and ambi
s cholo ical

ous situation which re
the are coming into a
uires both ractical and

re aration on their art. The should be iven as

much information as possible, to facilitate this process of prepara-

tion. In particular, the following kinds of information should be

provided: (a) a clear and consistent description of the purpose

and structure of the Seminar, which will tell participants what'to

expect and what is expected of them; (b) any information about

alternative arrangements that are possible, which'would help, them

in planning and allow them to choose in line with their own
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preferences; and (c) any information that might help them anticipate

problematic, unpleasant, or seemingly arbitrary situations.

(2) Iagithesola_y_karranix,eetimeshouldnotsimle
e uated with unscheduled time but rather it should be lanned de-

UtgaigigattftUti2a101gig22tEmgLarkWaja
which the artici ants are enta ed. Free time should be scheduled

in relation to the general flow of activities; it should be intro-

duced at points at which participants are likely to need time for

absorbing new material, for reflection, or for relaxation. Only

under very special circumstances should free time that has been set

aside for these purposes be usurped by new additions to the program.

Moreover, free time should be scheduled in such a way that it can

be used to maximum advantage. For example, if participants have

some free time in town during the afternoon, it would usually be a

good idea to avoid scheduling activities for that evening, so that

they can take the fullest advantage -of their trip into town.

(3) In arranging facilities, the daily pattern of activities

in which the pa participants will be engaged should be taken into

account in a deliberate way. Thus, transportation, meals, library

services, recreationd facilities, and so on, should all be arranged

in such a way that participants can use their free time to maximum

advantage, i.e., that they can conveniently pursue the activities

they are interested in during the time that is available to them.

(4) In planning social and recreational activities it is im-

ortant to kee in mind that or anized activities for the ou as.4

a whole, while often valuable and favorably received by many partici-

pants. should be ,supplpmentedjsith other kinds of opportunities.

Wherever possible, activities should be organized in such a way that

participants can choose between different alternatives and can be

formed into smaller sub-groups. A more individualized arrangement

of this sort would both take into account their diversified inter-
ests, and allow for a more congenial atmosphere. Moreover, quite

apart from any organized activities, it is important to help partic-

ipants in making their own arrangements for social and recreational

activities. It would be necessary to acquaint them with the avail-
able possibilities, to find out what they would like to do, and
then to facilitate it in whatever way is indicated. In some cases,

this may simply mean giving information, purchasing tickets, and

arranging transportation. In other cases, a greater degree of

assistance may perhaps be required. The important point is to
acquaint participants with the range of opportunities available

and to make sure that they are able to take advantage of them.

(5) Above all, it is important to provide opportunities for the

participants to interact with Americans on an informal, personalized

basis. Informal gatherings can be arranged at the university, to

which members of the community are invited. This would allow par-

ticipants to meet Americans from various walks of life, and possibly

to arrange subsequent contacts with them. Also, some gatherings in

private homes can be arranged, to which participants, along with

members of the community, can be invited. Ideally,these would be

relatively small gatherings, including only several participants at

a time. Finally, private hospitality for individual participants

in American homes should be encouraged as much as possible. For
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some participants, such invitations may develop spontaneously out
of their informal contacts with Americans; for others, they may
have to be specially arranged.

(6) idbrimastafX,mW.______n.alattentiolntheselectionar

should be paid to the national and personal sensitivities that par-
tici a is are likel to brine to the situation. Thus, for example,
it is important to be aware of the possibility that individual
participants, who are identified with a minority point of view,
might sometimes feel or in fact be rejected by others in the group.
While this cannot always be prevented, one must insure, insofar as
possible, that these participants not be completely isolated from
the rest of the group. Similarly, it is essential to avoid any
implication of preferential treatment for some national groups as
compared to others. While it may not be possible to prevent the
arousal, of national sensitivities entirely, the staff should be
prepared for such sensitive reactions when they do occur and at
least make sure that there has been no legitimate cause for their

occurrence. Finally, it js important to keep in mind that the par-
ticipants are not students, but mature people in responsible posi-
tions in their own countries, and that they must be accorded the
status that they consider due them.
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they like and others they dislike. It would be unrealistic to expect

marked changes on this dimension to result from international exchange

programs. Nor is the uncritical acceptance of all features of the

host country even a desirable goal for international excaanges. What

is both realistic and desirable, however, as an outcome of such pro-

grams are qualitative changes in the cognitive structure of images

of the host country. Thus, the organizers and sponsors of the pres-

ent Seminar were particularly interested in the extent to which par-

ticipants would gain a fuller, richer, more detailed, and more refined

picture of American mass media and American society in general (see

Chapter 74). Such a change would imply an increased awareness of

the range of activities and points of view in American broadcasting

and American life in general; a deeper understanding of patterns and

problems from the inside; and an increased ability to respond differ-

entially to different segments of American society and different

aspects of American life (including the mass media). As a matter of

fact, a global undifferentiated positive attitude would be as anti-

thetical to this type of orientation as a global undifferentiated

negative attitude.

In line with the assumptions that have just been outlined, we

made special efforts to capture the complexity and differentiation

of images and attitudes, both in the formulation of questions and

in the coding of responses (to be discussed below). We did not

ignore the dimension of favorableness toward America and American

broadcasting, but we regarded it as of secondary importance. This

approach to attitude measurement also has some methodological ad-

vantages, especially in a situation such as the present one. The

favorable-unfavorable dimension is often subject to distortion and

presents difficulties in interpretation. At best it gives only a

limited picture of a person's attitude toward an object, which must

be supplemented by assessment of the cognitive dimensions of the

attitude.

In addition to tapping images of America, including American

broadcasting, the questionnaire explored the respondents' images

of and attitudes toward their professional field. These parts of

the questionnaire included, first of all, questions about the broad-

casting media in the respondent's own country--their roles in society,

their specific functions, their contributions, and their problems.

It was assumed that participation in the Seminar, exposure to Ameri-

can mass media, and exchange of ideas with colleagues from around

the world, might produce changes in a person's images in this area.

He might, for example, become aware of certain new possibilities

for the development of broadcasting in his country, or of certain

new problems that need to be solved, or of certain new approaches

that can be applied. He may become more or less satisfied with

the status of the media in his country. And, again, changes in

the cognitive structure of his attitudes may take place: for in-

stance, he may develop a more complex and differentiated view of

the role that the broadcasting media in his country can perform.

These were the kinds of changes the questionnaire was designed to

tap.

Similarly, participation in the Seminar may produce changes

in the person's attitude toward his own professional role and his

activities within the field of broadcasting. The questionnaire
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thus included items designed to explore the respondent's definition

of his professional role, his assessment of the importance of dif-

ferent aspects of his job, his satisfactions and dissatisfactions

with his professional life, and his hopes and expectations for the

future. These are all areas that may very well be affected by the

kinds of experiences that the Seminar provided for its participants.

It can be assumed that an effective Seminar would probably pro-

duce some changes in the participants' professional images--their
images both of their field and of their own roles within it. It is

very difficult, however, to specify what form these changes ought to

take. They are likely to be quite different for different individ-

uals--depending on the person's professional position, on the level

of development of broadcasting in his own country, and so on. Per-

haps the only general statement that can be made is that the person
ought, ideally, to come away with a richer and more differentiated

view of his professional field, reflecting new insights derived from

exchange of ideas and exposure to new patterns.

Coding of Questionnaire Responses

Pre-coded questions. Those questions in which respondents were

merely asked to choose from among a set of predetermined responses
presented no special coding problems, since the coding categories

were already built into the question. For the more complex pre-coded
questions (1, 2, 16, and 20), however, composite indices were devel-

oped, based on a combination of the various sub-parts of each

question and a comparison of the before- and after-questionnaires.

Thus, for question 1, two indices were developed: an index of

the over-all amount of change (from the first to the second ques-

tionnaire) in the respondent's view of the actual pattern of activ-

ities for TV in his country; and an index of the over-all amount

of change in the respondent's view of the ideal pattern of activ-

ities for TV in his country. For question 2, two parallel indices

were developed, dealing with the respondent's views of TV in America.

In addition, for each questionnaire, a special index was computed

based on the comparison between answers to questions 1 and 2: this

index represents the extent of difference in the patterns of activ-

ities that the respondent attributes to TV in his own country and

in the U.S. By comparing the value of this index on the second

questionnaire with that on the first questionnaire, we can deter-

mine whether and to what degree the respondent now sees American

TV as more different from (or more similar to) TV in his own country

than he did before.

For question 16, an index of the over-all amount of change in

the respondent's evaluation of the activities associated with his

job was constructed. For question 20, indices of change in the

respondent's definition of his professional role were developed.

Open-ended questions. For those questions to which respondents

answered in their own words, coding categories had to be developed

to permit analysis of the material. The categories were based on a

combination of two considerations: the kinds of information that a

particular question was designed to yield, and the kinds of informa-

tion that it actually yielded, as revealed by an examination of a
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Twf) tyoclu oF co..t!2s were deveLoped: (1) Content codes, i.e.,

Lists of content categories to which responses to given question

can be assigned. For example, the content code for question 3

consisted of a list of "areas in which others can benefit from

experiences of respondent's own country." For a given respondent,

more than one area can apply (i.e., content codes are "multiple

codes"). For example, his answer may suggest that others can learn

something from the pattern of ownership of the broadcasting system

in his country, and from its approach to programming. In this case,

the coder would check both of these categories on the list of ten

categories that this particular code happens to contain. (2) Rating

scales, i.e., orderings of positions on a particular dimension in

terms of which responses to a given question can be rated. For

example, the coders were asked to rate answers to question 3 in

terms of the "extent of perceived contribution of respondent's own

country." In this case, a four-point scale was used ranging from

"no contribution" (i.e., respondent feels that his own country has

nothing to contribute, from its experiences, to broadcasters in

other countries) to "major contribution." Rating scales are "single

codes," i.e., only one category can be checked for each respondent,

and the coder has to select the one that seems to apply most closely.

For most questions, several codes were developed to capture the

relevant information. Typically, these would include both a content

code and a rating scale, as in question 3--the example used in the

preceding paragraph. Some of the content codes were, moreover, com-

bined with rating scales. Thus, in the content code for question 3,

the coders were asked to check the content areas mentioned by a

given respondent and then, for each area checked, to rate the strength

of emphasis it receives in the response on a three-point scale.

For some of the questions, more than one content code was used.

For example, for the analysis of questions 7 and 8, three lists were

developed: areas in which TV (in America, or in home country) faces

problems; causes of problems faced by TV; and proposed solutions for

these problems. For some of the questions, more than one rating

scale was developed. For example, each respondent's description of

the typical American in response to question 11 was rated on three

dimensions: how well informed or ignorant about the respondent's

own country the typical American is described to be; how sympathetic

he is to the respondent's own country; and how much he accepts the

respondent's country as an equal. Finally, some rating scales were

designed to capture a quality characteristic of responses to several

questions. Thus, for example, coders were asked to rate the respond-

ent's general attitude toward American TV a five-point scale (from

extremely favorable to extremely unfavorable); these ratings were

based on responses to questions 4, 6, and 7.

Altogether, 33 codes were developed for the analysis of the

open-ended questions. (This is exclusive of the complexity-

differentiation ratings to be described in the next section.) All

of the questionnaires were coded by a "primary coder," who was

"blind" in the sense that he did not know whether any given ques-

tionnaire that he was working on was completed by a Sminar partici-

pant or a comparison group member, nor whether it was filled out

before (1962) or after (1963). In order to increase coding reli-
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ability, the following procedure was used: (1) on eight of the codes,

all of the questionnaires were analyzed by a "check-coder" in addition

to the primary coder. In cases of disagreement between the two coders,

final judgments were arrived at by bringing in a third coder and/or

by conference. (2) On the other 25 codes, ten questionnaires were

analyzed by a check-coder, whose judgments were then compared with

those of the primary coder. Disagreements were resolved by conference

between the two coders. For eighteen codes, the agreement between

the two was so high that it was possible to use the primary coder's

judgments on the remaining 88 questionnaires without further review.

For five codes, agreement was quite high, but the conferences between

the two coders produced a slight revision in coding criteria; the

primary coder therefore reviewed his original judgments on the remain-

ing 88 questionnaires in the light of the revised criteria. Finally,

for two codes there was enough disagreement to warrant check-coding

on all of the remaining questionnaires; the primary coder and the

check-coder then proceeded to compare all of their judgments and, in

cases of disagreement, to arrive at final judgments through conference.

Complexity- differentiation In view of our special

interest in the cognitive structure of images and attitudes; we tried

to capture in our coding scheme not only the specific content of

responses, but also their structure or style. Specifically, we

wanted to assess the degree to which different responses revealed a

complex and differentiated image of the object under discussion- -

whether it be American broadcasting, American society in general, or

broadcasting in the respondent's own country. Our expectation was

that participation in a successful Seminar should, on the whole,

produce an increase in the degree of complexity and differentiation

of these images.

Two simple three-point rating-scales were constructed and applied

to responses to all open-ended questions concerned with American

broadcasting, America and. Americans in general, and broadcasting in

the respondent's own country (questions 3, 4, 6, 7, 8, 11, 12, 13,

and 15b). The first scale called for a rating of range of response.

The rating criteria for this dimension were defined quite objective-

ly: ratings depended on the number of distinct points a respondent

made in response to a given question. For example, in answering

question 3, respondents could mention various areas in which others

could benefit from broadcasting experiences of their own countries.

If a respondent mentioned just one distinct area, he received a

rating of 1 (narrow range); if he mentioned two distinct areas, he

received a rating of 2 (moderate range); and if he mentioned three

or more areas, a rating of 3 (broad range).

The second scale called for a rating of depth of response and

required somewhat more subjective judgments. Two criteria were

taken into consideration in making these judgments: the elaborate-

ness of the response, and the importance of the points mentioned.

Thus, however many or few areas might be mentioned in a response to

question 3, the discussion of each area could vary in its elaborate-

ness: it might range from a mere mention of the area, to a detailed

exposition of it. Similarly, the areas mentioned could vary in

their importance: they could refer to central features of the broad-

casting system, its organization, and its role in society (e.g., the

sponsorship of TV in the country; the use of TV as a means of com-
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batting illiteracy or creating national unity); or they could refer

to relatively minor features (e.g., the type of lighting effects
used; the use of canned versus live programs). This obviously calls
for subjective judgments, but the consensus among the coders was

amazingly high. The combination of the two criteria--elaborateness
and importance--yielded one of thr9e judgments: if a respondent
merely mentioned the areas, or if he discussed "unimportant" areas
with little detail, he received a rating of 1 (superficial coverage
of content areas); if he discussed moderately important areas with

little detail, or unimportant areas with considerable detail, he

received a rating of 2 (moderately detailed and elaborate coverage);
and if he discussed important or moderately important areas with
considerable detail, he received a rating of 3 (very detailed and

elaborate discussion).

In order to increase the reliability of these ratings, they

were done independently by three coders. The primary coder, as was
already mentioned, did the ratings "blind." The check-coders knew
whether they were coding a before- or an after-questionnaire, by a

participant or a control. They did not, however, code the before-
and after-questionnaires of the same respondent In close proximity

to each other. Thus, biases that might arise from the coders' ex-

pectations of change were minimized.

In cases of disagreement among the coders, the following pro-

cedure was used for arriving at the final rating: If two out of
the three coders agreed on the rating, their judgment prevailed. In

the rare cases in which all three coders disagreed with each other,
the middle rating (which also represents the average of the three

ratings) served as the final score.

The level of agreement among the coders was very high. In the

majority of cases, all three coders independently gave the same

rating. Only on several occasions did all three raters disagree.

As for the cases in which two out of the three raters agreed and
their judgment prevailed, we decided that it would be important to

check on the distribution of the "winning" pairs. If it were to

turn out that the two check-coders constituted the winning pair on

a disproportionately large number of cases, this would be cause for

concern, since there As at least some possibility of bias in their

ratings (which were hot done "blind"). Accordingly, twelve of the

eighteen complexity- differentiation codes (the tw e which entered
into the major index used in this report and scribed in a later

section) were analyzed in detail, to det= me how the final scores

were arrived at. The results indica very clearly that the two

check-coders do not dominate the al ratings. As a matter of

fact, the primary coder tends t be in the winning pair more often

than the other two. We feel .ite reassured, therefore, that the
complexity-differentiation s,res are not only reliable, but also

relatively unaffected by ob 'ous sources of coder bias.

Inte etation of uesti naire Results

In Ii-it.c.rpreting t results of the questionnaire study, we

must be fully the limitations of these data. First, as

has already been pointed out (Chapter 3 ), the comparison group

is not only incomplete, but also provides less than a perfect match
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for the Seminar participants. Secondly, there were many gaps in
respondents' answers to the questionnaires. Many respondents, for
example, failed to answer some of the questions about America or
American broadcasting because they felt that they lacked the neces-
sary information. Moreover, if a respondent failed to answer a
given question on one of the questionnaires, we could not use his
answer to the same question on the second questionnaire either,
since our concern was with the assessment of change. Thus, most of
our analyses are based on fewer than the total number of cases.
Thirdly, there was considerable variation in the fullness with which
individual questions were answered. -While some responses were very
rich, others were quite sparse. Some respondents had obvious diffi-
culties in the use of English; others were unaccustomed to this type
of questionnaire procedure. On the whole, the questionnaires did
not offer the opportunities for communicating the intent of questions,
for eliciting full responses, and for following these up and exploring
them further, that were present in the personal interviews. Under-
standably, therefore, the questionnaire responses are less rich and
complete and often do not do justice to the views of the respondent.

Yet, at the same time, the questionnaire data make a very unique
and important contribution to the over-all design of the evaluation
study. This is the only part of the study in which identical ques-
tions were presented both before and after the Seminar, and both to
the participants and to the comparison group. Thus, it is the only
part of the study that meets the conditions of an experimental de-
sign permitting us to conclude whether or not the Seminar did in
fact produce attitude change. This is not to say that other parts
of the study provide no information about change. The interviews
conducted while the participants were in the U.S. provide us with
their own formulations of changes they were experiencing at the time.
The follow-up interviews, obtained a year later, are especially rich
sources of information about change, and there is the added advantage
that comparable interviews with members of the comparison group were
conducted at the same time. While these follow-up interviews do
provide data about change, and even permit comparison, we do not
have controlled before-interviews against which these data can be
measured: the co orison group was not interviewed before at all,
and the/participanaNwere interviewed shortly after their arrival
in the U.S., but most of the questions in that interview differed
from those on the follow-up interview. Thus, if we want to know
whether participants responses to the same stimuli in 1963 differed
from their responses in 1962, and if we want to have some reassur-
ance that differencesithat are manifested are not due to extraneous
factors, we must turn to the questionnaire data.

Given both the unique values of the questionnaire data and
their limitations, *what use can be made of them? We would argue
that they must be used in conjunction with the much fuller and
richer interview data. Theycan indicate--on the basis of fairly
sound experimental evidence--whether wa are justified in concluding
that the Seminar did indeed produce some measurable changes. We
must turn to the interview data, however, in order to learn just
what these changes were. This we have done in the preceding chap-
ters, which examined the nature of the changes by analyzing what
the Seminar participants (wherever possible, in contrast to com-
parison group members) said about their professional roles, about
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broadcasting in their home countries and in America, and about Ameri-

can society in general; and how they themselves described their Amer-

ican experience and the effect it has had on them. In short, the

questionnaire data in the present study can tell us, with some assur-

ance, whether the Seminar had any measurable impact; and the interview

data can inform us about the nature of that impact.

The results of the questionnaire study will be presented in two

parts. First, changes on an index of differentiation of America,

which constitute our major findings, will be described. This will

be followed by a review of other changes revealed by the analysis.

Differentiation of the Image of America and American Mass Media

As has already been indicated in our discussion of the rationale

and purpose of the questionnaire, our major interest was in exploring

changes in the cognitive structure of respondents' images of American

broadcasting and America in general. It seemed to us reasonable to

eyneet that participation in a four-month Seminar would produce more

complex and differentiated images of the host country. Moreover,

such changes represent a significant criterion for evaluation of

international exchange programs: organizers of such programs would

tend to agree with our judgment that a Seminar can be deemed success-

ful in achieving one of its goals--that of having an impact on par-

ticipants' images of the host country--if these images indeed become

more complex and differentiated.

A preliminary inspection of our data revealed that it was indeed

on this dimension that the most consistent changes seemed to occur.

In view of this finding, taken together with our special interest in

the cognitive dimensions, we decided to construct an over-all index

of change in differentiation of the image of America. To construct

this index, we used all of the codes that were designed to capture

the complexity and differentiation of the respondents' images of one

or another aspect of American life. The index includes codes that

refer specifically to American broadcasting, as well as codes that

refer to America and Americans more generally. Since the two sets

of codes tended to produce similar results, and since it can be

assumed that for our respondents American broadcasting is a highly

salient feature of American life in general, it seemed reasonable to

combine the two and thus provide a stabler measure. In all, the

following fifteen codes entered into the index (see Appendix A for

the questionnaire items on which these codes are based):

(1) The score for the extent of difference in patterns of

activities that the respondent attributes to TV in his own country

and in the U.S., based on comparison of responses to question 1 and

question 2 (see section on pre-coded questions above). This score

was derived as follows: for each activity on question 1, the re-

spondent would receive a score of 3 if he checked it as a "major

activity," a score of 2 if he checked it as a "minor activity," and

a score of 1 if he checked it as one that is "hardly ever done."

The same procedure was follows for each activity on question 2.

For each of the activities, then, the discrepancy between the score

on question 1 and the score on question 2 was computed (disregarding

sign): for example, if "providing specific information" was checked
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as a major activity (score 3) for the respondent's own TV system
and "hardly ever done" (score 1) for American TV, he would receive

a discrepancy score of 2 for this activity. The discrepancy scores
for all thirteen activities were then summed to give us the total

score for the extent of difference in the patterns of activities
attributed to the two TV systems. The potential range of the scores

was from 0 - 26; the actual range from 0 - 18. It was assumed that

an increase on this score--i.e., an increased awareness of differ-

ences--from the before-questionnaire to the after-questionnaire
would be an indication of a more highly differentiated image of

American TV: as a person comes to see American TV in greater detail
and in its own terms, he is more likely to become aware of its

unique features and hence of the specific ways in which it differs

from the TV system to which he himself is accustomed. (1)

(2) The rating of range of response to question 4, which called

for discussion of experi..nces in broadcasting in the United States.
Criteria for this and all other ratings of range of response are
described above, in the section on complexity-differentiation ratings.

In all cases, potential and actual range of scores was from 1 - 3.

(3) The rating of depth of response to qumtion 4. Again,

criteria for this and all other ratings of depth of response are
described in the section on complexity-differentiation ratings.
Potential and actual range of scores for all ratings of depth was

from 1 - 3.

(4) The rating of range of response to question 6, which called

for discussion of the differences in function between TV in the
respondent's own country and TV in the United States. It was assumed

that a wider-ranging response to this question would reflect a more
differentiated image of American TV.

(5) The rating of depth of response to question 6. Again, it

was assumed that a more detailed and elaborate response to question

6 would reflect a more highly differentiated image.

(1) It is possible to place a different interpretation on an increase

in awareness of differences between the two systems. It could

reflect a disenchantment with American TV, resulting in a tend-

ency to reject it. Such rejection could take the form of exag-

gerating the differences between American TV and TV in the re-

spondent's own country, with the implication that American TV

is either inferior or irrelevant to his own system. If that

were true, an increase in extent of differences would be a sign

of global rejection rather than of an increase in differentia-

tion of the image. We doubt very much, however, that this inter-

pretation applies in the present case. An examination of other
codes provides no evidence that the individuals who show in-

creased awareness of differences also became less favorable to

American TV; if anything, the trend is in the opposite direction.
In support of our assumption, we find that individuals who show

an increased awareness of differences also tend to be high on
the over-all index of change in differentiation.



(6) The rating of range of response to question 7, which called
for a discussion of problems facing American TV, the major causes of
these problems, and possible measures that might alleviate them.

(7) The rating of depth of response to question 7.

(8) The rating of range of response to question 11, which called
for a discussion of the impressions Americans have of the respondent's
own country. This question was designed to yield some information
on the respondent's image of the "typical American."

(9) The rating of depth of response to question 11.

(10) A score for the extent to which the respondent's answer to
question 12 indicates specific knowledge and differentiation of
American society. Question 12 asked the respondent whether he could
think of groups of Americans whose impressions of his country differed
from those he had just attributed to the "typ.a.eal American" in his
answer to question 11. It was assumed that the more such groups he
was able to mention, the more differentiated his image of American
society--i.e., the greater his awareness of sub-segments of American
society, each with its own unique characteristics. We also felt,
however, that the nature of the groups mentioned would have to be
considered in assigning this score. Thus, a respondent could answer
question 12 by mentioning groups of Americans who have had some
direct contact with his own country- -f.1., "people who have visited
my country," "American diplomats," or "American missionaries in my
country." This kind of answer does not provide evidence for a very
differentiated image of American society; it acknowledges that there
are differences between different groups, but the specific ones men-
tioned do not represent important groupings in terms of which the
American population is stratified. They are essentially logical
categories that anyone (even in the absence of any knowledge about
America) could have listed on the assumption that those who have had
direct contact with a country will have different impressions from
those who have had no such contact. Such groups, then, can be taken
to indicate a relatively low degree of differentiation. A respondent
might answer question 12 by mentioning groups that do reflect impor-
tant bases for the stratification of the American population--such
as "educated Americans" or "immigrants"--but that may still repre-
sent logical categories for answering the question. For example, it
does not necessarily take a knowledge of American society to suggest
that educated Americans will have different impressions of foreign
countries than uneducated ones; or that immigrants will have differ-
ent impressions than native-born Americans. The mention of such
groups, then, can be taken to indicate a middle degree of differen-
tiation. Finally, a respondent might answer question 12 by mention-
ing groups that represent important bases for the stratification of
American society--such as groups defined in terms of regional dif-
ferences, religious differences, ethnic differences, or occupational
differences--and that cannot be expected to differ in their impres-
sions of the respondent's country merely on logical grounds. The
mention of such `'cups would reflect some detailed knowledge of
American society and can be taken to indicate a relatively high
degree of differentiation. Using these criteria, answers to ques-
tion 12 were scored as follows: a score of 0 was assigned if the
respondent indicated that he could think of no groups of Americans
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differing in their impressions; a score of 1 if he mentioned only

"low" groups (as defined above); a score of 2 if he mentioned only
"middle"groups, or only middle and low groups; a score of 3 if he

mentioned one "high" group; and a score of 4 if he mentioned two

or more high groups.

(11) The rating of range of response to Question 12. This

rating was based on the respondent's description of the wave in

which the impressions of groups mentioned differed from those of

the typical American (not simply on the number of groups mentioned)

(12) The rating of depth of response to question 12, again

based on the description of the ways in which impressions differed.

(13) The rating of range of response to question 15b, which
asked the respondent to discuss the kind of information that might

be included in a feature program about the United States.

(14) The rating of depth of response to question 15b.

(15) An over-all rating of the respondent's degree of know-

ledgeability about the American scene, based on his responses to

questions 4, 7, 11, and 15b. This rating represents, essentially,
the extent to which the respondent describes the American scene in

specific, concrete, factual terms, rather than in vague, abstract,

stereotyped terms. To a large extent, this rating was based on the

number of significant facts that the respondent included in his

answers. Examples of "significant facts" would be the names and

functions of specific broadcasting programs, organizations, and

regulatory agencies; specific statements about major social problems

in the U.S., such as the extent of poverty, the assimilation of

various ethnic groups, the relations between the races; specific

features of the American political system and its functions; spe-

cific features of various geographical regions in the U.S., such as

their level of industrialization and urbanization; and concrete

statements about American history and culture. In addition to the

number of facts mentioned, the rating also took into account the

quality of the responses. The ratings were done on a four-point
scale. A rating of 1 represented responses given in vague, overly

abstract, oversimplified, sterotyped terms, showing little or no

knowledge of America. Such a rating was assigned to respondents

who mentioned no significant facts. A rating of 2 represented
responses in terms of broad generalities, which show some knowledge

of America but not a very thorough one (assigned to respondents who

mentioned one significant fact together with such general points as
"commercialism in broadcasting"). A rating of 3 represented responses

in terms of broad generalities, which do however evidence a good

basic knowledge of America (assigned to respondents who mentioned

two or three significant facts). Finally, a rating of 4 represented

responses given in specific, concrete, factual terms (assigned to

respondents who mentioned four or more significant facts).

Before turning to a discussion of the over-all index of change
in differentiation, which was based on the fifteen codes that have

just been described, let us examine the results obtained with each

of the fifteen individual codes. These findings are summarized in



Table 11.1

Mean Before- After- and Change- Scores on each of the fifteen codes

that enter into the index of change in differentiation

of the imas e of America

Codes* N**

Participants

Change N**

Comparison Group

Before After Before After Change

(1) 23 7.00 7.74 .74 15 7.93 7.33 -.60

(2) 19 2.37 2.37 .00 13 2.08 2.00 -7.08

(3) 19 2.05 2.05 .00 13 2.15 2.15 .00

(4) 22 2.18 2.00 -.18 15 1.93 1.80 -.13

(5) 22 2.09 2.14 .05 15 2.27 2.07 -.20

(6) 13 2.08 2.85 .77 15 2.13 2.07 -.06

(7) 13 1.85 2.15 .30 15 2.13 1.87 -.26

(8) 23 2.52 2.61 .09 18 2.50 2.17 -.33

(9) 23 1.61 1.74 .13 18 1.89 1.67 22
(10) 19 1.47 2.00 .53 13 '1.31 1.69 .38

(11) 15 1.73 2.07 .34 11 1.82 2.27 45

(12) 15 1.67 1.87 .20 11 1.91 2.09 .18

(13) 19 2.00 2.58 .58 16 2.38 2.44 .06

(14) 19 1.68 1.84 .6 16 1.62 1.62 .00

(15) 22 1.73 2.23 .50 19 2.16 2.26 .10

...11...=11,

* See text for description of these fifteen codes.

** The N's represent the number of respondents within a given group

(participants or comparison group) who answered the question on

which a particular code is based, both before and after.



Table 11.1, which presents--for each of the fifteen codes--the mean
before-score, mean after-score, and mean change-score for both the
participants and the comparison group. Looking first at the partici-
pants, we see that for twelve out of the fifteen comparisons, the
after-score is higher than the before-score (indicating greater dif-
ferentiation), for two it is the same, and for only one comparison it

is lower. According to the sign-test (which is a very conservative
statistical test) this pattern is significant at better than the .01

level of confidence. By contrast, for the comparison group the after-

score is higher than the before-score in only five cases, the same
in two, and lower in eight. This pattern does not depart signifi-
cantly from chance.

The most relevant basis for evaluating the results presented
in Table 11.1 is a comparison of the mean change scores obtained by
participants and comparison group members on each of the fifteen

codes. Such a comparison reveals that the mean change score of the

participants is higher than that of the control group in twelve

cases. (The higher the change score, the greater the increase in

differentiation of the image of America.) Of these twelve codes,

seven show fairly sizeable differences between the two groups: the

score for the extent of difference in the respondent's characteri-
zation of TV in his own country and in the United States (1); the

ratings of range and depth of discussion of the problems faced by
American TV (6 and 7); the ratings of range and depth of discussion

of the typical American's impression of the respondent's own country
(8 and 9); the rating of range of information included in a hypo-

thetical feature program about the United States (13); and the

rating of knowledgeability about the American scene (15). On the

remaining five of the twelve positive cases, the differences are

small but in the expected direction. Finally, there is one case

in which the mean change score is identical for the two groups, and

two in which the comparison group has the higher score, although
only by a very small margin. Altogether, this kind of pattern is
statistically significant by the sign-test at better than the .01

level of confidence. From the item-by-item comparison, thus, we

are clearly justified in concluding that the participants evinced

a significantly greater increase in differentiation of their image

of America than did the comparison group.

As mentioned above, responses to the fifteen codes were combined

to yield an over-all index of change in differentiation for each

respondent. The scoring procedure on this index was as follows:

for each of the fifteen codes, we noted whether the respondent showed

a positive change, a negative change, or no change from the before-

to the after- questionnaire. The number of positive changes minus

the number of negative changes constitute the respondent's score.

Thus, a respondent who changed positively on eight codes, negatively

on three codes, and not at all on four codes would receive a score

of 8-3, or S. For those respondents who failed to answer some of

the questions and who could therefore not be co.led on all fifteen

items, the score was corrected appropriately. Thus, a respondent

for whom only ten codes were ascertainable, and who changed posi-
tively on six, negatively on two, and not at all on two, would re-

ceive a score of 6-2x15/10, or 6. In other words, the scores were
computed on the assumption that the proportion of positive and nega-
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tive changes on the missing codes would have been the same as on

the existing ones. (2)

The mean score on this over-all index for the 27 participants

on whom data were available was 2.56. The mean score for the 20

members of the comparison group on whom data were available was

Thus, the participants do show an increase in differentiation. The

controls, on the other hand, actually show a slight decrease on the

average. In order to test the significance of this finding, we first

examined the scores of each group separately. Of the 27 participants,

seventeen had positive scores (indicating an over-all increase in

differentiation from before to after), five had scores of zero, and

five had negative scores. By the sign-test, this pattern is signi-

ficant at the .01 level of confidence. Of the 20 controls, only six

had positive scores, three had zero scores, and eleven had negative

scores. The trend here is obviously in the direction of negative

change, though not significantly so.

Again, the most relevant basis for evaluating these results is

the comparison between participants and their comparison group. In

order to be able to apply the sign-test, we used, for the purposes

of this comparison, only those 20 participants for whom we had indi-

vidual controls. Table 11.2 presents 20 pairs of scores on our

index, each pair consisting of the scores of a participant and of

the comparison group member who matches him most closely. In all

cases, the comparison group member is from the same country as the

participant; and within each country matching was done in terms of

nature and level of professional position. The pairs are arranged

by continent of residence. Inspection of the table reveals that in

sixteen of the 20 pairs, the participant has a higher score than his

control; in three pairs the scores are identical; and in only one

pair is the participant's score lower than that of his contra.

This pattern of scores is statistically significant, by the sign-

test, at better than the .01 level of confidence.

In sum, the results suggest very clearly that the participants

in the Seminar developed more complex and differentiated images of

America and of American broadcasting. Results from the comparison

group permit us to conclude that these changes in the participants

were indeed caused by their experience in America, which intervened

between the first and second questionnaires.

(2) In order to make certain that the correction procedure did not

produce any systematic biases, all of the comparisons between

participants and comparison group to be reported here were also

made with the use of uncorrected scores--i.e., scores based on

the number of positive changes minus the number of negative

changes, regardless of the total number of codes involved.

These analyses yielded precisely the same conclusions as those

reported below.
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Table 11,2

Scores on the *ndex of chan in differentiation in the image,

of America for individual artici ants and their

matching controls from the casparisongEm

AION.11.01MMENN..

Participants Controls

Africa

Asia

Europe

8 8

6 -2

5 -5

0 -1

0 -3

-1

9 6

8 0

5 3

4 3

4 1

2 -5

1 0

1 -5

-1 .1

2 0

0

0 -9

-2 -2
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Additional Chan es in Attitude in Various Areas

In addition to the changes in differentiation of the image of
America, a number of other findings emerge from the comparison be-

tween participants and controls. These additional findings must be
viewed cautiously since they represent a relatively small number of
systematic differences out of a large number of comparisons. Never-
theless, an examination of these findings can give us at least sug-
gestive evidence about the nature of the changes produced by partic-

ipation in the Seminar.

Views of American Broadcasting

We shall examine first changes in the content of respondents'
views of American broadcasting, as revealed by their answers to

questions 2, 4, and 7; and then changes in their evaluation of

American broadcasting.

On question 2, the over-all ammint of change in respondents'

views of the actual pattern of activities in American TV is greater
for participants than it is for controls (means of 4.57 vs. 3.56),
although the difference between the two groups is not significant

by the sign-test. Examination of the individual activities, however,
reveals an interesting and consistent trend: for ten out of the
thirteen activities, the participants show a decline in their rating
of importance--i.e., they are less likely to regard it as a major
activity on the after-questionnaire than on the before-questionnaire;
for one activity there is no change; and for two the change is in

the positive direction. Most of the changes are small, but the
trend is very consistent; with ten out of twelve changes going in
one direction, it is significant at the .05 level by the sign.test.
In contrast, for the comparison group five changes are negative and
six positive--a olearly non-significant pattern. If we compare the
mean changes for participants and controls on each activity we find
that in eleven out of the thirteen comparisons the participants
show more negative (or less positive) change than the controls- -

which, again, is significant at the .05 level. The two major ex-
ceptions to the participants' tendency to rate activities as less

important on the after- than on the before-questionnaire are "Pro-

viding popular entertainment" and "Selling products and services."

These are rated as "major activities" on the after-questionnaire
by every participant (and, for that matter, by every member of the

comparison group).

Question 2 also provided information on the respondents' views
of the ideal pattern of activities for American TV. Here again,
changes are small but consistent: for ten out of the thirteen
activities, participants show positive change--i.e., they are more
likely to-say on the after- than on the before-questionnaire that

they think these activities should receive more emphasis; for two
Lctivities they show no change; and for only one activity ("Selling

products and services") they show negative change--i.e., an increased

preference for less emphasis. This pattern is significant at the
.05 level. By contrast; the comparison group 'shows five negative,
four positive, and four zero changes. If we compare the mean changes
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for participants and controls on each activity we find that in

twelve out of the thirteen comparisons the participants show more

positive (or less negative) change- -which is significant at the .01

level. In short, responses to question 2 reveal a tendency for par-

ticipants to conclude (a) that most potential TV activities do not

receive as much emphasis in America as they had originally thought;

and (b) that these activities should receive more emphasis than they

do now. The interpretation of t''is finding is ambiguous. It cer-

tainly suggests an increased famuliaritL .71th American TV on the

part of the participants, which would be consistent with the kArlier

finding of increased complexity and differentiation. Whether it

also means some increased dissatisfaction with American TV cannot be

determined on the basis of these data alone.

Turning to question 4, we find that the participants show more

over-all change than the controls in their views of how American

experiences in broadcasting might be instructive to broadcasters in

their own countries. We are referring here to the difference in

amount of change per se, regardless of directioni.e., regardless

of whether the change represents an increase or a decrease in the

respondent's feeling that American broadcasting has positive con-

tributions to offer. (The latter will be discussed below, when we

turn to changes in evaluation of American broadcasting.) Responses

to question 4 indicating that the respondent felt his own country

could benefit from certain American experiences were categorized in

terms of ten content areas (e.g., "Program standards," "Technical").

For nine out of these ten areas, participants showed more change

from the before- to the after-questionnaire than did controls. Re-

sponses indicating that the respondent felt his own country should

avoid certain American experiences were categorized in terms of

eight content areas. For seven out of these eight areas, partici-

pants showed more change than controls. Both of these differences

are significant at the .05 level, permitting us to conclude that

the amount of reorganization (of whatever kind) of participants'

views of American broadcasting was greater than that of the controls.

This reorganization is particularly marked for two substantive

areas: (a) "Presentation style," which includes such matters as

methods of presenting programs, announcing techniques, use of com-

mercials. Of the sixteen participants who responded to the question,

ten showed some change within this area, as compared to four out of

thirteen controls. (b) "Ownership and control of broadcasting sys-

tem," which concerns primarily the question of commercial vs. public

ownership of stations and sponsorship of programs. In this area,

eleven out of the sixteen participants showed some change, as com-

pared to two out of the thirteen controls. More than half of these

changes, incidentally, take the form of a decreased emphasis on the

need to avoid American experiences in ownership and control. Many

of the participants started with a negative attitude toward com-

mercial broadcasting. It is unlikely that the observed change re-

flects a newly acquired preference for this type of system, but it

probably does reflect the development of a less stereotyped image

of it. In short, answers to question 4 indicate that the Seminar

has produced some reorganization of the participants' views of

American broadcasting and its relevance to their own countries, and

possibly some abandonment of stereotyped images insofar as these

were present at all.
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In response to question 7, participants show an increase in
enumeration of separate problems that they see American TV facing
today. On the before-questionnaire the average number of content
areas (i.e., coding categories) within which participants mention
problems is 2.31, on the after-questionnaire 2.92. The mean change,
thus, is .61. Py contrast, the mean change for controls is --.29
(from 2.50 to 2.21). When we examine the ten content areas individ-
ually, we find that the proportion of participants who mention prob-
lems increases (from before- to after-questionnaires) in six areas,
remains unchanged in two, and decreases in two. Comparing partici-
pants with controls, we find that the increase in the proportion of
participants who mention problems in a given area is greater than
that of the controls in eight out of the ten cases (a difference
that just falls short of significance by the sign-test). The dif-
ferences between participants and controls are especially marked in
two areas: "Program standards" and "Educational broadcasting." On
the other hand, there is a marked reversal of the general trend in
the area or" "Purpose and function of broadcasting in the society."
There is a decrease, in the proportion of participants who mention
problems in this area, but not in the proportion of controls.

The interpretation of the general trend for participants to
show an increase in the number of problem areas perceived is ambig-
uous. It Iould be interpreted to mean that, as a result of their
exposure to American TV, the participants regard it as more problem-
ridden than they did before. This, however, is by no means the only
interpretation possible. We are more inclined to the view that this
change is a consequence of their greater familiarity with American
broadcasting, coupled with the fact that the Seminar encouraged a
more analytical approach to broadcasting and its problems in general.
Consistent with the last point is the finding, to be reported below,
that the participants show an increase in the number of problem
areas perceived, not only with respect to American broadcasting, but
also with respect to their own broadcasting systems.

Participants also show an increase, in response to question 7,
in the number of content areas within which they iention causes of
the problems faced by American TV. The increase in the proportion
of participants who mention causes in a given content area is
greater than the increase in the proportion of controls in seven
out of ten comparisons. The largest difference occurs in the area
of "Financial limitations": there is a 4696 increase in the number
of participants who mention inadequate financial resources as a
cause of problems faced by American TV, as compared to a 23% decrease
in the number of controls who mention this cause. This finding is
particularly interesting since it represents another change in a
commonly held stereotype. Many participants assum_d, when they
first came to the U.S., that American TV operates with unlimited
financial resources, but learned that this was far from true--
particularly in educational stations and local commercial stations.

Taken together, the findings so far seem to justify the con-
clusion that the participants experienced a greater reorganization
in the content of their views of American broadcasting than did
the comparison group. There are several indications that this re-
organization is related to greater familiarity with American broad-
casting, which led to a filling-in of details and an abandonment of
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certain stereotyped conceptions. These findings are in line with
the observed increase in complexity and differentiation of the image
of America and American broadcasting, discussed in the preceding
section. The increase in the tendency of participants (as compared
to controls) to say that most potential TV activities should receive
more emphasis in America, and to perceive different problems faced
by American TV, is consistent with this interpretation. It may also
reflect, however, some changes in the evaluation of American broad-
casting. To explore this possibility, we shall now turn to those
data that bear more directly on the evaluative dimensions.

Six 'odes provide information relevant to the evaluative
sion. Scores derived from these codes are presented in Table
The first three of the codes listed in the table are based on

dimen-
11.3.
answers

to question 4, which called for respondents' views of how American
experiences in broadcasting might be instructive to broadcasters in
their own countries. We find, first, that participants show a slight
increase in their perception of separate areas in which their own
broadcasting systems could benefit from American experiences; con-
trols show a slight decrease. Participants also show a small in-
crease in their perception of areas in which their own broadcasting
systems should avoid American experiences (in which, presumably,
they do not want to repeat American mistakes); but the controls show
a larger increase on this code. Thus, both participants and controls
change in the negative direction on this item, but the participants'
negative change is smaller. The coders also rated responses to ques-
tion 4 on the over-all extent to which the respondent indicates that
American experiences have a potential contribution to make to broad-
casting in his own country. Ratings were done on a four-point scale,
ranging from "no contribution" (a rating of 1) to "major contribu-
tion" (a rating of 4). On this rating, participants show a small
increase from before- to after-questionnaire, while controls show a
small decrease. Thus, on all three of the codes that relate to the
potential contribution of American experiences, the differences be-
tween participants and controls are quite small, but consistent in
direction: in each case, participants become more positive (or less
negative) than controls toward the possibility of contributions from
American broadcasting. It seemed appropriate, therefore, to devise
an index of change in perceived contribution from American broad-
casting based on these three items. To construct this index, a
value of +1 was added to a respondent's score for each of the follow-
ing: an increase in number of areas in which he mentions benefits
from American experiences, a decrease in number of areas in which he
mentions that American experiences should be avoided, and an increase
in the coder rating of perceived contribution. A value of -1 was
added to a respondent's score for a change in the opposite direction
on each of these three codes. Mean scores on this index were .06
for participants and .69 for controls. Thus, it can be said that
participants did not show the decline in perceived contribution of
American broadcasting evinced by the comparison group. When partici-
pants are compared to their matching controls on this index, we find
more positive (or less negative) change for the participant in six
out of eight pairs. (3) This difference falls short of statistical

(3) There are only eight pairs because of frequent failures to respond
to question 4. Whenever either member of the pair (participant or
control) fails to answer a question on either of the two question-
naires, this pair must be omitted from any mparison based on
that particular question.
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significance by the sign-test, but there is a definite trend for par-

ticipants (as compared to controls) to show a more positive evalua-

tion of the potential contributions of American experiences to broad-

casting in their own countries.

The other three codes presented in Table 11.3, however, reveal

a rather different picture. One of these codes is based on an over-

all rating, by the coders, of the degree of favorableness in each

respondent's general attitude toward American TV. This rating is

based on responses to questions L 6, and 7, and was made on a five-

point scale ranging from "American TV is viewed in extremely unfavor-

able terms" (a rating of 1) to "American TV is viewed in extremely

favorable terms" (a rating of 5) . The remaining two codes are based

on pre-coded questions (10a and 10b) designed to assess respondents'

satisfaction with the way American mass media cover information

about their own countries. Each item was scored on a five-point

scale, with a score of 1 assigned to the responses "Not extensive

at all" and "Not accurate at all," and a score of 5 assigned to the

responses "Very extensive" and "Very accurate." These two codes

are on a rather different level from the others, in that they do

not call for an evaluation of American broadcasting as such, in

terms of its own contributions and accomplishments, but for an eval-

uation of how well American broadcasting (along with the other mass

media) handles a specific task: coverage of information about each

respondent's home country. This kind of evaluation represents not

merely a professional judgment, but also a highly personal one,

insofar as we can assume that the treatment accorded to a visitor's

nation carries much personal significance for him. An examination

of Table 11.3 reveals that on both of the codes dealing with the

respondent's evaluation of th9 media coverage of his own country,

as well as on the rating of over-all favorablenss toward American

TV, the participants change in the negative direction. The compari-

son group also shows a negative mean change on the rating of favor-

ableness, but a smaller one; and small positive changes on the other

two codes. Thus, on all three of these measures the participants

showed a greater decline in positive evaluation than did the controls.

The three codes were combined into an index of change in satisfaction

with American broadcasting. For each respondent, a score was com-

puted by assigning +1 for a positive change on any of the three codes

and -1 for a negative change. Mean scores on this index were -'.71

for participants and .35 for controls. When participants are com-

pared to their matching controls, we find that participants have

the lower scores (i.e., more negative or less positive change) in

ten out of thirteen pairs. This difference just falls short of

significance at the .05 level by a two-tailed sign-test. It certain-

ly suggests, however, that there is at least a small tendency for

the participants' satisfaction with American media to decline.

None of the findings prostrated litigable IAA is -clear and

strong. They do, however, represent some trends with rather inter-

esting implications. It would seem that the participants' evalua-

tion of American broadcasting does not change along a single dimen-

sion. The direction of change depends on the particular measure

used. On the one hand, they tend to become somewhat less satisfied

with American broadcasting; but on the other hand, they tend to

become somewhat more inclined to see American broadcasting as a

potential source of valuable contributions to their own broadcasting

systems. There is certainly no necessary contradiction between these
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two findings. As a visitor becomes more familiar with American

broadcasting, he may find various features with which he is not

particularly satisfied. Thus his post-experience reactions may

contain more critical comments than his earlier reactions. This

would be particularly likely to happen with respect to matters

about which he himself is very knowledgeable and in which he is

personally involved--such as the information about his own country

transmitted by American media. To some extent, the decline in

satisfaction may simply reflect a greater willingness to be criti-

cal now that he has had the opportunity to make personal observa-

tions. Yet, at the same time, the increased familiarity with

American broadcasting may increase his awareness of procedures and

approaches that might be quite valuable in his own situation. Thus,

even though he does not like everything about American broadcasting,

he comes to see it as a more useful source of relevant contributions.

It may not be too far-fetched to compare this pattern to the experi-

ence of an advanced student as he becomes more fully initiated into

a specialize' field of knowledge: his general satisfaction with the

field may decline, because he becomes more aware of its failures and

limitations; but at the same time his perception of the potential

contributions of the field may increase, because he has a more inti-

mate acquaintance with the accumulated data and the available meth-

ods. If this analysis is correct, then it has some definite impli-

cations for the evaluation of international exchange programs. It

suggests that one can easily draw the wrong conclusion about the

effects of a program if one relies on a single measure of "favor-

ableness"; and that a global increase in favorableness is not

necessarily the most desirable outcome.

Views of America and Americans in General

The major source of information about changes in the content

of respondents' views of America is question 15b, in which they were

asked what information might be included in a feature program about

the United States. The responses to this question were coded in

terms of thirteen content categories. There appears to be a tend-

ency for the comparison group to show a greater increase (from

before- to after-questionnaires) in the number of content categories

covered by their responses than the oarticipants. The participants

mention, on the average, 3.00 areas in the before-questionnaire and

3.33 in the after-questionnaire, an increase of .33. The comparable

figures for the controls are 2.86 and 4.00, an increase of 1.14. The

difference is not statistically significant, however. The greater

increase for the controls holds true in only seven out of the thir-

teen content areas; and in six out of nine matched pairs of partici-

pants and controls. An examination of the specific areas reveals

that the biggest difference between participants and controls occurs

in the probability of mentioning "Degree of cultural diversity."

Controls mention this point more often on the after- than on the

before-questionnaire, but this change is not matched by the partici-

pants. Differences in the same direction, but of smaller magnitude,

are found in three other areas: "Degree of national integration,"

"Political life," and "Organization of economic life." On the other

hand, controls show a sizeable decrease in the mention of "Cultural

aspects," which covers a wide range of features of American society,

including education, religion, the arts, the mass media; and well-
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known personalities. These findings are very difficult to interpret.

They seem inconsistent with our earlier finding (see Table 11.1)

that the participants show a greater increase in the range of their

responses to question 15b. It may be that the participants mention

fewer areas in their after-questionnaire responses than the controls,

but that within these areas their responses are more specific and

detailed. It must also be kept in mind that we are dealing with a

difference that is not statistically significant and could thus re-

present a chance variation.

It is interesting that a similar pattern is revealed in responses

to question 13, which asked what information should be included in

an American feature program about the respondent's own country. These

responses were coded in terms of the same thirteen content categories

as question 15b. The participants show a decline in the number of

content categories covered by their responses, from an average of

4.50 before to 3.83 after--thus, a mean change of (In seventeen

out of twenty-two cases, change is in the negative direction.) The

controls show a small increase, from 4.89 to 5.26, or a mean change

of .37.. Again, the difference is not statistically significant. The

greater increase for the controls holds tvue in eight out of the

thirteen content areas; and in nine out of fourteen matched pairs of

participants and controls. Differences occur particularly in three

areas: "National status," which deals mainly with the country's

international position and activities; "Social welfare"; and "Organi-

zation of economic life." Participants are less likely to mention

these areas for inclusion in a feature program about their own coun-

tries on the after- as compared to the before-questionnaire. Controls,

on the other hand, are likely to change in the opposite direction.

Again, there seems to be no obvious interpretation of these findings.

One possible explanation is suggested by the specific areas that

account for most of the decline in the participants' mean number of

areas: perhaps the participants become more sensitive to aspects of

their own countries that might be considered controversial in the

United States (e.g., any indications of neutralism or socialism) and

therefore deemphasize these aspects in the proposed feature program.

There is, however, no independent evidence for this interpretation

and it represents nothing more than a tentative speculation.

Let us turn now to data bearing on the evaluative dimension of

respondents' views of America and Americans. Five codes are relevant

to this dimension and mean scores derived from these codes are pre-

sented in Table 11.4. The first three codes are ratings based on

responses to question 11, which asked how the typical American would

describe the respondent's own country. From these responses, it was

possible to infer the respondent's attitudes toward Americans in a

specific context: Americans as they observe and relate to the respond-

ent's own country. We have no way of knowing to what extent these

attitudes can be generalized to other contexts for viewing Americans,

but it seems reasonable to assume that a foreign visitor's general

attitude toward his hosts will be strongly colored by his perception

of the hosts' attitude toward the visitor's own country. Respond-

ents' views of Americans were coded on three five-point scales: the

degree to which Americans are seen as well-informed and knowledge-

able about the respondent's own country (from 1 for "very ignorant"

to 5 for "very well-informed and knowledgeable"), as sympathetic to

the respondent's country (from 1 for "very unsympathetic" to 5 for
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"very sympathetic"), and as prepared to accept the respondent's
country on equal terms (from 1 for "low in acceptance, patronizing"

to 5 for "high in acceptance"). On the first of these three dimen-
sions, there is a marked difference between participants and controls:
participants become more favorable in their evaluation on the after-
questionnaire, while the comparison group becomes less favorable. On
the second dimension, the difference is in the same direction but
much smaller: controls again change in the negative direction, but
participants show practically no change. On the third dimension
there is no noticeable change for either group. An index combining
these three ratings was constructed by adding +1 to a respondent's

score for each positive change and -1 for each negative change. The

mean score for participants on this index is .09, and for controls

-.35. When participants are compared to their matched controls, the
participants have larger change scores in ten cases and smaller ones

in only three. This difference is significant by the sign-test at

the .05 level. We are justified in concluding, then, that on the

whole the participants' evaluation of Americans (at least within the
context presented by question 11) becomes relatively more favorable

as a consequence of their American experience.

The fourth code in Table 11.4 yields similar results. This is

an over-all rating of the degree to which the respondent's general
attitude toward America appears to be favorable. Ratings were based
on answers to questions 4, 7, 11, and 15b, and were made on a five-
point scale ranging from 1 for "America is viewed in extremely un-
favorable terms" to 5 for ". 0 0 . extremely favorable terms." On
the average, participants change in the direction of a more favorable
evaluation, while controls change in the opposite direction. When
participants are compared to their matched controls, they show more
favorable change in eight pairs, less favorable change in three.
This difference is not quite significant by the sign-test, but cer-
tainly a strong trend. The final code presented in Table 11.4 is
based on a pre-coded question (15a), in which respondents were asked

to judge the adequacy of information about the U.S. provided by
their own mass media. The relevance of this question to the evalua-
tive dimension is only indirect. It can be assumed that, other
things being equal, a respondent who is more favorably inclined
toward America will be less satisfied with the iaformation about
America presented by the mass mediai.e., will be more likely to
feel that the information is incomplete and perhaps distorted. Even
though this effect is likely to be overshadowed by other considera-
tions, it is interesting to examine just what results this code has

yielded. Responses were scored from 1 for "not too adequate" to 4
for "very adequate." As can be seen from Table 11.4, both partici-
pants and controls change in the direction of greater satisfaction
with the adequacy of information about the United States. However,

the mean change of the participants is smaller than that of the con-
trols--i.e., their satisfaction does not increase by quite as much.
When participants are compared with their matched controls, we find
that they have smaller change scores in eight of the pairs and
larger ones in four. This difference is not significant by the sign-

test. Nevertheless, the direction of the difference is consistent

with the other findings of Table 1104 in that it suggests that par-
ticipants become relatively more favorable in their evaluation of

America as a consequence of their participation in the Seminar.
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In sum, whatever information we have on general images of America

and Americans seems to suggest that the participants' experience in

America leads not only to more complex and differentiated images, but

also to a generally more favorable evaluation. This, of course, must

not be taken to mean that they have no criticisms of American life,
but only that they tend, on the whole, to see it in a more positive

light.

Views of Broadcastin in the Res ondent's Own Countr

As might be expected, the content of participants' views of
broadcasting in their own countries undergoes less change than the

content of their views of American broadcasting. There are some
changes, however, and they seem to parallel changes found with

respect to American broadcasting.

Answers to question 1 reveal a slight, though non-significant
trend for participants' ratings of the extent to which their own TV

systems stress various activities to decline. Of the thirteen
activities listed, participants' ratings decrease in six- -i.e., they

are less likely to regard these as major activities on the after-

than on the before-questionnaire--and increase in three; there is no

change in the remaining four. For the comparison group, there are
four negative, six positive, and three zero changes. When the mean
changes of participants and controls on each activity are compared,

we find that the participants have lower scores in eight activities
and higher ones in four. The specific activity in which the contrast

between participants and controls is most marked is "Providing in-

formation about other countries": Participants are less likely to
mention this as a major activity on the after- than on the before-
questionnaire; controls change in the opposite direction. There is

also a sizeable difference between the two groups on two other

activities: "Contributing to the creation and maintenance of

national loyalty" and "Providing a forum for political discussion."
In sum, it would seem that participation in the Seminar may have
led some individuals to reexamine.their own TV systems and to con -

elude that some of the potential TV activities do not receive as

much emphasis in their own countries as they had originally thought.
While the pattern revealed by our findings is not statistically
significant, it is of interest because it is similar to the pattern
obtained in question 2, the parallel question dealing with American

broadcasting. This allows us to place some of the findings with

regard to American broadcasting in perspective by suggesting that
they may derive--at least in part--from a broader process of re-
thinking of professional issues stimulated by the Seminar.

Question 8 also yields some results that are similar to those

obtained on the parallel question dealing with American TV. In

response to question 7, as we have seen, participants show an in-
crease in the enumeration of separate problems that they see American

TV facing today. They show a similar increase in response to ques-

tion 8, which deals with the problems faced by TV in their own

countries. On the before-questionnaire, the average number of con-

tent areas (coding categories) within which pErticipants mention
problems is 2.64, on the after-questionnaire 3.09. Their mean

change, thus, is .45. The comparable figures for the controls are
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3.16 and 2.74, yielding a mean change of -.42. When we compare
participants and controls, we find that the increase in the propor-

tion of participants who mention problems is greater for seven out

of eleven content areas. This difference is not significant by the

sign-test. The one area in which the difference between participants
and controls is especiallymarked is "Public taste," which includes

all matters pertaining to audience preferences and reactions. Despite

the fact that the pattern of change as a whole is not statistically
significant, the fact that it yields trends in the same direction

as question 7 is of some interest, as we have already noted.; It is

at least consistent with our earlier suggestion that the increased

perception of problems faced by American TV may be in part, a pro-

.
duct of the more analytical approach to broadcasting problems in
general,stimulated by participation in the Seminar.

Another finding based pn question 8 can be mentioned here.

There is :a small, but non-significant tendency for participants to
show an increase in the number of content areas within which they

propose solutions to the problems faced by TV in their own countries.

The number of participants proposing a particular type of solution

increases in eight of the eleven content categories in terms of

which proposed solutions were coded.. The controls show an increase

in only four areas. When participants and controls are compared, we

find that the increase in the proportion of participants who propose

a given type of solution is greater than the increase in the propor-

tion of controls in seven out of the eleven content areas. The areas

in which the difference is greatest are "National development" and

"More capital." That is, participants become relatively more likely

to suggest that some general developments in the society as a whole
and an increase in available funds are necessary for the solution of

problems faced by TV ,in their own countries. On the other hand,
participants become less likely to mention "Improyed program stand-

ards" as a solution, while controls become more likely to do so. (4)

This 'category refers to changes within the broadcasting system it-
self, such as improving the quality of programs, presenting a wider

range of views, devoting more time to planning, etc. Thus, it would

seem that participants become more inclined to seek solutions in the

wider social context rather than in the internal operations of their

broadcasting syetems.

Finally, participants show an increase in the range of their

responses to question 8, while the comparison group shows a decrease.

When participants are compared with their matched controls, we find

a greater.increase in the rating of range received,by participants

in nine pairs, a smaller increase in two, and no difference in five.

This pattern is significant at the .05 level, and euggests an in-

crease in complexity and differentiation of the participants' views

of broadcasting in their own countries. There is no comparable

difference between the two groups, however, in the.ratings of depth

of ,responses to queetion 8.

(4) It, .is interesting that the opposite pattern.emerges from responses

to question 7: the proportion of participants who propose "Im-

proved program standards" as a solution to problems faced by

American TV increases; the proportion of controls who offer this

solution decreases.
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Let us turn now to data based on question 3 which have some
bearing on respondents' evaluation of broadcasting in their respec-
tive countries. Question 3 asked about the experiences in broadcast-
ing in the respondent's own country that might be instructive to
broadcasters in other countries. Answers were coded in terms of the
same ten categories used to code responses to question 4. Partici-
pants showed a small decrease in the number of content areas within
which they feel other broadcasting systems could benefit from their

own countries: the mean number of areas mentioned on the before-
questionnaire is 2.32, on the after-questionnaire 2.16, with a mean
change of 016. The controls, on the other hand, show an increase
of .47, from 1.80 to 2.27. When participants are compared with
their matched controls, we find smaller change scores (i.e., greater
decrease or smaller increase in number of areas mentioned) for par-
ticipants in seven pairs, larger change scores in three pairs, and
no difference in three pairs. Similarly, when we compare the two
groups area by area, we find that there is a smaller increase (or
greater decrease) in the proportion of participants who mention a
given area tan in the proportion of controls in seven cases; the
reverse is true in two cases; and there is no difference in the
tenth case. Neither of these comparisons yields differences that
quite reach statistical significance by the sign-test, but a strong
trend certainly emerges. It seems that participants, as compared
to controls, change in the direction of perceiving fewer areas in

which other broadcasters can benefit from the experiences of their
own countries. This conclusion is also supported by the coder
ratings of responses to question 3 on the over-all extent to which
the respondent indicates that his own country has a potential con-
tribution to make to broadcasting in other countries. Ratings were
done on a four-point scale, ranging from 1 for "no contribution" to
4 for "major contribution." Participants show a small decline on
this rating: from an average rating of 2.59 on the before-question-
naire to 2.50 on the after-questionnaire--a mean change of
Controls show a small increase: from 2.33 to 2.53, or a mean change
of .20. When participants are compared with their matched controls,
we find lower change-scores for the participant in seven pairs,
higher ones in three pairs, and no difference in three pairs. Again,
this difference falls short of significance by the sign-test, but
there seems to be a consistent though small tendency for participants
to show a decline in the perceived contribution that their own
country's broadcasting experiences can make to others.

It may be of interest to note that the greatest contrast be-
tween participants and controls is in the area of "Ownership and
control of broadcasting system." There is little change altogether
in this (or any other) area, and the difference between the two
groups is marginal. But controls do tend to become more likely to
see this as an area in which other broadcasters can benefit from
the experiences of their own countries, while participants do not.
We have already seen that, in their responses to question 4, partici-
pants become less likely to emphasize the importance of avoiding
American experiences in ownership and control. Another trend, not
mentioned before, is that participants (as compared to controls)
become more likely, in response to question 8, to point to "Too much
government intervention or political interference" as a cause of
problems faced by TV in their own countries. Taken together, these
different trends suggest that some of the participants have become
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less certain of the advantages of public ownership and the disadvan-
tages of private ownership than they may have been before. There is

no indication here of a major shift in attitude, even on the part of
a small proportion of the participants, but simply an indication that
they now see more pros and cons on both sides.

The general trend with respect to the participants' perceptions
of the potential contributions of their own broadcasting systems
probably reflects the shift in "certainty" that we have just noted.
There is no indication that participants become generally more dis-

satisfied with their own systems. Change scores on a coder rating
of degree of favorableness of respondent's general attitude toward

his own TV system, for example, show no differences between partici-

pants and controls. Rather, it would seem, the participants become
somewhat less certain of the advantages of their own systems rela-

tive to those of others. They may see some of their own procedures
as representing one of a number of possible approaches to broadcast-
ing, each of which has its own assets and liabilities. In particu-
lar, they may come to see that, while their own procedures may be
ideally suited to their own circumstances, they may not be equally
suited to the circumstances that prevail in other countries. As a
result, they may become less certain of the benefits that others can
derive from the experiences in their own countries--without, however,
necessarily becoming less satisfied with their own procedures.

There is one other finding based on question 3 which appears
somewhat paradoxical. On the rating of depth of responses to ques-
tion 3, the participants show a decline from before- to after-
questionnaire. Their mean change-score is .36, compared to a mean
of .07 for the comparison group. When participants are compared
with their matched controls, we find lower change-scores (a greater
decrease in rating of depth) in seven pairs, no difference in skl.

pairs, and a higher score in only one pair. There is no difference
between the two groups, however, on the rating of range of response.
The only explanation of this finding that suggests itself is that
participants' responses to question 3 have become less rich and
detailed because--in line with our interpretation above--they have
becpme less certain of the contributions their own broadcasting
systems can make to others. Thus, they may be less inclined to
dwell and elaborate on the potential contributions, which in turn
would lead to a lower rating of depth.

In sum, the pattern of changes in participants' views of broad-
casting in their own countries suggests that the Seminar has stimu-
lated a certain amount of new thinking about the activities, prob-

lems, and values of their own broadcasting systems. In part, this
probably reflects a process of examination and analysis of general
issues in broadcasting, resulting from the observations and discus-

sions in which the participants engaged. This interpretation is
supported by the fact that some of the changes in participants'
views of broadcasting in their own countries are closely parallel
to changes in their views of American broadcasting. In part, changes
in participants' views of their own broadcasting systems probably
resulted from the opportunity to compare their own systems with those

of other countries, including the United States. There is no indi-

cation that participants become generally less satisfied with their

own systems as a result of such comparisons. They show no systematic
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decline in favorableness of their general attitude toward broadcast-

ing at home. Moreover, they become more inclined to seek solutions

for the problems of their own systems in the wider context within

which these systems operate rather than in its internal procedures.

But there is a definite indication that they become less certain of

the contributions that their own systems can make to broadcasting in

other countries. It would seem that they become more aware of the

relative advantages and disadvantages of different approaches, and

thus less convinced of the general applicability of some of their

own procedures.

Views of the Respondent's Own Professional Role

There is no indication, from question 20, of any major redefini-

tion of their professional roles on the part of Seminar participants.

Question 20 attempted to assess each respondent's definition of his

profession by asking him to indicate the other professions to which

it was most similar and least similar in various respects. A number

of indices were developed to measure the amount of change in role

definition revealed by answers to question 20. No consistent dif-

ferences on these indices were found between participants and controls.

There is some tendency, however, for participants to show more

change in their assessment of the importance of various activities

that might be involved in their jobs. Question 16 asked respond-

ents to rate each of ten activities as very important, somewhat im-

portant, slightly important, or not important to their jobs. A

numerical value, ranging from 4 to 1, was assigned to each rating.

By comparing the ratings on the before-questionnaire to those on

the after-questionnaire, we obtained a measure of change (regardless

of direction) for each activity. These were then summed, over the

ten activities, to yield a total change-score for each individual.

The mean change-score on this index is 5.18 for participants and

4.43 for the comparison group. When participants are compared to

their matched controls, we find larger scores for the participants

in twelve pairs, smaller scores in eight pairs, and no difference

in one. When we compare the two groups activity by activity, we

find that the participants' mean change-score is higher in six

cases, lower in three cases, and the same in one. Neither of these

comparisons yields a difference that is statistically significant

by the sign-test, but there does seem to be a trend for the partic-

ipants to change more in their perception of the activities that

are associated with their jobs.

The specific activities for which the difference between par-
ticipants and controls is greatest are "Public relations" and "The

commercial side of communication." That is, in both of these areas,

a large number of participants--relative to the number of controls--:

manifest some change, assigning either greater or lesser importance

to these activities than they did on the before-questionnaires.
Future analyses will reveal whether this difference reflects actual

changes in the nature of the participants' activities, or changes

in their perception of their activities. If it is the latter, then

the above findings suggest one or both of the following possibili-

ties. Comparison of their own activities with those of their Amer-

ican counterparts may have led to a change in their definitions of
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"public relations" and "the commercial side of communication,"

which in turn accounts for the change in their assessment of how

much these activities are involved in their own work. Alterna-

tively, comparison with their American counterparts may have led

to a change in their evaluation of these activities, which in turn

has caused them to place either more or less emphasis on them in

their own work.

There is one other activity on which there is a fairly size-

able difference between participants and controls, although in this

case the difference is not in the over-all amount of change, but in

change in a particular direction. Participants tend to attach in-

creasing importance to "Contact with international developments in

communications" as an aspect of their job, while controls show no

consistent change in this direction. This change may reflect formal

changes in the nature of some participants' jobs, or changes in the

way in which they carry out their jobs, or changes in their evalua-

tion of the importance of this particular type of activity. In any

event, it suggests that there is at least some change in the direc-

tion of internationalization of the participants' professional

activities.

In sum, we have seen so far that there is some evidence of

change in participants' views of their professional roles on the

descriptive level. They show somewhat greater change in their

perception of the activities that constitute their work than do

the members of the comparison group, although the differences are by

no means marked. What about changes, now, on the more personal,

affective level? The mcst relevant question, in this connection, is

question 17, which concerns respondents' satisfaction with their

work. Analysis of responses to this question reveals no consistent

.
differences between participants and controls in their degree of

satisfaction with their work, or in the aspects of their work that

provide them with the greatest satisfaction, or in the aspects of

their work that cause them the most dissatisfaction.

An interesting difference does emerge, however, in responses to

questions 18 and 19. Question 18 asks respondents to indicate what

they hone, to be doing in five years, under the best of circumstances.

Question 19 asks them what they expect to be doing in five years,

given the circumstances that are likely to prevail. Answers to

question 18 were coded on a three-point scale of level of aspiration,

with a rating of 1 representing the low end of the continuum and a

rating of 3 the high end. Answers to question 19 were coded on a

similar three-point scale of level of expectation. The congruity of

hopes and expectations was also rated on a three-point scale, based

on a comparison of answers to the two questions. A rating of 1 was

assigned if a respondent's aspirations were much greater than his

expectations, a rating of 2 if they were somewhat greater, and a

rating of 3 if his aspirations and expectations were very close.

Mean scores for participants and controls on these three codes are

presented in Table 11.5. Changes are small, but on all three of

these codes participants change in the positive direction, while

the comparison group changes in the negative direction. The three

codes were combined into an index of change in positive orientation

toward the professional future. A score on this index was computed

for each respondent by adding +1 for each of the three codes on
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Table 11.5

an before- after- and change- scores on each of three codes

relevant to the respondent's orientation

toward his professional future

Codes

Participants

N Before After

(1) Level of
aspiration

(2) Level of
expectation

(3) Congruity of
aspiration and
expectation

25 2.36 2.56

23 1.87 1.91

23 2.17 2.39

Change N

Comparison Group

Before After Change

.20 17 2.53 2.41 .12

.04 16 1.75 1.56 .19

.22 15 2.07 2.00 --.07
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which he changed in the positive direction and -1 for each item on

which he changed in the negative direction. Mean scores on this

index are .35 for the participants and .12 for controls. When

participants are compared with their matched controls, we find

higher scores for participants in eight pairs, lower scores in two

pairs, and no difference in four pairs. This pattern barely misses
statistical significance at the .05 level by the sign-test.

There seems to be sufficient justification for concluding that
participants in the Seminar tend to become more positive in their

orientation toward their own professional future, They show some

increase (relative to the comparison group) in their level of aspira-

tion, i.e., in the professional position that they hope to achieve

and the scope and quality of the operation that they hope to be in

charge of. At the same time, they show an increase in the congruity

of hopes and expectations: they tend not only to increase in their
level of aspiration, but also in their confidence that they will be

able to achieve this level.

It must be stressed that this effect, like most other effects

presented in this chapter, is of relatively small proportions. Only

some of the participants change in the direction indicated, and those

who do often change only to a small degree. When we state, on the

basis of a comparison between participants and controls, that there

is a statistically significant or near-significant difference, we are

only saying that the participants as a group have shown a noticeable

change on the dimension in question, which is most probably attribut-
able to participation in the Seminar rather than to chance fluctua-
tion. A change for the group as a whole can be significant, i.e.,

noticeable and consistent, without being large in absolute terms and
without affecting every member of the group. What such a finding

tells us, essentially, is that experiences of the type that were pro-
vided by participation in the Seminar are capable of producing this

type of change. And this, it seems to us, is precisely what we need

to know for purposes of evaluation. It goes without saying that not

everyone will be affected to the same degree and in the same way- -

some individuals will change in some respects, and some in others;

and that the questionnaire captures only a small part of the impact

of the total experience.



CHAPTER 12

COMPARISON OF HIGH AND LOW DIFFERENTIATORS

We have seen that the major variable distinguishing participants

from controls in their performance on the questionnaire is the

degree of change in differentiation of their image of America .and

American broadcasting. Scores of participants on the index of

change in differentiation that we constructed exceeded scores of

the controls at better than the .01 level of confidence. Thus, at

least in this instance, participation in an experience that involves

exposure to and discussion of American broadcasting and American

live in general is associated with an increase in the organized de-

tail with which the participants think about these phenomena.

This outcome, at first blush, is less than startling. After

all, it merely shows that one who has gone to America knows America

in more detail than one who has not. On reflection, however, this

seemingly obvious result becomes less inevitable. Alternative out-

comes would have been equally plausible. For example, it is con-

ceivable that broadcasting specialists (and other individuals in

relatively high positions within their own societies) would already

be so saturated with knowledge about America that an exchange pro-

gram would add little to their image. If so, we would not have

obtained the significant increase in differentiation revealed by

the questionnaires. It is also conceivable that participants,

either because of negative preconceptions about America, or because

of bad experiences during their sojourn, might have avoided genuine

exposure to the new information confronting them. Theylmight have

viewed America from a distance and in global terms, and thus again

they would have failed to manifest a more differentiated image.

If, therefore, this increase in the differentiation with which

participants view America and American broadcasting is not an

obvious and necessary consequence of the visit, then it becomes an

important target for further analysis. What is it about the experi-

ence and the individuals undergoing it that accounts for this out-

come? What can we discover about the process whereby increasing

differentiation takes place?

One way of approaching answers to these questions is to compare

those individuals who show the most pronounced change on the dimen-

sion of differentiation with those who show the least change on

this dimension. By examining the characteristics and the interview

responses of those who show the change (as compared to those who

do not) we can gain some insight into the determinants of this

change- -into what it is about these individuals, about the nature

of their experiences, and about the way in which they respond to

these experiences that might account for the effect. Such an analy-

sis also provides some basis for inferences about the process whereby

such changes take place, although of necessity these are of a specu-

lative nature.

To find a basis for making the desired comparisons, we ordered

the twenty-eight participants in terms of their index of change of

differentiation. Eight participants were excluded because they

either had scores too close to the median or had failed to answer

enough of the relevant questionnaire items. This left ten individ-
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uals with high scores on the index, and ten with low scores. For

ease of exposition we shall refer to them as High Differentiators

and Low Differentiators, although it must be kept in mind that the

distinction is based not on high vs. low differentiation in absolute

terms, but on high vs. low change in differentiation. The mean

score of High Differentiators on the index is +52; the mean score

of Low Differentiators is -15. (1)

The High and Low Differentiators do not seem to differ from

each other in terms of their initial level of differentiation on

the questionnaire. For each participant, before-scores on the fif-

teen codes that are relevant to differentiation were summed. The

mean score for the High Differentiators is almost

for the Low Differentiators: 31.17 as compared to

trast, mean scores on the after-questionnaire are

respectively.

When we compare High and Low Differentiators in terms of their

areas of specialization, we find a somewhat greater tendency for

the Highs to be in educational broadcasting (6 Highs vs. 3 Lows).

As for national origin, we were particularly interested in the dis-

tribution of Europeans and non-Europeans over the two groups. We

shall spell out more fully in the next chapter that we are using

the term "Europeans" in the present context not only for individuals

who reside in Europe, but also for those who--while residing on

other continents--are European in terms of their ethnic and cultural

origin. "Non-Europeans," in this context, come from societies that

are largely non-white and non-industrialized. Change in differen-

tiation shows no strong relationship to European vs. non-European

origin, but when we subdivide both Europeans and non-Europeans, an

interesting pattern emerges:

identical to that
31,71. By con-
38.97 and 29.58,

High Differ- Low Differ-
entiators entiators

Europeans
From English-speaking countries 6

From non-English speaking countries 0

Non-Europeans
From African countries
From other countries

0

4- 2

We can see from the above table that all Europeans from

English-speaking countries (among this group of twenty participants)

turned out to be High Differentiators. All of the Africans and all

of the Europeans from non-English speaking countries turned out to

be Low Differentiators. The latter four individuals, incidentally,

are all people who had at least some difficulty with the English

(1) Scores for the High and Low Differentiators were checked to

rule out the possibility that high or low change depended upon

unusually low or high scores on the first administration of the

questionnaire. Change scores were recalculated for all twenty,

eliminating all items for which ceiling effects could be

alleged; membership in the two groups did not change thereby.
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language and expressed serious concern about their English-speaking

capacity. This pattern of distribution suggests the possibility

that increased differentiation may be related to the ease with which

a visitor can enter into the give-and-take of a searching interaction

with members of the host society. It may well be that marked in-

creases in differentiation require conversations and encounters with

Americans that go beyond superficial generalities and thus enable

the newcomer to become aware of the wide variety of Americans and of

the viewpoints they represent, and to share in the complex picture

Americans have of their own culture. Such encounters can occur more

easily when visitor and host share the same language and a similar

vulture; large cultural differences and language barriers--while they

can certainly be overcome--may slow down or inhibit these encounters.

If so, it is not surprising that the High Differentiators include

those participants whose native language is English and who, coming

from the British orbit, have the greatest cultural communality with

their.American hosts. The Low Differentiators, on the other hand,

consist almost entirely of two sub-sets of individuals: those whose

cultural background is most distant from that of their American hosts,

and those who are somewhat handicapped by language problems.

These data suggest, then, one possible hypwchesis about the

sources of increased differentiation: that such changes occur as a

result of searching, give-and-take interactions of the visitor with

members of his nost society; and that they are, therefore, more

likely to occur where cultural and linguistic communalities facili-

tate such interactions. Let us keep this possibility in mind as a

very tentative formulation while we examine the responses of the

High and Low Differentiators to the various interviews.

In the sections that follow we shall present and discuss all

of the codes on which there is at least a 30% difference between

High and Low Differentiators. For example, on the basis of responses

to some of the questions in the first interviews, the coders were

asked to check whether a given participant had previously (i.e.,

before his present visit) considered coming to the United States.

It turns out (see Table 12.1) that the coders check 'yes' for all ten

of the High Differentiators and for only seven of the Low Differen-

tiators. We have here, then, a 30% difference between the two groups- -

just large enough to meet our criterion for differences we consider

worth noting. Given the extremely small size of our sample, a dif-

ference of 30% (which is a frequency difference of 3 cases) is very

unstable and does not meet the conventional criteria of statistical

significance. It would be a mistake, therefore, to draw any conclu-

sions on the basis of a single item. Our purpose, however, is to

examine clusters of items--within a given substantive domain--and

to see whether they reveal a consistent pattern. Only if a whole

set of items seem to fit with each other and to point in the same

direction are we justified in concluding that there is a real dif-

ference between the two groups that we are comparing.
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Table 12.1

EXPECTATIONS AND GOALS

Comparison of Participants who showed High and Low Increases

in Differentiation in Before- and After-Questionnaires

Number of Participants
Agreeing to Item
High

Items that Discriminate Increase
Low

Increase

First Interview
Academic sessions:
- -will allow one to elaborate his concep-
tions of Americans 6 3

- -will be professionally irrelevant 4 7

be difficult 2 6

- -will be difficult because of poor grasp
of English 1 5

Major accomplishment desired: increasing
professional knowledge 9 6

Wants to find out: how high American
living standard really is 5 8

Wants to verify ideas that:
--cover many areas 2 6

--are rather undifferentiated 5 8

Expects Seminar's multi-national composition
to have adverse effects; feels diverse back-
grounds may lower the level of discussion 4 0

Feels own professional skill will enable him to
make a special contribution to the Seminar 8 5

Hopes trip around America will let him become
better acquainted with the "average"
American" 1 6

Knows exactly which places he wants to visit 5 2

Expects no trouble during travel period 5 8

Expects language problems 1 4

Plans to contact specific individuals in
U.S. beside prior acquaintances 9 6

Expects to establish permanent contacts
in America 10 7

Had special reasons to become informed about
U.S. before coming over 10 7

Has previously considered coming to U.S. 10 7

Has wanted to come to U.S. to add to
professional knowledge 8 4

Expects Seminar participation to result in

promotion 4 1
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Table 12.1 (cont'd.)

EXPECTATIONS AND GOALS

Comparison of Participants who showed High and Low Increases

in Differentiation in Before- and After-Questionnaires

Number of Participants
Agreeing to Item

Items that Discriminate

High
Increase

Low
Increase

Second Interview

Two months of travel may not be enough 3 0

Lanugage inadequacies will cause trouble

during travels 0 3

Eagerly anticipates professional activities

of the travel period 4 8

Expects to gain practical experience during
travel period by working at an American

station 4 7
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Expectations and Goals

Table 12.1 presents those discriminating items that deal with
the expectations and goals with which participants approached the

Seminar. Most items come necessarily from the first interview.

The High Differentiator, as compared to the Low, appears more
likely to have come to America feeling himself a competent profes-

sional in search of a helpful professional experience. The High,

we see, had previously wanted to come to the United States, speci-

fically in order to add to his professional knowledge. His major

goal for the present visit is the increase of his professional know-

ledge. He feels that his own skill is such that he can make a

meaningful and unique contribution, as a professional, to the Seminar.

Unlike the Low, he thinks that even the academic seminars will have

professional relevance. He has his own suspicions about some of
the other participants; he feels that they may not be quite up to

his level. The multi-national character means that there are going

to be people from a number of different backgrounds, and that, he

fears, may mean that the level of discussion will be lower than he

would like.

Moreover, the High Differentiator seems to have more of a

sense that the sojourn should be tied overtly and carefully to his
career future. One senses, perhaps, a bit of careful planning for

advancement. Thus, the High arrives with plans to look up specific
people in America whom he does not yet know and to establish perma-
nent contacts, and is more likely to suggest that taking part in the
Seminar could lead to promotion.

The two groups also seem to differ in the sophistication with
which they consider becoming acquainted with America. The High
Differentiator has already had special reasons to become informed
about America before coming over. He expects that the academic
seminars will help him to elaborate his conceptions. The Low has

less specific and refined expectations. He wants to find out how
high the American standard of living really is, and hopes to become
acquainted with the average American. He wants to find out whether

a lot of ideas he has about America are valid--ideas that cover many
areas of life, but ideas that are rather undifferentiated.

Finally, we note that there are several members of the Low

group who, on the first interview, express real qualms about their
capacity in English and expect difficulty on that score.

This pattern of responses is consistent with the hypothesis

that the High Differentiators come to their American experience with

a greater degree of readiness to engage in searching, give-and-take
interactions with members of the host societies and with fewer bar-

riers to such interactions. They have greater self-confidence about
their professional roles, which should make them more comfortable

in their interactions with professional counterparts. They are more

certain about what they want--both in terms of contacts and in terms
of information--so that they ought to be able to connect more quickly

with people they meet. They experience no language difficulty, and
they seem to imply that they are bringing adequate background in-
formation to their experience, so that communication barriers are

less likely to arise.
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The last point suggests an additional factor that might account

for the greater increase in differentiation among the Highs: There

is at least a hint that they bring to the experience a better arti-
culated framework about the United States and its broadcasting sys-
tem, which helps them scan and assimilate new information more
quickly and may thus account for their greater tendency to develop

a more detailed and elaborated image. It should be noted that, at
least according to whatever evidence we have, the Highs do not
start out with a more differentiated image. But it may well be
that they start out with a more fully developed framework for ap-
proaching America so that, once they are exposed to new information
through observation and discussion, they can absorb it and integrate

more readily. We shall return to this possibility in a later section.

One further difference between High and Low Differentiators
seems to emerge from the questions about expectations and goals
raised in the first interview. The High Differentiators seem to
have more specific professional goals for their trip and higher
expectations for its relevance and value to their own professional

activities. Before we draw any inferences from this difference,
however, let us note the small hints of an apparent reversal in

this trend in the second interview. Five weeks after their arrival,
the Low Differentiators seem to have greater expectations for the
professional value of the remainder of their stay. We will be able

to gain some understanding of what might account for this apparent
shift and what relationship it might have to the difference between

High and Low Differentiators when we examine the reactions of the
two groups to the experience and its different aspects.

Perceived Accomplishments and Satisfactions

To begin with, let us examine what the High and Low Differen-
tiators feel they have accomplished. Table 12.2 presents the rele-

vant discriminating items. It is readily apparent that something
unexpected has happened during the encounter with America. The

High Differentiators, who had arrived feeling professionally compe-
tent and eager for a keen professional experience, seem much less
caught up in professional affairs than the Lows, who had arrived
with a less confident self-evaluation and with more diffuse goals.

As early as the second interview one finds that it is the Low
Differentiators for whom enjoyable and noteworthy experiences are
found in professional encounters, while the Highs are more apt to

be interested in the academic seminars and in interpersonal events
that illumine the American environment. For some reason the expec-
tations of the High Differentiator have not been fulfilled, and his

attention has moved from the professional area (in which he had
hoped for involving, relevant, and useful experiences) and redirec-

ted to the general American scene. The sessions held at the univer-
sity clearly affected High and Low Differentiators differently, and
this is reflected in their different expectations for the travel
period, already,noted in the last section (Fete Table 12.1).

Findings from the third interview seem somewhat less clear.
High Differentiators are more likely to say that their most impor-

tant single accomplishment during the travel period was in the
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Table 12.2

PERCEIVED ACCOMPLISHMENTS AND SATISFACTIONS

Comparison of Participants who showed High and Low Increases
in Differentiation in Before- and After-Questionnaires

Items that Discriminate

Number of Participants
Agreeing to Item
High

Increase
Low

Increase

Second Interview
Most enjoyable experience:
--was in a professional area 0 3

--had to do with interpersonal aspects of
the American environment 3

Most noteworthy experiences included:
--academie session 5 1

--professional speakers 3 7

Things have come up at home that make one
wish that he were there 5 1

Third Interview

Important enjoyable experiences:
--included those that were professionally
relevant 6 9

--included aspects of the physical
environment 9 2

Most important single accomplishment:
--was in a professional area 9 6

--was in a nonprofessional area 1 11.

Couldn't do all that had planned to
during professional visits 6 3

Learned new approaches to programming 0 3

Made many new contacts that plan to maintain 3 6

Things have come up at home that make one
wish that he were there 2 5

Fourth Interview

Most meaningful experiences included:
--exposure to new program ideas 3 6

--academic sessions 4. 0

Accomplishments included:
--greater knowledge of America's institu-

tional structure 5 2

--greater knowledge about TV in America 3 6

Has gained more sense of trans-national
human communality, more ease in
interaction with foreigners 0 4.

Expects that American experiences:
have a significant effect on career 1 4.

--may lead to transfer to different kind of
job 0 3
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Table 12.2 (contida

PERCEIVED ACCOMPLISHMENTS AND SATISFACTIONS

Comparison of Participants who showed High and Low Increases
in Differentiation in Before- and After-Questionnaires

,Items that Discriminate

Number of Participants
Agreeing to Item
High

Increase
Low

Increase

Post-Return Interview

American experience:
--has affected professional activities 3 6

--has enhanced professional skills 4 8

Upon return home, he introduced:.
--extension of educational TV 6 3

--greater use of indigenous men and
materials 0 4

Upon return, he encountered problems
due to long absence 1 4

Plans for the future are unchanged 6 3

Accomplished, at Seminar, just what
expected to 7 4
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hoped 4-0 do during their professional visits. On balance, it seems

be that they had professional experiences that they found fruitful,

but not quite up to their expectations--which, we must recall, were

higher than those of the Low Differentiators. This does not mean

professional area. On the other hand, Low Differentiators are more

approaches and made contacts that they hope to maintain. The High

Differentiators also mention that they could not do all they had

likely to cite professionally relevant experiences among their major

sources of enjoyment, And to indicate that they have learned new

that even during the travel period the High Differentiators were
less positively oriented toward their professional experiences, even

though they did cite some professional accomplishments. It may well

that they did not enjoy the travel period, but simply that their

source of enjoyment tended to be less in the professional area.

Thus, the High Differentiators are far more likely to cite aspects

of the physical environment as important sources of enjoyment- -

which suggests a shift of focus from the professional aspects of

the experience to other aspects, such as the touristic ones.

In the fourth interview, when participants were asked to evalu-

ate their total experience, we have further evidence of such a shift.

High Differentiators are less likely than Lows to cite exposure to

new program ideas among their most meaningful experiences, but more

likely to cite the academic seminars. They are less likely than

Lows to include greater knowledge about American 'TV among their ac-

complishments, but more likely to include greater knowledge of

American institutions. The reduced emphasis on the professional

aspects of the experience is also evidence by the fact that the

High Differentiators now are less likely than the Lows to feel that

the experience will have a significant effect on their career or

lead to a different kind of job. Lest we assume that for the Low

Differentiator the experience was entirely a professional one, we

should also note in Table 12.2 that a number of them (as compared

to none of the Highs) report an increased sense of trans-national

human communality and a greater ease in interaction with foreigners,(2)

When the participants had been home for nine months, it still

was the Low Differentiators, .lore so than the Highs, who reported

that the experience had affected their professional activities and

had enhanced their professional skills. The High Differentiators

were more likely to report than the Lows that they contributed to

the extension of educational TV upon returning home, but then it

must be recalled that more of the High Differentiators were profes-

sionally identified with educational TV. Interestingly enough,

High Differentiators are more likely to say, in retrospect, that

they accomplished at the Seminar just what they had expected to.

This is surprising, since the other findings indicate that the High

(2) In this connection we must stress that the data reported in

this chapter do not give a complete picture of what happened

to the two groups, since it presents only items on which they

differed from each other. Thus, for example, nine Low Differ-

entiators included first-hand exposure to American life among

their most meaningful experiences. This finding is not re-

ported here, however, since a similar statement was made by

eight of the High Differentiators.
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Differentiators did not accomplish w..at they had hoped to in the

professional sphere, although they were satisfied in other respects.

One possibility, if our speculations are correct, is that they re-
vised their expectations in midstream and that these newly developed
expectations were indeed matched by their accomplishments.

The data presented in this section seems consistent with the

following formulation, which can be checked against some of the

data yet to be presented. The High Differentiators, who arrived
with high professional expectations, tended to be disappointed by
the professional part of their experience at the university. They

therefore revised their goals and expectations, both for the re-

mainder of their stay at the university and particularly for the

travel period, and turned essentially to other pursuits. Specifi-

cally, they focused on American society and American life, and took

an interest in learning more about these through seminars, personal

observations, and discussions with Americans. This refocusing in-

creased their satisfaction with the over-all experience considerably.

(A small hint to that effect, which should not, however, be taken

seriously without further supporting data, can be found in Table12.2.

In the second interview, High Differentiators are more likely than
Lows to indicate that they wish they were back home in view of

things that had come up there. In the third interview, during the

travel, the opposite relationship holds. If we can take this item

as a projective indicator of satisfaction, it suggests that High

Differentiators tended to be dissatisfied during the university
phase, but considerably more satisfied during the travel phase.)
Moreover, this turning away from a professional emphasis to an

emphasis on American society would at least help to explain their
increased differentiation of the image of America, given their
readiness for such an effect.

The precise relationship between the professional disappoint-
ment that we are postulating and the observed increase in differen-
tiation is, of course, impossible to establish from the present data.

One could suggest the possibility of a direct causal connection: the
High Differentiators, having come with great expectations and been

disappointed, may have been especially motivated to find some com-
pensation--some way of making the best of a bad situation; thus,

they took a strong interest in learning about American society which,
in turn--given their readiness to interact with Americans easily and

a cognitive framework ready to assimilate the new information--led

to greater differentiation. Conversely, one could argue that there

is no causal connection at all: the very factors that predisposed

the High Differentiators to develop more differentiated images also

predisposed them to come with greater expectations and hence experi-

ence disappointment; the disappointment did not interfere with the

differentiation process, but it also did not spur it on. We are

inclined to feel that the relationship between the apparent profes-
sional disappointment of the High Differentiators and their increase

in differentiation is somewhere between these two extremes. Given- -

according to our earlier formulation--their readiness to interact

with Americans and their receptive framework, they would have focused

their attention equally well on professional pursuits and on observa-

tions of America. Since the professional part of the experience was

disappointing to them, however, they put more emphasis on observations

of America, which in turn led to marked changes on the differentiation
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dimension. Thus, if this view is correct, the professional dis-

appointment contributed to the effect; it did so, however, not so

much by creating the motivation for compensatory satisfactions, as

by giving relatively greater weight to one of the interests that

was already on the High Differentiator's agenda. Subsequent tables

may throw more light on this possibility.

Reactions to the Seminar in General

Table 12.3 presents the differences between the two groups in

some of their reactions to the Seminar in general. In the first

interview we find that High Differentiators are more likely to indi-

cate that the invitations for the Seminar came too late, and this

is not a good time for them to be in the United States. The most

likely explanation of these findings is that High Differentiators --

given their greater self-confidence and their greater freedom from

linguistic and cultural barriers--feel more comfortable about ex-

pressing criticism. This factor may be relevant to our understand-

ing of some of the other findings as well.

On the second interview we find--in accord with what we have

already suggested in earlier sections--that the Low Differentiators

have more positive feelings toward the sojourn so far than the Highs

and are more likely to report that their feelings have become more

positive since the time of their arrival. The High Differentiators

are more likely to express mixed feelings than the Lows and to re-

port that their feelings have become less positive. Problems men-

tioned by Low Differentiators at this point stem only from their

shortcomings in language and background. The High Differentiators,

by contrast, express dissatisfactions that are directly or indirectly

related to their professional experience. They complain about the

excessive length of the Seminar schedule and the unevenness in

choice of Seminar participants. They are disappointed because of

what they consider the low level at which professional discourse

among participants is carried on, and because of the limited op-

portunity for personal participation on their part. They complain,

for example, about the lack of facilities to present the samples of

programs that they had brought along. The last difference, in par-

ticular, is quite large and is quite important. There is the sug-

gestion that the High Differentiator found the professional experi-

ence at the university to be at a level below that which he had

anticipated and was disappointed that he was not given the opportu-

nity to make the specialized contributions that he came prepared to

make.

Once the travel period began, the dissatisfaction of the High

Differentiators seemed to dissipate. This may be due, in part, to

the fact that their professional experiences in the field were in-

deed more satisfying than those at the university--although the one

item from the third interview contained in Table 12.3 (as well as

others, to be reported later) does not seem to support this idea.

What is more likely, in the light of the data presented in the last

section, is that the High Differentiators had shifted their focus

so that their level of satisfaction was no longer highly dependent

on the quality of their professional experience.

Results of the fourth interview are somewhat ambiguous. Con-

sistently with earlier findings, High Differentiators are more likely
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Table 12.3

REACTIONS TO THE SEMINAR IN GENERAL

Comparison of Participants who showed High and Low Increases
in Differentiation in Before- and After-Questionnaires

Number of Participants
Agreeing to Item
High

Items that Discriminate Increase
Low

Increase

First Interview
Invitations came too late 8 2

Not a good time to be coming to U.S. 3 0

Second Interview
Somewhat dissatisfied with American visit
--excessive length of schedule 3 0

--uneven choice of Fellows 4 1

Problems stemmed from own shadnomings in
language and background 0 4

Positive feelings about the sojourn 6 9

Mixed or neutral feelings about the sojourn 4 1

Feelings since arrival
--have become more positive 1 5

--have become less positive 4 1

Disappointed because Seminar did not allow

greater participation (e.g., did not
provide facilities for Fellows to present

own video tape material) 7 1

Disappointed by low level of professional
discussion among Fellows 4

Third Interview
Interactions with broadcasters in the field

were .clearly more valuable than those

with broadcasters at Brandeis 0 3

Fourth Interview
Seminar goals seemed inappropriate 3 0

Seminar afforded enough opportunity for exchange

of ideas among participants 4 7

Future seminars should have more planned
discussions among participants 5 1

Seminars were adequately matched to own

background, interests 8 5

Seminar gave balanced picture on issues 7 4

Future selection should aim for:
--same ,kind of 'participants aepresent 6 1

--more 'specialitatioh. , 2 6

Post-Return Interview
Enjoyed:
--chance to exchange ideas with other people 5 1

--seminars related to own special interests

and experience 3 0

Time spent in lectures should be reduced 1 5
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to regard the goals of the Seminar as not entirely appropriate for
this kind of group, and particularly to demand greater opportunities
for exchange of ideas and discussions among the participants. On

the other hand, the High Differentiators indicate that the Seminar

was adequately suited to their particular background and interests.
Moreover, and surprisingly, they are more likely to say that selec-
tion procedures for future seminars should aim for inclusion of the

same kind of participants, while Low Differentiators would like to
see the selection procedures consistent with a more specialized

Seminar. It would seem that on these last items the High Differen-
tiators were speaking in terms of their revised conception of the

Seminar, in which the specific professional goals were played down.

Thus, their criticisms of the level and composition of the Seminar
during the university phase may seem less relevant to them when they

now review the total experience. Interestingly, it is the Low Dif-
ferentiators--who have become more, rather than less oriented to
the professional possibilities of the experience--who now call for
greater specialization as a criterion for the selection of partic-

ipants.

The post-return interview provides little relevant information

here. High Differentiators are more likely to mention, as enjoyable
experiences during their American visit, the opportunities to ex-

change ideas with others (American broadcasters, other participants)

when it was available, and those seminars that were related to their

own special interests and background. Low Differentiators suggest
that in future Seminars the time devoted to lectures and seminars
should be reduced; this seems consistent with their increasing em-
phasis--after the Seminar got underway--on professionally relevant

experiences (in contrast to academic seminars, in particular).

In sum, the data presented in this section seem consistent

with the formulation that the High Differentiators were disappointed
in and quite critical of the professional part of their experience

at the university, that they apparently shifted their focus to other
pursuits, and that (probably as a result) their level of satisfaction

rose during the travel period and remained high. The Low Differen-

tiators, on the other hand, were satisfied with the initial profes-
sional experience and as a result became more firmly oriented toward
professional pursuits during their visit. Evidence supporting our

view of the two groups' reactions to the initial period is presented

in the next section.

Reactions to the University Phase of the Seminar

Table 12.4 contains the long list of items discriminating be-

tween High and Low Differentiators in their reactions specifically
to the period at the university. Here we find the discomfiture of
the High Differentiators laid out in full. Indeed, in the entire

list only one item suggests that the Highs found more pleasure than

the Lows during that period; that is in the item showing that more
Highs were satisfied with their own contribution to the Seminar. If
the Highs were more satisfied with their own contribution, they
clearly were less satisfied with the conditions at hand that limited
that contribution from attaining its maximum, and that reduced the

value of the professional experience in general, at least in their

estimation.
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Table 12.4

REACTIONS TO THE BRANDEIS PERIOD

Comparison of Participants who showed High and Low Increases
in Differentiation in Before- and After-Questionnaires

Number of Participants
Agreeing to Item
High

Items that Discriminate Increase
Low

Increase

Second Interview

4.

6
3

5

2

0

3
0
0

5

Poor planning shown in:
--failure to provide facilities to allow
Fellows to present own programs

--inefficiency with which administrative
details were handled

--lack of mature administrative personnel
--excessive heterogeneity of Seminar group

Good planning shown in:
--provision of highly skilled broadcasting
people as speakers

--excursions to mass media facilities 0 4

--weekend visit to American families in

New Hampshire 4. 7

Poor planning led to:
--inconvenience of inadequate personal

transportation 9 6

--inadequate provisic for leisure time
activities 5 1

Believes participants didn't have enough chance
to determine the course of the Seminar 5 0

Has negative evaluation of Fellow's Committee 3 0

Believes Fellow's Committee could have been
used to transmit personal complaints 6 2

Was largely satisfied with own contribution
to Seminar 5 2

Saw much value in contributions of other Fellows 5 10

Appreciates programs presented by Fellows from
technically advanced countries 3 6

Feels that multi-national composition was

clearly beneficial 1 9

Multi-national composition allowed adverse

diversity of:
--professional background 7

--professional knowledge 3 0

--ideology
Seminar group seemed highly congenial 1

0
8

Seminar group's cohesion was limited by:

--diversity of interests 3 0

--conflict of ideologies 3 0

--personal idiosyncrasies 6 0

Professional sessions did not allow time

for Fellow's own presentation 3 0

Too many speakers at professional sessions 3
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The High Differentiators were generally more critical of the

planning and execution of different parts of the Seminar during this

early phase. Thus, they were more likely to complain that administra-

tive details had been handled inefficiently and that administrative
personnel were not sufficiently mature. More specifically, they com-

plained about the inconvenience caused by inadequate personal trans-

portation and about the inadequate provision of leisure time activi-

ties. They were also less ready to express satisfaction with the

quality of the speakers who were brought in, with the visits to

various communication facilities, and with the weekend spent with
American families in New Hampshire. They were even less willing to

recognize the value of the committee of participants that had been

set up.

Their main criticisms, however, focused very clearly on two

issues. First, they would have liked to see more opportunity for

active participation on the part of Seminar participants. Thus,

the High Differentiators, as compared to the Lows, were more likely

to feel that the professional seminars had too many scheduled

speakers and provided insufficient time for presentations by the
participants themselves; to complain about the failure of the Seminar

organizers to provide adequate facilities for the presentation of

participants' own programs; and to state that participants did not

have enough chance to determine the course of the Seminar. Secondly,

they expressed many reservations about the composition of the Semi-

nar. Compared to the Low Differentiators, they felt that the group

was too heterogeneous and did not see much value in the contributions

of their fellow-participants. They did not regard the multi-national

composition of the Seminar as clearly beneficial. They were more

inclined to feel that it made for too much diversity in professional

background, professional knowledge, and ideology, with possible

adverse effects. Not surprisingly, they therefore did not share

the view of the Low Differentiators that this was a highly congenial

group. Personal idiosyncrasies, conflicts of ideology, and diversity

of interests all limited group cohesivensss in their estimation. On

the items relating to group composition we find some of the sharpest

differences between High and Low Differentiators.

It would seem then that some of the High Differentiators were
disappointed in the first phase of the Seminar largely because they

were unable to play a role congruent with their capacities, and

because they felt that the lesser competence and experience of some

of their fellow-participants forced the Seminar into a professionally

less challenging and productive mold. Their expectations for an

experience in which the professional knowledge that they had to

offer would be eagerly sought and in which, at the same time, they

would be able to raise even further their own level of competenCe

and be involved in enriching exchanges were clearly not met. It

is reasonable to suppose that, in the face of this disappointment,

they would turn their attention into other directions.

The Low Differentiator, on the other hand, saw the experience

at the university very differently. He appreciated the good plan-

ning that had been done and that enabled hi i to hear highly skilled

broadcasting people as speakers, to make excursions to broadcast

stations and newspaper plants on the Eastern seaboard, and to make

the weekend visit to a New Hampshire family. He regarded the multi-
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national group composition as clearly beneficial. He

of value in the contributions of other participants,
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from technically advanced countries. He found the
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e Table 12.1).

Reactions to the Travel Phase of the Seminar

It is clear from Table 12.5 that the sharp difference between

High and Low Differentiators that appeared in the second interview

has now disappeared. It is true that the Low Differentiators tend

to be more satisfied with their general itinerary and to find their

transportation arrangements and per diem allowance more adequate.

On. the other hand, however, it is the Low Differentiators who are

more likely to complain about the adequacy of hotel accommodations.

On the professional side, however, the High Differentiators

still show less satisfaction. When asked about places visited

that they found particularly unrewarding, they are more likely than

Low Differentiators to cite places lacking professional relevance

for them. In the parallel question about places that they found

particularly rewarding, High Differentiators are more likely to
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Table 12.5

REACTIONS TO THE TRAVEL PERIOD

Comparison of Participants who showed High and Low Incpeases
in Differentiation in Before- and After-Questionnaires

Number of Participants

Jattftingtolagt.

Items that Discriminate
High

Increase
Low

Increase

Third Interview

Facilities:
--transportation was inadequate 4 1

--per diem allowance was inadequate 5 2

--hotel arrangements were adequate 5 2

--hotels were poorly located 0 3

--hotels lacked personal comforts 1 4

Itinerary was satisfactory 3 6

Some places visited were not professionally
appropriate, because activities had been
curtailed for the summer 4 0

Some places visited were not professionally
relevant 3 0

Some places visited were valuable because
scenic' 3 0

The opportunity to observe a station was
satisfactory 7 10

Could meet Americans spontaneously 4 8

Didn't have enough chance to observe all he

wanted to 0 4

Visited the American South 7 4

Still wants to visit:
--the South 2 5

--the East 3 8

Table 12.6

REACTIONS TO THE SOCIAL ASPECTS OF THE SOJOURN,
High Low

Items that Discriminate Increase Increase

Second Interview

Spent time at theatre, concerts 7 4

Enjoyed visits to cultural sights 3 0

Resented lack of current newspaper 4 1

Not enough time for spontaneous socializing 6 2

Found New Hampshire weekend especially
valuable 6 9
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cite places excelling in their scenic beauty. This is consistent

with our earlier suggestion that the Highs--in line with their

apparent change in focus--were more willing to admit to tourist

pleasures. High Differentiators were also more likely to mention

that some of the places they visited were unsatisfactory from a

professional point of view because activities of interest to them

had been curtailed for the summer. Here it must be kept in mind

that the High group included a larger proportion of educational
broadcasters, who were at a disadvantage because many of the schools

they wanted to visit were closed for vacation. Finally, High Dif-

ferehtiators were less likely to indicate that they had satisfactory

opportunities to observe broadcasting stations. In short, the indi-

cations are that High Differentiators are not quite as satisfied

with their professional experience as the Low Differentiators even

during the travel period, but this does not seem to affect their

general level of satisfaction.

Perceptions and Evaluations of America and Americans

Discriminating items that deal with the perception of Americans

and of America are presented in Table 12.7. From the first inter-

view we learn that the High Differentiators came to their experience

with a history of greater contact with America and Americans. Tills

is consistent with our formulation that they came more ready to

engage in searching interactions and with a better articulated cog-

nitive framework about the United States to which new information

can be assimilated.

There are quite a few findings indicating that the High Differ-

entiators were indeed engaging in the process of differentiation to

a greater extent than the Low Differentiators. Even in the first

interview, our coders were more likely to rate the first impressions

of the Low Differentiators as superficial. In the third interview,

held during the travel period, High Differentiators were more likely

than Lows to have noted political differences between the regions

they had visited, while Low Differentiators were more likely than

Highs to have noted differences in weather. Highs were also more

likely to mention spontaneously the importance of racial and ethnic

differences in the United States. (3) High Differentiators were

more likely to mention their understanding of the importance of

diversity and variety in America among the new insights into American

life that they had gained during their travels. Low Differentiators'

answers to the latter question were rated by the coders as covering

a narrower range. On the post-return interview, High Differentiators

were more likely to mention that they were favorably impressed by

the size, complexity, and variety of America; and to feel that

America's complexity and diversity make it impossible to speak of

a single American point of view. They are also more likely to

cite racial and ethnic groups as differing in their points of view.

All of these items essentially serve to validatr, the criterion by

which the two groups were initially distinguished.

(3) The item in Table 12.7 showing that Lows are more likely to

feel that socio-economic differences play an important role

is based on a specific question about the role of socio-

economic differences, rather than a spontaneous mention of

this phenomenon.
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Table 12.7

PERCEPTIONS AND EVALUATIONS OF AMERICA AND AMERICANS

Comparison of Participants who showed High and Low Increases

in Differentiation in Before- and After-Questionnaires

Number of Participants
Agreeing, to Item
High Low

Items that Discriminate Increase Increase

First Interview
Has had close friendships with Americans

before 8 5

Has kept contact with American friends 6 3

Has had professional associates who have

lived in America 6 3

Salient first impressions of U.S. were
entirely positive 7 10

One focus of first impressions was the high

cost of living 5 1

Participant's first impressions of U.S.
seem superficial to raters 0 3

Second Interview

Wants to learn more about American
educational system 2 5

Third Interview

Recognizes regional differences:
--in weather 1 4

--in politics 3 0

--in the ease with which one can meet people 4 1

Sees important racial and ethnic differences 6 2

Feels that socio-economic differences play an

important role 4 8

Feels that American broadcasting has been
influenced by:

--racial and ethnic differences 2 5

--socio-economic differences 1 5

Has focused some of his observations of
America on:

--the state of broadcasting 5 2

--American political system 3 0

--religious aspects of American life 7 4

His most important new insights into American
life:

--involved qualities of the American people 5 2

--included attending to the country's diversity

and variety 5 1
--involved the country's institutional structure 2 6

--covered a narrow range 3 6
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Table 12.7 (cont'd.)

PERCEPTIONS AND EVAL TIONS 0 AMERICA AND AMERICANS

Number of Participants
Agreeing to Item
High

Items that Discriminate Increase,

Low
Increase

Third Interview (cont'd.)

His major disappointments with America:

--fall in non-professional areas 6 10

--include the handling of the Negro problem 2 5

Is pleased by America's democratic atmosphere 1 6

Fourth Interview
Not sorry to be leaving America 3 7

Will make heavily favorable reports about
America upon return home 7

Has become more aware of actual heightof the
American standard of living 1

Post-Return Interview

Has given programs about America that:

--were instructional in nature 0

--dealt with places or personalities of

special interest 6 3

--included specific materials that gave little

insight as to his image of America 5 0

--were documentaries 6 9

--were newscasts 1 4

--dealt with American communications media 0 3

--dealt with American social and economic

institutions
0 3

--included materials that would tend to

broaden the perspective about America 4 7

Was favorably impressed by:

--America's size, complexity, variety 4 0

--America's beauty 4 0

--Generosity and hospitality of Americans 3 7

--Friendliness and informality of Americans 4 0

Emphasized, upon return home, America's wealth,

living standard, advanced technology 1 5

Was upset by the extent and severity of the

American racial problem 1 4.

Feels that America's complexity and diversity

forbid one's conceiving such a thing as a

single American point of view 6 2

Preoccupation with Communism is a salient

part of American viewpoint 0 3

Expects racial and ethnic groups in U.S. to

have distinct viewpoints 6 2
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There are no stable and consistent differences between the

groups in the positiveness of their feelings toward America, but

they differ in some of the features they stress for positive and

negative comment. Thas, the Low Differentiators are more likely

to express pleascre at America's democratic atmosphere and dis-

appointment in the handling of the racial problem. The High Dif-

ferentiators are more likely to comment favorably on the beauty

of America and--as we have already mentioned--its size, complexity,

and variety; and to mention disappointments in the professional

area. As for Americans, High Differentiators are more favorably

impressed than Lows with their friendliness and informality; Lows

are more favorably impressed than Highs with their generosity and

hospitality. Thus the Pighs seem to be focusing on qualities of

Americans that facilitate give-and-take interaction, while the

Lows (in line with our earlier observation about their favorable

reaction to the weekend visit with an American family) focus on
qualities of Americans that imply acceptance of them as visitors.

Finally, there aze also same differences in the features of

America to 'which the two grrups seem to be responding. High Dif-

ferentiators are more 'Ikely tc,1 report new insights into the

qualities of the American people, Low Differentiators into the

country's institutional structure. Highs are more likely to have

focused observations on the American political system and the role

of religion, Lows on socio-economic differences, and the generally

high standard of living and advanced technology. Low Differentiators

are also more likely to have noted preoccupation with Communism as

a salient part the American point of view.

Perceptions and Evaluations cif An Broadcasting

In the second interview, as can be seen from Table 12.8, High

Differentiators are less likely to state that they have learned a

great deal about American mass media than are Lows, and in fact

they tend to describe American media with less detail. This is

somewhat surprising, but may reflect their general disappointment

in the professional part of their experience at the university, as

compared to the increasing enthusiasm of the Low Differentiators.

Data from both the third and the post-return interviews show

that the High Differentiatcx group (which, as we know, includes a

larger proportion of educational broadcasters) is more impressed

with the way in which TV is used for, instructional purposes in the

United States. In general, however, it is the Low Differentiators

who are more favorably impressed with American broadcasting, although

they feel that their own broadcasting systems should avoid American

Westerns and can teach America something about constructive uses of

radio.

The relatively more critical attitudes of the High Differen-

tiators show up most sharply and consistently in their reactions to

the commercial involvement of American broadcasting. Thus, in the

third interview, the Highs feel that the pressure of advertisers

constrains American broadcasters, that the fear of government con-

trol hinders solutions, that private ownership of broadcasting has

little positive to offer, and that Americans who are aware of the
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Table 12.8

PERCEPTIONS AND EVALUATIONS OF AMERICAN BROADCASTING,

Comparison of Participants who showed High and Low Increases

in Differentiation in Before- and After-Questionnaires

Number of Participants
Agreeing to Item
High

Items that Discriminate Increase
Low

Increase

Second Interview

Has learned:
--a great deal about U.S. mass communication 3 7

--a good deal about U.S. mass communication 4 1

Describes American mass media:

--superficially
6 3

--in good detail 3 7

Third Interview

Feels homeland should:
--adopt closed circuit TV in educational

broadcasting
3 0

--avoid Westerns
0 3

Feels America should imitate homeland's high

level of public service and educational

radio programming
0

Feels American broadcasters are overly con-
strained by the pressure of advertisers 6 3

Feels that fear of government control is a

major problem for American broadcasting 3 0

Feels that private ownership of broadcasting:

--has advantages for America 2 8

--is especially suited to American conditions 1 5

--makesfor competition between stations 1 4

--forces neglect of specialized audiences 2 5

Feels that Americans, aware of the problems
caused by private ownership:

--are doing little to solve them 7 4

--are making real efforts at solution 1 4

Post-Return Interview
Evaluation of American broadcasters:

--generally favorable 4 7

--mixed 5 1

Believes that American broadcasting may suffer

from too much commercial interference 3 0

Reports upon return home noted:
--the importance of avoiding American-style

commercialism 3 0

--the effective use of TV in America for
instructional purposes 9 4
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problems caused by private ownership are doing
In the post-return interview, again, some of th
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Views on International Exchange
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of and interference.
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can see advantages to
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of American society and

n the other hand, they feel
audiences. They are more

see the problems caused by
rate them. The High Differen-

cize is perhaps a reflection
rticularly in the professional

Differential reactions noted in Table 12.9 are not surprising.

The high Differentiators continue to present themselves as persons

of high technical competence who are engaged in high-level activity

in a professional career. Thus, it is they who more often report

that they have professional knowledge to contribute to international

exchange, and it is they who--at the end of their stay in America- -

more often expect considerable future professional contact with

Americans. In the post-return interview, they are more likely to

report contacts with visiting broadcasters and plans to take part

in international exchanges in the future. In addition, they believe

that heir country has a contribution to make, teaching from its

particular experiences in the field of educational broadcasting.
Finally, it is the Highs who are able at the post-return interview

to spell out in great detail the possible benefits from exchange

programs--keeping up to date about new developments in the field,

exchanging program materials, introducing new ideas, and increasing

technical knowledge.

The Highs thus seem to have a greater professional involvement

in and more elaborated conception of international exchange. It is

interesting that it is the Lows, however, who more often express

favorable attitudes toward international exchange. Their conception

of the benefits of exchange is rather more global and undifferen-

tiated; exchange can aid in the interchange of professional knowledge

and in the building of international understanding. But it is among

the Lows that we find more people, both in the fourth interview and

in the post-return interview, who tell us they have become more

positive about international exchange, that their experiences have

made them approve of exchange more than they did before.
e

Perceptions and Evaluations of Own Country and of its Broadcastin

System

The items found in Table 12.10, showing differential reactions

to own country and its broadcasting system, are consistent with our

sense of the two groups, if not remarkably enlightening. The Highs

continue to be interested in educational broadcasting and to want

to see it expanded. There are more Lows than Highs who have become

aware, while in America, that education must be advanced rapidly at
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Table 12.9

VIEWS ON INTERNATIONAL EXCHANGE

Comparison of Participants who showed High and Low Increases

in Differentiation in Before- and After-Questionnaires

Number of Participants
Agreeing to Item
High Low

Items that Discriminate Increase Increase

Fourth Interview
Views have become more positive 1 4

Exchange promotes:
--beneficial interchange of professional

knowledge 1 4

--understanding between people 1 5

Own potential contribution: professional
knowledge

6 1

Anticipates considerable future professional
contact with Americans 5 0

Post-Return Interview
American experience has increased his approval

of international exchange 5 8

Other nations can contribute to his homeland's

development by exchange of personnel 5 2

His homeland can contribute by sharing its unique

experience of educational broadcasting 4 0

International exchange can be of value:

--in the exchange of program material 9 3

--in the exchange of information about
developments in communications media 8 3

--by introducing participants to new ideas
applicable at home 4. 1

--by increasing technical knowledge of

participants 6 1

Has present contact with visiting broadcasters 6 2

Plans to participate in international exchange 8

Table 12.10

PERCEPTIONS AND EVALUATIONS OF OWN COUNTR AND ITS BROADCASTING SYSTEM

Items that Discriminate

Number of Participants
Agreeing to Item
High

Increase
Low

Increase

Third Interview

Now sees need for more rapid advancement
in education at home 0 3

Post-Return Interview
Now appreciates slow pace of home country more 4 0

Feels that home systems are expanding educa-

tional broadcasting 7 4.

Approves of extension of educational broad-

casting 7 2
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home; there are more Highs than Lows who have become aware, while
in America, that the slower pace of life at home has its advantages.

High vs. Low Differentiation: A Summary

Two characteristics of the High Differentiators stand out from

the total array of data that has been presented: (1) They come to

the American experience with considerable self-confidence about their

professional competence and their ability to make the contacts and

gain the information they want--a self-confidence bolstered by their

linguistic and cultural proximity to the host society. In line with

this self-orientation, they have great expectations for a satisfactory

and useful experience. (2) They are greatly disappointed in the

professional part of this experience, particularly during the first

phase of the sojourn, spent at the university. Their satisfaction

seems to rise again, however, as they tend to turn away from an

emphasis on professional, pursuits to an emphasis on other aspects

of the experience, including the opportunity to learn about American

society.

These and other findings suggest the following factors, in

interaction with each other, as possible determinants of the in-

creased differentiation manifested by this group of participants:

(1) The absence of cultural and linguistic barriers, the self-

confideAce about their professional roles, and the specificity of
their expectations make it possible for them to connect quickly and

easily with the Americans they meet and to enter into searching,
give-and-take interactions with them. It is through such encounters

that a visitor can be exposed to the variety and complexity of

Americans and their views and thus develop a more differentiated

image.

(2) They also bring to the experience a better articulated

cognitive framework about the United States which helps them scan

and assimilate new information more quickly and to integrate more

readily the insights they achieve through observation and discussion.

Thus, they are more tooled up for developing a detailed and elabo-

rated image.

(3) Their disappointment in the professional experience--which

is, in part, a function of their self-confidence and their initially

great expectations--leads them to revise their goals and turn to

other pursuits. Among other things, they focus on American society

and American life, and take an interest in learning about these in

depth. This interest was probably present from the beginning, but

they give greater weight to it in view of their professional dis-

appointment. When coupled with their readiness to engage in

searching interactions and to integrate new information about

America into a fairly well articulated cognitive framework, this

interest helps to account for the increased differentiation mani-

fested by this group.

It is possible, of course, that this group would have shown a

similar increase in differentiation even in the absence of profes-

sional disappointment. The fact that professional disappointment
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and high differentiation tend to go together in the present study

certainly does not establish a causal connection between them. One

thing that can be said with some assurance, however, is that pro-

fessional disappointment does not necessarily preclude meaningful

changes, on other dimensions, provided the total experience allows

for other kinds of satisfactions--as the present Seminar certainly

did, particularly in the way in which the travel period was arranged.

We have been speaking entirely of the High Differentiators so

far. About the Low Differentiators one can say, of course, that

they lacked the special dispositions and experiences that were con-

ducive to increased differentiation in the other group. There are

some hints, however, that this may be an interesting group in its

own right, which is marked not merely by the absence of change in

differentiation, but by the presence of certain other characteristics.

Thus, for example, it seems that the Low Differentiators become more

involved professionally as the Seminar progresses; that they view,

not only the professional experience, but also American broadcasting

and international exchanges in a favorable light; and that they are

especially interested in and appreciative of persona/ contacts with

Americans of all kinds. It is quite likely that the Low Differen-

tiator group does reflect another syndrome which, however, because

of the negative way in which this group was defined (i.e., by the

absence of differentiation change) cannot emerge clearly from the

present data. Perhaps another way of forming groups for comparison

may pick up this syndrome more adequately. One possibility that

readily suggests itself in this connection is a comparison between

Europeans and non-Europeans. We have already seen that there is

some correlation, though not a strong one, between High vs. Low

Differentiation and European vs. non-European. Moreover, some of

the differences that we have noted between High and Low Differen-

tiators are quite reminiscent of differences one might expect to

find between Europeans and non-Europeans participating in the present

type of Seminar. To explore this possiblity, we have divided our

sample into Europeans and non-Europeans and shall proceed, in the

next chapter, to present comparisons between these two groups- -

comparisons that partially overlap those that have concerned us in

the present chapter.



CHAPTER 13

COMPARISON OF EUROPEANS AND NON-EUROPEANS

In Chapter 12 we compared two subgroups of participants that

had been selected on the basis of an outcome variable: one group- -

the High Differentiators--consisted of individuals about whom we

knew that their image of America and American broadcasting had be-

come more complex and differentiated in the course of the year

that included their American sojourn; the other group--the Low

Differentiators--consisted of individuals who had not shown this

change. Our task then was to explore the factors distinguishing

these two groups--the personal characteristics, experiences, and

reactions to these experiences that seem to be related to increased

differentiation.

In the present chapter, we are again comparing two subgroups

of participants, selected, however, on an entirely different basis- -

namely, on the basis of a difference in certain defining character-

istics of the visitors. Any visitor brings with him certain personal

characteristics that help to shape the nature of his experience in

the host country. These will include his store of knowledge, his

goals, his personal agenda for the visit, his pre-existing concep-

tions of the host, and his capacity to speak casually and intimately

with members of the host nation. These characteristics guide his

perceptions, det2rmine his modes of coping with his experiences,

and evoke particular responses from those who meet him. They play

an important role, therefore--in interaction with the situation in

which the visitor actually finds himself and with the experiences

that he actually undergoes--in determining his reactions to the so-

journ and the impact it has upon him. Each visitor, of course, has

a unique set of such personal characteristics. There are certain

characteristics, however, shared within various subgroups of visit-

ors, that may affect their ways of relating themselves to the ex-

perience with some degree of consistency, allowing the analyst to

identify distinct patterns of reaction for these groups. On the

basis of earlier research and perusal of our own data, we suspected

that European vs. non-European origin of the Seminar participants

might be such a distinguishing characteristic. The present chapter

is devoted, therefore, to a comparison between the European'and

non-European members of the Seminar.

We are using the term "European" here as the best approxima-

tion of the distinguishing characteristic that we have in mind.

We have classified as "European," for our purposes, not only those

participants who reside on the European continent, but all those

whose cultural origin is essentially European and who (regardless

of where they live) are most closely identified with the ind'stri-

alized sector of the world. Thus, we include as European in our

classification not only the British, Italian, Swedish, and Yugo-

slav participants, but also those from Australia, Cyprus, and

Israel and the Englishmen working in Africa. Participants from

Jamaica, Iran, the Philippines, and Thailand, as well as,the seven

African participants, we classified as non-Europeans. The Japanese

participants were difficult to classify in terms of the scheme we

had in mind since, on the one hand, they come from a culture that

is non-European in origin, yet in terms of level of industrial
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development is clearly closer to Europe than it is to Africa and
Asia. We decided, therefore, to omit the Japanese participants
from the present comparison. We are left with 26 cases, of whom
thirteen are classified as Europeans and thirteen as non-Europeans.

Let us review the salient differences by which these two

groups are defined. The Europeans come from cultures that are
more similar to American culture than those from which the non-

Europeans come, (This does not mean that all of the Europeans,
as individuals, are necessarily more familiar with American culture
than the non-Europeans.) The Europeans are white-skinned, the non-
Europeans are non-white. The Europeans are identified with the
industrialized part of the world (even if they may live in a rela-

tively underdeveloped area), the non-Europeans with the developing

part of the world. The Europeans are generally associated with

experienced and sophisticated broadcasting systems or received

their basic training within such systems, the non-Europeans less

so.

So much for the defining characteristics of the two groups.

In terms of areas of professional specialization, they distribute

as follows:
Europeans Non - Europeans

Educational 4 4

News and current events 5 2

General programming 4 7

Thu, 'a somewhat larger proportion of the Europeans is concerned

with news broadcasting and documentaries; a somewhat larger pro-

portion of non-Europeans is in general programming. In the light

of findings we reported in earlier chapters, there ought to be a

somewhat greater tendency for the Europeans to be interested in

general American affairs, since political or cultural insights far
removed from the Seminar would still be grist for the professional

mill of the newscaster.

What is the relationship between the European vs. non-European

split and change in differentiation? If we cross-tabulate the par-

ticipants who show up in both breakdowns we obtain the following

distribution:

High Differentiators
Low Differentiators

Europeans Non-Europeans

6 3

4 5

There is, thus, some tendency for the Europeans to be among the

High Differentiators, and the non-Europeans among the Low Differen-

tiators. The overlap between these two classifications is far from

perfect, however. (It should be recalled, for example, that the Low

Differentiator group included four non-English-speaking Europeahs.)

Further evidence for the relationship between the two variables can

be obtained from a comparison of the scores on the index of change

in differentiation obtained by the Europeans and non-Europeans.

For this comparison we used the twelve Europeans and nine non -

Europeans for whom stable scores on the index were available.(l)

el That is, we included those individuals who had not been
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The mean score for Europeans is 2.25, the mean for non-Europeans

0.89. The same relationship holds when we partition the index

into one measuring change in differentiation in the image of
America and Americans, and one dealing with the image of American

broadcasting. On the former, the mean score for Europeans is

2.17, for non-Europeans 1.16. On the latter, the respective

scores are 0.95 and 0.32.

Thus, Europeans do tend to show more increase in differentia-

tion than non-Europeans do. We can, therefore, expect to find

some parallels between the two sets of comparisons. That is, we

can expect the reactions of Europeans to resemble, to some extent,

the reactions of the High Differentiators, as described in Chapter

12; and the reactions of non-Europeans to resemble those of Low

Differentiators. The overlap between these two classificatory
schemes, however, as we have already noted, is far from perfect;

so it may well be that--despite the positive relationship between

the two variables (origin and differentiation change)--the key
differences between Europeans and non-Europeans will turn out to

be along other dimensions than the key differences between High

and Low Differentiators.

Let us turn, therefore, to a comparison between Europeans and
non-Europeans on several clusters of items covering different sub-

stantive domains. As in Chapter 12, we are including in the tables

that follow all those items on which the frequencies of response
between the two groups differ by three or more cases. It must be

noted, however, that for the present comparisons a difference of

3 represents only a 23% difference (since the size of each group

is 13), and the caution about drawing conclusions from single

items, voiced in Chapter 12, is therefore even more apropos. We

shall, in fact, address most of our attention to differences of

4 or above.

Expectations and Goals

Table 13.1 presents the differences between the two groups in

their expectations and goals.

The European took special pains to prepare samples of his own

work before arrival, whereas the non-European was more likely to

have prepared information about his home country. The European

was more likely to be clear as to what his own role in the Seminar

was to be, but was more likely to feel that the purposes of the

Seminar had not been made clear. The European was more likely to

feel sure about his own unique contribution to the Seminar. Taken

together, these items suggest that the European was more likely to

believe that he had been invited in order to share the knowledge

and expertise that he had achieved in his professional work.

(1) - cont' d:
assigned to the High or Low Differentiator group because

they had scores at the median, but excluded those who were

unassigned because they had answered too few of the questions

on which the change index was based.
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Table 13.1

EXPECTATIONS AND GOALS

Items that Discriminate Europeans
Non-

Europeans

First Interview

6

2

2

9

4

3

5

4

1

Prior to arrival:
--felt that information about the purposes

of the Seminar was inadequate
--was unclear what ovn role in Seminar was

to be
--prepared additional information regarding

homeland
--read some of the books that had been sent
--took special pains to prepare samples of

own work

Expects academic sessions to be:
--useless and irrelevant 3 0
--useful but professionally irrelevant 8 5
--useful and professionally relevant 2 8

Does not plan to participate actively in
academic seminars 4 1

Expects difficulty in the academic seminars 8 4
Expects difficulty in the academic seminars
because of poor knowledge of English 3 0

Feels that he had a unique contribution to
the Seminar, and was sure what it would be 9 6

His plans for the travel period include:
--general sightseeing 11
--becoming better acquainted with American

broadcasting facilities 12 9
--obtaining first-hand data on the function-

ing of the American government 3 0

Knows which specific places wished to visit
during travel 4 7

Has previously wanted to visit U.S.
--to add to educational background 0 4
--to satisfy general curiosity 0 4

Anticipates problems in U.S. 7 10

Anticipated problems in U.S. included:
--language difficulties 3 0
--financial difficulties 3 6

Second Interview

Is dissatisfied with state of the arrange-
ments for his forthcoming trip 1

Afraid that two months of travel will not
be long enough 1

Anticipates trouble during travel:
--because of language difficulties 3 0
--because of racial discrimination 0 3
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Table 13.1 (cont'd)

Non -

Europeans Europeans

Second Interview (cont'd)

Anticipated pleasures of the travel

period include:
--non-professional activities, in general 3 0

--viewing the American landscape, in

particular 10 6

Fourth Interview

Feels that a change in his position during
the near future would be unlikely and

undesirable 5 2

Would like to introduce innovations in

programming 3 6

Anticipates a high degree of further profes-

sional contact with other participants 2 5

Post-Return Interview

Plans for the future are unchanged
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The Europeans were considerably more inclined to predict that

the academic seminars would be irrelevant from a professional point

of view. They were more likely to expect difficulties in these

seminars. In some cases these difficulties were related to their

lack of English facility--a problem that several of the Europeans

emphasized, as we already know. The non-Europeans did not share

this fear of language difficulty, but were generally more apprehen-

sive about the trip and especially fearful of financial difficulties.

Nevertheless, they had previously wanted to visit America, partly

to further their own education. Finally, we should note that the

European has several rather specific intentions for the travel

period, and that he is considerably more likely than the non-

European to express an interest in other kinds of observations- -

including observations of the functioning of the American government

and of broadcasting facilities.

In the second interview, the Europeans continue to be bothered

by language difficulties; the non-Europeans express their fear of

racial discrimination. The Europeans, once again, are willing to

acknowledge an interest in touristic activities as part of their

travel agenda.

Finally, the last two interviews portray the non-European as

somewhat more affected by the sojourn than the European: he is

more likely to feel that job changes will occur and be desirable,

to expect further professional contact with the other participants,

to expect that he will introduce innovations in programming, and to

have changed his plans for the future.

This pattern of findings seems to add up to three main distinc-

tions between the groups:

(1) From the beginning, Europeans tend to express an interest

in non-professional activities--including general sightseeing and

observations of American society. They do express an interest in

becoming acquainted with broadcasting facilities--but, again, this

is an interest in making observations, albeit of a professionally

relevant kind. In contrast, the non-Europeans seem to be more

task-oriented and more likely to focus on specific professional

concerns. The one apparent inconsistency 18 the reaction of the

two groups to the academic seminars. One might expect the Europeans

to express a greater interest in them, in line with their interest

in general observations of American society, yet they seem to be

more negative. What they say, however, is that the academic semi-

nars will be professionally irrelevant. This does not necessarily

imply a criticism; it may simply mean that they are willing to

accept, as part of their experience, an activity that has no pro-

fessional relevance. The non-Europeans, however, are more likely

to endow it with a professional justification.

(2) Consistent with their orientation, the Europeans (in con-

trast to the non-Europeans) do not expect the experience to have

much of an impact on their professional activities and careers.

(3) On the whole, the Europeans seem to be surer of themselves

and less anxious about their sojourn, except for the subgroup of

Europeans who express concern about their language problem.
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Perceived Accomplishments and Satisfactions

Table 13.2 presents a long list of the discriminating items

that relate to perceived accomplishments and satisfactions.

At the time of the second interview, we find that the European

is much more likely to voice concern about the Aevenness in choice
of participants. He now expresses real appreciation of the aca-
demic seminars, as well as of the tours of broadcasting stations

and related facilities. In the third interview, there are several
indications that Europeans are considerably less oriented toward
the professional side of their trip than are the non-Europeans.

The Europeans enjoy the physical environment and learning about
America, while the non-Europeans tend to stress specific profes-

sional accomplishments--such as acquisition of new professional
skills and learning new approaches to broadcasting.

One has the impression that the Europeans have dismissed the
professional value at least of the university phase of the Seminar- -

in large part because of the heterogeneous composition of the

group--but they are not too unhappy about this turn of events.
They came, from the very beginning, with strong non-professional
interests, which they pursue both at the university and during

their travel. They do not ignore professional concerns entirely,

but seem to be quite content with the opportunity to observe what
is happening in American broadcasting (in contrast to the non-
Europeans, who are concerned with specific skills and procedures
applicable to their own situations).

The fourth interview shows the same sort of development:
the European is more often attentive to America, while the non-
European is more often attentive to professional problems. The

European locates his most enjoyable experiences in non-professional

areas. He mentions the pleasure that he took in his personal con-
tacts with Americans, in his observations of the man-made and
natural environment, and in the travel period in general. His
important achievements, like his enjoyable experiences, are located

in non-professional areas. He speaks of having attained a greater
understanding of the American way of life, of having acquired a
first-hand knowledge of the United States, and of having gained a

new perspective on America, its institutions, and people. Profes-

sional interestsdo come up in his interviews, but they are of a

rather different kind than those discussed by the non-European.

The European speaks mostly of the opportunity to observe broad-
casting activities and facilities, and of forming new relations

with fellow-professionals. He also mentions that his sojourn has
produced a change in his perspective about the role of broadcast-

ing in his home country. These professional concerns are of a

very general kind: he observes, he compares, he meets colleagues.

They are, in a sense, a professional tourism.

The non-European, by contrast, locates his enjoyable experi-

ences and important accomplishments squarely in the professional

areas. He values more specific professional experiences, such as

exposure to new program ideas. He speaks of attaining a new per-
spective on his professional role. Thus, he seems to be engaged

in a more intensive professional experience, in which he seeks out
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Table 13.2

PERCEIVED ACCOMPLISHMENTS AND SATISFACTIONS

Items that Discriminate gmEgatEria
Non-

Europeans

Second Interview

Satisfied with sojourn thus far 12 8

Dissatisfied with sojourn because of uneven-
ness in the choice of participants 6 1

Most valuable or enjoyable experiences included:
--visit to American family in New Hampshire 8 11
--exposure to the academic seminars 7 3

--tours of communications facilities 9 5

Third Interview

Mobt enjoyable experience: aspects of the
physical environment 12 8

Most important single accomplishment:
--was in professional area
--was in non-professional area

8

5

11
2

Important accomplishments included:
--learning about America 8 5

--acquiring new professional skills or know-
ledge by working at a station 2 5

--making new friends 0 3

--learning new approaches to broadcasting 1 5

Professional problems have arisen at home that
make him wish he were there 0 6

Fourth Interview

Most meaningful or enjoyable experiences:
--were in the professional area 4 7

--were in a non-professional area 9 4

--included exposure to new program ideas 3 8

--included contact with fellow-participants 2 5

--included observation of local broadcasting
activities and facilities 10 4

--included the travel period as a whole 9 6

--included interpersonal experiences with
Americans 9 6

--included observations of the physical
environment 7 3

Most important accomplishments:
--were in non-professional areas 5 2

--included increases in over-all professional
experiences 8 5

--included the attainment of a greater under-
standing of American way of life, of
American values 12 8

--included forming new relations with fellow
professionals 8 4

--included acquiring first-hand knowledge
of U.S. 13 9
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Table 13.2 (pont'd)

Perceived Accomplishments and Satisfactions
Non-

Items that Discriminate 221411 Europeans

Fourth Interview (cont'd)

The American sojourn has produced a change

in his perspective about:
--America, its institutions and people 12 7

- -his home country 8 12

--the role of broadcasting in his home

country 8 4

- -his own professional role 4 6

Post-Return Interview
Changes in his position or resdonsibilities:

- -were not expected 9

- -have not occurred
- -were due to changes in the organization 3

- -were due to political considerations
--were due to career considerations

6
3

a
4

His own job satisfaction:
--has remained static 9 2

- -has increased 2 7

--has increased because of the recognition
granted his abilities 0

Has introduced innovations or changes 8 11

Innovations he has introduced include:

--changes in program style 5 2

--changes of a technical nature 4 0

--new types of programs 7 4

--increased use of indigenous personnel
and material 0 3

--introduction of research into audience

reactions 0 3

Effects of the sojourn on his professional
activities:
--were moderate 5 9

--were nil 3 0

--included enhancement of professional skills 6 9

--included increased contact with U.S. broad-
casters and networks 3 0

Encountered problems upon return 2 7

Encountered non-professional problems upon
return 0 5

Found the sojourn more satisfying than

dissatisfying 9 12
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Table 13.2 (cont'd)

Perceived Accomplishments and Satisfactions

auras that Discriminate

Post- Return Interview (cont'd)

American sojourn enabled him:
--to increase his American contacts

markedly
- -to increase his contacts with American

networks
- -to increase his contacts with visiting

American broadcasters
- -to increase his contacts with professionals

from other countries besides America
--to increase his contact With American

foundations and universities

Was disappointed by sojourn because couldn't
work at a station

Felt that sojourn exceeded expectations
because:
- -was able to travel throughout U.S.
--was able to learn about educational TV

Particularly enjoyable aspects of the sojourn
were:
- -the travel period
- -the chance to travel through the country

and meet average Americans
- -the chance to see the beauty of the

American countryside

Least satisfying aspect of the sojourn was:
location at Brandeis

Has maintained contact with:
--broadcasters
--Brandeis staff
--friends and acquaintances
- -other participants

Non

klE20.4111 EME2Peans

7

11 4

3 0

6 1

2 5

3 0

10 6
0 5

9 6

6 2

4 0

4 1

5 1
5 2

9 12
9 5
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new learnings and redefines his professional role. The European
maintains his distance; he is an interested observer of American
broadcasting, as of American life in general, while the non-
European seeks more active participation in a professional learning
process.

This is not to say that the non-European is entirely caught
up in professional pursuits. There are certain kinds of inter-
personal relations that he seems to enjoy a little more than the
European--such as contacts with "average" Americans and with fellow-
participants. (The European seems to derive greater enjoyment
from his contacts with American colleagues than the non-European;
one suspects he finds it easier to establish a relationship on an
equal footing with them.) The non-European is also more likely
to gain a new perspective on his home country.

The post-return interview shows that the sojourn had a more
marked professional impact upon the non-European, but left the
European with greater contacts with America and with more enjoyable
memories of the American countryside. Inspecting the discriminating
items, we see that the Europeans less often expected or experiencf'd
changes in position or responsibilities. The non-European is more
likely to report an increased degree of job satisfaction. He
attributes this to the greater recognition that has been granted
his abilities. These differences may well be due to the different
situations in which the two groups function. The non-European
often works in a younger organization, in which the process of
change is swifter, as the system grows and as it engages in "de-
colonialization." The greater involvement the non-European showed
in professional affairs while in America can be attributed to his
more limited experience with broadcasting and his realization that
the responsibilities he might well be called on to assume would
require every bit of training he could acquire. Thus, the Seminar
was to him an important source of new knowledge, highly relevant
t, his professional legitimation and his potential for career
advancement. No doubt the changes in position and responsibilities
experienced by the non-Europeans resulted from the rapid develop-
ment of their organizations, but the American experience at least
contributed to their ability to play an important role in this
development. And they said as much in their interviews. 'thus,

they were more likely to see some effect of the American sojourn
on their activities; to report that it enhanced their professional
skills; and to appreciate what they had been able to learn about
educational television.

The European reports less pleasure from the sojourn, and
cites less professional sorts of gains. He notes that the sojourn
enabled him to increase contacts with Americans, with American net-
works, with American broadcasters who visit his country, and with
colleagues from other countries. He reports having particularly
enjoyed the travel period and all that is associated with it.

In sum, it is evident that the two groups relate themselves
very differently to their American experience. The Europeans are
interested in observing--America as a country, American society,
as well as American broadcasting. They derive enjoyment from
this and they gain new understandings and insights into American
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they like and others they dislike. It would be unrealistic to expect

marked changes on this dimension to result from international exchange

programs. Nor is the uncritical acceptance of all features of the

host country even a desirable goal for international excaanges. What

is both realistic and desirable, however, as an outcome of such pro-

grams are qualitative changes in the cognitive structure of images

of the host country. Thus, the organizers and sponsors of the pres-

ent Seminar were particularly interested in the extent to which par-

ticipants would gain a fuller, richer, more detailed, and more refined

picture of American mass media and American society in general (see

Chapter 2.). Such a change would imply an increased awareness of

the range of activities and points of view in American broadcasting

and American life in general; a deeper understanding of patterns and

problems from the inside; and an increased ability to respond differ-

entially to different segments of American society and different

aspects of American life (including the mass media). As a matter of

fact, a global undifferentiated positive attitude would be as anti-

thetical to this type of orientation as a global undifferentiated

negative attitude.

In line with the assumptions that have just been outlined, we

made special efforts to capture the complexity, and differentiation

of images and attitudes, both in the formulation of questions and

in the coding of responses (to be discussed below). We did not

ignore the dimension of favorableness toward America and American

broadcasting, but we regarded it as of secondary importance. This

approach to attitude measurement also has some methodological ad-

vantages, especially in a situation such as the present one. The

favorable-unfavorable dimension is often subject to distortion and

presents difficulties in interpretation. At best it gives only a

limited picture of a person's attitude toward an object, which must

be supplemented by assessment of the cognitive dimensions of the

attitude.

In addition to tapping images of America, including American

broadcasting, the questionnaire explored the respondents' images

of and attitudes toward their professional field. These parts of

the questionnaire included, first of all, questions about the broad-

casting media in the respondent's own country--their roles in society,

their specific functions, their contributions, and their problems.

It was assumed that participation in the Seminar, exposure to Ameri-

can mass media, and exchange of ideas with colleagues from around

the world, might produce changes in a person's images in this area.

He might, for example, become aware of certain new possibilities

for the development of broadcasting in his country, or of certain

new problems that need to be solved, or of certain new approaches

that can be applied. He may become more or less satisfied with

the status of the media in his country. And, again, changes in

the cognitive structure of his attitudes may take place: for in-

stance, he may develop a more complex and differentiated view of

the role that the broadcasting media in his country can perform.

These were the kinds of changes the questionnaire was designed to

tap.

Similarly, participation in the Seminar may produce changes

in the person's attitude toward his own professional role and his

activities within the field of broadcasting. The questionnaire
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thus included items designed to explore the respondent's definition

of his professional role, his assessment of the importance of dif-

ferent aspects of his job, his satisfactions and dissatisfactions
with his professional life, and his hopes and expectations for the

future. These are all areas that may very well be affected by the

kinds of experiences that the Seminar provided for its participants.

It can be assumed that an effective Seminar would probably pro-

duce some changes in the participants' professional images--their
images both of their field and of their own roles within it. It is

very difficult, however, to specify what form these changes ought to

take. They are likely to be quite different for different individ-
uals--depending on the person's professional position, on the level

of development of broadcasting in his own country, and so on. Per-

haps the only general statement that can be made is that the person
ought, ideally, to come away with a richer and more differentiated

view of his professional field, reflecting new insights derived from

exchange of ideas and exposure to new patterns.

Coding of Questionnaire Responses

Pre-coded questions. Those questions in which respondents were

merely asked to choose from among a set of predetermined responses

presented no special coding problems, since the coding categories

were already built into the question. For the more complex pre-coded
questions (1, 2, 16, and 20), however, composite indices were devel-

oped, based on a combination of the various sub-parts of each
question and a comparison of the before- and after-questionnaires.

Thus, for question 1, two indices were developed: an index of

the over-all amount of change (from the first to the second ques-

tionnaire) in the respondent's view of the actual pattern of activ-

ities for TV in his country; and an index of the over-all amount
of change in the respondent's view of the ideal pattern of activ-

ities for TV in his country. For question 2, two parallel indices

were developed, dealing with the respondent's views of TV in America.

In addition, for each questionnaire, a special index was computed

based on the comparison between answers to questions 1 and 2: this

index represents the extent of difference in the patterns of activ-

ities that the respondent attributes to TV in his own country and

in the U.S. By comparing the value of this index on the second

questionnaire with that on the first questionnaire, we can deter-

mine whether and to what degree the respondent now sees American

TV as more different from (or more similar to) TV in his own country

than he did before.

For question 16, an index of the over-all amount of '.'hange in

the respondent's evaluation of the activities associated Lth his

job was constructed. For question 20, indices of change 114 the

respondent's definition of his professional role were developed.

Open-ended questions. For those questions to which respondentf

answered in their own words, coding categories had to be developed

to permit analysis of the material. The categories were based on a

combination of two considerations: the kinds of information that a

particular question was designed to yield, and the kinds of informa-

tion that it actually yielded, as revealed by an examination of a
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sample of responses.

Twi) tyout; oF co,tos wore develo9ed: (1) Content codes, i.e.,

lists of content categories to which responses to a given question

can be assigned. For example, the content code for question 3

consisted of a list of "areas in which others can benefit from

experiences of respondent's own country." For a given respondent,

more than one area can apply (i.e., content codes are "multiple

codes"). For example, his answer may suggest that others can learn

something from the pattern of ownership of the broadcasting system

in his country, and from its approach to programming. In this case,

the coder would check both of these categories on the list of ten

categories that this particular code happens to contain. (2) Rating

scales, i.e., orderings of positions on a particular dimension in

terms of which responses to a given question can be rated. For

example, the coders were asked to rate answers to question 3 in

terms of the "extent of perceived contribution of respondent's own

country." In this case, a four-point scale was used ranging from

"no contribution" (i.e., respondent feels that his own country has

nothing to contribute, from its experiences, to broadcasters in

other countries) to "major contribution." Rating scales are "single

codes," i.e., only one category can be checked for each respondent,

and the coder has to select the one that seems to apply most closely.

For most questions, several codes were developed to capture the

relevant information. Typically, these would include both a content

code and a rating scale, as in question 3--the example used in the

preceding paragraph. Some of the content codes were, moreover, com-

bined with rating scales. Thus, in the content code for question 3:

the coders were asked to check the content areas mentioned by a

given respondent and then, for each area checked, to rate the strength

of emphasis it receives in the response on a three-point scale.

For some of the questions, more than one content code was used.

For example, for the analysis of questions 7 and 8, three lists were

developed: areas in which TV (in America, or in home country) faces

problems; causes of problems faced by TV; and proposed solutions for

these problems. For some of the questions, more than one rating

scale was developed. For example, each respondent's description of

the typical American in response to question 11 was rated on three

dimensions: how well informed or ignorant about the respondent's

own country the typical American is described to be; how sympathetic

he is to the respondent's own country; and how much he accepts the

respondent's country as an equal. Finally, some rating scales were

designed to capture a quality characteristic of responses to several

questions. Thus, for example, coders were asked to rate the respond-

ent's general attitude toward American TV on a five-point scale (from

extremely favorable to extremely unfavorable); these ratings were

based on responses to questions 4, 6, and 7.

Altogether, 33 codes were developed for the analysis of the

open-ended questions. (This is exclusive of the complexity-

differentiation ratings to be described in the next section.) All

of the questionnaires were coded by a "primary coder," who was

"blind" in the sense that he did not know whether any given ques-

tionnaire that he was working on was completed by a Sminar partici-

pant or a comparison group member, nor whether it was filled out

before (1962) or after (1963). In order to increase coding reli-
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ability, the following procedure was used: (1) on eight of the codes,

all of the questionnaires were analyzed by a "check-coder" in addition

to the primary coder. In cases of disagreement between the two coders,

final judgments were arrived at by bringing in a third coder and/or

by conference. (2) On the other 25 codes, ten questionnaires were

analyzed by a check-coder, whose judgments were then compared with

those of the primary coder. Disagreements were resolved by conference

between the two coders. For eighteen codes, the agreement between

the two was so high that it was possible to use the primary coder's

judgments on the remaining 88 questionnaires without further review.

For five codes, agreement was quite high, but the conferences between

the two coders produced a, slight revision in coding criteria; the

primary coder therefore reviewed his original judgments on the remain-

ing 88 questionnaires in the light of the revised criteria. Finally,

for two codes there was enough disagreement to warrant check-coding

on all of the remaining questionnaires; the primary coder and the

check-coder then proceeded to compare all of their judgments and, in

cases of disagreement, to arrive at final judgments through conference.

JECoaaitv-differentiation ratingp. In view of our special

interest in the cognitive structure of images and attitudes, we tried

to capture in our coding scheme not only the specific content of

responses, but also their structure or style. Specifically, we

wanted to assess the degree to which different responses revealed a

complex and differentiated image of the object under discussion- -

whether it be American broadcasting, American society in general, or

broadcasting in the respondent's own country. Our expectation was

that participation in a successful Seminar should, on the whole,

produce an increase in the degree of complexity and differentiation

of these images.

Two simple three-point rating-scales were constructed and applied

to responses to all open-ended questions concerned with American

broadcasting, America and. Americans in general, and broadcasting in

the respondent's own country (questions 3, 4, 6, 7, 8, 11, 12, 13,

and 15b). The first scale called for a rating of range of response.

The rating criteria for this dimension were defined quite objective-

ly: ratings depended on the number of distinct points a respondent

made in response to a given question. For example, in answering

question 3, respondents could mention various areas in which others

could benefit from broadcasting experiences of their own countries.

If a respondent mentioned just one distinct area, he received a

rating of 1 (narrow range); if he mentioned two distinct areas, he

received a rating of 2 (moderate range); and if he mentioned three

or more areas, a rating of 3 (broad range).

The second scale called for a rating of depth of response and

required somewhat more subjective judgments. Two criteria were

taken into consideration in making these judgments: the elaborate-

ness of the response, and the importance of the points mentioned.

Thus, however many or few areas might be mentioned in a response to

question 3, the discussion of each area could vary in its elaborate-

ness: it might range from a mere mention of the area, to a detailed

exposition of it. Similarly, the areas mentioned could vary in

their importance: they could refer to central features of the broad-

casting system, its organization, and its role in society (e.g., the

sponsorship of TV in the country; the use of TV as a means of com-
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batting illiteracy or creating national unity); or they could refer
to relatively minor features (e.g., the type of lighting effects

used; the use of canned versus live programs). This obviously calls
for subjective judgments, but the consensus among the coders was
amazingly high. The combination of the two criteria--elaborateness
and importance--yielded one of thrr judgments: if a respondent
merely mentioned the areas, or if he discussed "unimportant" areas
with little detail, he received a rating of 1 (superficial coverage
of content areas); if he discussed moderately important areas with

little detail, or unimportant areas with considerable detail, he

received a rating of 2 (moderately detailed and elaborate coverage);
and if he discussed important or moderately important areas with
considerable detail, he received a rating of 3 (very detailed and

elaborate discussion).

In order to increase the reliability of these ratings, they

were done independently by three coders. The primary coder, as was
already mentioned, did the ratings "blind." The check-coders knew
whether they were coding a before- or an after-questionnaire, by a

participant or a control. They did not, however, code the before-
and after-questionnaires of the same respondent in close proximity

to each other. Thus, biases that might arise from the coders' ex-

pectations of change were minimized.

In cases of disagreement among the coders, the following pro-

cedure was used for arriving at the final rating: If two out of
the three coders agreed on the rating, their judgment prevailed. In

the rare cases in which all three coders disagreed with each other,
the middle rating (which also represents the average of the three
ratings) served as the final score.

The level of agreement among the coders was very high. In the

majority of cases, all three coders independently gave the same

rating. Only on several occasions did all three raters disagree.

As for the cases in which two out of the three raters agreed and
their judgment prevailed, we decided that it would be important to

check on the distribution of the "winning" pairs. If it were to

turn out that the two check-coders constituted the winning pair on

a disproportionately large number of cases, this would be cause for

concern, since there at least some possibility of bias in their

ratings (which were, hot done "blind"). Accordingly, twelve of the

eighteen complexity- differentiation codes (the tw e which entered

into the major ifidex used in this report and scribed in a later

section) were analyzed in detail, to det= me how the final scores
were arrived at. The results indica very clearly that the two

check-coders do not dominate the nal ratings. As a matter of

fact, the primary coder tends be in the winning pair more often

than the other two. We feel cite reassured, therefore, that the

complexity-differentiation s res are not only reliable, but also

relatively unaffected by ob ous sources of coder bias.

Inte etation of uesti naire Results

Inliitarpreting t. results of the questionnaire study, we
must be fully'aviazie- the limitations of these data. First, as

has already been pointed out (Chapter 3 ), the comparison group
is not only incomplete, but also provides less than a perfect match
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for the Seminar participants. Secondly, there were many gaps in
respondents' answers to the questionnaires. Many respondents, for
example, failed to answer some of the questions about America or
American broadcasting because they felt that they lacked the neces-
sary information. Moreover, if a respondent failed to answer a
given question on one of the questionnaires, we could not use his
answer to the same question on the second questionnaire either,
since our concern was with the assessment of change. Thus, most of
our analyses are based on fewer than the total number of cases.
Thirdly, there was considerable variation in the fullness with which
individual questions were answered. -While some responses were very
rich, others were quite sparse. Some respondents had obvious diffi-
culties in the use of English; others were unaccustomed to this type
of questionnaire procedure. On the whole, the questionnaires did
not offer the opportunities for communicating the intent of questions,
for eliciting full responses, and for following these up and exploring
them further, that were present in the personal interviews. Under-
standably, therefore, the questionnaire responses are less "ich and
complete and often do not do justice to the views of the respondent.

Yet, at the same time, the questionnaire data make a very unique
and important contribution to the over-all design of the evaluation
study. This is the only part of the study in which identical ques-
tions were presented both before and after the Seminar, and both to
the participants and to the comparison group. Thus, it is the only
part of the study that meets the conditions of an experimental de-
sign permitting us to conclude whether or not the Seminar did in
fact produce attitude change. This is not to say that other parts
of the study provide no information about change. The interviews
conducted while the participants were in the U.S. provide us with
their own formulations of changes they were experiencing at the time.
The follow-up interviews, obtained a year later, are especially rich
sources of information about change, and there is the added advantage
that comparable interviews with members of the comparison group were
conducted at the same time. While these follow-up interviews do
provide data about change, and even permit comparison, we do not
have controlled before-interviews against which these data can be
measured: the comwison group was not interviewed before at all,
and the/participanitNwere interviewed shortly after their arrival
in the U.S., but most of the questions in that interview differed
from those on the follow-up interview. Thus, if we want to know
whether participants responses to the same stimuli in 1963 differed
from their re$poxises in 1962, and if we want to have some reassur-
ance that diffarencesthat are manifested are not due to extraneous
factors, we must turn to the questionnaire data.

Given both the unique values of the questionnaire data and
their limitations, 'what use can be made of them? We would argue
that they must be used in conjunction with the much fuller and
richer interview data. Theycan indicate--on the basis of fairly
sound experimental evidence--whether we are justified in concluding
that the Seminar did indeed produce some measurable changes. We
must turn to the interview data, however, in order to learn just
what these changes were. This we have done in the preceding chap-
ters, which examined the nature of the changes by analyzing what
the Seminar participants (wherever possible, in contrast to com-
parison group members) said about their professional roles, about
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broadcasting in their home countries and in America, and about Ameri-

can society in general; and how they themselves described their Amer-

ican experience and the effect it has had on them. In short, the

questionnaire data in the present study can tell us, with some assur-

ance, whether the Seminar had any measurable impact; and the interview

data can inform us about the nature of that impact.

The results of the questionnaire study will be presented in two

parts. First, changes on an index of differentiation of America,

which constitute our major findings, will be described. This will

be followed by a review of other changes revealed by the analysis.

Differentiation of the Image of America and American Mass Media

As has already been indicated in our discussion of the rationale

and purpose of the questionnaire, our major interest was in exploring

changes in the cognitive structure of respondents' images of American

broadcasting and America in general. It seemed to us reasonable to

e:vnect that participation in a four-month Seminar would produce more

complex and differentiated images of the host country. Moreover,

such changes represent a significant criterion for evaluation of

international exchange programs: organizers of such programs would

tend to agree with our judgment that a Seminar can be deemed success-

ful in achieving one of its goals--that of having an impact on par-

ticipants' images of the host country--if these images indeed become

more complex and differentiated.

A preliminary inspection of our data revealed that it was indeed

on this dimension that the most consistent changes seemed to occur.

In view of this finding, taken together with our special interest in

the cognitive dimensions, we decided to construct an over-all index

of chant- in differentiation of the image of America. To construct

t is index, we used all of the codes that were designed to capture

the complexity and differentiation of the respondents' images of one

or another aspect of American life. The index includes codes that

refer specifically to American broadcasting, as well as codes that

refer to America and Americans more generally. Since the two sets

of codes tended to produce similar results, and since it can be

assumed that for our respondents American broadcasting is a highly

salient feature of American life in general, it seemed reasonable to

combine the two and thus provide a stabler measure. In all, the

following fifteen codes entered into the index (see Appendix A for

the questionnaire items on which these codes are based):

(1) The score for the extent of difference in patterns of

activities that the respondent attributes to TV in his own country

and in the U.S., based on comparison of responses to question 1 and

question 2 (see section on pre-coded questions above). This score

was derived as follows: for each activity on question 1, the re-

spondent would receive a score of 3 if he checked it as a "major

activity," a score of 2 if he checked it as a "minor activity," and

a score of 1 if he checked it as one that is "hardly ever done."

The same procedure was follows for each activity on question 2.

For each of the activities, then, the discrepancy between the score

on question 1 and the score on question 2 was computed (disregarding

sign): for example, if "providing specific information" was checked
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as a major activity (score 3) for the respondent's own TV system
and "hardly ever done" (score 1) for American TV, he would receive

a discrepancy score of 2 for this activity. The discrepancy scores
for all thirteen activities were then summed to give us the total

score for the extent of difference in the patterns of activities
attributed to the two TV systems. The potential range of the scores

was from 0 - 26; the actual range from 0 - 18. It was assumed that

an increase on this score--i.e., an increased awareness of differ-

ences--from the before-questionnaire to the after-questionnaire
would be an indication of a more highly differentiated image of

American TV: as a person comes to see American TV in greater detail

and in its own terms, he is more likely to become aware of its

unique features and hence of the specific ways in which it differs

from the TV system to which he himself is accustomed. (1)

(2) The rating of range of response to question 4, which called

for discussiva of experiences in broadcasting in the United States.
Criteria for this and all other ratings of range of response are
described above, in the section on complexity-differentiation ratings.

In all cases, potential and actual range of scores was from 1 - 3.

(3) The rating of depth of response to question 4. Again,

criteria for this and all other ratings of depth of response are
described in the section on complexity-differentiation ratings.
Potential and actual range of scores for all ratings of depth was

from 1 - 3.

(4) The rating of range of response to question 6, which called

for discussion of the differences in 'function between TV in the

respondent's own country and TV in the United States. It was assumed

that a wider-ranging response to this question would reflect a more
differentiated image of American TV.

(5) The rating of depth of response to question 6. Again, it

was assumed that a more detailed and elaborate response to question

6 would reflect a more highly differentiated image.

(1) It is possible to place a different interpretation on an increase

in awareness of differences between the two systems. It could

reflect a disenchantment with American TV, resulting in a tend-

ency to reject it. Such rejection could take the form of exag-

gerating the differences between American TV and TV in the re-

spondent's own country, with the implication that American TV

is either inferior or irrelevant to his own system. If that

were true, an increase in extent of differences would be a sign

of global rejection rather than of an increase in differentia-

tion of the image. We doubt very much, however, that this inter-

pretation applies in the present case. An examination of other

codes provides no evidence that the individuals who show in-

creased awareness of differences also became less favorable to
American TV; if anything, the trend is in the opposite direction.

In support of our assumption, we find that individuals who show

an increased awareness of differences also tend to be high on
the over-all index of change in differentiation.



(6) The rating of range of response to question 7, which called
for a discussion of problems facing American TV, the major causes of
these problems, and possible measures that might alleviate them.

(7) The rating of depth of response to question 7.

(8) The rating of range of response to question 11, which called
for a discussion of the impressions Americans have of the respondent's
own country. This question was designed to yield some information
on the respondent's image of the "typical American."

(9) The rating of depth of response to question 11.

(10) A score for the extent to which the respondent's answer to
question 12 indicates specific knowledge and differentiation of
American society. Question 12 asked the respondent whether he could
think of groups of Americans whose impressions of his country differed
from those he had just attributed to the "typical American" in his
answer to question 11. It was assumed that the more such groups he
was able to mention, the more differentiated his image of American
society--i.e., the greater his awareness of sub-segments of American
society, each with its own unique characteristics. We also felt,
however, that the nature of the groups mentioned would have to be
considered in assigning this score. Thus, a respondent could answer
question 12 by mentioning groups of Americans who have had some
direct contact with his own country--f.i., "people who have visited
my country," "American diplomats," or "American missionaries in my
country." This kind of answer does not provide evidence for a very
differentiated image of American society; it acknowledges that there
are differences between different groups, but the specific ones men-
tioned do not represent important groupings in terms of which the
American population is stratified. They are essentially logical
categories that anyone (even in the absence of any knowledge about
America) could have listed on the assumption that those who have had
direct contact with a country will have different impressions from
those who have had no such contact. Such groups, then, can be taken
to indicate a relatively low degree of differentiation. A respondent
might answer question 12 by mentioning groups that do reflect impor-
tant bases for the stratification of the American population--such
as "educated Americans" or "immigrants"--but that may still repre-
sent logical categories for answering the question. For example, it
does not necessarily take a knowledge of American society to suggest
that educated Americans will have different impressions of foreign
countries than uneducated ones; or that immigrants will have differ-
ent impressions than native-born Americans. The mention of such
groups, then, can be taken to indicate a middle degree of differen-
tiation. Finally, a respondent might answer question 12 by mention-
ing groups that represent important bases for the stratification of
American society--such as groups defined in terms of regional dif-
ferences, religious differences, ethnic differences, or occupational
differences--and that cannot be expected to differ in their impres-
sions of the respondent's country merely on logical grounds. The

. of such groups would reflect some detailed knowledge of
American society and can be taken to indicate a relatively high
degree of differentiation. Using these criteria, answers to ques-
tion 12 were scored as follows: a score of 0 was assigned if the
respondent indicated that he could think of no groups of Americans
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differing in their impressions; a score of 1 if he mentioned only

"low" groups (as defined above); a score of 2 if he mentioned only
"middld'groups, or only middle and low groups; a score of 3 if he

mentioned one "high" group; and a score of 4 if he mentioned two

or more high groups.

(11) The rating of range of response to Question 12. This

rating was based on the respondent's description of the waviii. in

which the impressions of groups mentioned differed from those of

the typical American (not simply on the number of groups mentioned).

(12) The rating of depth of response to question 12, again

based on the description of the ways in which impressions differed.

(13) The rating of range of response to question 15b, which
asked the respondent to discuss the kind of information that might

be included in a feature program about the United States.

(14) The rating of depth of response to question 15b.

(15) An over-all rating of the respondent's degree of know-

ledgeability about the American scene, based on his responses to

questions 4, 7, 11, and 15b. This rating represents, essentially,
the extent to which the respondent describes the American scene in
specific, concrete, factual terms, rather than in vague, abstract,

stereotyped terms. To a large extent, this rating was based on the

number of significant facts that the respondent included in his

answers. Examples of "significant facts" would be the names and

functions of specific broadcasting programs, organizations, and

regulatory agencies; specific statements about major social problems

in the U.S., such as the extent of poverty, the assimilation of

various ethnic groups, the relations between the races; specific

features of the American political system and its functions; spe-
cific features of various geographical regions in the U.S., such as

their level of industrialization and urbanization; and concrete

statements about American history and culture. In addition to the

number of facts mentioned, the rating also took into account the

quality of the responses. The ratings were done on a four-point

scale. A rating of 1 represented responses given in vague, overly

abstract, oversimplified, sterotyped terms, showing little or no

knowledge of America. Such a rating was assigned to respondents

who mentioned no significant facts. A rating of 2 represented

responses in terms of broad generalities, which show some knowledge

of America but not a very thorough one (assigned to respondents who

mentioned one significant fact together with such general points as

commercialism in broadcasting"). A rating of 3 represented responses

in terms of broad generalities, which do however evidence a good

basic knowledge of America (assigned to respondents who mentioned

two or three significant facts). Finally, a rating of 4 represented

responses given in specific, concrete, factual terms (assigned to

respondents who mentioned four or more significant facts).

Before turning to a discussion of the over-all index of change
in differentiation, which was based on the fifteen codes that have

just been described, let us examine the results obtained with each

of the fifteen individual codes. These findings are summarized in
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Table 11,1

Mean Before- After- and Chan:e-Scores on each of the fifteen codes

that enter into the index of change in differentiation

of the image of America,

Co_ des* N**

Participants

Change N**

Comparison Group

Before After Before After Change

(1) 23 7.00 7.74 .74 15 7.93 7.33 -.60

(2) 19 2.37 2.37 .00 13 2.08 2.00 -108

(3) 19 2.05 2.05 .00 13 2.15 2.15 .00

(4) 22 2.18 2.00 -.18 15 1.93 1.80 -.13

(5) 22 2.09 2.14 .05 15 2.27 2.07 -.20

(6) 13 2.08 2.85 .77 15 2.13 2.07 -.06

(7) 13 1.85 2.15 .30 15 2.13 1.87 -.26

(8) 23 2.52 2.61 .09 18 2.50 2.17 -.33

(9) 23 1.b1 1.74 .13 18 1.89 1.67 -422

(10) 19 1.47 2.00 .53 13 .1.31 1.69 .38

(11) 15 1.73 2.07 .34 11 1.82 2.27 .45

(12) 15 1.67 1.87 .20 11 1.41 2.09

(13) 19 2.00 2.58 16 2.38 2.44 .06

(14) 19 1.68 1.84 .16 16 1.62 1.62 .00

(15) 22 1.73 2.23 .50 19 2.16 2.26 .10

* See text for description of these fifteen codes.

** The N's represent the number of respondents within a given group
(participants or comparison group) who answered the question on

which a particular codeis based, both before and after.



Table 11.1, which presents--for each of the fifteen codes--the mean
before-score, mean after-score, and mean change-score for both the
participants and the comparison group. Looking first at the partici-
pants, we see that for twelve out of the fifteen comparisons, the
after-score is higher than the before-score (indicating greater dif-
ferentiation), for two it is the same, and for only one comparison it

is lower. According to the sign-test (which is a very conservative
statistical test) this pattern is significant at better than the .01

level of confidence. By contrast, for the comparison group the after-

score is higher than the before-score in only five cases, the same
in two, and lower in eight. This pattern does not depart signifi-
cantly from chance.

The most relevant basis for evaluating the results presented
in Table 11.1 is a comparison of the mean change scores obtained by

participants and comparison group members on each of the fifteen

codes. Such a comparison reveals that the mean change score of the

perticipants is higher than that of the control group in twelve
cases. (The higher the change score, the greater the increase in

differentiation of the image of America.) Of these twelve codes,

seven show fairly sizeable differences between the two groups: the

score for the extent of difference in the respondent's characteri-
zation of TV in his own country and in the United States (1); the
ratings of range and depth of discussion of the problems faced by

American TV (6 and 7); the ratings of range and depth of discussion
of the typical American's impression of the respondent's own country

(8 and 9); the rating of range of information included in a hypo-

thetical feature program about the United States (13); and the
rating of knowledgeability about the American scene (15). On the

remaining five of the twelve positive cases, the differences are

small but in the expected direction. Finally, there is one case

in which the mean change score is identical for the two groups, and

two in which the comparison group has the higher score, although
only by a very small margin. Altogether, this kind of pattern is
statistically significant by the sign-test at better than the .01

level of confidence. From the item-by-item comparison, thus, we

are clearly justified in concluding that the participants evinced

a significantly greater increase in differentiation of thei-,1 image

of America than did the comparison group.

As mentioned above, responses to the fifteen codes were combined

to yield an over-all index of change in differentiation for each

respondent. The scoring procedure on this index was as follows:

for each of the fifteen codes, we noted whether the respondent showed

a positive change, a negative change, or no change from the before-

to the after-questionnaire. The number of positive changes minus

the number of negative changes constitute the respondent's score.

Thus, a respondent who changed positively on eight codes, negatively

on three codes, and not at all on four codes would receive a score

of 8-3, or E. For those respondents who failed to answer some of

the questions and who could therefore not be coded on all fifteen

items, the score was corrected appropriately. Thus, a respondent

for whom only ten codes were ascertainable, and who changed posi-
tively on six, negatively on two, and not at all on two, would re-

ceive a score of 6-2x15/10, or 6. In other words, the scores were
computed on the assumption that the proportion of positive and nega-
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tive changes on the missing codes would have been the same as on

the existing ones. (2)

The mean score on this over-all index for ihe 27 participants

on whom data were available was 2.56. The mean score for the 20

members of the comparison group on whom data were available was .60.
Thus, the participants do show an increase in differentiation. The

controls, on the other hand, actually show a slight decrease on the

average. In order to test the significance of this finding, we first

examined the scores of each group separately. Of the 27 participants,

seventeen had positive scores (indicating an over-all increase in

differentiation from before to after), five had scores of zero, and

five had negative scores. By the sign-test, this pattern is signi-

ficant at the .01 level of confidence. Of the 20 controls, only six

had positive scores, three had zero scores, and eleven had negative

scores. The trend here is obviously in the direction of negative

change, though not significantly so.

Again, the most relevant basis for evaluating these results is

the comparison between participants and their comparison group. In

order to be able to apply the sign-test, we used, for the purposes

of this comparison, only those 20 participants for whom we had indi-

vidual controls. Table 11.2 presents 20 pairs of scores on our

index, each pair consisting of the scores of a participant and of

the comparison group member who matches him most closely. In all

cases, the comparison group member is from the same country as the

participant; and within each country matching was done in terms of

nature and level of professional position. The pairs are arranged

by continent of residence. Inspection of the table reveals that in

sixteen of the 20 pairs, the participant has a higher score than his

control; in three pairs the scores are identical; and in only one

pair is the participant's score lower than that of his control.

This pattern of scores is statistically significant, by the sign-

test, at better than the .01 level of confidence.

In sum, the results suggest very clearly that the participants

in the Seminar developed more complex and differentiated images of

America and of American broadcasting. Results from the comparison

group permit us to conclude that these changes in the participantd

were indeed caused by their experience in America, which intervened

between the first and second questionnaires.

(2) In order to make certain that the correction procedure did not

produce any systematic biases, all of the comparisons between

participants and comparison group to be reported here were also

made with the use of uncorrected scores--i.e., scores based on

the number of positive changes minus the number of negative

changes, regardless of the total number of codes involved.

These analyses yielded precisely the same conclusions as those

reported below.
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Table 11.2

change in differentiation in the image

individual articipants and their

Participants Controls

Africa

Asia

Europe

8

8

6

0

0

-1

9

8

4

4

2

1

1

2

0

0

a

-8

-5

3

6

0

3

3

1

0

sl

0

4.2

-9

-2
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Additional. Chan es in Attitude in Various Areas

In addition to the changes in differentiation of the image of
America, a number of other findings emerge from the comparison be-

tween participants and controls. These additional findings must be
viewed cautiously since they represent a relatively small number of
systematic differences out of a large number of comparisons. Never-
theless, an examination of these findings can give us at least sug-
gestive evidence about the nature of the changes prcduced by partic-

ipation in the Seminar.

Views of American Broadcasting

We shall examine first changes in the content of respondents'
views of American broadcasting, as revealed by their answers to
questions 2, 4, and 7; and then changes in their evaluation of

American broadcasting.

On question 2, the over-all amount of change in respondents'
views of the actual pattern of activities in American TV is greater
for participants than it is for controls (means of 4.57 vs. 3.56),
although the difference between the two groups is not significant

by the sign-test. Examination of the individual activities, however,
reveals an interesting and consistent trend: for ten out of the
thirteen activities, the participants show a decline in their rating
of importance--i.e., they are less likely to regard it as a major
activity on the after-questionnaire than on the before-questionnaire;
for one activity there is no change; and for two the change is in

the positive direction. Most of the changes are small, but the
trend is very consistent; with ten out of twelve changes going in
one direction, it is significant at the .05 level by the sign-test.
In contrast, 'for the comparison group five changes are negative and
six positive--a clearly non-significant pattern. If we compare the
mean changes for participants and controls on each activity we find
that in eleven out of the thirteen comparisons the participants
show more negative (or less positive) change than the controls- -

which, again, is significant at the .05 level. The two major ex-
ceptions to the participants' tendency to rate activities as less
important on the after- than on the before-questionnaire are "Pro-

viding popular entertainment" and "Selling products and services."
These are rated as "major activities" on the after-questionnaire
by every participant (and, for that matter, by every member of the

comparison group).

Question 2 also provided information on the respondents' views
of the ideal pattern of activities for American TV. Here again,
changes are small but consistent: for ten out of the thirteen
activities, participants show positive change--i.e., they are more
likely to-say on the after- than on the before-questionnaire that

they think these activities should receive more emphasis; for two
activities they show no change; and for only one activity ("Selling
products and services") they show negative change--i.e., an increased

preference for less emphasis. This pattern is significant at the
.05 level. By contrast; the comparison group 'shows five negative,
four positive, and four zero changes. If we Compare the mean changes
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for participants and controls on each activity we find that in

twelve out of the thirteen comparisons the participants show more

positive (or less negative) change--which is significant at the .01

level. In short, responses to question 2 reveal a tendency for par-

ticipants to conclude (a) that most potential TV activities do not

receive as much emphasis in America as they had originally thought;

and (b) that these activities should receive more emphasis than they

do now. The interpr--ation of this finding is ambiguous. It cer-

tainly suggests an increases Lamiliarity with American TV on the

part of the participants, which would be consisteat with the earlier

finding of increased complexity and differentiation. Whether it

also means some increased dissatisfaction with American TV cannot be

determined on the basis of these data alone.

Turning to question 4, we find that the participants show more

over-all change than the controls in their views of how American

experiences in broadcasting might be instructive to broadcasters in

their own countries. We are referring here to the difference in

amount of change per se, regardless of direction--i.e., regardless

of whether the change represents an increase or a decrease in the

respondent's feeling that American broadcasting has positive con-

tributions to offer. (The latter will be discussed below, when we

turn to changes in evaluation of American broadcasting.) Responses

to question 4 indicating that the respondent felt his own country

could benefit from certain American experiences were categorized in

terms of ten content areas (e.g., "Program standards," "Technical").

For nine out of these ten areas, participants showed more change

from the before- to the after-questionnaire than did controls. Re-

sponses indicating that the respondent felt his own country should

avoid certain American experiences were categorized in terms of

eight content areas. For seven out of these eight areas, partici-

pants showed more change than controls. Both of these differences

are significant at the .05 level, permitting us to conclude that

the amount of reorganization (of whatever kind) of participants'

views of American broadcasting was greater than that of the controls.

ar
me

This reorganization is particularly marked for two substantive

eas: (a) "Presentation style," which includes such matters as

thods of presenting programs, announcing techniques, use of com-

mercials. Of the sixteen participants who responded to the question,

ten showed some change within this area, as compared to four out of

thirteen controls. (b) "Ownership and control of broadcasting sys-

tem," which concerns primarily the question of commercial vs. public

ownership of stations and sponsorship of programs. In this area,

eleven out of the sixteen participants showed some change, as com-

pared to two out of the thirteen controls'. More than half of these

changes, incidentally, take the form of a decreased emphasis on the

need to avoid American experiences in ownership and control. Many

of the participants started with a negative attitude toward com-

mercial broadcasting. It is unlikely that the observed change re-

flects a newly acquired preference for this type of system, but it

probably does reflect the development of a less stereotyped image

of it. In short, answers to question 4 indicate that the Seminar

has produced some reorganization of the participants' views of

American broadcasting and its relevance to their own countries, and

possibly some abandonment of stereotyped images insofar as these

were present at all.
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In response to question 7, participants show an increase in
enumeration of separate problems that they see American TV facing
today. On the before-questionnaire the average number of content
areas (i.e., coding categories) within which participants mention
problems is 2.31, on the after-questionnaire 2.92. The mean change,
thus, is .61. By contrast, the mean change for controls is
(from 2.50 to 2.21). When we examine the ten content areas individ-
ually, we find that the proportion of participants who mention prob-
lems increases (from before- to after-questionnaires) in six areas,
remains unchanged in two, and decreases in two. Comparing partici-
pants with controls, we find that the increase in the proportion of
participants who mention problems in a given area is greater than
that of the controls in eight out of the ten cases (a difference
that just falls short of significance by the sign-test). The dif-
ferences between participants and controls are especially marked in
two areas: "Program standards" and "Educational broadcasting." On
the other hand, there is a marked reversal of the general trend in
the area of "Purpose and function of broadcasting in the society."
There is a decrease in the proportion of participants who mention
problems in this area, but not in the proportion of controls.

The interpretation of the general trend for participants to
show an increase in the number of problem areas perceived is ambig-
uous. It could be interpreted to mean that as a result of their
exposure to American TV, the participants regard it as more problem-
ridden than they did before. This, however, is by no means the only
interpretation possible. We are more inclined to the view that this
change is a consequence of their greater familiarity with American
broadcasting, coupled with the fact that the Seminar encouraged a
more analytical approach to broadcasting and its problems in general.
Consistent with the last point is the finding, to be reported below,
that the participants show an increase in the number of problem
areas perceived, not only with respect to American broadcasting, but
also with respect to their own broadcasting systems.

Participants also show an increase, in response to question 7,
in the number of content areas within which thy mention causes of
the problems faced by American TV. The increase in the proportion
of participants who mention causes in a given content area is
greater than the increase in the proportion of controls in seven
out of ten comparisons. The largest difference occurs in the area
of "Financial limitations": there is a 46% increase in the number
of participants who mention inadequate financial resources as a
cause of problems faced by American TV, as compared to a 23% decrease
in the number of controls who mention this cause. This finding is
particularly interesting since it represents another change in a
commonly held stereotype. Many participants assumed, when they
first came to the U.S., that American TV operates with unlimited
financial resources, but learned that this was far from true- -
particularly in educational stations and local commercial stations.

Taken together, the findings so far seem to justify the con-
clusion that the participants experienced a greater reorganization
in the content of their views of American broadcasting than did
the comparison group. There are several indications that this re-
organization is related to greater familiarity with American broad-
casting, which led to a filling-in of details and an abandonment of
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certain stereotyped conceptions. These findings are in line with
the observed increase in complexity and differentiation of the image
of America and American broadcasting, discussed in the preceding
section. The increase in the tendency of participants (as compared
to controls) to say that most potential TV activities should receive
more emphasis in America, and to perceive different problems faced
by American TV, is consistent with this interpretation. It may also
reflect, however, some changes in the evaluation of American broad-
casting. To explore this possibility, we shall now turn to those
data that bear more directly on the evaluative dimensions.

Six codes provide information relevant to the evaluative
sion. Scores derived from these codes are presented in Table
The first three of the codes listed in the table are based on

dimen-
11.3.
answers

to question 4, which called for respondents' views of how American
experiences in broadcasting might be instructive to broadcasters in
their own countries. We find, first, that participants show a slight
increase in their perception of separate areas in which their own
broadcasting systems could benefit from American experiences; con-
trols show a slight decrease. Participants also show a small in-
crease in their perception of areas in which their own broadcasting
systems should avoid American experiences (in which, presumably,
they do not want to repeat American mistakes); but the controls show
a larger increase on this code. Thus, both participants and controls
change in the negative direction on this item, but the participants'
negative change is smaller. The coders also rated responses to ques-
tion 4 on the over-all extent to which the respondent indicates that
American experiences have a potential contribution to make to broad-
casting in his own country. Ratings were done on a four-point scale,
ranging from "no contribution" (a rating of 1) to "major contribu-
tion" (a rating of 4). On this rating, participants show a small
increase from before- to after-questionnaire, while controls show a
small decrease. Thus, on all three of the codes that relate to the
potential contribution of American experiences, the differences be-
tween participants and controls are quite small, but consistent in
direction: in each case, participants become more positive (or less
negative) than controls toward the possibility of contributions from
American broadcasting. It seemed appropriate, therefore, to devise
an index of change in perceived contribution from American broad-
casting based on these three items. To construct this index, a
value of +1 was added to a respondent's score for each of the follow-
ing: an increase in number of areas in which he mentions benefits
from American experiences, a decrease in number of areas in which he
mentions that American experiences should be avoided, and an increase
in the coder rating of perceived contribution. A value of -1 was
added to a respondent's score for a change in the opposite direction
on each of these three codes. Mean scores on this index were .06
for participants and .69 for controls. Thus, it can be said that
participants did not show the decline in perceived contribution of
American broadcasting evinced by the comparison group. When partici-
pants are compared to their matching controls on this index, we find
more positive (or less negative) change for the participant in six
out of eight pairs. (3) This difference falls short of statistical

(3) There are only eight pairs because of frequent failures to respond
to question 4. Whenever either member of the pair (participant or
control) fails to answer a question on either of the two question-
naires, this pair must be omitted from any comparison based on
that particular question.
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significance by the sign-test, but there is a

ticipants (as compared to controls) to show a

tion of the potential contributions of Ameri

casting in their own countries.

definite trend for oar-
more positive evalua-
an experiences to broad-

The other three codes presented in Table 11.3, however, reveal

a rather different picture. One of these codes is based on an over-

all rating, by the coders, of the degree of favorableness in each

respondent's general attitude toward American TV. This rating is

based on responses to questions 40 6, and 7, and was made on a five-

point scale ranging from "American TV is viewed in extremely unfavor-

able terms" (a rating of 1) to "American TV is viewed in extremely

favorable terms" (a rating of 5). The remaining two codes are based

on pre-coded questions (10a and 10b) designed to assess respondents'

satisfaction with the way American mass media cover information

about their own countries. Each item was scored on a five-point

scale, with a score of 1 assigned to the responses "Not extensive

at all" and "Not accurate at all," and a score of 5 assigned to the

responses "Very extensive" and "Very accurate." These two codes

are on a rather different level from the others, in that they do

not call for an evaluation of American broadcasting as such, in

terms of its own contributions and accomplishments, but for an eval-

uation of how well American broadcasting (along with the other mass

media) handles a specific task: coverage of information about each

respondent's home country. This kind of evaluation represents not

merely a professional judgment, but also a highly personal one,

insofar as we can assume that the treatment accorded to a visitor's

nation carries much personal significance for him. An examination

of Table 11.3 reveals that on both of the codes dealing with the

respondent's evalmation of the media coverage of his own country,

as well as on the rating of over-all favorablenss toward American

TV, the participants change in the negative direction. The compari-

son group also shows a negative mean change on the rating of favor-

ableness, but a smaller one; and small positive changes on the other

two codes. Thus, on all three of these measures the participants

showed a greater decline in positive evaluation than did the controls.

The three codes were combined into an index of change in satisfaction

with American broadcasting. For each respondent, a score was com-

puted by assigning +1 for a positive change on any of the three codes

and -1 for a negative change. Mean scores on this index were -.71

for participants and .35 for controls. When participants are com-

pared to their matching controls, we find that participants have

the lower scores (i.e., more negative or less positive change) in

ten out of thirteen pairs. This difference just falls short of

significance at the .05 level by a two-tailed sign-test. It certain-

ly suggests, however, that there is at least a small tendency for

the participants' satisfaction with American media to decline.

None of the findings prostated 1* liable 'Ida is clear and

trong. They do, however, represent some trends with rather inter-

esting implications. It would seem that the participants' evalua-

tion of American broadcasting does not change- along a. single dimen-

sion. The direction of change depends on the particular measure

used. On the one hand, they tend to become somewhat less satisfied

with American broadcasting; but on the other hand, they tend to

become somewhat more inclined to see American broadcasting as a

potential source of valuable contributions to their own broadcasting

systems. There is certainly no necessary contradiction between these
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two findings. As a visitor becomes more familiar with American

broadcasting, he may find various features with which he is not

particularly satisfied. Thus his post-experience reactions may

contain more critical comments than his earlier reactions. This

would be particularly likely to happen with respect to matters

about which he himself is very knowledgeable and in which he is

personally involved--such as the information about his own country

transmitted by American media. To some extent, the decline in

satisfaction may simply reflect a greater willingness to be criti-

cal now that he has had the opportunity to make personal observa-

tions. Yet, at the same time, the increased familiarity with

American broadcasting may increase his awareness of procedures and

approaches that might be quite valuable in his own situation. Thus,

even though he does not like everything about American broadcasting,

he comes to see it as a more useful source of relevant contributions.

It may not be too far-fetched to compare this pattern to the experi-

ence of an advanced student as he becomes more fully initiated into

a specialize' field of knowledge: his general satisfaction with the

field may decline, because he becomes more aware of its failures and

limitations; but at the same time his perception of the potential

contributions of the field may increase, because he has a more inti-

mate acquaintance with the accumulated data and the available meth-

ods. If this analysis is correct, then it has some definite impli-

cations for the evaluation of international exchange programs. It

suggests that one can easily draw the wrong conclusion about the

effects of a program if one relies on a single measure of "favor-

ableness"; and that a global increase in favorableness is not

necessarily the most desirable outcome.

Views of America and Americans in General

The major source of information about changes in the content

of respondents' views of America is question 15b, in which they were

asked what information might be included in a feature program about

the United States. The responses to this question were coded in

terms of thirteen content categories. There appears to be a tend-

ency for the comparison group to show a greater increase (from

before- to after-questionnaires) in the number of content categories

covered by their responses than the participants. The participants

mention, on the average, 3.00 areas in the before-questionnaire and

3.33 in the after-questionnaire, an increase of .33. The comparable

figures for the controls are 2..86 and 4.00, an increase of 1.14. The

difference is not statistically significant, however. The greater

increase for the controls holds true in only seven out of the thir-

teen content areas; and in six out of nine matched pairs of partici-

pants and controls. An examination of the specific areas reveals

that the biggest difference between participants and controls occurs

in the probability of mentioning "Degree of cultural diversity."

Controls mention this point more often on the after- than on the

before-questionnaire, but this change is not matched by the partici-

pants. Differences in the same direction, but of smaller magnitude,

are found in three other areas: "Degree of national integration,"

"Political life," and "Organization of economic life." On the other

hand, controls show a sizeable decrease in the mention of "Cultural

aspects," which covers a wide range of features of American society,

including education, religion, the arts, the mass media, and well-
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known personalities. These findings are very difficult to interpret.

They seem inconsistent with our earlier finding (see Table 11.1)

that the participants show a greater increase in the range of their

responses to question 15b. It may be that the participants mention

fewer areas in their after-questionnaire responses than the controls,

but that within these areas their responses are more specific and

detailed. It must also be kept in mind that we are dealing with a

difference that is not statistically significant and could thus re-

present a chance variation.

It is interesting that a similar pattern is revealed in responses

to question 13, which asked what information should be included in

an American feature program about the respondent's own country. These

responses were coded in terms of the same thirteen content categories

as question 15b. The participants show a decline in the number of

content categories covered by their responses, from an average of

4.50 before to 3.83 after--thus, a mean change of .67. (In seventeen

out of twenty-two cases, change is in the negative direction.) The

controls show a small increase, from 4.89 to 5.26, or a mean change

of .37. Again, the difference is not statistically significant. The

greater increase for the controls holds true in eight out of the

thirteen content areas; and in nine out of fourteen matched pairs of

participants and controls. Differences occur particularly in three

areas: "National status," which deals mainly with the country's

international position and activities; "Social welfare"; and "Organi-

zation of economic life." Participants are less likely to mention

these areas for inclusion in a feature program about their, own coun-

tries on the after- as compared to the before-questionnaire. Controls,

on the other hand, are likely to change in the opposite direction.

Again, there seems to be no obvious interpretation of these findings.

One possible explanation is suggested by the specific areas that

account for most of the decline in the participants' mean number of

areas: perhaps the participants become more sensitive to aspects of

their own countries that might be considered controversial in the

United States (e.g., any indications of neutralism or socialism) and

therefore deemphasize these aspects in the proposed feature program.

There is, however, no independent evidence for this interpretation

and it represents nothing more than a tentative speculation.

Let us turn now to data bearing on the evaluative dimension of

respondents' views of America and Americans. Five codes are relevant

to this dimension and mean scores derived from these codes are pre-

sented in Table 11.4. The first three codes are ratings based on

responses to question 11, which asked how the typical American would

describe the respondent's own country. From these responses, it was

possible to infer the respondent's attitudes toward Americans in a

specific context: Americans as they observe and relate to the respond-

ent's own country. We have no way of knowing to what extent these

attitudes can be generalized to other contexts for viewing Americans,

but it seems reasonable to assume that a foreign visitor's general

attitude toward, his hosts will be strongly colored by his perception

of the hosts' attitude toward the visitor's own country. Respond-

ents' views of Americans were coded on three five-point scales: the

degree to which Americans are seen as well-informed and knowledge-

able about the respondent's own country (from 1 for "very ignorant"

to 5 for "very well-informed and knowledgeable"), as sympathetic to

the respondent's country (from 1 for "very unsympathetic" to 5 for
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"very sympathetic"), and as prepared to accept the respondent's
country on equal terms (from 1 for "low in acceptance, patronizing"

to 5 for "high in acceptance"). On the first of these three dimen-
sions, there is a marked difference between participants and controls:
participants become more favorable in their evaluation on the after-
questionnaire, while the comparison group becomes less favorable. On
the second dimension, the difference is in the same direction but
much smaller: controls again change in the negative direction, but
participants show practically no change. On the third dimension
there is no noticeable change for either group. An index combining
these three ratings was constructed by adding +1 to a respondent's

score for each positive change and -1 for each negative change. The

mean score for participants on this index is .09, and for controls

-.35. When participants are compared to their, matched controls, the
participants have larger change scores in ten cases and smaller ones

in only three. This difference is significant by the sign-test at

the .05 level. We are justified in concluding, then, that on the

whole the participants' evaluation of Americans (at least within the

context presented by question 11) becomes relatively more favorable
as a consequence of their American experience.

The fourth code in Table 11.4 yields similar results. This is

an over-all rating of the degree to which the respondent's general
attitude toward America appears to be favorable. Ratings were based

on answers to questions 4, 7, 11, and 15b, and were made on a five-
point scale ranging from 1 for "America is viewed in extremely un-
favorable terms" to 5 for ". o 0 o extremely favorable terms." On
the average, participants change in the direction of a more favorable
evaluation, while controls change in the opposite direction. When
participants are compared to their matched controls, they show more
favorable change in eight pairs, less favorable change in three.

This difference is not quite significant by the sign-test, but cer-
tainly a strong trend. The final code presented in Table 11.4 is
based on a pre-coded question (15a), in which respondents were asked
to judge the adequacy of information about the U.S. provided by
their own mass media. The relevance of this question to the evalua-
tive dimension is only indirect. It can be assumed that, other
things being equal, a respondent who is more favorably inclined
toward America will be less satisfied with the information about
America presented by the mass media- -i.e,, will be more likely to

feel that the information is incomplete and perhaps distorted. Even
though this effect is likely to be overshadowed by other considera-
tions, it is interesting to examine just what results this code has

yielded. Responses were scored from 1 for "not too adequate" to 4
for "very adequate." As can be seen from Table 11.4, both partici-

pants and controls change in the direction of greater satisfaction
with the adequacy of information about the United States. However,

the mean change of the participants is smaller than that of the con-
trols--i.e., their satisfaction does not increase by quite as much.
When participants are compared with their matched controls, we find
that they have smaller change scores in eight of the pairs and
larger ones in four. This difference is not significant by the sign-

test. Nevertheless, the direction of the difference is consistent
with the tither findings of Table 11.4 in that it suggests that par-

ticipants become relatively more favorable in their evaluation of
America as a consequence of their participation in the Seminar.
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In sum, whatever information we have on general images of America

and Americans seems to suggest that the participants' experience in

America leads not only to more complex and differentiated images, but

also to a generally more favorable evaluation. This, of course, must

not be taken to mean that they have no criticisms of American life,

but only that they tend, on the whole, to see it in a more positive

light.

Views of Broadcastin in the Res ondent's Own Countr

As might be expected, the content of participants' views of
broadcasting in their own countries undergoes less change than the

content of their views of American broadcasting. There are some
changes, however, and they seem to parallel changes found with
respect to American broadcasting.

Answers to question 1 reveal a slight, though non-significant
trend for participants' ratings of the extent to which their own TV
systems stress various activities to decline. Of the thirteen
activities listed, participants' ratings decrease in six--i.e., they
are less likely to regard these as major activities on the after-
than on the before-questionnaire--and increase in three; there is no

change in the remaining four. For the comparison group, there are
four negative, six positive, and three zero changes. When the mean

changes of participants and controls on each activity are compared,

we find that the participants have lower scores in eight activities
and higher ones in four. The specific activity in which the contrast
between participants and controls is most marked is "Providing in-

formation about other countries": Participants are less likely to
mention this as a major activity on the after- than on the before-
questionnaire; controls change in the opposite direction. There is
also a sizeable difference between the two groups on two other

activities: "Contributing to the creation and maintenance of
national loyalty" and "Providing a forum for political discussion."
In sum, it would seem that participation in the Seminar may have
led some individuals to reexamine. their own TV systems and to con-

clude that some of the potential TV activities do not receive as

much emphasis in their own countries as they had originally thought.
While the pattern revealed by our findings is not statistically
significant, it is of interest because it is similar to the pattern
obtained in question 2, the parallel question dealing with American

broadcasting. This allows us to place some of the findings with

regard to American broadcasting in perspective by suggesting that
they may derive--at least in part--from a broader process of re-

thinking of professional issues stimulated by the Seminar.

Question 8 also yields some results that are similar to those

obtained on the parallel question dealing with American TV. In

response to question 7, as we have seen, participants show an in-

crease in the enumeration of separate problems that they see American

TV facing today. They show a similar increase in response to ques-
tion 8, which deals with the problems faced by TV in their own

countries. On the before-questionnaire, the average number of con-
tent areas (coding categories) within which participants mention
problems is 2.64, on the after-questionnaire 3.09. Their mean

change, thus, is .45, The comparable figures for the controls are
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3.16 and 2.74, yielding a mean change of When we compare
participants and controls, we find that the increase in the propor-

tion of participants who mention problems is greater for seven out

of eleven content areas. This difference is not significant by the

sign-test. The one area in which the difference between participants
and controls is especially marked is "Public taste," which includes

all matters pertaining to audience preferences and reactions. Despite

the fact that the pattern of change as a whole is not statistically
significant, the fact that it yields trends in the same direction

as question 7 is of some interest, as we have already noted.: It is

at least consistent with our earlier suggestion that, the increased
perception of problems faced by American TV may be in part ,a pro-

duct of the more analytical approach to broadcasting problems in
general,stimulated by participation in the Seminar.

Another finding based pn question 8 can be mentioned here.

There is :a small, but non-significant tendency for participants to
show an increase in the number of content areas within which they

propose Polutions to the problems faced by TV in their own countries.

The number of participants proposing a particular type of solution
increases in eight of the eleven content categories in terms of

which proposed solutions were coded. The controls show an increase

in only four areas. When participants and controls are compared, we

find that the increase in the proportion of participants who propose

a given type of solution is greater than the increase in the propor-

tion of controls in seven out of the eleven content areas. The areas

in which the difference is greatest are "National development" and

"More capital." That is, participants become relatively more likely

to suggest that some general developments in the society as a whole
and an increase in available funds are necessary for the solution of
problems faced by TV ,in their own countries. On the other hand,
participants become less likely to mention "Improyed program stand-

ards" as a solution, while controls become more likely to do so. (4)

This category refers to changes within the broadcasting system it-
self, such as improving the quality of programs, presenting a wider

range of views, devoting more time to planning, etc. Thus, it would

seem ,that participants become more inclined to seek solutions in the

wider social context rather than in the internal operations of their

broadcasting systems.

Finally, participants show an increase in the range of, their

responses to question 8, while the comparison group shows a decrease.

When participants are compared with their matched controls, we find

a greater. increase in the rating of range received,by participants

in nine pairs, a smaller increase in two, and no difference in five.

This pattern is significant at the .05 level, and suggests an in-

crease in complexity and differentiation of the participants' views

of broadcasting in their own countries. There is no comparable

difference between the two groups, however, in the .ratings of depth

of. responses to question 8.

Inmon..1 . )

(4) It .is interesting that the opposite pattern, emerges from responses

to question 7: the proportion of participants who.propose "Im-

proved program standards" as a solution to problems faced by

American TV increases; the proportion of controls who offer this

solution decreases.
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Let us turn now to data based on question 3 which have some
bearing on respondents' evaluation of broadcasting in their respec-

tive countries. Question 3 asked about the experiences in broadcast-
ing in the respondent's own country that might be instructive to
broadcasters in other countries. Answers were coded in terms of the
same ten categories used to code responses to question 4. Partici-
pants showed a small decrease in the number of content areas within
which they feel other broadcasting systems could benefit from their
own countries: the mean number of areas mentioned on the before-
questionnaire is 2.32, on the after-questionnaire 2.16, with a mean
change of .16. The controls, on the other hand, show an increase
of .47, from 1.80 to 2.27. When participants are compared with
their matched controls, we find smaller change scores (i.e., greater
decrease or smaller increase in number of areas mentioned) for par-
ticipants in seven pairs, larger change scores in three pairs, and
no difference in three pairs. Similarly, when we compare the two
groups area by area, we find that there is a smaner increase (or
greater decrease) in the proportion of participaracs who mention a
given area tan in the proportion of controls in seven cases; the
reverse is true in two cases; and there is no difference in the
tenth case. Neither of these comparisons yields differences that
quite reach statistical significance by the sign-test, but a strong
trend certainly emerges. It seems that participants, as compared
to controls, change in the direction of perceiving fewer areas in
which other broadcasters can benefit from the experiences of their
own countries. This conclusion is also supported by the coder
ratings of responses to question 3 on the over-all extent to which
the respondent indicates that his own country has a potential con-
tribution to make to broadcasting in other countries. Ratings were
done on a four-point scale, ranging from 1 for "no contribution" to
4 for "major contribution." Participants show a small decline on
this rating: from an average rating of 2.59 on the before-question-
naire to 2.50 on the after - questionnaire - -a mean change of .09.
Controls show a small increase: from 2.33 to 2.53, or a mean change
of .20. When participants are compared with their matched controls,
we find lower change-scores for the participant in seven pairs,
higher ones in three pairs, and no difference in three pairs. Again,
this difference falls short of significance by the sign-test, but
there seems to be a consistent though small tendency for participants
to show a decline in the perceived contribution that their own
country's broadcasting experiences can make to others.

It may be of interest to note that the greatest contrast be-
tween participants and controls is in the area of "Ownership and
control of broadcasting system." There is little change altogether
in this (or any other) area, and the difference between the two
groups is marginal. But controls do tend to become more likely to
see this as an area in which other broadcasters can benefit from
the experiences of their own countries, while participants do not.
We have already seen that, in their responses to question 4, partici-
pants become less likely to emphasize the importance of avoiding
American experiences in ownership and control. Another trend, not
mentioned before, is that participants (as compared to controls)
become more likely, in response to question 8, to point to "Too much
government intervention or political interference" as a cause of
problems faced by TV in their own countries. Taken together, these
different trends suggest that some of the participants have become
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less certain of the advantages of public ownership and the disadvan-
tages of private ownership than they may have been before. There is

no indication here of a major shift in attitude, even on the part of
a small proportion of the participants, but simply an indication that
they now see more pros and cons on both sides.

The general trend with respect to the participants' perceptions
of the potential contributions of their own broadcasting systems

probably reflects the shift in "certainty" that we have just noted.
There is no indication that participants become generally more dis-

satisfied with their own systems. Change scores on a coder rating
of degree of favorableness of respondent's general attitude toward
his own TV system, for example, show no differences between partici-

pants and controls. Rather, it would seem, the participants become
somewhat less certain, of the advantages of their own systems rela-

tive to those of others. They may see some of their own procedures
as representing one of a number of possible approaches to broadcast-
ing, each of which has its own assets and liabilities. In particu-
lar, they may come to see that, while their own procedures may be

ideally suited to their own circumstances, they may not be equally
suited to the circumstances that prevail in other countries. As a
result, they may become less certain of the benefits that others can
derive from the experiences in their own countries--without, however,
necessarily becoming less satisfied with their own procedures.

There is one other finding based on question 3 which appears

somewhat paradoxical. On the rating of depth of responses to ques-
tion 3, the participants show a decline from before- to after-

questionnaire. Their mean change-score is .36, compared to a mean
of .07 for the comparison group. When participants are compared
with their matched controls, we find lower change-scores (a greater
decrease in rating of depth) in seven pairs, no difference in skt
pairs, and a higher score in only one pair. There is no difference
between the two groups, however, on the rating of range of response.
The only explanation of this finding that suggests itself is that
participants' responses to question 3 have become less rich and
detailed because--in line with our interpretation above--they have
becpme less certain of the contributions their own broadcasting
systems can make to others. Thus, they may be less inclined to
dwell and elaborate on the potential contributions, which in turn
would lead to a lower rating of depth.

In sum, the pattern of changes in participants' views of broad-
casting in their own countries suggests that the Seminar has stimu-
lated a certain amount of new thinking about the activities, prob-

lems, and values of their own broadcasting systems. In part, this
probably reflects a process of examination and analysis of general,

issues in broadcasting, resulting from the observations and discus-

sions in which the participants engaged. This interpretation is
supported by the fact that some of the changes in participants'
views of broadcasting in their own countries are closely parallel

to changes in their views of American broadcasting. In part, changes
in participants' views of their own broadcasting systems probably
resulted from the opportunity to compare their own systems with those

of other countries, including the United States. There is no indi-
cation that participants become generally less satisfied with their

own systems as a result of such comparisons. They show no systematic
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ableness of their general attitude toward broadcast-

eover, they become more inclined to seek solutions
of their own systems in the wider context within

ems operate rather than in its internal procedures.

definite indication that they become less certain of

ns that their own systems can maim to broadcasting in

s. It would seem that they become more aware of the

tages and disadvantages of different approaches, and

vinced of the general applicability of some of their

es.

Views of the Respondent's Own Professional Role

There is no indication, from question 20, of any major redefini-

tion of their professional roles on the part of Seminar participants.

Question 20 attempted to assess each respondent's definition of his

profession by asking him to indicate the other professions to which

it was most similar and least similar in various respects. A number

of indices were developed to measure the amount of change in role

definition revealed by answers to question 20. No consistent dif-

ferences on these indices were found between participants and controls.

There is some tendency, however, for participants to show more

change in their assessment of the importance of various activities

that might be involved in their jobs. Question 16 asked respond-

ents to rate each of ten activities as very important, somewhat im-

portant, slightly important, or not important to their jobs. A

numerical value, ranging from 4 to 1, was assigned to each rating.

By comparing the ratings on the before-questionnaire to those on

the after-questionnaire, we obtained a measure of change (regardless

of direction) for each activity. These were then summed, over the

ten activities, to yield a total change-score for each individual.

The mean change-score on this index is 5.18 for participants and

4.43 for the comparison group. When participants are compared to

their matched controls, we find larger scores for the participants

in twelve pairs, smaller scores in eight pairs, and no difference

in one. When we compare the two groups activity by activity, we

find that the participants' mean change -score is higher in six

cases, lower in three cases, and the same in one. Neither of these

comparisons yields a difference that is statistically significant

by the sign-test, but there does seem to be a trend for the partic-

ipants to change more in their perception of the activities that

are associated with their jobs.

The specific activities for which the difference between par-

ticipants and controls is greatest are "Public relations" and "The

commercial side of communication." That is, in both of these areas,

a large number of participants--relative to the number of controls--!

manifest some change, assigning either greater or lesser importance

to these activities than they did on the before-questionnaires.
Future analyses will reveal whether this difference reflects actual

changes in the nature of the participants' activities, or changes

in their perception of their activities. If it is the latter, then

the above findings suggest one or both of the following possibili-

ties. Comparison of their own activities with those of their Amer-

ican counterparts may have led to a change in their definitions of
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"public relations" and "the commercial side of communication,"

which in turn accounts for the change in their assessment of how

much these activities are involved in their own work. Alterna-

tively, comparison with their American counterparts may have led

to a change in their evaluation of these activities, which in turn

has caused them to place either more or less emphasis on them in

their own work.

There is one other activity on which there is a fairly size-

able difference between participants and controls, although in this

case the difference is not in the over-all amount of change, but in

change in a particular direction. Participants tend to attach in-

creasing importance to "Contact with international developments in

communications" as an aspect of their job, while controls show no

consistent change in this direction. This change may reflect formal

changes in the nature of some participants' jobs, or changes in the

way in which they carry out their jobs, or changes in their evalua-

tion of the importance of this particular type of activity. In any

event, it suggests that there is at least some change in the direc-

tion of internationalization of the participants' professional

activities.

In sum, we have seen so far that there is some evidence of

change in participants' views of their professional roles on the

descriptive level. They show somewhat greater change in their

perception of the activities that constitute their work than do

the members of the comparison group, although the differences are by

no means marked. What about changes, now, on the more personal,

affective letal? The most relevant question, in this connection, is

question 17, which concerns respondents' satisfaction with their

work. Analysis of responses to this question reveals no consistent

differences between participants and controls in their degree of
satisfaction with their work, or in the aspects of their work that

provide them with the greatest satisfaction, or in the aspects of

their work that cause them the most dissatisfaction.

An interesting difference does emerge, however, in responses to

questions 18 and 19. Question 18 asks respondents to indicate what

they hope, to be doing in five years, under the best of circumstances.

Question 19 asks them what they expect, to be doing in five years,

given the circumstances that are likely to prevail. Answers to

question 18 were coded on a three-point scale of level of aspiration,

with a rating of 1 representing the low end of the continuum and a

rating of 3 the high end. Answers to question 19 were coded on a

similar three-point scale of level of expectation. The congruity of

hopes and expectations was also rated on a three-point scale, based

on a comparison of answers to the two questions. A rating of 1 was

assigned if a respondent's aspirations were much greater than his

expectations, a rating of 2 if they were somewhat greater, and a

rating of 3 if his aspirations and expectations were very close.

Mean scores for participants and controls on these three codes are

presented in Table 11.5. Changes are small, but on all three of

these codes participants change in the positive direction, while

the comparison group changes in the negative direction. The three

codes were combined into an index of change in positive orientation

toward the professional future. A score on this index was computed

for each respondent by adding +1 for each of the three codes on
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Table U.S

Mean before -1, after-, and change-scores on each of three codes

relevant to the respondent's orientation

toward his Qrofessional future

Participants

N Before After

(1) Level of
aspiration

(2) Level of
expectation

(3) Congruity of
aspiration and
expectation

25 2.36 2.56

23 1.87 1.91

23 2.17 2.39

Change N

Comparison Group

Before After Change

.20 17 2.53 2.41 .12

.04 16 1.75 1.56 .19

.22 15 2.07 2.00 .07
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which he changed in the positive direction and -1 for each item on

which he changed in the negative direction. Mean scores on this

index are .35 for the participants and .12 for controls. When
participants are compared with their matched controls, we find

higher scores for participants in eight pairs, lower scores in two

pairs, and no difference in four pairs. This pattern barely misses
statistical significance at the .05 level by the sign-test.

There seems to be sufficient justification for concluding that
participants in the Seminar tend to become more positive in their

orientation toward their own professional future. They show some

.increase (relative to the comparison group) in their level of aspira-

tion, i.e., in the professional position that they hope to achieve

and the scope and quality of the operation that they hope to be in

charge of. At the same time, they show an increase in the congruity

of hopes and expectations: they tend not only to increase in their
level of aspiration, but also in their confidence that they will be

able to achieve this level.

It must be stressed that this effect, like most other effects

presented in this chapter, is of relatively small proportions. Only

some of the participants change in the direction indicated, and those

who do often change only to a small degree. When we state, on the

basis of a comparison between participants and controls, that there

is a statistically significant or near-significant difference, we are

only saying that the participants as a group have shown a noticeable
change on the dimension in question, which is most probably attribut-

able to participation in the Seminar rather than to chance fluctua-

tion. A change for the group as a whole can be significant, i.e.,
noticeable and consistent, without being large in absolute terms and
without affecting every member of the group. What such a finding

tells us, essentially, is that experiences of the type that were pro-
vided by participation in the Seminar are gitnajA_.e of producing this

type of change. And this, it seems to us, is precisely what we need

to know for purposes of evaluation. It goes without saying that not

everyone will be affected to the same degree and in the same way- -

some individuals will change in some respects, and some in others;

and that the questionnaire captures only a small part of the impact

of the total experience.



CHAPTER 12

COMPARISON OF HIGH AND LOW DIFFERENTIATORS

We have seen that the major variable distinguishing participant's

from controls in their performance on the questionnaire is the

degree of change In differentiation of their image of America .and

American broadcasting. Scores of participants on the index of

change in differentiation that we constructed exceeded scores of

the controls at better than the .01 level of confidence. Thus, at

least in this instance, participation in an experience that involves

exposure to and discussion of American broadcasting and American

live in general is associated with an increase in the organized de-

tail with which the participants think about these phenomena.

This outcome, at first blush, is less than startling. After

all, it merely shows that one who has gone to America knows America

in more detail than one who has not. On reflection, however, this

seemingly obvious result becomes less inevitable. Alternative out-

comes would have been equally plausible. For example, it is con-

ceivable that broadcasting specialists (and other individuals in

relatively high positions within their own societies) would already

be so saturated with knowledge about America that an exchange pro-

gram would add little to their image. If so, we would not have

obtained the significant increase in differentiation revealed by

the questionnaires. It is also conceivable that participants,

either because of negative preconceptions about America, or because

of bad experiences during their sojourn, might have avoided genuine

exposure to the new information confronting them. Theylmight have

viewed America from a distance and in global terms, and thus again

they would have failed to manifest a more differentiated image.

If, therefore, this increase in the differentiation with which

participants view America and American broadcasting is not an

obvious and necessary consequence of the visit, then it becomes an

important target for further analysis. What is it about the experi-

ence and the individuals undergoing it that accounts for this out-

come? What can we discover about the process whereby increasing

differentiation takes place?

One way of approaching answers to these questions is to compare

those individuals who show the most pronounced change on the dimen-

sion of differentiation with those who show the least change on

this dimension. By examining the characteristics and the interview

responses of those who show the change (as compared to those who

do not) we can gain some insight into the determinants of this

change--into what it is about these individuals, about the nature

of their experiences, and about the way in which they respond to

these experiences that might account for the effect. Such an analy-

sis also provides some basis for inferences about the process whereby

such changes take place, although of necessity these are of a specu-

lative nature.

To find a basis for making the desired comparisons, we ordered

the twenty-eight participants in terms of their index of change of

differentiation. Eight participants were excluded because they

either had scores too close to the median or had failed to answer

enough of the relevant questionnaire items. This left ten individ-
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uals with high scores on the index, and ten with low scores. For

ease of exposition we shall refer to them as High Differentjators

and Low Differentiators, although it must be kept in mind that the

distinction is based not on high vs. low differentiation in absolute

terms, but on high vs. low change in differentiation. The mean

score of High Differentiators on the index is +52; the mean score

of Low Differentiators is -15. (1)

The High and Low Differentiators do not seem to differ from

each other in terms of their initial level of differentiation on

the questionnaire. For each participant, before-scores on the fif-

teen codes that are relevant to differentiation were summed. The

mean score for the High Differentiators is almost

for the Low Differentiators: 31.17 as conoared to

trast, mean scores on the after-questionnaire are

respectively.

identical to that
31.71. By con-
38.97 and 29.58,

When we compare High and Low Differentiators in terms of their

areas of specialization, we find a somewhat greater tendency for

the Highs to be in educational broadcasting (6 Highs vs. 3 Lows).

As for national origin, we were particularly interested in the dis-

tribution of Europeans and non-Europeans over the two groups. We

shall spell out more fully in the next chapter that we are using

the term "Europeans" in the present context not only for individuals

who reside in Europe, but also for those who--while residing on

other continents--are European in terms of their ethnic and cultural

origin. "Non-Europeans," in this context, come from societies that

are largely non-white and non-industrialized. Change in differen-

tiation shows no strong relationship to European vs. non-European

origin, but when we subdivide both Europeans and non-Europeans, an

interesting pattern emerges:

Europeans
From English-speaking countries
From non-English speaking countries

High Differ- Low Differ-
entiators entiators

6
0

0

Li.

Non-Europeans
From African countries 0 4

From other countries 4 2

We can see from the above table that all Europeans from

English-speaking countries (among this group of twenty participants)

turned out to be High Differentiators. All of the Africans and all

of the Europeans from non-English speaking countries turned out to

be Low Differentiators. The latter four individuals, incidentally,

are all people who had at least some difficulty with the English

(1) Scores for the High and Low Differentiators were checked to

rule out the possibility that high or low change depended upon

unusually low or high scores on the first administration of the

questionnaire. Change scores were recalculated for all twenty,

eliminating all items for which ceiling effects could be

alleged; membership in the two groups did not change thereby.
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language and expressed serious concern about their English-speaking

capacity. This pattern of distribution suggests the possibility

that increased differentiation may be related to the ease with which

a visitor can enter into the give-and-take of a searching interaction

with members of the host society. It may well be that marked in-

creases in differentiation require conversations and encounters with

Americans that go beyond superficial generalities and thus enable

the newcomer to become aware of the wide variety of Americans and of

the viewpoints they represent, and to share in the complex picture

Americans have of their own culture. Such encounters can occur more

easily when visitor and host share the same language and a similar

culture; large cultural differences and language barriers--while they

can certainly be overcome--may slow down or inhibit these encounters.

If so, it is not surprising that the High Differentiators include

those participants whose native language is English and who, coming

from the British orbit, have the greatest cultural communality with

thair.American hosts. The Low Differentiators, on the other hand,

consist almost entirely of two sub-sets of individuals: those whose

cultural background is most distant from that of their American hosts,

and those who are somewhat handicapped by language problems.

These data suggest, then, one possible hypothesis about the

sources of increased differentiation: that such changes occur as a

result of searching, give-and-take interactions of the visitor with

members of his host society; and that they are, therefore, more

likely to occur where cultural and linguistic communalities facili-

tate such interactions. Let us keep this possibility in mind as a

very tentative formulation while we examine the responses of the

High and Low Differentiators to the various interviews.

In the sections that follow we shall present and discuss all

of the codes on which there is at least a 30% difference between

High and Low Differentiators. For example, on the basis of responses

to some of the questions in the first interviews, the coders were

asked to check whether a given participant had previously (i.e.,

before his present visit) considered coming to the United States.

It turns out (see Table 12.1) that the coders check 'yes' for all ten

of the High Differentiators and for only seven of the Low Differen-

tiators. We have here, then, a 30% difference between the two groups- -

just large enough to meet our criterion for differences we consider

worth noting. Given the extremely small size of our sample, a dif-

ference of 30% (which is a frequency difference of 3 cases) is very

unstable and does not meet the conventional criteria of statistical

significance. It would be a mistake, therefore, to draw any conclu-

sions on the basis of a single item. Our purpose, however, is to

examine clusters of items--within a given substantive domain--and

to see whether they reveal a consistent pattern. Only if a whole

set of items seem to fit with each other and to point in the same

direction are we justified in concluding that there is a real dif-

ference between the two groups that we are comparing.
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Table 12.1

EXPECTATIONS AND GOALS

Comparison of Participants who showed High and Low Increases
in Differentiation in Before- and After-Questionnaires

Number of Participants
Agreeing to Item
High

Items that Discriminate Increase
Low

Increase

First Interview
Academic sessions:

allow one to elaborate his concep-
tions of Americans 6 3

--will be professionally irrelevant 4 7

be difficult 2 6

--will be difficul.:: because of poor grasp
of English 1 5

Major accomplishment desired: increasing
professional knowledge 9 6

Wants to find out: how high American
living standard really is 5 8

Wants to verify ideas that:
--cover many areas 2 6

--are rather undifferentiated 5 8

Expects Seminar's multi-national composition
to have adverse effects; feels diverse back-
grounds may lower the level of discussion 4 0

Feels own professional skill will enable him to
make a special contribution to the Seminar 8 5

Hopes trip around America will let him become
better acquainted with the "average"
American" 1 6

Knows exactly which places he wants to visit 5 2

Expects no trouble during travel period 5 8

Expects language problems 1 4

Plans to contact specific individuals in
U.S. beside prior acquaintances 9 6

Expects to establish permanent contacts

in America 10 7

Had special reasons to become informed about

U.S. before coming over 10 7

Has previously considered coming to U.S. 10 7

Has wanted to come to U.S. to add to

professional knowledge 8 4

Expects Seminar participation to result in

promotion 4 1
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Table 12.1 (cont'd.)

EXPECTATIONS AND GOALS

Comparison of Participants who showed High and Low Increases

in Differentiation in Before- and After-Questionnaires

Number of Participants
Agreeing to Item

Items that Discriminate

High
Increase

Low
Increase

Second Interview

Two months of travel may not be enough 3 0

Lanugage inadequacies will cause trouble

during travels 0 3

Eagerly anticipates professional activities

of the travel period 8

Expects to gain practical experience during
travel period by working at an American

station 4 7
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Expectations and Goals

Table 12.1 presents those discriminating items that deal with

the expectations and goals with which participants approached the

Seminar. Most items come necessarily from the first interview.

The High Differentiator, as compared to the Low, appears more

likely to have come to America feeling himself a competent profes-

sional in search of a helpful professional experience. The High,

we see, had previously wanted to come to the United States, speci-
fically in order to add to his professional knowledge. His major

goal for the present visit is the increase of his professional know-

ledge. He feels that his own skill is such that he can make a

meaningful and unique contribution, as a professional, to the Seminar.

Unlike the Low, he thinks that even the academic seminars will have

professional relevance. He has his own suspicions about some of

the other participants; he feels that they may not be quite up to

his level. The multi-national character means that there are going

to be people from a number of different backgrounds, and that, he

fears, may mean that the level of discussion will be lower than he

would like.

Moreover, the High Differentiator seems to have more of a

sense that the sojourn should be tied overtly and carefully to his
career future. One senses, perhaps, a bit of careful planning for

advancement. Thus, the High arrives with plans to look up specific
people in America whom he does not yet know and to establish perma-
nent contacts, and is more likely to suggest that taking part in the
Seminar could lead to promotion.

The two groups also seem to differ in the sophistication with
which they consider becoming acquainted with America. The High
Differentiator has already had special reasons to become informed
about America before coming over. He expects that the academic
seminars will help him to elaborate his conceptions. The Low has

less specific and refined expectations. He wants to find out how
high the American standard of living really is, and hopes to become

acquainted with the average American. He wants to find out whether

a lot of ideas he has about America are valid--ideas that cover many
areas of life, but ideas that are rather undifferentiated.

Finally, we note that there are several members of the Low

group who, on the first interview, express real qualms about their

capacity in English and expect difficulty on that score.

This pattern of responses is consistent with the hypothesis

that the High Differentiators come to their American experience with

a greater degree of readiness to engage in searching, give-and-take

interactions with members of the host societies and with fewer bar-

riers to such interactions. They have greater self-confidence about
their professional roles, which should make them more comfortable

in their interactions with professional counterparts. They are more

certain about what they want--both in terms of contacts and in terms
of information--so that they ought to be able to connect more quickly

with people they meet. They experience no language difficulty, and

they seem to imply that they are bringing adequate background in-

formation to their experience, so that communication barriers are

less likely to arise.
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The last point suggests an additional factor that might account
for the greater increase in differentiation among the Highs: There

is at least a hint that they bring to the experience a better arti-
culated framework about the United States and its broadcasting sys-
tem, which helps them scan and assimilate new information more
quickly and may thus account for their greater tendency to develop

a more detailed and elaborated image. It should be noted that, at
least according to whatever evidence we have, the Highs do not
start out with a more differentiated image. But it may well be
that they start out with a more fully developed framework for ap-
proaching America so that, once they are exposed to new information
through observation and discussion, they can absorb it and integrate

more readily. We shall return to this possibility in a later section.

One further difference between High and Low Differentiators
seems to emerge from the questions about expectations and goals
raised in the first interview. The High Differentiators seem to
have more specific professional goals for their trip and higher
expectations for its relevance and value to their own professional

activities. Before we draw any inferences from this difference,
however, let us note the small hints of an apparent reversal in

this trend in the second interview. Five weeks after their arrival,
the Low Differentiators seem to have greater expectations for the
professional value of the remainder of their stay. We will be able

to gain some understanding of what might account for this apparent
shift and what relationship it might have to the difference between

High and Low Differentiators when we examine the reactions of the
two groups to the experience and its different aspects.

Perceived Accomplishments and Satisfactions

To begin with, let us examine what the High and Low Differen-
tiators feel they have accomplished. Table 12.2 presents the rele-

vant discriminating items. It is readily apparent that something
unexpected has happened during the encounter with America. The

High Differentiators, who had arrived feeling professionally compe-
tent and eager for a keen professional experience, seem much less
caught up in professional affairs than the Lows, who had arrived
with a less confident self-evaluation and with more diffuse goals.

As early as the second interview one finds that it is the Low
Differentiators for whom enjoyable and noteworthy experiences are
found in professional encounters, while the Highs are more apt to

be interested in the academic seminars and in interpersonal events
that illumine the American environment. For some reason the expec-
tations of the High Differentiator have not been fulfilled, and his
attention has moved from the professional area (in which he had

hoped for involving, relevant, and tveful experiences) and redirec-
ted to the general American scene. The sessions held at the univer-
sity clearly affected High and Low Differentiators differently, and
this is reflected in their different expectations for the travel
period, already, noted in the lass- section (see Table 12.1).

Findings from the third interview seem somewhat less clear.
High Differentiators are more likely to say that their most impor-
tant single accomplishment during the travel period was in the
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Table 12.2

PERCEIVED ACCOMPLISHMENTS AND SATISFACTIONS

Comparison of Participants who showed High and Low Increases
in Differentiation in Before- and After-Questionnaires

Items that Discriminate

Number of Participants
Agreeing to Item
High

Increase
Low

Increase

Second Interview
Most enjoyable experience:
--was in a professional area 0 3

--had to do with interpersonal aspects of
the American environment 3

Most noteworthy experiences included:
--academic session 5 1

--professional speakers 3 7

Things have come up at home that make one
wish that he were there 5 1

Third Interview

Important enjoyable experiences:
--included those that were professionally
relevant 6 9

--included aspects of the physical
environment 9 2

Most important single accomplishment:
--was in a professional area 9 6

--was in a nonprofessional area 1 4.

Couldn't do all that had planned to
during professional visits 6 3

Learned new approaches to programming 0 3

Made many new contacts that plan to maintain 3 6

Things have come up at home that make one
wish that he were there 2 5

Fourth Interview

Most meaningful experiences included:
--exposure to new program ideas 3 6

--academic sessions 4 0

Accomplishments included:
--greater knowledge of America's institu-

tional structure 5 2

--greater knowledge about TV in America 3 6

Has gained more sense of trans-national
human communality, more ease in
interaction with foreigners 0 4

Expects that American experiences:
- -will have a significant effect on career 1 4

--may lead to transfer to different kind of
job 0 3
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Table 12.2 (cont'd.)

PERCEIVED ACCOMPLISHMENTS AND SATISFACTIONS

Comparison of Participants who showed High and Low Increases
in Differentiation in Before- and After-Questionnaires

,Items that Discriminate

Number of Participants
Agreeing to Item
High

Increase,
Low

Increase

Post-Return Interview

American experience:
--has affected professional activities 3 6
--has enhanced professional skills 4 8

Upon return home, he introduced:
--extension of educational TV 6 3

--greater use of indigenous men and
materials 0 4

Upon return, he encountered problems
due to long absence 1 4

Plans for the future are unchanged 6 3

Accomplished, at Seminar, just what
expected to 7 4
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professional area. On the other hand, Low Differentiators are more

likely to cite professionally relevant experiences among their major

sources of enjoyment, and to indicate that they have learned new

approaches and made contacts that they hope to maintain. The High

Differentiators also mention that they could not do all they had

hoped to do during their professional visits. On balance, it seems

that even during the travel period the High Differentiators were

less positively oriented toward their professional experiences, even

though they did cite some professional accomplishments. It may well

be that they had professional experiences that they found fruitful,

but not quite up to their expectations--which, we must recall, were

higher than those of the Low Differentiators. This does not mean

that they did not enjoy the travel period, but simply that their

source of enjoyment tended to be less in the professional area.

Thus, the High Differentiators are far more likely to cite aspects

of the physical environment as important sources of enjoyment--

which suggests a shift of focus from the professional aspects of
the experience to other aspects, such as the touristic ones.

In the fourth interview, when participants were asked to evalu-

ate their total experience, we have further evidence of such a shift.

High Differentiators are less likely than Lows to cite exposure to

new program ideas among their most meaningful experiences, but more

likely to cite the academic seminars. They are less likely than

Lows to include greater knowledge about American TV among their ac-

complishments, but more likely to include greater knowledge of

American institutions. The reduced emphasis on the professional

aspects of the experience is also evidence by the fact that the

High Differentiators now are less likely than the Lows to feel that

the experience will have a significant effect on their career or

lead to a different kind of job. Lest we assume that for the Low

Differentiator the experience was entirely a professional one, we

should also note in Table 12.2 that a number of them (as compared

to none of the Highs) report an increased sense of trans-national
human communality and a greater ease in interaction with foreigners.(2)

When the participants had been home for nine months, it still

was the Low Differentiators, bore so than the Highs, who reported

that the experience had affected their professional activities and

had enhanced their professional skills. The High Differentiators

were more likely to report than the Lows that they contributed to

the extension of educational TV upon returning home, but then it

must be recalled that more of the High Differentiators were profes-

sionally identified with educational TV. Interestingly enough,

High Differentiators are more likely to say, in retrospect, that

they accomplished at the Seminar just what they had expected to.

This is surprising, since the other findings indicate that the High

(2) In this connection we must stress that the data reported in

this chapter do not give a complete picture of what happened

to the two groups, since it presents only items on which they

differed from each other. Thus, for example, nine Low Differ-

entiators included first-hand exposure to American life among

their most meaningful experiences. This finding is not re-

ported here, however, since a similar statement was made by

eight of the High Differentiators.
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Differentiators did not ecomplish what they had hoped to in the

professional sphere, although they were satisfied in other respects.

One possibility, if our speculations are correct, is that they re-

vised their expectations in midstream and that these newly developed
expectations were indeed matched by their accomplishments.

The data presented in this section seems consistent with the

following formulation, which can be checked against some of the

data yet to be presented. The High Differentiators, who arrived

with high professional expectations, tended to be disappointed by
the professional part of their experience at the university. They

therefore revised their goals and expectations, both for the re-

mainder of their stay at the university and particularly for the

travel period, and turned essentially to other pursuits. Specifi-

cally, they focused on American society and American life, and took

an interest in learning more about these through seminars, personal

observations, and discussions with Americans. This refocusing in-

creased their satisfaction with the over-all experience considerably.
(A small hint to that effect, which should not, however, be taken

seriously without further supporting data, can be found in Table12.2.

In the second interview, High Differentiators are more likely than

Lows to indicate that they wish they were back home in view of

things that had come up there. In the third interview, during the

travel, the opposite relationship holds. If we can take this item

as a projective indicator of satisfaction, it suggests that High

Differentiators tended to be dissatisfied during the university
phase, but considerably more satisfied during the travel phase.)

Moreover, this turning away from a professional emphasis to an

emphasis on American society would at least help to explain their
increased differentiation of the image of America, given their
readiness for such an effect.

The precise relationship between the professional disappoint-
ment that we are postulating and the observed increase in differen-
tiation is, of course, impossible to establish from the present data.

One could suggest the possibility of a direct causal connection: the

High Differentiators, having come with great expectations and been
disappointed, may have been especially motivated to find some com-
pensation--some way of making the best of a bad situation; thus,

they took a strong interest in learning about American society which,

in turn--given their readiness to interact with Americans easily and

a cognitive framework ready to assimilate the new information--led

to greater differentiation. Conversely, one could argue that there

is no causal connection at all: the very factors that predisposed

the High Differentiators to develop more differentiated images also

predisposed them to come with greater expectations and hence experi-

ence disappointment; the disappointment did not interfere with the

differentiation process, but it also did not spur it on. We are

inclined to feel that the relationship between the apparent profes-
sional disappointment of the High Differentiators and their increase

in differentiation is somewhere between these two extremes. Given- -

according to our earlier formulation--their readiness to interact

with Americans and their receptive framework, they would have focused

their attention equally well on professional pursuits and on observa-

tions of America. Since the professional part of the experience was

disappointing to them, however, they put more emphasis on observations

of America, which in turn led to marked changes on the differentiation
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dimension. Thus, if this view is correct, the professional dis-

appointment contributed to the effect; it did so, however, not so

much by creating the motivation for compensatory satisfactions, as

by giving relatively greater weight to one of the interests that

was already on the High Diffeentiator's agenda. Subsequent tables

may throw more light on this possibility.

Reactions to the Seminar in General

Table 12.3 presents the differences between the two groups in

some of their reactions to the Seminar in general. In the first

interview we find that High Differentiators are more likely to indi-

cate that the invitations for the Seminar came too late, and this

is not a good time for them to be in the United States. The most

likely explanation of these findings is that High Differentiators --

given their greater self-confidence and their greater freedom from

linguistic and cultural barriers--feel more comfortable about ex-

pressing criticism. This factor may be relevant to our understand-

ing of some of the other findings as well.

On the second interview we find--in accord with what we have

already suggested in earlier sections--that the Low Differentiators

have more positive feelings toward the sojourn so far than the Highs

and are more likely to report that their feelings have become more

positive since the time of their arrival. The High Differentiators

are more likely to express mixed feelings than the Lows and to re-

port that-their feelings have become less positive. Problems men-

tioned by Low Differentiators at this point stem only from their

shortcomings in language and background. The High Differentiators,

by contrast, express dissatisfactions that are directly or indirectly

related to their professional experience. They complain about the

excessive length of the Seminar schedule and the unevenness in

choice of Seminar participants. They are disappointed because of

what they consider the low level at which professional discourse

among participants is carried on, and because of the limited op-

portunity for personal participation on their part. They complain,

for example, about the lack of facilities to present the samples of

programs that they had brought along. The last difference, in par-

ticular, is quite large and is quite important. There is the sug-

gestion that the High Differentiator found the professional experi-

ence at the university to be at a level below that which he had

anticipated and was disappointed that he was not given the opportu-

nity to make the specialized contributions that he came prepared to

make.

Once the travel period began, the dissatisfaction of the High

Differentiators seemed to dissipate. This may be due, in part, to

the fact that their professional experiences in the field were in-

deed more satisfying than those at the university--although the one

item from the third interview contained in Table 12.3 (as well as

others, to be reported later) does not seem to support this idea.

What is more likely, in the light of the data presented in the last

section, is that the High Differentiators had shifted their focus

so that their level of satisfaction was no longer highly dependent

on the quality of their professional experience.

Results of the fourth interview are somewhat ambiguous. Con-

sistently with earlier findings, High Differentiators are more likely
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Table 12.3

REACTIONS TO THE SEMINAR IN GENERAL

Comparison of Participants who showed High and Low Increases

in Differentiation in Before- and After-Questionnaires

Number of Participants
Agreeing to Item
High

Items that Discriminate Increase
Low

Increase

First Interview
Invitations came too late 8 2

Not a good time to be coming to U.S. 3 0

Second Interview
Somewhat dissatisfied with American visit
--excessive length of schedule 3 0

--uneven choice of Fellows 4- 1

Problems stemmed from own shortcomings in

language and background 0 14.

Positive feelings about the sojourn 6 9

Mixed or neutral feelings about the sojourn 4 1

Feelings since arrival
--have become more positive 1 5

--have become less positive 4. 1

Disappointed because Seminar did not allow

greater participation (e.g., did not
provide facilities for Fellows to present

own video tape material) 7 1

Disappointed by low level of professional
discussion among Fellows 4. 0.

Third Interview
Interactions with broadcasters in the field

were ,clearly more valuable than those

with broadcasters at Brandeis 0 3

Fourth Interview
Seminar goals seemed inappropriate 3 0

Seminar afforded enough opportunity for exchange

of ideas among participants 4 7

Future seminars should have more planned
discussions among participants 5 1

Seminars were adequately matched to own

background, interests 8 5

Seminar gave balanced picture on issues 7 4

Future selection should aim for:

- -same :.kind of participants aepresent 6 1

--more 'specialization, 2 6

Post-Return Interview
Enjoyed:
--chance to exchange ideas with other people 5 1

--seminars related to own special interests

and experience 3 0

Time spent in lectures should be reduced 1
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to regard the goals of the Seminar as not entirely appropriate for
this kind of group, and particularly to demand greater opportunities
for exchange of ideas and discussions among the participants. On

the other hand, the High Differentiators indicate that the Seminar

was adequately suited to their particular background and interests.

Moreover, and surprisingly, they are more likely to say that selec-
tion procedures for future seminars should aim for inclusion of the

same kind of participants, while Low Differentiators would like to

see the selection procedures consistent with a more specialized

Seminar. It would seem that on these last items the High Differen-
tiators were speaking in terms of their revised conception of the
Seminar, in which the specific professional goals were played down.
Thus, their criticisms of the level and composition of the Seminar
during the university phase may seem less relevant to them when they

now review the total experience. Interestingly, it is the Low Dif-
ferentiators--who have become more, rather than less oriented to
the professional possibilities of the experience--who now call for
greater specialization as a' criterion for the selection of partic-

ipants.

The post-return interview provides little relevant information

here. High Differentiators are more likely to mention, as enjoyable
experiences during their American visit, the opportunities to ex-

change ideas with others (American broadcasters, other participants)

when it was available, and those seminars that were related to their

own special interests and background. Low Differentiators suggest
that in future Seminars the time devoted to lectures and seminars
should be reduced; this seems consistent with their increasing em-
phasis--after the Seminar got underway--on professionally relevant
experiences (in contrast to academic seminars, in particular).

In sum, the data presented in this section seem consistent

with the formulation that the High Differentiators were disappointed

in and quite critical of the professional part of their experience

at the university, that they apparently shifted their focus to other
pursuits, and that (probably as a result) their level of satisfaction

rose during the travel period and remained high. The Low Differen-

tiators, on the other hand, were satisfied with the initial profes-
sional experience and as a result became more firmly oriented toward
professional pursuits during their visit. Evidence supporting our

view of the two groups' reactions to the initial period is presented

in the next section.

Reactions to the Universit Phase of the Seminar

Table 12.4 contains the long list of items discriminating be-

tween High and Low Differentiators in their reactions specifically
to the period at the university. Here we find the discomfiture of
the High Differentiators laid out in full. Indeed, in the entire
list only one item suggests that the Highs found more pleasure than
the Lows during that period; that is in the item showing that more
Highs were satisfied with their own contribution to the Seminar. If
the Highs were more satisfied with their own contribution, they
clearly were less satisfied with the conditions at hand that limited

that contribution from attaining its maximum, and that reduced the
value of the professional experience in general, at least in their

estimation.
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Table 12.4

REACTIONS TO THE BRANDEIS PERIOD

Comparison of Participants who showed High and Low Increases
in Differentiation in Before- and After-Questionnaires

Number of Participants
Agreeing to Item
High Low

Items that Discriminate Increase Increase

Second Interview
Poor planning shown in:
--failure to provide facilities to allow
Fellows to present own programs 4 0

--inefficiency with which administrative
details were handled 6 3

--lack of mature administrative personnel 3 0

--excessive heterogeneity of Seminar group 5 0

Good planning shown in:
--provision of highly skilled broadcasting
people as speakers 2 5

--excursions to mass media facilities 0

--weekend visit to American families in

New Hampshire 4 7

Poor planning led to:
--inconvenience of inadequate personal
transportation 9 6

--inadequate provisic for leisure time
activities 5 1

Believes participants didn't have enough chance
to determine the course of the Seminar 5 0

Has negative evaluation of Fellow's Committee 3 0

Believes Fellow's Committee could have been
used to transmit personal complaints 6 2

Was largely satisfied with own contribution
to Seminar 5 2

Saw much value in contributions of other Fellows 5 10

Appreciates programs presented by Fellows from
technically advanced countries 3 6

Feels that multi-national composition was

clearly beneficial 1 9

Multi-national composition allowed adverse

diversity of:
--professional background 7 4

--professional knowledge 3 0

--ideology 4 0

Seminar group seemed highly congenial 1 8

Seminar group's cohesion was limited by:

--diversity of interests 3 0

--conflict of ideologies 3 0

--personal idiosyncrasies 6 0

Professional sessions did not allow time

for Fellow's own presentation 3 0

Too many speakers at professional sessions 3 0
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The High Differentiators were generally more critical of the

planning and execution of different parts of the Seminar during this

early phase. Thus, they were more likely to complain that administra-

tive details had been handled inefficiently and that administrative
personnel were not sufficiently mature. More specifically, they com-

plained about the inconvenience caused by inadequate personal trans-

portation and about the inadequate provision of leisure time activi-

ties. They were also less ready to express satisfaction with the

quality of the speakers who were brought in, with the visits to
various communication facilities, and with the weekend spent with
American families in New Hampshire. They were even less willing to
recognize the value of the committee of participants that had been

set up.

Their main criticisms, however, focused very clearly on two

issues. First, they would have liked to see more opportunity for

active participation on the part of Seminar participants. Thus,

the High Differentiators, as compared to the Lows, were more likely

to feel that the professional seminars had too many scheduled

speakers and provided insufficient time for presentations by the
participants themselves; to complain about the failure of the Seminar

organizers to provide adequate facilities for the presentation of
participants' own programs; and to state that participants did not

have enough chance to determine the course of the Seminar. Secondly,

they expressed many reservations about the composition of the Semi-

nar. Compared to the Low Differentiators, they felt that the group

was too heterogeneous and did not see much value in the contributions

of their fellow-participants. They did not regard the multi-national

composition of the Seminar as clearly beneficial. They were more

inclined to feel that it made for too much diversity in professional

background, professional knowledge, and ideology, with possible

adverse effects. Not surprisingly, they therefore did not share

the view of the Low Differentiators that this was a highly congenial

group. Personal idiosyncrasies, conflicts of ideology, and diversity

of interests all limited group cohesivensss in their estimation. On

the items relating to group composition we find some of the sharpest

differences between High and Low Differentiators.

It would seem then that some of the High Differentiators were
disappointed in the first phase of the Seminar largely because they

were unable to play a role congruent with their capacities, and

because they felt that the lesser competence and experience of some

of their fellow-participants forced the Seminar into a professionally

less challenging and productive mold. Their expectations for an

experience in which the professional knowledge that they had to

offer would be eagerly sought and in which, at the same time, they

would be able to raise even further their own level of competence

and be involved in enriching exchanges were clearly not met. It

is reasonable to suppose that, in the face of this disappointment,

they would turn their attention into other directions.

The Low Differentiator, on the other hand, saw the experience

at the university very differently. He appreciated the good plan-

ning that had been done and that enabled him to hear highly skilled

broadcasting people as speakers, to make excursions to broadcast

stations and newspaper plants on the Eastern seaboard, and to make

the weekend visit to a New Hampshire family. He regarded the multi-
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national group composition as clearly beneficial. He saw a good deal

of value in the contributions of other participants, and especially

appreciated the programs that were given by those participants coming

from technically advanced countries. He found the group a congenial

one. Finally, he really seemed to have almost no interest in making

the kinds of contributions that the Highs had unsuccessfully attempted.

Not a single one of the Low Differentiators complained about the lack

of time or facilities for presentations by the participants, or about

insufficient opportunity to determine the course of the Seminar. The

Low Differentiators, it would seem, had not come with an expectation

to contribute actively, and they were satisfied with the course the

Seminar was taking.

There remains one other possibility that we have already sug-

gested earlier. It may be that the High Differentiators--because

of their greater self-confidence and their greater freedom from

linguistic and cultural barriers--feel more comfortable about ex-

pressing criticism than the Low Differentiators. While this may

well be true, it would not explain the total pattern of findings

presented in Table 12.4, particularly the consistent differences

with regard to personal participation and group composition.

Before leaving the discussion of the university phase of the

Seminar, let us look briefly at Table 12.6 which presents the dif-

ferences between the two groups on several items bearing on their

reactions to the social aspects of the experience. In keeping with

their greater cultural proximity to the host society, the High Dif-

ferentiators tended to spend more time at theatres and concerts; to

find visits to cultural sights more rewarding; and to be more eager

for current newspapers--and hence to complain when they are lacking.

They are also more likely to complain about insufficient time for

spontaneous socializing, which is in a sense continuous with their

criticism of the professional program as being too heavily sched-

uled, thus allowing insufficient time for participants' contribu-

tion. The Low Differentiators, as we have already seen, are parti-

cularly pleased with the opportunity they had to spend a weekend

with a New Hampshire family. This is consistent with their less

specific interest in becoming better acquainted with the "average

American" (see Table 12.1).

Reactions to the Travel Phase of the Seminar

It is clear from Table 12.5 that the sharp difference between

High and Low Differentiators that appeared in the second interview

has now disappeared. It is true that the Low Differentiators tend

to be more satisfied with their general itinerary and to find their

transportation arrangements and per diem allowance more adequate.

On. the other hand, however, it is the Low Differentiators who are

more likely to complain about the adequacy of hotel accommodations.

On the professional side, however, the High Differentiators

still show less satisfaction. When asked about places visited

that they found particularly unrewarding, they are more likely than

Low Differentiators to cite places lacking professional relevance

for them. In the parallel question about places that they found

particularly rewarding, High Differentiators are more likely to
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Table 12.5

REACTIONS TO THE TRAVEL PERIOD

Comparison of Participants who showed High and Low Ingreases
in Differentiation in Before- and After-Questionnaires

Items that Discriminate

Number of Participants
Agreeing to Item

High Low
Increase Increase

Third Interview

Facilities:
--transportation was inadequate 4. 1

--mg diem allowance was inadequate 5 2

--hotel arrangements were adequate 5 2

--hotels were poorly located 0 3

--hotels lacked personal comforts 1 4.

Itinerary was satisfactory 3 6

Some places visited were not professionally
appropriate, because activities had been
curtailed for the summer 4. 0

Some places visited were not professionally
relevant 3 0

Some places visited were valuable because
'scenic 3 0

The opportunity to observe a station was
satisfactory 7 10

Could meet Americans spontaneously 4. 8

Didn't have enough chance to observe all he

wanted to 0 4.

Visited the American South 7 4.

Still wants to visit:
--the South 2 5

--the East 3 8

Table 12.6

REACTIONS TO THE SOCIAL ASPECTS OF THE SOJOURN
High

Items that Discriminate Increase
Low

Increase

Second Interview
7Spent time at theatre, concerts

Enjoyed visits to cultural sights 3 0

Resented lack of current newspaper 4 1

Not enough time for spontaneous socializing 6 2

Found New Hampshire weekend especially
valuable 6 9
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cite places excelling in their scenic beauty. This is consistent

with our earlier suggestion that the Highs--in line with their

apparent change in focus--were more willing to admit to tourist

pleasures. High Differentiators were also more likely to mention

that some of the places they visited were unsatisfactory from a

professional point of view because activities of interest to them

had been curtailed for the summer. Here it must be kept in mind

that the High group included a larger proportion of educational

broadcasters, who were at a disadvantage because many of the schools

they wanted to visit were closed for vacation. Finally, High Dif-

.
ferentiators were less likely to indicate that they had satisfactory

opportunities to observe broadcasting stations. In short, the indi-

cations are that High Differentiators are not quite as satisfied

with their professional experience as the Low Differentiators even

during the travel period, but this does not seem to affect their

general level of satisfaction.

Perce tions and Evaluations of America and Americans

Discriminating items that deal with the perception of Americans

and of America are presented in Table 12.7. From the first inter-

view we learn that the High Differentiators came to their experience

with a history of greater contact with America and Americans. This

is consistent with our formulation that they came more ready to

engage in searching interactions and with a better articulated cog-

nitive framework about the United States to which new information

can be assimilated.

There are quite a few findings indicating that the High Differ-

entiators were indeed engaging in the process of differentiation to

a greater extent than the Low Differentiators. Even in the first

interview, our coders were more likely tc, rate the first impressions

of the Low Differentiators as superficial. In the third interview,

held during the travel period, High Differentiators were more likely

than Lows to have noted political differences between the regions

they had visited, while Low Differentiators were more likely than

Highs to have noted differences in weather. Highs were also more

likely to mention spontaneously the importance of racial and ethnic

differences in the United States. (3) High Differentiators were

more likely to mention their understanding of the importance of

diversity and variety in America among the new insights into American

life that they had gained during their travels. Low Differentiators'

answers to the latter question were rated by the coders as covering

a narrower range. On the post-return interview, High Differentiators

were more likely to mention that they were favorably impressed by

the size, complexity, and variety of America; and to feel that

America's complexity and diversity make it impossible to speak of

a single American point of view. They are also more likely to

cite racial and ethnic groups as differing in their points of view.

All of these items essentially serve, to validate the criterion by

which the two groups were initially distinguished.

(3) The, item in Table 12.7 showing that Lows are more likely to

feel that socio-economic differences play an important role

is based on a specific question about the role of socio-

economic differences, rather than a spontaneous mention of

this phenomenon.
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Table 12.7

PERCEPTIONS AND EVALUATIONS OF AMERICA AND AMERICANS

Comparison of Participants who showed High and. Low Increases

in Differentiation in Before- and After-Questionnaires

Number of Participants
Agreeing to Item
High Low

Items that Discriminate Increase Increase

First Interview
Has had close friendships with Americans

before 8 5

Has kept contact with American friends 6 3

Has had professional associates who have

lived in America 6 3

Salient first impressions of U.S. were
entirely positive 7 10

One focus of first impressions was the high

cost of living 5 1

Participant's first impressions of U.S.

seem superficial to raters 0 3

Second Interview

Wants to learn more about American
educational system 2 5

Third Interview

Recognizes regional differences:
--in weather 1

--in politics 3 0

--in the ease with which one can meet people 4 1

Sees important racial and ethnic differences 6 2

Feels that socio-economic differences play an
important role 4 8

Feels that American broadcasting has been
influenced by:

--racial and ethnic differences 2 5

--socio-economic differences 1 5

Has focused some of his observations of
America on:

--the state of broadcasting 5 2

--American political system 3 0

--religious aspects of American life 7 4

His most important new insights into American

life:
--involved qualities of the American people 5 2

--included attending to the country's diversity

and variety 5 1

--involved the country's institutional structure 2 6

--covered a narrow range 3 6
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Table 12.7 (cont'd.)

PERCEPTIONS AND EVAL TIONS 0 AMERICA AND AMERICANS

Number of Participants
Agreeing to Item
High

Items that Discriminate Increase

Low
Increase

Third Interview (cont'd.)

His major disappointments with America:

--fall in non-professional areas 6 10

--include the handling of the Negro problem 2 5

Is pleased by America's democratic atmosphere 1 6

Fourth Interview
Not sorry to be leaving America 3 7

Will make heavily favorable reports about
America upon return home 7 4

Has become more aware of actual heightof the
American standard of living 1 4.

Post - Return Interview

Has given programs about America that:

--were instructional in nature 4 0

--dealt with places or personalities of

special interest 6 3

--included specific materials that gave little

insight as to his image of America 5 0

--were documentaries 6 9

--were newscasts 1 4.

--dealt with American communications media 0 3

--dealt with American social and economic

institutions
0 3

--included materials that would tend to

broaden the perspective about America 4 7

Was favorably impressed by:

--America's size, complexity, variety 4 0

--America's beauty 4 0

--Generosity and hospitality of Americans 3 7

--Friendliness and informality of Americans 4 0

Emphasized, upon return home, America's wealth,

living standard, advanced technology 1 5

Was upset by the extent and severity of the

American racial problem 1 4.

Feels that America's complexity and diversity

forbid one's conceiving such a thing as a

single American point of view 6 2

Preoccupation with Communism is a salient

part of American viewpoint 0 3

Expects racial and ethnic groups in U.S. to

have distinct viewpoints 6 2
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There are no stable and consistent differences between the

groups in the positiveness of their feelings toward America, but

they differ in scme of the features they stress for positive and

negative comment. Thus, the Low Differentiators are more likely

to express pleasure at America's democratic atmosphere and dis-

appointment in the handling of the racial problem. The High Dif-

ferentiators are more likely to comment favorably on the beauty

of America and--as we have already mentioned--its size, complexity,

and variety; and to mention disappointments in the professional

area. As for Americans, High Differentiators are more favorably

impressed than Lows with their friendliness and informality; Lows

are more favorably impressed than Highs with their generosity and

hospitality. Thus the Pighs seem to be focusing on qualities of

Americans that facilitate give-and-take interaction, while the

Lows (in line with our earlier observation about their favorable

reaction to the weekend visit with an American family) focus on

qualities of Americans that imply acceptance of them as visitors.

Finally, there a::,e also some differences in the features of

America to which the two gretzps seem to be responding. High Dif-

ferentiators are more :ikely ta report new insights into the

qualities of the American people, Low Differentiators into the

country's institutional structure. Highs are more likely to have

focused observations on the American political system and the role

of religion, Lows on socio-economic differences, and the generally

high standard of living and advanced technology. Low Differentiators

are also more likely to have noted preoccupation with Communism as

a salient part cl the American point of view.

Perceptions and Evaluati cif American Broadcasting

In the second interview, as can be seen from Table 12.8, High

Differentiators are less likely to state that they have learned a

great deal about American mass media than are Lows, and in fact

they tend to describe American media with less detail. This is

somewhat surprising, but may reflect their general disappointment

in the professional part of their experience at the university, as

compared to the increasing enthusiasm of the Low Differentiators.

Data from both the third and the post-return interviews show

that the High Differentiatt.ir group (which, as we know, includes a

larger proportion of educational broadcasters) is more impressed

with the way in which TV is used for instructional purposes in the

United States. In general, however, it is the Low Differentiators

who are more favorably impressed with American broadcasting, although

they feel that their own broadcasting systems should avoid American

Westerns and can teach America something about constructive uses of

radio.

The relatively more critical attitudes of the High Differen-

tiators show up most sharply and consistently in their reactions to

the commercial involvement of American broadcasting. Thus, in the

third interview, the Highs feel that the pressure of advertisers

constrains American broadcasters, that the fear of government con-

trol hinders solutions, that private ownership of broadcasting has

little positive to offer, and that Americans who are aware of the
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Table 12.8

PERCEPTIONS AND EVALUATIONS OF AMERICAN BROADCASTING,

Comparison of Participants who showed High and Low Increases

in Differentiation in Before- and After-Questionnaires

Items that Discriminate

Number of Participants
Agreeing to Item
High

Increase
Low

Increase

Second Interview

Has learned:
--a great deal about U.S. mass communication 3 7

--a good deal about U.S. mass communication 4 1

Describes American mass media:

--superficially
6 3

--in good detail 3 7

Third Interview

Feels homeland should:
--adopt closed circuit TV in educational

broadcasting
3 0

--avoid Westerns
0 3

Feels America should imitate homeland's high

level of public service and educational

radio programming 0 4

Feels American broadcasters are overly con-
strained by the pressure of advertisers 6 3

Feels that fear of government control is a

major problem for American broadcasting 3 0

Feels that private ownership of broadcasting:

--has advantages for America 2 8

--is especially suited to American conditions 1 5

--makesfor competition between stations 1 4

--forces neglect of specialized audiences 2 5

Feels that Americans, aware of the problems
caused by private ownership:

--are doing little to solve them 7 4

--are making real efforts at solution 1 4

Post-Return Interview
Evaluation of American broadcasters:

--generally favorable 4 7

--mixed
5 1

Believes that American broadcasting may suffer

from too much commercial interference 3 0

Reports upon return home noted:
--the importance of avoiding American-style

commercialism 3 0

--the effective use of TV in America for
instructional purposes 9 4
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problems caused by private ownership are doing little to solve them.

In the post-return interview, again, some of the High Differentiators

bring up the disadvantages of commercial control and interference.
The Low Differentiators, by contrast, are not so convinced of the

problems caused by private ownership. They can see advantages to

America resulting from private ownership--they suggest that it may

be suited to the particular circumstances of American society and

that it makes for healthy competition. On the other hand, they feel

it does force the neglect of specialized audiences. They Are more

prone to feel that those Americans who see the problems causes by

private ownership are acting to ameliorate them. The High Differen-

tiators' greater willingness to criticize is perhaps a reflection

of their greater self-confidence, particularly in the professional

sphere.

Views on International Exchange

Differential reactions noted in Table 12.9 are not surprising.

The high Differentiators continue to present themselves as persons

of high technical competence who are engaged in high-level activity

in a professional career. Thus, it is they who more often report
that they have professional knowledge to contribute to international

exchange, and it is they who--at the end of their stay in America- -

more often expect considerable future professional contact with

Americans. In the post-return interview, they are more likely to

report contacts with visiting broadcasters and plans to take part
in international exchanges in the future. In addition, they believe
that their country has a contribution to make, teaching from its
particular experiences in the field of educational broadcasting.
Finally, it is the Highs who are able at the post-return interview
to spell out in great detail the possible benefits from exchange
programs--keeping up to date about new developments in the field,

exchanging program materials, introducing new ideas, and increasing

technical knowledge.

The Highs thus seem to have a greater professional involvement

in and more elaborated conception of international exchange. It is

interesting that it is the Lows, however, who more often express

favorable attitudes toward international exchange. Their conception

of the benefits of exchange is rather more global and undifferen-

tiated; exchange can aid in the interchange of professional knowledge

and in the building of international understanding. But it is among

the Lows that we find more people, both in the fourth interview and

in the post-return interview, who tell us they have become more
positive about international exchange, that their experiences have

made them approve of exchange more than they did before.

Perceptions and Evaluations of Own Countr and of its Broadcastin

System

The items found in Table 12.10, showing differential reactions

to own country and its broadcasting system, are consistent with our

sense of the two groups, if not remarkably enlightening. The Highs

continue to be interested in educational broadcasting and to want

to see it expanded. There are more Lows than Highs who have become

aware, while in America, that education must be advanced rapidly at
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Table 12.9

VIEWS ON INTERNATIONAL EXCHANGE

Comparison of Participants who showed High

in Differentiation in Before- and After

Items that Discriminate

Fourth Interview
Views have become more positive

Exchange promotes:
--beneficial interchange of professi

knowledge
--understanding between people

Own potential contribution: profes
knowledge

Anticipates considerable future
contact with Americans

Post-Return Interview
American experience has increased his approval

of international exchange 5 8

Other nations can contribute to his homeland's
development by exchange of personnel 5

His homeland can contribute by sharing its unique

experience of educational broadcasting 4 0

International exchange can be of value:

- -in the exchange of program material

--in the exchange of information about
developments in communications media 8

--by introducing participants to new ideas
applicable at home 4 1

- -by increasing technical knowledge of

participants
Has present con
Plans to parti

nal

sional

professional

,o-vionffir.40:111#,K,

and Low Increases
-Questionnaires

Number of Participants
Agreeing to Item
High Low

Increase Increase

1

1 4
1 5

6 1

5 0

2

9 3

3

PERCEPTIONS

Items

6 1

tact with visiting broadcasters 6 2

cipate in international exchange 8 5

Table 12.10

AND EVALUATIONS OF OWN COUNTRY AND ITS BROADCASTING SYSTEM

Number of Participants
Agreeing to Item

that Discriminate

Now

Third Interview

High Low
Increase Increase

sees need for more rapid advancement
in education at home 0 3

Post-Return Interview
Now appreciates slow pace of home country more 4 0

Feels that home systems are expanding educa-

tional broadcasting 7 4

Approves of extension of educational broad-

casting 7 2
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home; there are more Highs than Lows who have become aware, while

in America, that the slower pace of life at home has its advantages.

High vs. Low Differentiation: A Summary

.
Two characteristics of the High Eifferentiators stand out from

the total array of data that has been presented: (1) They come to

the American experience with considerable self-confidence about their

professional competence and their ability to make the contacts and

gain the information they want--a self-confidence bolstered by their

linguistic and cultural proximity to the host society. In line with

this self-orientation, they have great expectations for a satisfactory

and useful experience. (2) They are greatly disappointed in the

professional part of this experience, particularly during the first

phase of the sojourn, spent at the university. Their satisfaction

seems to rise again, however, as they tend to turn away from an

emphasis on professional pursuits to an emphasis on other aspects

of the experience, including the opportunity to learn about American

society.

These and other findings suggest the following factors, in

interaction with each other, as possible determinants of the in-

creased differentiation manifested by this group of participants:

(1) The absence of cultural and linguistic barriers, the self-

confidence about their professional roles, and the specificity of

their expectations make it possible for them to connect quickly and

easily with the Americans they meet and to enter into searching,

give-and-take interactions with them. It is through such encounters

that a visitor can be exposed to the variety and complexity of

Americans and their views and thus develop a more differentiated

image.

(2) They also bring to the experience a better articulated

cognitive framework about the United States which helps them scan

and assimilate new information more quickly and to integrate more

readily the insights they achieve through observation and discussion.

Thus, they are more tooled up for developing a detailed and elabo-

rated image.

(3) Their disappointment in the professional experience--which

is, in part, a function of their self-confidence and their initially

great expectations--leads them to revise their goals and turn to

other pursuits. Among other things, they focus on American society

and American life, and take an interest in learning about these in

depth. This interest was probably present from the beginning, but

they give greater weight to it in view of their professional dis-

appointment. When coupled with their readiness to engage in

searching interactions and to integrate new information about

America into a fairly well articulated cognitive framework, this

interest helps to account for the increased differentiation mani-

fested by this group.

It is possible, of course, that this group would have shown a

similar increase in differentiation even in the absence of profes-

sional disappointment. The fact that professional disappointment
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and high differentiation tend to go together in the present study

certainly does not establish a causal connection between them. One

thing that can be said with some assurance, however, is that pro-

fessional disappointment does not necessarily preclude meaningful

changes, on other dimensions, prcvided the total experience allows

for other kinds of satisfactions--as the present Seminar certainly

did, particularly in the way in which the travel period was arranged.

We have been speaking entirely of the High Differentiators so

far. About the Low Differentiators one can say, of course, that

they lacked the special dispositions and experiences that were con-

ducive to increased differentiation in the other group. There are

some hints, however, that this may be an interesting group in its

own right, which is marked not merely by the absence of change in

differentiation, bui by the presence of certain other characteristics.

Thus, for example, it seems that the Low Differentiators become more

involved professionally as the Seminar progresses; that they view,

not only the professional experience, but also American broadcasting

and international exchanges in a favorable light; and that they are

especially interested in and appreciative of personal contacts with

Americans of all kinds. It is quite likely that the Low Differen-

tiator group does reflect another syndrome which, however, because

of the negative way in which this group was defined (i.e., by the

absence of differentiation change) cannot emerge clearly from the

present data. Perhaps another way of forming groups for comparison

may pick up this syndrome more adequately. One possibility that

readily suggests itself in this connection is a comparison between

Europeans and non-Europeans. We have already seen that there is

some correlation, though not a strong one, between High vs. Low

Differentiation and European vs. non-European. Moreover, some of

the differences that we have noted between High and Low Differen-

tiators are quite reminiscent of differences one might expect to

find between Europeans and non-Europeans participating in the present

type of Seminar. To explore this possiblity, we have divided our

sample into Europeans and non-Europeans and shall proceed, in the

next chapter, to present comparisons between these two groups- -

comparisons that partially overlap those that have concerned us in

the present chapter.



CHAPTER 13

COMPARISON OF EUROPEANS AND NON-EUROPEANS

In Chapter 12 we compared two subgroups of participants that

had been selected on the basis of an outcome variable: one group- -

the High Differentiators--consisted of individuals about whom we

knew that their image of America and American broadcasting had be-

come more complex and differentiated in the course of the year

that included their American sojourn; the other group--the Low

Differentiators--consisted of individuals who had not shown this

change. Our task then was to explore the factors distinguishing

these two groups--the personal characteristics, experiences, and

reactions to these experiences that seem to be related to increased

differentiation.

In the present chapter, we are again comparing two subgroups

of participants, selected, however, on an entirely different basis- -

namely, on the basis of a difference in certain defining character-

istics of the visitors. Any visitor brings with him certain personal

characteristics that help to shape the nature of his experience in

the host country. Thdse will include his store knowledge, his

goals, his personal agenda for the visit, his pre-existing concep-

tions of the host, and his capacity to speak casually and intimately

with members of the host nation. These characteristics guide his

perceitions, determine his modes of coping with his experiences,

and evoke particular responses from those who meet him. They play

an important role, therefore--in interaction with the situation in

which the visitor actually finds himself and with the experiences

that he actually undergoes--in determining his reactions to the so-

journ and the impact it has upon him. Each visitor, of course, has

a unique set of such personal characteristics. There are certain

characteristics, however, shared within various subgroups of visit-

ors, that may affect their ways of relating themselves to the ex-

perience with some degree of consistency, allowing the analyst to

identify distinct patterns of reaction for these groups. On the

basis of earlier research and perusal of our own data, we suspected

that European vs. non-European origin of the Seminar participants

might be such a distinguishing characteristic. The present chapter

is devoted, therefore, to a comparison between the European and

non-European members of the Seminar.

We are using the term "European" here as the best approxima-

tion of the distinguishing characteristic that we have in mind.

We have classified as "European," for our purposes, not only those

participants who reside on the European continent, but all those

whose cultural origin is essentially European and who (regardless

of where they live) are most closely identified with the industri-

alized sector of the world. Thus, we include as European in our

classification not only the British, Italian, Swedish, and Yugo-

slav participants, but also those from Australia, Cyprus, and

Israel and the Englishmen working in Africa. Participants from

Jamaica, Iran, the Philippines, and Thailand, as well as,the seven

African participants, we classified as non-Europeans. The Japanese

participants were difficult to classify in terms of the scheme we

had in mind since, on the one hand, they come from a culture that

is non-European in origin, yet in terms of level of industrial
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development is clearly closer to Europe than it is to Africa and
Asia. We decided, therefore, to omit the Japanese participants
from the present comparison. We are left with 26 cases, of whom
thirteen are classified as Europeans and thirteen as non-Europeans.

Let us review the salient differences by which these two

groups are defined. The Europeans come from cultures that are
more similar to American culture than those from which the non-

Europeans come, (This does not mean that all of the Europeans,
as individuals, are necessarily more familiar with American culture

than the non-Europeans.) The Europeans are white-skinned, the non-
Europeans are non-white. The Europeans are identified with the

industrialized part of the world (even if they may live in a rela-

tively underdeveloped area), the non-Europeans with the developing

part of the world. The Europeans are generally associated with

experienced and sophisticated broadcasting systems or received

their basic training within such systems, the non-Europeans less

so.

So much for the defining characteristics of the two groups.

In terms of areas of professional specialization, they distribute

as follows:
Europeans Non-Europeans

Educational 4 4

News and current events 5 2

General programming 4 7

ThuS, 'a somewhat larger proportion of the Europeans is concerned

with news broadcasting and documentaries; a somewhat larger pro-

portion of non-Europeans is in general programming. In the light

of findings we reported in earlier chapters, there ought to be a

somewhat greater tendency for the Europeans to be interested in

general American affairs, since political or cultural insights far

removed from the Seminar would still be grist for the professional

mill of the newscaster.

What is the relationship between the European vs. non-European

split and change in differentiation? If we cross-tabulate the par-
ticipants who show up in both breakdowns we obtain the following

distribution:

High Differentiators
Low Differentiators

Europeans Non-Europeans

6 3

There is, thus, some tendency for the Europeans to be among the

High Differentiators, and the non-Europeans among the Low Differen-

tiators. The overlap between these two classifications is far from

perfect, however. (It should be recalled, for example, that the Low

Differentiator group included four non-English-speaking Europeans.)

Further evidence for the relationship between the two variables can

be obtained from a comparison of the scores on the index of change

in differentiation obtained by the Europeans and non-Europeans.

For this comparison we used the twelve Europeans and nine non-

Europeans for whom stable scores on the index were available.(1)

(1) That ..s, we included those individuals who had not been
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The mean score for Europeans is 2,25, the mean for non-Europeans

0.89. The same relationship holds when we partition the index

into one measuring change in differentiation in the image of
America and Americans, and one dealing with the image of American

broadcasting. On the former, the mean score for Europeans is

2.17, for non-Europeans 1.16. On the latter, the respective
scores are 0.95 and 0.32.

Thus, Europeans do tend to show more increase in differentia-

tion than non-Europeans do. We can, therefore, expect to find

some parallels between the two sets of comparisons. That is, we

can expect the reactions of Europeans to resemble, to some extent,

the reactions of the High Differentiators, as described in Chapter

12; and the reactions of non-Europeans to resemble those of Low

Differentiators. The overlap between these two classificatory

schemes, however, as we have already noted, is far from perfect;

so it may well be that--despite the positive relationship between

the two variables (origin and differentiation change)--the key

differences between Europeans and non-Europeans will turn out to

be along other dimensions than the key differences between High

and Low Differentiators.

Let us turn, therefore, to a comparison between Europeans and

non-Europeans on several clusters of items covering different sub-

stantive domains. As in Chapter 12, we are including in the tables

that follow all those items on which the frequencies of response

between the two groups differ by three or more cases. It must be

noted, however, that for the present comparisons a difference of

3 represents only a 23% difference (since the size of each group

is 13), and the caution about drawing conclusions from single

items, voiced in Chapter 12, is therefore even more apropos. We

shall, in fact, address most of our attention to differences of

4 or above.

Expectations and Goals

Table 13.1 presents the differences between the two groups in

their expectations and goals.

The European took special pains to prepare samples of his own

work before arrival, whereas the non-European was more likely to

have prepared information about his home country. The European

was more likely to be clear as to what his own role in the Seminar

was to be, but was more likely to feel that the purposes of the

Seminar had not been made clear. The European was more likely to

feel sure about his own unique contribution to the Seminar. Taken

together, these items suggest that the European was more likely to

believe that he had been invited in order to share the knowledge

and expertise that he had achieved in his professional work.

(1) - cont' d:
assigned to the High or Low Differentiator group because

they had scores at the median, but excluded those who were

unassigned because they had answered too few of the questions

on which the change index was based.
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Table 13.1

EXPECTATIONS AND GOALS

Items that Discriminate Europeans
Non-

Europeans

First Interview

6

2

3

5

Prior to arrival:
--felt that information about the purposes

of the Seminar was inadequate
--was unclear what own role in Seminar was

to be
--prepared additional information regarding

homeland 2 5

--read some of the books that had been sent 9 4
--took special pains to prepare samples of

own work 4 1

Expects academic sessions to be:
--useless and irrelevant 3 0
--useful but professionally irrelevant 8 5
--useful and professionally relevant 2 8

Does not plan to participate actively in
academic seminars 4

Expects difficulty in the academic seminars 8 4
Expects difficulty in the academic seminars
because of poor knowledge of English 3 0

Feels that he had a unique contribution to
the Seminar, and was sure what it would be 9 6

His plans for the travel period include:
--general sightseeing 11 5
--becoming better acquainted with American

broadcasting facilities 12 9
--obtaining first-hand data on the function-

ing of the American government 3 0

Knows which specific places wished to visit
during travel 4 7

Has previously wanted to visit U.S.
--to add to educational background 0 4
--to satisfy general curiosity 0 4

Anticipates problems in U.S. 7 10

Anticipated problems in U.S. included:
--language difficulties 3 0
--financial difficulties 3 6

Second Interview

Is dissatisfied with state of the arrange-
ments for his forthcoming trip 4 1

Afraid that two months of travel will not
be long enough 1

Anticipates trouble during travel:
--because of language difficulties 3 0
--because of racial discrimination 0 3
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Table 13.1 (cont'd)

Expectations and Goals

Items that Discriminate gamma
Non-

Europeans

Second Interview (cont'd)

Anticipated pleasures of the travel

period include:
--non-professional activities, in general 3 0

--viewing the American landscape, in
particular 10 6

Fourth Interview

Feels that a change in his position during
the near future would be unlikely and

undesirable 5 2

Would like to introduce innovations in

programming 3 6

Anticipates a high degree of further profes-

sional contact with other participants 2 5

Post-Return Interview

Plans for the future are unchanged 5 0
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The Europeans were considerably more inclined to predict that

the academic seminars would be irrelevant from a professional point

of view. They were more likely to expect difficulties in these

seminars. In some cases these difficulties were related to their

lack of English facility--a problem that several of the Europeans

emphasized, as we already know. The non-Europeans did not share

this fear of language difficulty, but were generally more apprehen-

sive about the trip and especially fearful of financial difficulties.

Nevertheless, they had previously wanted to visit America, partly

to further their own education. Finally, we should note that the

European has several rather specific intentions for the travel

period, and that he is considerably more likely than the non-

European to express an interest in other kinds of observations- -

including observations of the functioning of the American government

and of broadcasting facilities.

In the second interview, the Europeans continue to be bothered

by language difficulties; the non-Europeans express their fear of

racial discrimination. The Europeans, once again, are willing to

acknowledge an interest in touristic activities as part of their

travel agenda.

Finally, the last two interviews portray the non-European as

somewhat more affected by the sojourn than the European: he is

more likely to feel that job changes will occur and be desirable,

to expect further professional contact with the other participants,

to expect that he will introduce innovations in programming, and to

have changed his plans for the future.

This pattern of findings seems to add up to three main distinc-

tions between the groups:

(1) From the beginning, Europeans tend to express an interest

in non-professional activities--including general sightseeing and

observations of American society. They do express an interest in

becoming acquainted with broadcasting facilities--but, again, this

is an interest in making observations, albeit of a professionally

relevant kind. In contrast, the non-Europeans seem to be more

task-oriented and more likely to focus on specific professional

concerns. The one apparent inconsistency is the reaction of the

two groups to the academic seminars. One might expect the Europeans

to express a greater interest in them, in line with their interest

in general observations of American society, yet they seem to be

more negative. What they say, however, is that the academic semi-

nars will be professionally irrelevant. This does not necessarily

imply a criticism; it may simply mean that they are willing to

accept, as part of their experience, an activity that has no pro-

fessional relevance. The non-Europeans, however, are more likely

to endow it with a professional justification.

(2) Consistent with their orientation, the Europeans (in con-

trast to the non-Europeans) do not expect the experience to have

much of an impact on their professional activities and careers.

(3) On the whole, the Europeans seem to be surer of themselves

and less anxious about their sojourn, except for the subgroup of

Europeans who express concern about their language problem.
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Perceived Accomalishments and Satisfactions

Table 13.2 presents a long list of the discriminating items

that relate to perceived accomplishments and satisfactions.

At the time of the second interview, we find that the European

is mucl, more likely to voice concern about the tffievenness in choice

of participants. He now expresses real appreciation of the aca-

demic seminars, as well as of the tours of broadcasting stations

and related facilities. In the third interview, there are several
indications that Europeans are considerably less oriented toward
the professional side of their trip than are the non-Europeans.

The Europeans enjoy the physical environment and learning about
America, while the non-Europeans tend to stress specific profes-

sional accomplishments--such as acquisition of new professional
skills and learning new approaches to broadcasting.

One has the impression that the Europeans have dismissed the
professional value at least of the university phase of the Seminar- -

in large part because of the heterogeneous composition of the

group--but they are not too unhappy about this turn of events.
They came, from the very beginning, with strong non -professional,
interests, which they pursue both at the university and during

their travel. They do not ignore professional concerns entirely,

but seem to be quite content with the opportunity to observe what
is happening in American broadcasting (in contrast to the non-
Europeans, who are concerned with specific skills and procedures
applicable to their own situations).

The fourth interview shows the same sort of development:
the European is more often attentive to America, while the non-
European is more often attentive to professional problems. The

European locates his most enjoyable experiences in non-professional

areas. He mentions the pleasure that he took in his personal con-
tacts with Americans, in his observations of the man-made and
natural environment, and in the travel period in general. His

important achievements, like his enjoyable experiences, are located

in non-professional areas. He speaks of having attained a greater
understanding of the American way of life, of having acquired a
first-hand knowledge of the United States, and of having gained a

new perspective on America, its institutions, and people. Profes-

sional interests do come up in his interviews, but they are of a

rather different kind than .:hose discussed by the non-European.
The European speaks mostly of the opportunity to observe broad-

casting activities and facilities, and of forming new relations

with fellow-professionals. He also mentions that his sojourn has

produced a change in his perspective about the role of broadcast-

ing in his home country. These professional concerns are of a

very general kind: he observes, he compares, he meets colleagues.

They are, in a sense, a professional tourism.

The non-European, by contrast, locates his enjoyable experi-

ences and important accomplishments squarely in the professional

areas. He values more specific professional experiences, such as

exposure to new program ideas. He speaks of attaining a new per-
spective on his professional role. Thus, he seems to be engaged

in a more intensive professional experience, in which he seeks out
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Table 13.2

PERCEIVED ACCOMPLISHMENTS AND SATISFACTIONS

Non-
Items that Discriminate Europeans EURPeans

Second Interview

Satisfied with sojourn thus far 12

Dissatisfied with sojourn because of uneven-
ness in the choice of participants 6

Most valuable or enjoyable experiences included:
--visit to American family in New Hampshire 8

--exposure to the academic seminars 7

--tours of communications facilities 9

Third Interview

Mott enjoyable experience: aspects of the
physical environment 12

Most important single accomplishment:
--was in professional area 8

--was in non-professional area 5

Important accomplishments included:
--learning about America 8

--acquiring new professional skills or know-
ledge by working at a station 2

- - making new friends 0

--learning new approaches to broadcasting 1

Professional problems have arisen at home that
make him wish he were there 0

Fourth Interview

Most meaningful or enjoyable experiences:
--were in the professional area
--were in a non-professional area

8

1

11
3

5

8

11
2

5

5

3

5

4 7

9

--included exposure to new program ideas 3 8

--included contact with fellow-participants 2 5

--included observation of local broadcasting
activities and facilities 10

--included the travel period as a whole 9

--included interpersonal experiences with
Americans 9

--included observations of the physical
environment 7

5
Most important accomplishments:
--were in non-professional areas
--included increases in over-all professional

experiences 8

--included the attainment of a greater under-
standing of American way of life, of
American values 12

--included forming new relations with fellow
professionals 8

L----
-- included acquiring first-hand knowledge

of U.S. 13

4
6

6

3

2

5

8
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Table 13.2 (cont' d)

Perceived Accom lishments and Satisfa tiols

Items that Discriminate

tt,

Non-
Europeans Europeans

Fourth Interview cont'd

The American sojourn has produced a change
in his perspective about:
--America, its institutions and people 12 7

--his home country 8 12

--the role of broadcasting in his home

country 8 4

--his own professional role 4 8

Post-Return Interview
Changes in his position or responsibilities:
--were not expected 9 6

--have not occurred 6 3

--were due to changes in the organization 3 0

--were due to political considerations 1 4

--were due to career considerations 0 4

His own job satisfaction:
--has remained static 9 2

--has increased 2 7

--has increased because of the recognition
granted his abilities 0 5

Has introduced innovations or changes 8 11

Innovations he has introduced include:
--changes in program style 5 2

--changes of a technical nature 4 0

--new types of programs 7 4

--increased use of indigenous personnel
and material 0 3

--introduction of research into audience

reactions 0 3

Effects of the sojourn on his professional
activities:
--were moderate 5 9

--were nil 3 0

--included enhancement of professional skills 6 9

--included increased contact with U.S. broad-
casters and networks 3 0

Encountered problems upon return 2 7

Encountered non-professional problems upon
return 0 5

Found the sojourn more satisfying than
dissatisfying 9 12
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Table 13.2 (cont' d)

Perceived Accom lishments and Satisfactions

auras that Discriminate

Non
Europeans Europeans

Post-Return Interview (cont'd)

7

11 4

3 0

6 1

2

American sojourn enabled him:
--to increase his American contacts

markedly
--to increase his contacts with American

networks
--to increase his contacts with visiting

American broadcasters
--to increase his contacts with professionals

from other countries besides America
--to increase his contact with American

foundations and universities

Was disappointed by sojourn because couldn't
work at a station 3

Felt that sojourn exceeded expectations
because:
--was able to travel throughout U.S. 1Q 6

--was able to learn about educational TV 0 5

Particularly enjoyable aspects of the sojourn
were:
--the travel period 9 6

--the chance to travel through the country
and meet average Americans 6 2

--the chance to see the beauty of the
American countryside 4 0

Least satisfying aspect of the sojourn was:
location at Brandeis 4 1

Has maintained contact with:
--broadcasters 5 1

--Brandeis staff 5 2

--friends and acquaintances 9 12

--other participants 9 5
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new learnings and redefines his prc'Tassionai role. The European
maintains his distance; he is an interested observer of American
broadcasting, as of American life in general, while the non-
European seeks more active participation in a professional learning
process.

This is not to say that the non-European is entirely caught
up in professional pursuits. There are certain kinds of inter-
personal relations that he seems to enjoy a little more than the
European--such as contacts with "average" Americans and with fellow-
participants. (The European seems to derive greater enjoyment
from his contacts with American colleagues than the non-European;
one suspects he finds it easier to establish a relationship on an
equal footing with them.) The non-European is also more likely
to gain a new perspective on his home country.

The post-return interview shows that the sojourn had a more
marked professional impact upon the non-European, but left the
European with greater contacts with America and with more enjoyable
memories of the American countryside. Inspecting the discriminating
items, we see that the Europeans less often expected cr, experienced
changes in position or responsibilities. The non-European is more
likely to report an increased degree of job satisfaction. He
attributes this to the greater recognition that has been granted
his abilities. These differences may well be due to the different
situations in which the two groups function. The non-European
often works in a younger organization, in which the process of
change is swifter, as the system grows and as it engages in "de-
colonialization." The greater involvement the non-European showed
in professional affairs while in America can be attributed to his
more limited experience with broadcasting and his realization that
the responsibilities he might well be called on to assume would
require every bit of training he could acquire. Thus, the Seminar
was to him an important source of new knowledge, highly relevant
to his professional legitimation and his potential for career
advancement. No doubt the changes in position and responsibilities
experienced by the non-Europeans resulted from the rapid develop-
ment of their organizations, but the American experience at least
contributed to their ability to play an important role in this
development. And they said as much in their interviews. Thus,
they were more likely to see some effect of the American sojourn
on their activities; to report that it enhanced their professional
skills; and to appreciate what they had been able to learn about
educational television.

The European reports less pleasure from the sojourn, and
cites less professional sorts of gains. He notes that the sojourn
enabled him to increase contacts with Americana, with American net-
works, with American broadcasters who visit his country, and with
colleagues from other countries. He reports having particularly
enjoyed the travel period and all that is associated with it.

In sum, it is evident that the two groups relate themselves
very differently to their American experience. The Europeans are
interested in observing--America as a county', American society,
as well as American broadcasting. They derive enjoyment from
this and they gain new understandings and insights into American
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life. Professionally, they watch, discuss, compare, and make new

contacts, many of which they maintain after returning home. The

non-Europeans regard the experience largely as a professional ex-

perience, designed to enhance their specific professional knowledge

and skills. They are thus more eager than the Europeans to be

actively involved in professional learning. In retrospect they

tend to feel that they have accomplished this and that the Seminar

has had some real impact on their professional skills and activities.

Reactions to the Seminar in General

The strongest finding in Table 13.3 is the dissatisfaction

of the Europeans with the composition of the group. In the first

interview, they express the fear that the diversity of backgrounds

might lower the level of discussion and instruction; in the fourth

interview, they suggest that the Seminar might be improved by select-

ing a more homogeneous group, and are less likely than the non-

Europeans to feel that a useful feature of the Seminar was the

interchange between participants.

The Europeans are more likely, in general, to express criti-

cisms of the Seminar's goals. They feel that future seminars

could benefit from a clarification of goals, as well as from im-

provement in the professional portions of the proceedings. Yet,

by and large, they do not complain very much about specific pro-

cedures. They seemed to like the trips to communication facilities,

and the discussions with visiting speakers. They felt that the

organizers of the Seminar were well-acquainted with the situation

in their home countries, and also that they had received a well-

balanced picture on all topics.

The non-Europeans seem more satisfied with the over-all goals

and conception, but are more critical of certain specific proce-

dures. They would have liked to see a fuller utilization of par-

ticipants' talents; more opportunities for individual presentations

by participants; a reduction of the time devoted to lectures; and

better timing of the travel period so that it would not coincide

with vacations of the people they would have liked to see.

It seems that the Europeans are dissatisfied with the general

conception of the Seminar--largely, one would suppose, because of

the heterogeneity of the group. They seem to feel that, given

this composition, it cannot become a productive professional ex-
change and so they no longer dwell on specific criticisms of the

way the Seminar was conducted. One senses a certain degree of

disengagement. The non-Europeans, on the other hand, seem to be

very much engaged. They are satisfied with the general conception

of the Seminar, but would like to see it operate more effectively.

Specifically, they would like to have less passive exposure to

speakers and tours, and more active involvement in exchange around

specific professional issues.

These appear to be the trends, although the differences be-

tween the two groups are not very striking here. Perhaps we can

gain a clearer picture from the next table, which deals specifi-

cally with reactions to the university phase of the sojourn.
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Table 13.3

REACTIONS TO THE SEMINAR IN GENERAL
Non-

Items that Discriminate Europeans Europeans

First Interview
Advance briefings and information were
inadequate 2 5

Books arrived late, if at all 2 6

Planning of trip to U.S. was not adequate 0 5

Goals of selection seemed to be:
- -people with special professional competence 6 3

--people from countries covering a spectrum

of broadcasting development 5

Was unclear about criteria for group composition 1 6

Fears that diversity of backgrounds may lower

level of discussion and instruction 5

Second Interview
Was bored by trips to communications facilities 0

Fourth Interview
Believed that major Seminar goals included
exposure to a survey of American ideas

Was dissatisfied with some Seminar goals

Felt that travel should not have come during

vacation period 2

Feels individual participants should have more
chance to talk to the group 6

Feels that the talents of indiviCca.1 partici-

pants were gravely under-utilized

Feels that. future Seminars should provide
time for individual presentations 0

Feels that Seminar organizers didn't understand

his individual needs, weren't wela acquainted
with the situation in his homeland 1 4

5

8

6

1.

0

5

3

5

3

Feels he was given a well-balanced picture on

all topics
Feels that selection in the future should work

for more specialization of interests 5 2

Feels most useful parts of Seminar were:
--lectures relating to own particular interests 7 4

--discussions with broadcasters 3 0

--exchange of information and ideas with other

participants 2 5

Seminars could be improved by:
- -changing selection procedures to insure

greater homogeneity 9 -2

--clarifying Seminar aims 6 1

--improving the professicnal portions 5 1

--reducing amount of time spent in lectures 2 7

8
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Reactions to the Universit Phase

The discriminating items of Table 13.4 underline in consider-
able detail the distinctions that have already been made and add
'a bit to them. We find, in the second interview, that the Europeans
were quite vocal about their disappointment in the level of profes-
sional exchange, a shortcoming that they attribute to the poor
background of other participants. We find that the Europeans
appreciate the fact that they have been provided with top-flight
speakers. We find that the Europeans would have liked to make
more contributions of their own than the situation permitted,
but nevertheless emerged more satisfied with the role that they
did play. The non-Europeans are shown to have been quite apprecia-
tive of the opportunity to acquire professionally relevant informa-
tion.

Let us inspect the items in more detail. First we find that
it is more often non-Europeans who say that the Seminar has come
up to, or exceeded, expectations, with the Europeans pointing up
defects--that there have been administrative failures (a reference
presumably to the lack of facilities or time in which to present
participants' own programs), that some professional seminars
covered low-level material, and that the level of professional
exchange among participants has been too low. On the other hand,
the Europeans appreciate the tours of communication facilities and
the quality of the speakers--which seems consistent with their
greater interest,in observing and hearing about American broadcast-
ing, and meeting American broadcasters.

Again, there were Europeans who were hampered by language dif-
ficulties, this both at the academic and the professional seminars.
Otherwise the Europeans seemed pleased at the academic seminars;
they felt satisfied with. the roles they played there and enjoyed
them as a chance to learn about America. They were definitely less
likely than the non-Europeans to find the professional seminars
useful and relevant. Many more non-Europeans found the professional
seminars useful because they presented large amounts of material
that would help them in their own future work. In short, for the
non-Europeans the professional seminars have a great deal of poten-
tial relevance. The Europeans do not see much professional value
in them, but they enjoy them when they provide the opportunity to
meet and listen to highly qualified broadcasters.

The Europeans were more likely to be clearly satisfied with
their own contributions to the Seminar. Mure of them had been
able to present special programs of their own to the group. Never-
theless, they may have had some slight resentment of the inadequate
time and facilities for giving presentations and more of them com-
plain about not having had adequate opportunity to help shape the .

course of the Seminar. It may be that what they are primarily con-
cerned about is not so much the passive role as such, but the rela-
tively limited opportunity to make contributions of their own: in
other words, we might suggest in line with our other findings, that
they do not mind listening to others (if these others have some-
thing interesting to say), but they would also like to have others
listen to them. Participatory exchange as such, however, seems to
be more important to the non-Europeans. And when the non-Europeans
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Table 13.4

REACTIONS TO THE BRANDEIS PERIOD,

Items that Discriminate Europeans
Non-

Europeans

Second Interview

The actuality of the Seminar has come up to,

or exceeded expectations 1 4

Defects of the Seminar included:
--a lower level of professional exchange be-

tween participants than had been
anticipated 5 0

--administrative failures in organization 6 3

Good aspects of the Seminar have included:
--the quality of the speakers 5 2

--the value of the tours 4 1

At least 75% of the sessions were of value 7 4

Some professional seminars covered low-level

material 3

At the academic seminars:
--was fully satisfied with own role 9 6

--felt hampered by language difficulties 3 0

--enjoyed the opportunity to learn about
America 11 8

Professional seminars seemed clearly useful
and relevant 7 13

Felt hampered at professional seminars:
--by language difficulties 3 0

--by lack of professional knowledge 0 3

Professional seminars:
--lacked depth, dealt excessively in

generalities 0

--were adversely affected by inadequacies
of Seminar organizers and staff 5 2

Good features of the professional seminars

included:
- -the presentation of large amounts of

information that will help the re-
spondent in his own work 3. 11

--the effectiveness of presentations 0 3

--the high quality of speakers 6 3

Was well satisfied with own countribution
to Seminar 5 2

Felt hampered by language difficulties 3 0

Was able to present special program of own

to the group 7 2

Time to absorb material was inadequate 6 9

Time utilitzation was poorly planned, in that:

--daily schedules were unbalanced 5 2

--time was not preserved for presentation of
own programs by participants 4 1
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Table 13.4 (cont'd)

Reactions to the Brawleis Period

Items that Discriminate

Second Interviggagontla

Good planning was shown in:

--the weekend visit to the American family

in New Hampshire
--the provision of highly skilled broadcast-

ing people as speakers

Was personally inconvenienced by:

--inadequate provisions for leisure time

--inadequate provisions of audio-visual
facilities for showing of own films

and slides
Participants didn't have enough opportunity to
determine the course of the Seminar

Had low estimate of contributions by other

participants

Especially appreciated the technically superior
presentations of special programs by represen-

tatives of advanced nations

Feels that the multi-national composition of

group:
--will be beneficial
- -may have mixed consequences

Adverse effects of multi-national composition
would be due to diversity of professional
backgrounds, positions, interests

Non-

EMS2Peans Europeans

5

4

8

3

5

8

9

Feels that participant group was quite congenial 3

Group cohesiveness was hindered by:

--personal idiosyncrasies
- -lack of common interests

Dissatisfied with social aspects of Brandeis

period

Felt that there had not been enough opportunity

for sponaneous socializing

Was bored by recreational trips, such as July

Fourth outing 4

Spent free time:
--alone

2 5

- -at theatres and concerts 9 6

- -in visits to American families 9 1

6
3

3

5

2

2

0

0

11

8

2

0

6
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complain about under-utilization of participants' talents, they

may be referring less to their, own talents than to those of some

of their fellow-participants. Many of them mention that they es-
pecially appreciated the technically superior presentations of
special programs by representatives of advanced countries.

The Europeans do not share the non-Europeans' sense of harass-

ment; while they would like more leisure time and feel that daily
schedules are unbalanced, they less often have the feeling that
they lack the time to absorb the material that has been presented

in seminars.

The Europeans' reservations about the composition of the

group are obvicus in this table. Some of them indicate that they
have a low estimate of the contributions of other participants;
a larger number feel that having a multi-national group is not an
unmixed blessing. They point out that the diversity of professional
backgrounds, positions, and interests may have adverse effects.
Non-Europeans, by con.1"ast are more often sure that multi-national

groups cannot help but be advantageous. They feel that the partici-

pant group is quite a congenial one--but the Europeans disagree, and
point to the lack of common interests and to the personal idiosyn-
crasies that prevent the group from really pulling together.

Again, then, we find that the Europeans are not happy about
the group composition and do not regard the Seminar as an opportu-

nity for productive professional exchange. What they do appreciate

are speakers and tours that allow them to learn about American
broadcasting, but they are equally appreciative of academic seminars

that allow them to learn about American society. They do like to

make contributions of their cna9 because they feel they have contri-

butions to make. Non-Europeans, on the other hand, are vitally

interested in the professional seminars as a source of information

that has potential applicability to their own situations. Their

interest in exchange and active participation, which we noted earlier,

is based largely on a desire to make the experience most directly

relevant to specific professional concerns.

Table 13.4 also provides some information about social aspects

of the experience during the university phase. Non-Europeans tended

to be more dissatisfied with this aspect of the experience. They

complained that there had not been enough opportunity for spontane-

ous socializing. They had markedly fewer opportunities to spend

time in visits to American families. The weekend spent with an
American family in New Hampshire elicited more spontaneous praise
from the non-Europeans than it did from the Europeans. Thus, it is

clear that they would have enjoyed closer interactions with Americans,

but it seems that not many opportunities presented themselves.

Reactions to the Travel Period

Apropos of the last point, we find in Table 13.5 that during

the travel period the non-Europeans spontaneously made many American

acquaintances. The reason for the difference is not clear, but it

may well be that the Europeans had a larger number of prior contacts

or mutual acquaintances and were thus less dependent on spontaneous
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Table 13.5

REACTIONS TO THE TRAVEL PERIOD

Items that Discriminate Europeans
Non-

Europeans

Third Interview

High13 satisfied with the travel experience 11 7

Found travel period to be free of trouble 10 7

Hotel accommodations were acceptable 12 9

Itinerary was fully satisfactory 7 4

Had trouble cashing Brandeis checks 7 3

Summer curtailment prevented the viewing of
particular operations of interest 5 1

-Felt positive about the tour because:
--it gave him a good over-all picture of the

great variety and range of American

broadcasting 11 5

--it had taken him to places that were

professionally relevant 9 12

--he met fellow-professionals who had been

very helpful 5 12

Had made comments and suggesLions to staff

at the stations he had visited 8 5

Had met local Americans,
--through prearrangement an own initiative 8 5

--in large numbers, spontaneously 6 11

Had traveled with a companion 8 3
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contacts and had less time for them. In any event, there is no
question that the non-Europeans were quite capable of establishing

contacts and were, despite their task-orientation, quite interested

in doing so.

By and large, the Europeans seem to be somewhat more satisfied

with the travel experience than the non-Europeans. This despite

the fact that more of them were prevented from visiting certain
facilities because of curtailed summer schedules. This did not

seem to matter to them, since they did not take the accomplishment

of specific professional tasks as part of their agenda. They were

satisfied with the trip because it allowed them to make the observa-

tions they were interested in--to obtain a good over-all picture of

the great variety and range of American broadcasting. At the sta-

tions they visited they probably had the opportunity to interact
with their counterparts as equals, as evidence by their report that

they made comments and suggestions to the staff.

The non-European, by contrast, was more oriented, in line with

our repeated observation, to the accomplishment of certain specific

professional tasks. Thus, he tended to be positive about his travel

experience because it took him to places that were professionally
relevant and allowed him to meet fellow-professionals who were help-

ful to him.

perceptions and Evaluations of America and Americans

A long list of items, presented in Table 13.6, show the differ-

ences in the way the two groups perceive and evaluate America and

its people. Items from the first and second interviews, prior to

the field trip, are not too engrossing. Europeans report more
positive emotions upon first arrival, and at the second interview
say that they have become even more positive. Non-Europeans cite

more prior acquaintance with Americans, both in terms of friend-

ships and professional contacts. Participants have received some
jolts to their stereotypes by the time of the second interview.

Some Europeans are now surprised to.find that America is not uni-

formly well-organized; some non-Europeans are surprised to find

that not all Whites hate Negroes. More non-Europeans than Europeans

report that they are impressed by American kindliness.

Almost all of the items coming from the third interview reflect

the greater differentiation with which the European has looked at

America. The European has noted regional differences that he did

not expect; these regional differences have focused on the ease

of getting to know people, on political thought, and on social

customs. He feels that these regional differences have a signifi-

cant impact on American domestic policies. He has also noted
religious differences and feels that they have a significant impact

on American life, and he has more closely observed economic affairs.

At three different points in this interview our raters indi-

cated that European discussions of American life and particularly

of internal differences within America seemed broad and differen-

tiated, while non-European discussions seemed narrow and superficial.
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Tab

PERCEPTIONS AND EVALUAT

Items that Discriminate

First Interview

3-20
le 13.6

IONS OF AMERICA AND AMERICANS

Non -

Europeans Europeans

Has previously had personal contact with
fifteen or more Americans

Has had close American fri ends

Has worked closely with Americans in profes-
sional context

Has close friends who have lived in America

First reactions to Ame rica upon arrival here:

5

6

3

9

9

8

12

--positive 6

--mixed 7

Second Intervi ew

Feelings about the United States
--have become mor e positive 7 1

--are unchanged 2 8

America is surpr ising in that:
--it is not as well-organized as expected 3 0

- -not all Whit es hate Negroes 0 3

Is impressed b y American kindliness 3 6

Outstanding unanswered questions include:
--the state of U.S. broadcasting 5 1

--details of the U.S. educational system 5 2

Third Interview
Emotions about America:
--are clearly positive 11 7

--have become more positive since leaving

Brandeis 9 5

Held at least a relatively close relationship
(such as house guest) to a professional
counterpart in America 9 6

Has noted unexpected regional differences 9 5

Found regional differences in:
--the ease with which one could get to

know people 6 3

--political thought 4 1

--social customs 6 2

Feels that regional differences:
--affect American life in important ways 6 2

--have their main impact on American
comestic policies 9 4

His discussions f regional differences strike
our raters as
--broad in scope 4 0

--differentiated 3 0

Feels that religious differences affect
American life in important ways 8 5
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Table 13.6 (cont'd)

Perce tions and Evaluations of America and Americans

Items that Discriminate Europeans
Non -

Europeans

Third Interview egoltlial

Feels that racial and ethnic differences
affect American foreign policy as well

as domestic policy 3 6

His discussions of American internal differ-

ences strike our raters as being:
--narrow in scope 1 8

--superficia] 1 7

Has focused some of his observations of
American life on economic affairs 11 4

His discussions of American life in general
strike our raters as being:
--narrow 3 6

--superficial 1 5

Feels that he has gained:
--a better understanding of the underlying

character and philosophy of America as

a country 9 5

--an understanding of the importance of the
diversity and variety of America 6 2

Has been deeply disappointed by American
handling of racial problems 2 7

Has been pleased by:
--the beauty of the American countryside 5 2

--America's democratic.atmosphere 4 1

His impressions of America are favorable 12 9

Fourth Interview

Feels sorry to be leaving America 3 0

Post-Return Interview

Presented programs about America during the

year that:
--were documentaries or special features 9 6

--were newscasts or editorials 2 6

--were personal reports 5 8

--dealt with places and personalities of
special interest 7 3

--dealt with the racial situation 7 3

--emphasized America's diversity and

heterogeneity 7 2

--emphasized the complexity of America
and its problems 6 3

--discussed the inaccuracy of the popular
image of America 0

--discussed the wealth and high living
standards of America 0 3

--dealt with the generosity and hospitality

of Americans 1 4
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Table 13.6 (cont'd)

Perceptions and Evaluations of America and Americans

Non-

Items that Discriminate gamma Europeans,

Post-Return Interview

(Continuation of "Presented programs about
American during the year that"):

--used only a few, general sources 7 10

--relied on official overseas American
sources 8 5

--relied on home country news media 3 0

Was favorably impressed by
--America's wealth and technological advances 6 10

--the ability of Americans to criticize and
to oppose 1 4

--America's progress in race relations 0 3

--the beauty of America 4

Was unfavorably impressed by
--American inefficiency and poor organization 5 0

--the extent and severity of America's racial
problem 2 9

Reported, upon return:
--America's diversity and heterogeneity 4 1

--the inaccuracy of popular image of America 0 3

--the wealth of America 1 6

Names as those Americans who would differ in
impression of respondent's home country:
--those who have differing levels of education 6 2

--those who have had differing degrees of
contact with homeland 3 6

Feels that America is so complex that one
cannot speak of such a thing as a single
American point of view 7 4

American subgroups that would differ in
point of view:
--can be identified 9. 5

--would divide in terms of education 8 4
--would divide in terms of region of domicile 6 0
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The European more often feels that he has gained a better under-
standing of America's basic ethos, and of the importance of the
diversity and variety of the nation. He is pleased, moreover, by
the country's democratic atmosphere and by the physical beauty of

the countryside. The non-European, in contrast, is more likely than
the European to have become deeply distressed by America's handling

of the racial problem. It is not surprising that the third inter-
view indicates that Europeans continue to be somewhat more favorable
toward America; more of them report unambivalently positive emotions,
and more of them report that their feelings have become more positive

since leaving the university.

The post-return interview finds the non-Europeans in a more ap-

proving mood than before, but otherwise not much is changed. Euro-

peans emphasize the diversity and complexity of America; they appre-
ciate the beauty of the landscape; but they are unfavorably impressed

with signs of inefficiency and poor organization. Non-Europeans
emphasize the inaccuracy of certain popular images of America; they

are favorably impressed with America's wealth and technological ad-
vance, as well as by the ability of Americans to voice opposition

and criticize themselves and their institutions; and they are dis-
tressed by the extent. and severity of the racial problem, though
pleased by America's progress in race relations.

Most participants had presented some sort of programs about Amer-

ica during the year. European programs had emphasized America's di-

versity and its complexity, had dealt with the racial situation, and

had dealt with places and personalities of special interest. Non-

European programs had spoken of the inaccuracy of popular images of
America, of American prosperity and high living standards, and of

the generosity and hospitality of Americans.

- The remaining items show that Europeans more often believe that
America is so complex and so diverse, that one cannot speak in a

meaningful way about some single point of view as the American point

of view. Numerous points of view can be identified, each associated
with a different subgroup -- for example, different in region or ed-

ucation -- within American society.

The specific aspects of American life and society on which the

two groups seemed to focus can easily be understood in terms of the
differences in background and interest that they bring to the ex-

perience.' The striking difference, of course, is the greater degree

of complexity and differentiation in the images held by Europeans --

which is consistent with our earlier finding that the Europeans show
more change in differentiation in their questionnaire responses.
This difference may well be understood in terms of some of the fac-

tors mentioned in the preceding chapter: the greater cultural simi-
larity which makes it easier for Europeans to engage in searching
interactions with Americans (although there is a subgroup of our

European participants who are handicapped by language barrier) and
the availability of a better articulated framework into which infor-

mation about the United States can be assimilated. Perhaps another

reason for the difference between the two groups in the degree of

differentiation is that the Europeans, as we have seen throughout

this chapter, are more oriented toward observing American society

and understanding its character. It is not surprising, therefore,
that they emerge with a more complex understanding of American than
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Table 13.7

PERCEPTIONS AND EVALUATIONS OF AMERICAN BROADCASTING

Items that Discriminate

Second Interview

Surprised by:
--the lowly role of radio in America

--value and virility of American press

Third Interview

Has seen American broadcasting approaches

that are clearly applicable at home

Feels that American handling of children's

programs would be adaptable at home

Feels that homeland should shun the American

practice of breaking up news programs with

commercials

Feels that American broadcasters:

- -are among the best in the world

- -have excellent working conditions
--are meeting their responsibilities well

--fail to meet a responsibility to the audience

--fail to meet a responsibility to themselves

- -are overly constrained by the pressures of

advertisers
--are making an effort to solve their major

problems

Feels that major successes of U.S. broadcast-

ing include the documentaries and the experi-

mental programs of the major networks

Feels that major problems of American broad-

casting include:
--lack of balance in programming
--fear of government control

--lack of funds for educational programs

Was surprised to find that some American stations

work with poor technical equipment

Feels that private ownership of broadcasting:

- -has some advantages
- -may have some advantages for America, but

not for home country
--has no advantages

- -is suited to the special conditions of

American society
--provides a higher degree freedom in

choosing and organizing programs
--frustrates efforts to raise the level of

public taste 10

Feels that there is definitely a conflict be-

tween the requirements of making a profit

and the provision of public service 8

Non-
gunman Europeans

4 1

1 4

0 3

3

4 9

1
1 4
0 4
11 8

3 0

7 3

4 0

6 1

9 3

5
3 6

4 0

3 6

4 1

6 4

3 6

1 5
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Table 13.7 (cont' d)

Peree tions and Evaluations of American Broadcasting
Non-

Europeans EuropeansItems that Discriminate

Third Interview Icont'4L

Feels that Americans are aware of the problems
deriving from private ownership but are doing
little to solve them
Feels that FCC should be given more pcwer, in

an effort to alleviate problems due to

private ownership

Feels that the development of American broad-
casting has been influenced by internal
differences within the country 10 7

These internal differences have been:

--regional 4 0

--religious 4 0

--socio-economic 7 2

3

6

Fourth Interview

Upon return home:
- -will praise American broadcasting
--will present a mixed evaluation of American

broadcasting

0

10

Post-Return Interview

Is confirmed in his preference for public,
non-commercial control of broadcasting 5

Views American broadcasters:
--with mixed feelings 5

- -in an essentially favorable light 6

Favorably impressed by adequacy of funds for

American broadcasting 0

Feels that American broadcasting:

- -could be more effective 3

--suffers from an excess of commercial

interference 3

Feels that Amerl.mn broadcasters:
--are more competent than those at home

- -enjoy more opportunities for reward and
advancement than those at home 6

Reported, upon return, the advantages of
certain American broadcasting techniques 9

8
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By contrast, ten Europeans, but not a single non-European, antici-

pate that they will present a mixed evaluation, citing some good

features and some bad ones. The more global approval of the non-

Europeans, as compared to the more differentiated approval of the

Europeans is then quite evident

After return the European continues to have a more ambivalent

feeling about American broadcasters, while the non-Luropean views

them in an essentially favorable light. The European feels that

American broadcasting could be more effective, that it suffers from

commercial interference; he is confirmed in his preference for pub-

lic control. He does, however, report more often upon the advantages

of certain American broadcasting techniques. Thus again we see that

the European singles out for praise dertain, specific features of

American broadcasting that he considers particularly successful or

effective -- whether these be.special kiwis of programs, or certain

special techniques. About the over-all structure, direction, and

quality of American broadcasting, however, he has many reservations.

Partici ants' Views on International Exchange. on Their Home

Countries. and on Their Own Broadcasting Systems

From Table 13.8 we learn that Europeans more often feel that

they could contribute to international exchange by communicating

their knowledge in a particular area of professional competence.

Similarly, they are more prone to feel that their own broadcasting

systems can make major contributions to international exchange and

the development of broadcasting elsewhere, especially by drawing on

their experience in educational broadcasting. They feel positive

about the potential contributions of other countries to the develop-

ment of broadcasting in their own countries -- contributions in the

form of program ideas, program exchanges, or the training of per-

sonnel. Non-Europeans believe that international exchange could

help in the training of their broadcasters by sharpening their tech-

nical skills and by increasing their knowledge of media in other

countries. While the non-European feels that his own broadcasting

system could not make major contributions in return, he suggests

that it could help others concretely in the preparation of programs

about his home country.

Table 13.9 shows that non-Europeans have become more aware of

the limitations of their countries with respect to education, tech-

nology, and living standards; of the need for more rapid advance in

these areas; as well as of the potential for such advances. Changes

in a European's view of his home country do not show a clear trend;

the best one can say is that there is a hint of ambivalence about

the country -- some things seem to look better now, and some worse.

Finally, Table 13.10 shows -- not surprisingly -- that the Euro-

peans are somewhat more likely to point to features of their own

broadcasting systems that America could do well to adopt. They feel,

for example, that their radio systems, unlike America's, offer good

drama. The non-Europeans are even more emphatic than the Europeans,

however, in the desire to maintain radio as an important force in

their countries. They particularly appreciate its economy in both

transmission and reception, relative to TV. After returning home,

the European more often notes certain improvements in his broadcasting
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Table 13.8

VIEWS ON INTERNATIONAL EXCHANGE

Non-

Items that Discriminate Europeans Europeans

Fourth Interview

Believes international exchange makes possible
a mutually beneficial exchange of profes-
sional information 5 2

Believes he could contribute to international
exchange by communicating his own profes-
sional knowledge in some area

Post-Return Interview

5

Other countries could aid home system by
offering:
- -program ideas 5 1

--the exchange of programs 10 5

- -the training of personnel 9 5

International exchange could help home
broadcasters:
--by improving their technical skills 7 10

--by increasing their knowledge of media
in other countries 1 4.

Home systemb contribution to international
exchange:
--can be major 4 1

--can derive from its special experience in
educational broadcasting 5 0

--can take the form of aiding others to make
programs about the home country 1 4
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Table 13;9

PERCEPTIONS AND EVALUATIONS OF OW COUNTRY

Items that Discriminate

Second Interview

American exerience yields more positive:,

perspective on home country

American experience:
--shows need for more rapid advance in

education in home country
--shows the homeland's potential for

growtn and progress

Fourth Interview

Sees now that homeland has a great potential'

for economic and political development

'Post-Return Interview

American experience makes him:
--appreciate some things about the homeland

bless
- -more aware of the limitations of the hOme-

land in terms of education, technology,

and living standards

Non-
glizakftai Europeans

; ;

'0

1

4.

5

5

0

6
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Table 13.10

PERCEPTIONS' AND OWN COUNTRY'S BROADCASTING SYSTEM

Non-
Europeans EuropeansItems that Discriminate

Third Interview

Feels that home broadcasting system has
features that America would do well to

adopt

Feels that radio will remain and should re-
main an important force in homeland

Feels that homeland's radio system, unlike
America's, offers good drama

Feels that radio has advantages, including:

- -economy of transmission
- -economy of reception
--a better capacity to present programs

that call for imagination

10
jr

0

Post - Return Interview

Has noted improvements this year in home
system's equipment and technology 5 2

Is dissatisfied with present direction of
development of home system 1

Sees need for home system:
--to make technical advances 5 1

--to expand services 5 2

--to increase its use of media for
educational purposes 6 9

--to increase its use of indigenous personnel 0 3
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system's equipment and technology; on the other hand, he is more

likely to be disturbed about the direction that the development of

broadcasting at home is currently taking, and to feel that the system

needs yet to make technical advances and to expand its services. The

non-Europeans more often note that their systems need to increase the

use of indigenous personnel and the employment of the media in edu-

cational pursuits.

Europeans vs. Non -Europeans: A Summar

There is always a danger in the comparison between two groups

because it is easy to overlook the tremendous amount of variation

within each group and overlap between them. It is particularly

important to keep this caveat in mind here, since many of the dif-

ferences we have noted are based on a small proportion of the cases.

There is a clear suggestion in these data, however, of a distinct

European pattern and a distinct non-European one, although it is

equally clear that not all of our participants fit their respective

patterns, and that none of them fits the pattern entirely.

The European, as he emerges from the data, comes to the American

sojourn with a wider and less specific agenda. He is interested in

seeing the country, in meeting people, and in broadening his under-

standing of American life and American society, as well as American

broadcasting. He is not disinterested in an active exchange around

specific professional issues, and this may well have been one of the

experiences that he had hoped to have during the Seminar. He de-

cides very quickly after his arrival, however, that the Seminar was

not set up and the participants were not selected in such a way as

to make possible a professional exchange at the level that he is

interested in and considers himself qualified for. He does not seem

deeply disappointed, though, and comfortably adopts the role of ob-

server.

The European does not find the university phase of the Seminar

very useful from a professional point of view. Even during the

travel period, the professional aspects of the experience are not

the ones that stand out as accomplishments and sources of enjoyment.

He does enjoy the academic seminars at the university, which allow

him to learn about American society; and he enjoys seeing the coun-

try, meeting people, and gaining new insights into America during

the travel period. Even though he dwells on these non-professional

sources of satisfaction, there is a strong professional component to

his experience as well. But here too he takes the role of observer.

At the university, he likes to hear the highly qualified speakers

who are brought in; he likes to tour broadcasting facilities. During

the travel period he appreciates getting a picture of the wide range

and variety of American broadcasting. He is happy to observe, com-

pare notes, and talk to fellow-broadcasters whom he meets at the uni-

versity and during the trip. He enjoys these relationships best when

they involve some give-and-take -- when he can discuss his own ex-

periences on an equal footing with the Americans he meets. By the

same token, he wants to have an opportunity to contribute to the Sem-

inar -- for example, by presenting and discussing his own work. This

interest in participation and in making contributions of his own,

however, does not seem to be based, in his case, on the feeling that
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it would enhance his own professional development. Rather, it is
based on the desire to make use of the special competence he can
offer and to attain recognition for it.

By contrast, the non-European comes with a more limited and

specific agenda. He is highly task-oriented. What he wants is to
increase his professional skills and increase his acquaintance with
broadcasting procedures that will be applicable to his home situa-

tion. He is much more satisfied with the professional activities

at the university than the European. He sees them as relevant to
his concerns and as an opportunity to achieve the learning that he

is striving for. Where he is critical, it is because the Seminar

does not provide as much opportunity as he would like for actual

focusing on specific professional concerns, in very concrete and

task-oriented fashion. He likes the opportunity for exchange with
fellow-participants and would be happy to reduce the number of lec-

tures in order to have more time for such exchanges. He asks for

more active involvement of the participants in the Seminar and greater

utilization of their talents -- not so much because he wants to make
contributions of his own, but because he finds that he can benefit

from the contributions of other Seminar participants. Opportunity

to observe what Americans are doing and to learn descriptions of it,

interesting though this may be, is not very useful from his point

of view. He wants to know how he can apply these things to his own

situation, and he is most eager for professional exchanges around
specific problems that will maximize his directly applicable skills

and knowledge.

In the travel period, the non-European, again, is more task-

oriented, and locates his greatest satisfactiins and accomplishments

in the professional area. What he appreciates about his visits to

broadcasting facilities is the opportunity they give him to acquire
professionally Wevant experiences and to meet fellow-professionals

who are willing to be helpful to him. He is less eager for the re-

ciprocal give-and-take conversations with American broadcasters that
the European cherishes, and more eager for interactions that are
instructive and informative in concrete ways. In painting this
task-oriented picture of the non-European, we do not wish to imply

that he has no interests other than the professional ones. He is

interested in learning about America, but such learning is inciden-

tal and not a central part of his agenda. The same is true for the

mere observation of American broadcasting activities in their own

right. The non-European very definitely is interested in interper-

sonal encounters with Americans (as well as with fellow-participants).

He seems to separate these, however, from professional and "learning"

encounters more than the European does. The interactions that he

seems to cherish particularly, and more so than the European, are

those that represent a relationship from man-to-man, rather than from

colleague-to-colleague.

The impact of the American experience seems to be different for

the European and the non-European, and in line with their different

expectations and goals and their different ways of relating them-

selves to the experience. The European did not expect the American

visit to have much of an impact on his professional activities and

he reports that it did not. There is one major exception here
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however: he wanted to establish professional and personal con-
tacts with American colleagues, and he clearly succeeded in doing
that, more so than the non-European. The most striking effect of
the trip is the increased understanding of American society and dif-
ferentiation of his image of America with which he comes away -- quite
in keeping with the agenda that he had set for himself. On the whole
his image of America is positive, though to place it on a simple
pro-con dimension would do violence to its complexity. His atti-
tude toward American broadcasting is also differentiated, but on the

whole less positive. Quite reflectively, he singles out certain
specific approaches and techniques of American broadcasting that he
considers praiseworthy, while raising questions about its over-all
structure and emphasis.

The non-European comes away with a highly favorable attitude
toward American broadcasting. He seems to approve of it in rather
global terms. This may reflect the fact that, unlike the European,
he was not particularly interested in making comparisons between the

American and other approaches. Rather, he was interested in ex-
tracting from American broadcasting things that would be useful in
his own country and applicable to his own system. The major impact
of the experience, for the non-European -- again, consistent with
his particular agenda -- was in the professional area. He seems to
feel that participation in the Seminar helped, at least in some
measure, to enhance his skills, to increase his knowledge of rele-
vant approaches and techniques, to redefine his professional role,
and to advance his career.

It seems evident that the Seminar did not fully meet the special

needs of either the Europeans or the non-Europeans. Yet it seemed
to meet them sufficiently to make the experience, on the whole, a
satisfying and meaningful one, and to produce an impact that still

manifests itself a year later. What is important to note, in the
present context, is that there seem to be different ways in which
our international exchange experience of this sort can have value
for its participants, What the Europeans and non-Europeans hoped to
get out of the experience, what they did in the attempt to meet these
goals, and what they finally achieved, were quite different, and yet

both groups seem to have been at least moderately satisfied with
their experience and both manifest significant effects -- each in

its own way.



CHAPTER 14

CONCLUSION

The purposes of this evaluation study were (1) to assess the

effectiveness of the Seminar in achieving its goals; and (2) to

identify the specific features of thu Seminar that were most success-

ful and those that created difficulties, in order to be able to

recommend arrangements and procedures that would enhance the effec-

tiveness of similar seminars in the future. What have we learned

from our findings that is relevant to these two research objectives?

Let us turn to the second objective first. Relevant information

is derived primarily from the interviews held with participants

while the Seminar was in progress (Chapters 4 and 6); this informa-

tion was validated by data from the retrospective interviews (Chapter

7) and supplemented by group observations and reactions of the Semi-

nar staff (Chapter 5). On the basis of this information,we have

come up with a series of conclusions about the requisite conditions

for a satisfying experience in a multi-national seminar. After

presenting these conclusions we shall turn to those of our findings

that can help us assess the effectiveness of the present Seminar

in achieving its goals (Chapter 8-11). We shall draw out the impli-

cations that these findings, as well as our findings about the dif-

ferential reactions of different subgroups (Chapters 12 and 13)

have for international exchange experiences.

Conditions for a SatisfvingLExchame Experience

Our analysis has yielded several conclusions that should be

applicable to a variety of situations involving international ex-

change. Each situation, of course, has some unique features awl

some special problems that have to be handled in terms of its own

requirements. Much depends, for example, on the professional field

with which a particular program is concerned, on the professional

positions of the participants, on the range of countries represented,

and on the setting in which the program is conducted. Nevertheless,

there are certain general principles that should be relevant to most

of these situations, even though they might take a different speci-

fic form in each case. We shall attempt to summarize some of these

principles, which are suggested Ly our data and the interpretations

that we have placed on them.

From the reactions of the participants to their experiences,

one can draw some inferences about the major conditions that are

likely to enhance their satisfaction. The conditions that we have

identified are based on our analysis of the first three interviews,

which focused (in part) on participants' reactions to the Seminar

while it was still in progress. Analysi,:, of the subsequent inter-

views confirmed our earlier conclusions and added only one major

new element: they revealed an even greater emphasis, in the partici-

pants' retrospective reflections on their experience, on the impor-

tance of active participation and direct involvement in professional

activities. Thus, these additional findings add further weight to

the points about the importance of professional participation that

are already stressed in the conditions we are about to present.
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We shall list seven conditions that appear to have general

applicability to multi-national programs. In planning and con-

ducting such a program, it would be important to take these con-

ditions into account and to structure the situation in a way that

would be likely to maximize them. We shall refer to the aspects

of the Seminar under study that have revealed the importance of

each condition, and we shall try to draw out the implications of

each. condition for the organization of mul ti- national exchange

programs.

(1) Relevance of the experience to the artici ant's s ecific

professional concerns. Perhaps the key factor in a person's satis-

faction with his experience abroad is how much value it has from

the point of view of his specific processional concerns. His whole,

attitude to the experience is likely to be shaped by the extent to

which it gives him an opportunity to exchange ideas end explore

problems that are direct' relevant to his work; the extent to

which it provides him with new information that he can apply to

his own professional situation;and the extent to which it enables

him to establish contacts with colleagues in other countries who

have similar interests, and thus lay the groundwork for future

exchanges. There are many things in which a Seminar participant

may be interested. He may enjoy learning about America in general,

and about the American developments in his own professional field,

in particular. In the final analysis, however, his satisfaction

with the experience will depend on its relevance to his specific

professional concerns.

The participants in the present Seminar enjoyed listening to

American leaders in the field of broadcasting, and were particularly

appreciative of the high quality of the invited speakerS that were

presented to them. Yet, some participants were not entirely satis-

fied because the organization of the professional seminars made it

difficult to focus on specific issues of common, concern, to delve

more deeply into them, and to discuss them in detail. The presen-

tation of what is happening in American broadcasting was interesting.

to them up to a point, but they also would have liked to use it as

a springboard for detailed exploration of concrete professional

problems of their own. Similarly, some participants were not en-

.
tirely satisfied with their experiences in the field,because they

saw too many stations for too short a period of time, without

sufficient opportunity to observe their operations in detail. They

were less interested in seeing facilities than they were in dis-

cussing specific problems in programming. They would have liked

an opportunity to be attached to a station for a longer period of

time, and actually work there alongside the regular staff or study

its operations at close range. Participants who had this kind of.

Opportunity were highly satisfied with their field experiences

The implication of this point would seem to be that, in organiz-

ing an exchange program, one must go beyond the question: what can

we show and tell the participants that would be of interest to them?

The primary question should be: what can we enable them to do that

will have concrete professional value for them? The problem is not

only one of selecting lecturers they would like to hear and facilities

they would like to, see, but also one of deliberately and systemati=

cally structuring the program so that participants will have the
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opportunity to address themselves actively, along with American
colleagues, to central issues in their wOrk. What they can see

and learn about American activities in their field is certainly
valuable, but it should be more than a description of what is
happening here and a display of facilities. It should be part of

a more active process of exploration and exchange on common problems.

The participants should be viewed not as professional sightseers,

but as professional colleagues engaged in a professionally relevant

enterprise.

If direct professional relevance is to serve as the guiding
principle in organizing the Seminar, a number of more specific
steps can be recommended: (a) Participants should be so selected

that they will be relatively homogeneous in terms of a focal
problem with which they are all professionally concerned. This

criterion is not incompatible with having some diversity in back-

ground, experience, positions, and specific activities, as long

as, at some level, there is a shared problem on which all partici-

pants can come together. (b) The professional part of the Seminar

should be organized in terms of an integrating framework, built
around issues related to the focal area of concern. This frame-

work Should be communicated to the participants in advance, so
that they will know what to expect and what is expected of them,

and will be able to prepare accordingly. (c) Deliberate attempts
should be made to match activities with the specific interests

and needs of the participants. During their stay at the university,

this would mean providing opportunities for alternative activities
on the part of different sub-groups in line with their special

interests. For the field trip, it would mean finding out exactly

what kinds of activities each participant would like to engage in

and then selecting facilities that will make these activities

available. (d) Both.at the university and in the field, it is

necessary to make some sacrifice in the number of offerings--the
number of speakers invited, the number of facilities visited-.;in

order to allow for longer and deeper exposure to each. This need

not be an absolute rule, of course. There may be occasions when
it is valuable to bring in some outstanding speakers or visit some
outstanding facilities even though only a limited amount of time

is available. (e) Exposure to American speakers and facilities

should be of such a nature that participants will have ample op-

portunity to explore procedures and approaches in.detail and to

relate them to their own specific interests, problems, and experi-

erices. During the stay at the university, this means that there

should be time and encouragement to follow up each presentation

with extended discussion and exchange, going beyond questions and

answers into an actual sharing of experiences. During the field

trip, it means that each participant should, if possible, be at-

tached to at least one facility for a longer period of time and
directly involved in its on-going activities. He may either take

the role of a temporary staff member, or of an observer who-can ex-
plore the operations of the facility in detail. ,(f) Even in the

planning of those activities that are not specifically professional,

it may be worthwhile to consider their possible professional rele-

vance. Some participants may be interested in numerous aspects of

American life; others, however, may be particularly interested in

those aspects that touch on their professional specialties. In
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developing academic seminars and in arranging the non-professional

side of the travel period, therefore, it would be important to keep

in mind which aspects of American life are likely to interest the

participants, given their particular professional concerns. Ipso -,

far as possible, it would be desirable to offer participants alterna-

tive academic seminars from which they can select those that are of

the. greatest interest to them.

We have dwelt at such length on the question of the professional

relevance of the experience because we consider it a key to the par-
ticipant's reaction to the experience as a whole. We would venture

to predict that the extent to which the trip turned out to be a

meaningful professional experience will affect not only the person's

satisfaction with it at the moment, but also its longer-range im-

pact on him. This should be so for several reasons. First of all,

a satisfying experience is more conducive to a process of re-examina-

tion of one's assumptions and approaches. Thus, anything that has

a marked effect on satisfaction should also have a marked effect on

impact. Secondly', to the extent that the person is engaged in a

meaningful professional' experience, he will ipso, facto be involved

in an active process of thinking through his professional role and

professional activities. The results of this process should then

continue to manifest themselves when he comes back to his home situa-

tion. Finally, to the extent that he has been involved in a mean-

ingful professional experience, he will have established actual
links with colleagues from America and from other countries who

participated in the experience with him. He would thus become part

of a wider network of fellow-professionals, with whom he maintains

contact and engages in exchange. Thus, the effects of the experi-

ence would enter directly into= his subsequent professional life.

(2)
shisvn.a____IccotelithsAtunarts. As we have indicated, most

of the participants would like a relationship with their. American

colleagues that goes beyond listening to them speak, or asking them

questions, or being shown their facilities. This is related to

their desire for a professional experience directly germane to

problems of specific concern to them. Such an experience presupposes

a greater degree of discussion and exchange of ideas and experiences

than the one-sided relationship of speaker to listener or guide to

tourist makes possible. While the participants did not often men-

tion this directly, there are good theoretical reasons for believing

that more reciprocal, give-and-take relationships are valued hot

only because they are inherently more satisfying. Sometimes, this

may involve a matter of status: the visitor may feel that his host

does not really regard him as an equal with whom he'can engage in

a mutually beneficial exchange. From all indications, however, this

feeling did not prevail among the specialists whom we interviewed.

They were generally accorded very high status by the organizers of

the Seminar, and by the colleagues they met both at the university

and in the field. Moreover, they did not seem to mind being in the

role of learner and observer. Nevertheless, it seems reasonable
to suppose that there is a limit to how long one can sustain this

role. Quite aside from status considerations, it is frustrating ,

to remain for a long time in the role of spectator rather than
participant, the role of recipient rather than contributor. A more
active,give-and-take relationship with his American colleagues.



would make the interaction intellectually more stimulating and
interpersonally more rewarding. It would allow the participant
to use his own potentialities to a greater extent and to experience
the satisfaction that comes from establishing a personal contact.
It is quite likely that our respondents' desire for more discussion
after lectures and for greater involvement in the facilities they
visited reflects, at least in part, a desire for more participatory,
colleague-type relationships with their American counterparts.

The recommendations that we have already offered for making
encounters with American colleagues, both at the university and in
the field, longer and more intensive would go .a long way to facili-
tate this type of relationship. We would go further, however, in
recommending a more deliberate and more complete introduction of
colleague-type relationships with Americans into the exchange pro-
gram. Thus, during the period at the university, we would recom-
mend the inclusion of several Americans as regular participants in
the Seminar. Ideally, they would remain with the Seminar during
the entire period, but there would be value in having them come
even for a period of one or two weeks. The essential point is that
they would come not as invited speakers, but as regular participants,
who see themselves as involved in an exchange activity, rather than
in mere information-giving. This is not meant to replace the pro-
cedure of bringing in American experts for short periods as speakers
and resource persons, but rather to supplement it with another--more
participatory--type of relationship with American colleagues.

During the field period, we would recommend that participants
be encouraged, whenever possible, to become "participant observers"
in at least one of the facilities they visit. If they can serve- as
temporary staff members, who are intimately involved in the on-going
operations of the organization, then the experience is likely to be
most rewarding. This may not always be feasible, but an attempt
should be made to approximate this type of participation.

(3) The participant's o go ortunit to make ersonal contribu-
tions. A major source of satisfaction is the opportunity to be an
active contributor, rather than just .a recipient. Being able to
make a contribution enhances a person's self-esteem. It gives him
the reassuring feeling that he has something of value to give
others and that they are interested in what he has to offer. More-
over, it strengthens his feeling that his participation in the pro-
gram is worthwhile in that his own talents and relevant experiences
are not being wasted. Finally, as the participant contributes per-
sonally, the experience becomes more enriching for himself. He is
able to relate what he hears to his own situation, he is stimulated
to develop and formulate his ideas, and he is given the opportunity
to try them out on others. On the practical side, when participants
make personal contributions, others can become acquainted with their
work and a.basis for future interaction can thus be provided.

Some of our respondents mentioned that, during their stay at
the university, their own contributions and the contributions of
other participants were not being used as fully as possible. They
were often prepared to contribute more than they were asked or en-
couraged to contribute. There was a general feeling that there was
not enough exchange among the participants themselves. The fact
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that opportunities for personal contributions by the participants

were not built into the program to any great extent was disappoint-
ing, not only because the participants were not able to contribute

as much as they would have liked to, but also because they were not

able to benefit as much from the contributions of other participants.

In the field interviews, respondents did not express any feeling

that their contributions were being under-utilized. It is quite

possible, however, that this is part of the reason why they were

not entirely satisfied with short touring -type visits, and why those

individuals who were attached to facilities for longer periods of

time, and more directly involved in their operations--and who, pre-

sumably, had greater opportunity to make personal contributions- -

generally expressed a high degree of satisfaction.

Again, the recommendations that we have already made for a
more'problem-oriented organization of the professional seminars

and a more intensive involvement in facilities during the travel

period, are-also designed to enhance the participants' opportunity

to make personal contributions. During the period at the university,

if lectures are followed by opportunities for extensive discussion
around concrete problems, participants are able to bring in their

own relevant experiences, learn more about what each of them is

doing and thinking, and get reactions from one another. We would

further recommend that the program be so structured that participants

whose experience is particularly relevant to the problem under study

can be called upon to lead discussions,make presentations, or give

demonstrations. It might also be a good idea to invite each partici-

pant to describe to the group the relevant professional developments

in his own country. In this way, one could take fuller advantage

both of the personal contributions of individual participants and
of the multi-national character of the Seminar for the transmission

of useful information.

Longer and more intensive involvement of the participants in

the facilities they visit during the travel period would, of course,

increase their opportunities for making personal contributions.
This would be particularly true if they are actually working along-

side their American counterparts. The organization to which the
participant will be attached should be informed early and fully of

his background and qualifications. This would give his colleagues

an idea of the potential contributions that he could make to theilo

program, and enable them to invite him to make these contributions.

(4) Availability to the participant of choice in activities

and arrangements. Satisfaction is likely to be greatest if the

persob's activities and arrangements are not entirely pre-determined,

but if he is given some freedom of-movement so that he can pursue

his awn interests and maximize his own values. We have already
mentioned the importance of providing the participant, insofar as

possible, with choices in his professional and academic activities

and in the facilities he visits during the travel period. The

same considerations hold true for social, cultural, and recreational

activities.

There are three inter-related ways in which the participant's
choice of activities can be enhanced: (a) The rang of opportunities
made available to the individual can be generally broadened. This
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does not necessarily mean organizing a large variety of activities.

It does mean, first of all, acquainting the participants with as

many on-going activities as possible (e.g., various cultural and

recreational events at the university and, the neighboring community,

and in the cities they will be visiting during the travel period),

so that they can select.the particular ones that are of interest

to them. Secondly, it means facilitating arrangements for engaging

in these activities, for example,, by obtaining tickets. and providing

transportation. (b) Wherever possible, activities can be planned

in such a way that the group can be broken down into smaller sub-

groups, in line with their diverse interests. This does not mean

that there, should be no activities for the total group, but it

should be kept in mind that this is not always the most meaningful

arrangement. If this principle is followed, participants will have

genuine alternatives among which they can choose. Thus, in profes-

sional activities there should be some mechanisms for the formation

of special interest groups around specific issues. Academic activ-

ities should consist of a series of offerings within which partici-

pants Can choose. Organized social and recreational activities

should be of different types, reflecting the differences in prefer-

ence among the participants. (c) Finally, one can.enhance choice

by ensuring that "saying No" always remain an available alternative.

It is important to watch out that an opportunity does not degenerate

into an obligation. This can happen, for example, during the travel

period if a heavy program of social activities is pre-arranged for

a participant who would rather rest, or have privacy, or pursue his

own interests.

The problem of choice also enters into some of the practical

arrangements. It is important to keep in mind that meals, accommoda-

tions, transportation, etc., involve competing values to which dif-

ferent participants may assign different weights. One should not

assume, therefore, that all participants would prefer the same

arrangement. Rather, one should try to individualize arrangements

as much as possible, and allow each participant to choose in terms

of his own preference. 1

(5) Arran ement of the artici ant's chedule and faci ities

in line with his desired attern of activities. It is obvious that

a participant's satisfaction depends on his ability to do the things

that he wants to do--or perhaps has to do. In working out, a schedule

and in arranging facilities, it is essential to take this criterion

into account in a very deliberate way. Thus, it is not enough to

think in terms of giving him certain blocks of time. One must con-

sider ih detail the kinds of activities in which he would want to

engage during that time. The time is not very valuable unless it

comes at a point at which he needs it and at which he can use it

to maximum advantage, given the activities in which he wishes to

engage. For example, in scheduling free time during the stay at

the university, one should consider at what point this free time

can be used most effectively in the context of the over-all program

(e.g., at what point participants need time for absorbing new

material, for reflection,'or for relaxation) and in the light of

the activiLies in which participants would want to engage (e.g.,

what blocks of time would these require and during which parts of

the day). Similarly, in scheduling time in different cities during

the travel period, one must make sure that the amount of time, and
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the point at which it is introduced, are such as to make the desired

activities possible and convenient. Similar considerations pertain

to the arrangement of facilities. It is essential not only to pro-

vide facilities that participants require for their desired activities,

but also to provide them in a form and at a tima that they can be

used to maximum advantage.

(6) The partici pant's
with Americans. For many visitors, informal social contacts, which

permit some degree of personal interaction, are a major source of

satisfaction. Some of our respondents indicated that, while they

enjoyed the more formal occasions organized for the group as a whole,

these did not completely satisfy all of their social needs. In the

light of this experience, it would seem to be important to suppleme.it

the more formal gatherings with other types of experiences that allow

for informal interactions. One way of meeting this need would be to

encourage staff members, such as the leaders of the academic seminars,

to spend more time in informal contacts with the participants, to be

present at some of the meals, or to invite the participants to their

homes.. Another way of meeting this need would be to arrange informal

gatherings at the university, to which members of the community- -from

-different walks of life--are invited. Small gatherings in private

homes also can be arranged, to which several participants along with

opportunity for informal social contacts

several members ofthe community are invited. At such gatherings,

individual participants would be able to strike up acquaintances

with individual Americans. This, in turn, is likely to lead to sub-

sequent contacts and to spontaneous invitations to American homes.

While there is a special value in spontaneous invitations, we

found that even the organized private hospitality seems to be highly

successful. The participants reacted very favorably to their experi-

ences of private hospitality, both during their period at the univer-

sity and during their travel period. These were often mentioned as

highlights of their visit. Participants saw these invitations to

private homes as opportunities to meet Americans as individuals, in

the context of their families, and in an informal and relaxing at-

mosphere. They enjoyed the personalized nature of the relationship,

the conversations that it engendered, and the chance to participate

in the regular activities of an American family. They were impressed

by the generosity, frankness, openness, and the amount of interest

in the outside world shown by their American hosts. Experiences of

this sort can be quite unpleasant, if the encounters turn out to be

patronizing, ritualistic, and impersonal. In our interviews, however,

we had practically no indication of any negative reactions to these

experiences. We would recommend that arrangements for private hos

pitality continue to be included in future exchange programs, both

during the period at the university and during the travel period.

Of course, in the selection and orientation of families participating

in these arrangements, one must pay deliberate attention to the

possible ways in which private hospitality might backfire. in ar-

ranging an itinerary for the travel period, it may be a good ,idea

to encourage those participants who are likely to find' it difficult

to make .their own social arrangements to visit, other things being

equal, communities that are smaller and less inundated with foreign

visitors. In such communities, they are more likely to receive

individualized attention.
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The opportunity for informal social contacts with Americans

is likely to be a major factor in determining the visitor's general

reaction to the experience as a whdle. Formation of personal rela-

tionships to nationals of the hos't country often represents the

most warmly remembered aspect of a trip abroad. Not only does it

provide the visitor with satisfying experiences while he is in the

foreign country, but it may also lead to the establishment of last-

ing personal ties.

(7) Enhancement of the participant's national and personal

status,. The question of whether one is being accorded the status

one is due is likely to arise in the minds of participants in any

group situation. It is, however, particularly likely to come up in

a multi-national situation. Here, national status tends to be tied

in with personal status. Participants may become sensitive about

the status accorded their own national group. Such sensitivities

have often been noted among representatives from African and Asian

nations who may feel (sometimes with justification) that Americans

and Europeans are under-valuing their countries and are patronizing

them. The reverse reaction has also been noted. Some Europeans

may feel that they are taken for granted while representatives from

developing countries ave given more attention. Asian participants,

in particular, may experience a feeling of status deprivation. They

may feel that they are neither assigned equal status to the extent

of the Europeans, nor given the special attention that is accorded

to the Africans.

A participant's satisfaction with his experience as a whole is

likely to depend, to a large extent, on the degree to which it helps

to enhance his status and thus, also, his self-esteem. The recom-

mendationsthat we have already made for increasing the participants'

opportunities for colleague-type relationships with their American

counterparts and their opportunities to make personal contributions

to the program are clearly designed to provide status enhancement.

A participant's sense of personal, as well as national status is

likely to increase when he finds that others regard his professional

contributions of interest to them, or when he is asked to report

about his own work and about the activities in his country. Our

respondents also appreciated the fact that very prominent people

came to speak to them at the university or arranged social gather-

ings for them at their homes. One can assume that they found this

satisfying, at least in part, because it contributed to their sense

of status enhancement. Private invitations to American homes, in

general, can serve to enhance the participant's status--provided,

of course, that the American hosts are genuinely interested in the

visitor and not patronizing toward him.

Of at least equal importance is the other side of the coin.

In organizing an exchange program, one must be -.2tively concerned

with avoiding experiences that represent status deprivation. There

are various points at which status deprivation can be experienced,

of which people planning exchange programs should be constantly

aware: (a) It is possible for the professional staff of an exchange

program to define the role of the participant in such a way that it

would lower his'status. This would happen, for example, if he is

personally treated as a student, or as a representative from a back-

ward country. This kind of definition can too easily be built into
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the structure of a seminar and produce a patronizing attitude on

the part of the staff. Fortunately, this type of definition of the

participants' role was completely absent in the Seminar under study.

The participants were clearly treated as high-status professionals,

which probably helps to account for their generally high level of

satisfaction with the experience. (b) There are also various ways

in which the administrative staff, both at the university and in

the field, can inadvertently contribute to experiences of status

deprivation. Thus, differential treatment of the participants by

the administrative staff, particularly where this can be interpreted

in terms of nationality, may have this effect, and may produce re-

sentment. Similarly, when a participant does not.receive individ-

ualized treatment-when arrangements for him are made entirely in

the context of arrangements for the group as a whole--he may feel

that he has not been accorded the attention that his status warrants.

(c) We have already mentioned that in their social and professional

contacts outside the Seminar pet se participants may experience

status deprivation, if they are ignored, or if they are treated in

a patronizing way. We find no indication that this happened to

our respondents to any noticeable degree, which probably helps to

account for their high satisfaction with their experiences of pri-

vate hospitality and the travel period in general. (d) Finally,

status deprivation can be experienced in the course of contacts

with officials and service personnel unconnected with the Seminar.

For example, participants may be subjected to bureaucratic indig-

nities or to racial prejudice. The organizers of the Seminar are,

of course, unable to control completely the occurrence of such

experiences. What they can do, however, is to anticipate the

possibility that participants may be faced with such situations,

prepare them for these, give them some explanation of the relevant

context, and provide them with information that will help them

deal with the situations when they do arise.

Creating the conditions for a truly satisfying exchange ex-

perience requires careful planning and coordination, attention to

many details, and probably considerable expense. There is every

reason to believe, however, that these are investments worth making,

International exchanges have an enormous potential for enriching

the professional lives of the participants; for developing fuller,

more refined, and more differentiated views of other nations; and

for establishing networks of professional communication and ex-

change that cut across national boundaries. The more satisfying

the experience as the person participates in it, the greater the

likelihood that its long-range potential will be realized.

m act of the Seminar on Participants' Views and Activities

The importance of providing an experience that will be satis-

fying to its participants certainly requires no justification. It

is an end in itself, both from the point of view of the responsi-

bility that the organizers of exchange activities have toward those

whom they invite to participate in these activities, and from the

point of view of maintaining a positive relationship between organ-

izers and participants, in the short run as well as in the long run.

We have gone beyond these obvious desiderata, however, and suggest,
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in the preceding paragraphs, that the more satisfying an exchange
experience is for those who participate in it, the more likely it

is to have a significant, and positive impact on them--on their

professional activities and attitudes, on their views of other

nations, and on their involvement in international networks of

professional communication and exchange. Granting the relation-

ship between satisfaction and impact, it is of course possible

that an experience that has been satisfying in many respects has

failed to produce significant effects in certain areas, or that

an experience that was unsatisfactory in many ways has nonetheless

had an important impact on many of the participants. Moreover,

there are many instances in which short-run discomfort may be

necessary if long-run effects are to take place. For example, new

learning may require the often painful re-examination of precon-

cived ideas; insight into a foreign culture may require an immer-

sion into it that is sufficiently intense to carry with it certain

risks of "culture shock" and personal misunderstanding.

We would assume that the relationship between satisfaction
and impact is often of a very subtle and detailed nature--that
certain kinds of satisfaction are most likely to facilitate certain

kinds of impact, and, furthermore, that the apparent effects of

certain experiences may be quite different when they are observed

in the short run than they are when observed in the long run. Our

data are not sufficiently refined to give as much information about

these more subtle relationships, although they do offer some rele-

vant hints (especially the data reported in ,Chapters12 and 13) to

which we shall return below. For the moment, however, we want to

ask a far grosser question. We have seen that the Seminar under

study was, on the whole, a very satisfying experience for those

who participated in it, although certainly many participants had

some criticisms of it--and some participants had many criticisms.

Do we have any evidence that this satisfying experience had an

impact on the participants?

The most striking finding of impact concerns the participants'

images of America and American broadcasting, and specifically the

degree of complexity and differentiation of these images. The data

that are most directly relevant to this 'point come from the before--

and after-questionnaires. Scores on an over-all index of change in

degree of differentiation of the image of America and American
broadcasting were computed for each participant and each member of

the comparison group, on the basis of their questionnaire responses.
When the scores of participants are compared to those of their con-

trols, a very clear finding emerges: Participants Show an increase

in differentiation, while comparison group members actually show a

slight decrease. The difference between the two groups is statis-

tically significant, and suggests very strongly that the participants

in the Seminar did indeed develop more complex and- differentiated

images of America and of American broadcasting as a result of their

American experience. Their responses on the after-questionnaire

tend to become more concrete and specific; they evidence an aware-

ness of a greater number of aspects of American society and of

differences within it, a better understanding. of American institu-

tions.in their own terms, and a picture that is generally more de-

tailed and elaborate.

Thus, we are :VAatified in concluding that the Seminar partici-
pants' experience in America did produce measurable changes in their
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what we would regard as the most crucial dimension: the complexity

and differentiation of their images. Changes on these cognitive

dimensions, we submit, are far more important than a global increase

in favorableness might be. Such changes in over-all favorableness

are often, based on incomplete understanding and are likely to be

quite ephemeral. The increased complexity and differentiation that

we found in our-data ,is particularly significant in view of the

fact that we.were,dealing with respondents who were quite sophisti-

cated and already relatively knowledgeable about' America and.Ameri-

can broadcasting. Thus, it seems reasonable to generalize these

findings to other exchange experiences and to. conclude,that-such

experiences' are indeed capable of producing significant changes-on

the cognitive dimensions of attitudes toward the host country and

sooe of its institutions.

While this is our major finding, it does not represent the

only impact of the experience that we have been able to identify.

Let us look, first, at some of the other effects of the trip on. .

participants' images of America. The images they hold, after the

completion of the sojourn, vary greatly, although certain common!.

themes emerge again and again. Some of these.are positive in tone,

some negative, and some cannot really be placed.on a favorable-

unfavorable.dimension. On the whole, the participants' view of

America and of Americans is clearly more positive than it is nega-

tive, but it is by no means wholly uncritical. The point that

comes up most frequently and most emphatically is the participants'

awareness of the complexity and diversity of America--which

course,: in keeping with our evidence that their images of America

have indeed become more differentiated.

When we compare. the responses of participants and controls,

a year after the Seminar's completion, we find several'differences

between them. Aside from the participants' greater tendency to

stress the complexity and diversity of America, they are,;.also more

likely-to dwell on certain of the human qualities of Americans, on

the importance Of socio-economic. differences within American soci-

ety, and on the commitment of Americans to democratic values. These

are features of America whose full implications, it would seem, -can

only be understood through first-hand contact. Questionnaire re-.

sponses also reveal a change on the evaluative dimension,. though

. not as-marked a change as that found on the dimension ,of differen-

tiation: All the-information from the questionnaire that relates

'to respondents' general images of America and Americans suggests

that the Seminar participants (relative to the comparison group)

become more favorable in their evaluations as a result of their

experience in America. This does not imply,: of course, that they

have no criticisms of American life, but simply that, by and large,

they tend to see it in a more positive light.

What about:participants' images of American broadcasting?

They seem to be impressed with the-potential for high.quality pro-

gramming in the United States and,with:some of theproducts that

have been achieved, but they feel that the structure.of broadcast-

ing is riot set up so as to maximize this potential. lrhey are crit-

ical of the limited allocation of resources for such high quality

programming' relative to more strictly commercial pursuits. They
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see commercial considerations as a major source of the problem,

although they can also point to certain advantages of private owner-

ship of broadcasting media, particularly within the context of

American society. The differences in broadcasting structure and the

low quality of some of the American products limit, in their view,

the applicability of American approaches to their own countries, but

some of the creative ideas--particularly in educational and public

affairs broadcasting--clearly seem of value to them. Certain fea-

tures of American broadcasting--such as the extensive use of commer-

cials and the low repute of radio--should, they feel, be systemati-

cally avoided. In fact, in these areas it would be best for American

broadcasters to learn from their counterparts abroad.

When we compare the questionnaire responses of participants

with those of their controls, we find two changes in their evalua-

tion of American broadcasting which, though small, are consistent

with the composite image we have just presented. On the one hand,

participants tend to become somewhat less satisfied with American

broadcastingparticularly with its coverage of information about

their own countries, which is of course a matter of personal signi-

ficance to them. On the other hand, they tend to become somewhat

more inclined (relative to the comparison group) to see American

broadcasting as a potential source of valuable contributions to

their own broadcasting systems. It seems reasonable to suggest

that increased familiarity with American broadcasting may lead to

a tendency to become both more critical of certain aspects of it,

and more aware of specific approaches and procedures that can

fruitfully be applied to one's own situation. This finding also

suggests that it would be a mistake to treat "favorableness" as a

unitary dimension.

As far as participants' attitudes toward,American broadcasters,

as individuals, are concerned, many seem to have developed a sense

of colleagueship and of identity in interests and values with them.

They have generally high regard for them, and certainly evaluate

them more favorably than unfavorably. They do nave criticisms,

particularly about the way in which American broadcasters meet

their responsibilities toward their audiences. They tend to as-

cribe the shortcomings of their American colleagues in this area

to the conditions under which they work which, in turn, they see

as related to the structure of American broadcasting. Their de-

scriptions of American broadcasters actually do not differ markedly

from those given by comparison group members, but what differences

do emerge reflect the participants' greater familiarity with Ameri-

can colleagues- -with their strengths, as well as their weaknesses.

So far, we have been speaking about the impact of the sojourn

on the participants' views of what they found in America - -of Ameri-

can society and its members, of American broadcasting and its prac-

titioners. There is also some evidence of the personal and profes-

sional impact that the sojourn had on the participants.

In their own evaluations of the significance that the experi-

ence had for them, large proportions of the participants indicate

that they succeeded, during their American sojourn, in learning

many things that they had hoped to learn when they first arrived.

First and foremost, they gained professional knowledge and insight,
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which are relevant to their professional activities at home. In

addition, they acquired new knowledge about American broadcasting

and about American society--which was, indeed, an important part

of the agenda that many participants brought with them. An impact

of a different sort is the sense of enjoyment that they derived

from traveling throughout the United States and interacting with
Americans--a part of the experience that is even more highly valued

in retrospect, when one reflects on the trip and speaks about it,

than it is while the trip is in progress. Many participants also

report that their American sojourn produced some change in their
perspectives of their own countries; and in their orientations to-

ward international exchanges and their involvement in international

contacts. All of these reports suggest that, at least subjectively

and at least in small ways, many participants have become different

people as a consequence of their trip. For different participants
the impact, no doubt, has been in different areas. For some the

trip may have been responsible, in part, for a reorganization of
their professional ideas and plans, with substantial consequences

for their careers. For others, its significance may rest largely

in the warm memories and the tidbits of new knowledge that it has

produced. In all of these cases, however,, we are dealing with ef-

fects that the person carried with him at the end of the sojourn

and that, in some sense, make themselves felt in his life back

home.

Comparisons between participants and controls yield further

information about the professional impact of the experience. Many
participants reported, in the post-return interview, changes in

their positions or responsibilities--but so did many controls. One

difference between the two groups, however, is that the participants

are more likely to ascribe these changes to the recognition of their

own abilities. One might speculate that the experience abroad has

enhanced their self-confidence and sense of professional competence.

Further evidence along these lines can be found in the question-

naires. Between the first and the second questionnaires, partici-

pants tend to become more positive in their orientation toward their

own professional future. Unlike the controls, they show some in-

crease in their level of aspiration, i.e., in the professional posi-

tion they hope to achieve and the scope and quality of the operation

they hope to oversee. At the same time, they show an increase in

the congruity of hopes and aspirations: they tend not only to in-

crease in their level of aspiration, but also in their confidence

that they will be able to achieve this level.

As for their views about broadcasting in general, participants

were more likely to say--in the post-return interview--that they

had undergone some changes. There is only little evidence, however,

about the specific nature of changes manifested by the participants

(more so than by the controls); one point that does emerge is their

renewed or increased commitment to the importance of radio. There

is some indication, in the questionnaire data, that the participants

do indeed reorganize their views about broadcasting--at home as well

as in the United States--to a somewhat greater extent than the con-

trols. They also reveal a tendency on the part of participants to

display are interesting change with evaluative implications: they

come to perceive fewer areas in which broadcasters in other countries

can ben'efit from their own experiences. This change probably reflects
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an increased awareness of the relative advantages and.disadvantages

of their own broadcasting procedures and approaches as compared to

.those of other countries. In general, this does'not make the Semi-

nar participants dissatisfied with their own procedures, but it

does seem to make them less certain of the applicability of these

procedures to the situations that prevail in other countries.

There is also some evidence that the reverse effect occurs--

that participants become less certain of the applicability of pro-

cedureS used in other countries to their own professional situations.

Participants tend to express greater reservations than controls

about the training value of international exchanges for their own

broadcasters. These reservations seem to be based precisely on the

feeling that adaptation of the procedures used in-one country to

the conditions of another country is often a difficult and hazardous

task. This does not mean that participants come to reject the value

of international exchanges. As a matter of fact, according to their

own reports, they have become more positive about such exchanges as

a.result of their experience. What has apparently happened, however,

is that they have become more realistic about the potential contri-

butions of such exchanges. They find exchange valuable, but have

also become aware of its limitations and thus tend to assign to it

a more modest role than do the.controls.

As for international communication, many participants seem to

have established and maintained a considerable number of contacts

with American individuals and organizations. A much smaller number,

however, have maintained their contacts with fellow-participants..

One wonders whether this very limited success in building continuing

connections among the participants is related to the limited place

that professional exchange among the participants themselves had in

the over-all design of the Seminar.

In sum, we can conclude that the preseht Seminar had a major

impact on participants' views of America and American broadcasting- -

and one that is likely to be lasting because it involves not merely

a change in the favorableness of images held, 'but a change in their

complexity, differentiation, and richness'of detail: The Seminar's

impact on the participants' professional attitudes and activities

was less marked, but there certainly is some evidence of changes

in these respects. The Seminar seemed to be least effective in

generating an international network of profesSional communication

and exchange, although it produced a stepped-up level of interaction

of the participants with American individuals and organizations.

These findings suggest the kinds of changes that an international

exchange experience of the type that we have investigated are capable

of producing in some of the participants. This does not mean, of

course, that such changes will occur in every program of this type

and certainly not in every individual participant in such a program.

It is obvious that in the present study, too, not every participant

was affected to the same degree and in the same way. Let us turn,

therefore, to some conclusions about the differential reactions mani-

fested by different subgroups within the Seminar, and some of the

possible implications of such differences..
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aihmomp_Rifferences in Satisfaction and Impact

We used two different approaches to divide our population into

subgroups, in order to be able to explore possible differences in

reaction within the total group. One involved comparison between

two subgroups differing in terms of demonstrated impact. We used,

for this purpose, our index of change in degree of differentiation

of the image of America and American broadcasting, which is the

measure that yielded our major finding of impact. The comparison,

then, is between those who showed the. greatest amount of change on

this indek and.those who showed the least--in other, words, between

High and Low Differentiators (Chapter 12). Our second approach

involved comparison between two subgroups differing in certain

defining characteristics that are likely to have a bearing on their

reactions to the situation and its impact upon them. For this

purpose, we divided our population into Europeans and Non-Europeans

and made comparisons between these two groups'(Chapter 13)..

When we compare High and Low Differentiators, we find that the

former are more likely to have come to the American experience with

considerable self-confidence about their professional competence

and their, ability to make the contacts and gain the information

they wanted--a self-confidence bolstered by their linguisitic and

cultural proximityto the host society. In line with this self-

confidence, they had great expectations for a satisfactory and use-

ful experience. They were greatly disappointed, however, in the

professional part of this experience, particularly during the first

phase of the sojourn, spent at the university. Their satisfaction

seemed to rise again as they tended to turn away from an emphasis

on professional pursuits to an emphasis on other aspects of the

experience, including the opportunity to learn about American soci-

ety. These and other findings suggest three factors that may, in

interaction with each other account for the increased differentia-
tion manifested by this subgroup of participants: (1) Their readiness,

--due to their freedom from cultural and linguisitic barriers, their

professional self-confidence, and the specificity of their expecta-

tions--to enter quickly and easily into searching, give-and-take

interactions with the Americans they met, and thus to become exposed

to the variety and complexity of Americans and their views; (2) their

possession of a fairly well articulated cognitive framework about

the United States, which helped them scan new information more

quickly and integrate new insight more readily; and (3) their disap-

pointment in the professional experience, which may, have caused

them to give greater weight to the interest in learning about

America that they brought with them, but that might--under other

circumstances--have remained more latent.

It is interesting and instructive that this subgroup,-which

shows the greatest amount of change on one important dimension,

includes individuals who were rather disappointed in one important

part of their experience in America. The disappointment may or may

not be causally related to the changes manifested by the High Dif-

ferentiators, but in any event it did not interfere with these,

changes. This does not mean, of course, that such disappointments

would never interfere with meaningful change. There is good reason

to assume that the interest in learning about America was at least,

a latent part of the agenda of the High Differentiators, so that



appointment in the professional domain may have had rather devastat-

ing

both ready and interested in engaging in the kinds of inter-

actions

were able to turn to it with some enthusiasm. Thus, they

actions that would allow them to develop a more differentiated

did engage in were satisfying to them. For some individuals, dis-
image of America and, from all indications, the interactions they

direc-

tions and, fortunately, was able to find them.

ing effects. This group, however, given their dispositions and

interests, was able to look for their satisfactions in other direc-

Turning to the comparison between Europeans and non-Europeans,
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we find two rather distinct patterns in their approaches to the

American experience. The European tended to come to the Seminar

with a broader and less specific agenda, which included not only

professional concerns, but also an interest in seeing the country,

in meeting people, and in deepening his understanding of American

society. He quickly decided that the Seminar was not set up and

the participants were not selected in such a way as to make it a

professional exchange at the level he desired, and therefore he

readily adopted the role of observer. He was interested in and

enjoyed everything he could hear and observe about America, both

during the university phase of the Seminar and during the travel

period. On the professional side, too, he enjoyed visiting broad-

casting facilities, observing their activities, meeting Amer!can

broadcasters and comparing notes with them. The non-Europeans, by

contrast, came with a more limited and specific agenda. He was

concerned with increasing his professional skills and learning

about broadcasting procedures that could be applied to his home

situetion. He was highly task-oriented during both pLases of the

Seminar. He found the professional exchanges at the university

useful and would, in fact, have liked a greater emphasis on them.

During the travel period, too, he was interested in experiences

that were directly relevant from a professional point of view. In

short, he was not only less interested in learning about America

in general (except as an incidental, if highly valued part of his

experience), but also less interested in observing and hearing

about American broadcasting. What he wanted were professional ex-

periences around specific problems that would maximize his directly

applicable skills and knowledge.

In line with their different expectations, goals, and ways of

relating themselves to their American experience, the Europeans and

non-Europeans manifested rather different effects. The European

did not expect the American visit to have much of an impact on his

professional activities and he reports that it did not, with one

major exception: He wanted to establish professional and personal

contacts with American colleagues, and he clearly succeeded in

doing that, more so than the non-European. The most striking ef-

fect of the trip is the increased understanding of American society

and differentiation of his image of America with which he comes

away--quite in keeping with the agenda that he had set for himself.

On the whole his image of America is positive. His attitude toward

American broadcasting is also differentiated, but on the whole less

positive. He praises certain of its specific approaches and tech-

niques, while raising questions about its over-all structure and

emphasis.
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The non-European comes away with a highly favorable attitude

toward American broadcasting. He approves of it in rather global

terms, which probably reflects the fact that he is less interested

in making comparisons between the American and other approaches as

he is in extracting from American broadcasting things that would

be useful in his own situation. The major impact of the experience,

for the non-European--again, consistent with his particular agenda- -

was in the professional area. He seems to feel that participation

in the Seminar helped, at least in some measure, to enhance his

skills, to increase his knowledge of relevant approaches and tech-

niques, to redefine his professional role, and to advance his career.

Needless to say, this portrait of the European and non-European

does not apply to every representative of these groups even within

our population, and it would certainly be a mistake to assume that

the orientations that we have outlined ar. descriptive of Europeans

and non-Europeans in general. What is important about these por-

traits is not so much what they tell us about Europeans and non-

Europeans, but what they tell us about two different patterns of

reaction to an intermucional exchange experience of the kind that

we have investigated. Different participants in such experiences

bring to them different goals and expectations, different needs and

agenda. The specific requirements of an experience that will be

satisfying and useful for one may be quite different from the re-

quirements for the other. These considerations underline the im-

portance of careful matching of participants and programs: given

a particular group of participants, we must ask whether the pro-

gram that has been devised for them is indeed the one they need

and want; given a particular program, we must ask whether the in-

dividuals selected as participants in it are indeed the ones who

will find it most satisfying and beneficial. Such matching can,

of course, not be done blindly. It would be a step backward if we

were to conclude, on the basis of our analysis, that Europeans need

one kind of experience and non-Europeans another. Our analysis

suggests that European vs. non-European in this context is an im-

portant variable, but we must keep in mind that (a) it is only one

of many variables, and (b) it is a variable that itself consists

of many variables--i.e., that it reflects a number of factors that

need not always go together. Our hope, then, is that the two pat-

terns we have identified will be considered in the matching of

participants and programs, but on an individual rather than on a

group basis--that they will help organizers of exchange programs

assess whether the fit between a given program and a given indi-

vidual is right, in view of the needs and expectations of that

individual.

There is another important qualification that needs to be made

here and that our analysis seems to support. It would be a mistake

to assume that a particular program can serve only one purpose and

should therefore be restricted to one type of participant. Our

comparison between Europeans and non-Europeans demonstrates that,

despite their different orientations, both of these groups were

able to derive some degree of satisfaction and benefit from the

same Seminar. While the Seminar did not fully meet the special

needs of either type of participant, it seemed to meet them suffi-

ciently to make the experience, on the whole, a satisfying and

meaningful one for each, and to produce an impact that still
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manifested itself a year later. Clearly, the same program can

have different meanings and uses for different participants- -

there are different ways in which it can be successful.

The same point is suggested by our analysis of the High Dif-

ferentiators, who seem to have made their sojourn a satisfying and

meaningful one, despite the disappointment they experiencedlby turn-

ing into a different direction. There is often, in other words,

more than a single path available to the individual that can'make

the experience worthwhile for him. This is not to say, however,

that whatever one does will work out satisfactorily. There may

well be times when the disappointment is of such a nature that it

cannot be compensated for, or when the program may be of such a

nature that it cannot offer compensation through alternative paths.

There may well be times when the needs of different individuals

and subgroups are so different that it is not productive to include

them within the same program. At other times, the needs may be such

that they can be met effectively within the same program, as long as

it provides a sufficient number of alternatives for them. It is our

impression, for example, that the different subgroups within the

present Seminar would have had an even more satisfying and useful

experience if it had been made easier for each of them--within the

context of the over-all program--to spend at least part of their

time in different activities, suited to their special needs. Such

an arrangement, where feasible, would be in keeping with the two

major general implications that 'can be drawn from our subgroup

analysis: (1) that different individuals, in keeping with their

different goals and orientations, need different kinds of experi-

ences if an exchange program is to be satisfying to them and have

an impact upon them; and (2) that there is more than one way in

which a program can provide satisfaction and have impact, so that

the same program can be satisfying and effective for different

individuals, in different ways, despite differences in their goals

and orientations, as long as it offers avenues for meeting their

special needs.
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OVESTIONNAIRE FOR SPECIALISTS IN BROADCASTING

1. Below is a list of activities in which television might be engaged.

To what extent are these activities involved in television (as it

is practiced or planned) inyoug,sountry? For each item, please

check whether it represents (or will represent) a major activity,

a minor activity, or one which is hardly ever engaged in.

Major Minor Hardly
activity activity ever done

a) Providing specific information,
such as news, to the public

b) Providing education to the public

c) Providing popular entertainment

d) Providing high-level entertainment
for those groups within the popu-
lation that are interested

e) Giving the general public contact

with good literature, art, and music

f) Contributing to the improvement of
artistic and literary taste

g) ftoviding programs of interest to
special groups within the popula-

tion, such as religious, ethnic,

or occupational groups

h) Providing a forum for political

discussion

i) Communicating the goals of the govern-

ment to the citizens of the country

j) Selling products and services

k) Creating common ties In the country

1) Contributing to the creation and
maintenance of national loyalty

m) Providing information about other

countries

Which of the above activities do you think should receive move

emphasis by television in your country (as it is practiced or

planned) than they do now? Please list them by letter below:

Which of the above activities do youl think should receive less

emphasis by television in your country (as it is practiced or

planned) than they do now? Please list them by letter below:
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2. The list of activities in which television might be engaged is

repeated below. This time, consider the extent to which these

activities are involved in television in .the United States. For

each item, please check whether it represents a major activity,

a minor activity, or one which is hardly ever engaged in.

Major Minor Hardly
activity activity, ever done

a) Providing specific information,
such as news, to the public

b) Providing education to the public

c) Providing popular entertainment

d) Providing high-level entertainment
for those groups within the popu-
lation that are interested

e) Giving the general public contact
with good literature, art, and music

f) Contributing to the improvement of
artistic and literary taste

g) Providing programs of interest to
special groups within the popula-
tion, such as religious, ethnic,
or occupational groups

h) Providing a forum for polftical
discussion

i) Communicating the goals of the govern-
ment to the citizens of the country

j) Selling products and services

k) Creating common ties in the country

1) Contributing to the creation and
maintenance of national loyalty

Providing information about other
countries

m)

11111111M1=11

Which of the above activities do you think should receive more

emphasis by American television than they do now? Please list

them by letter below:

ti

Which of the above activities do you think should receive less

emphasis by American television than they do now? Please list

them by letter below:

3. It may be helpful to broadcasting specialists in other countries

to learn about the experiences that your country has had in this

field. Can you mention some of the experiences in your country

that may be particularly instructive to broadcasters in other

countries?
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4. Similarly, it may be helpful to broadcasting specialists in your
country to learn about the experiences that the United States has

had in this field. Can you mention some of the experiences in the
United States that may be particularly instructive to broadcasters

in your country? (This may include experiences that you would
want to adapt to your awn situation, as well as experiences that
you would want to avoid.)

5. How similar should the functions of television in your country be
to the functions of television in the United States? Please check
the item below that seems most descriptive of your position.

Very similar

Similar, but different in some respects

Different, but similar in some respects

'Very different

-6: aattyInwiias of any) should the functions of television be
different in your country from the United States?

7. Specialists in mass communications in the United States are, at
present, engaged in a critical examination of the state of tele-
vision in their country. Because of their direct involvement in
the situation, they may have some difficulty in seeing all, of the

problems. From your position of greater distance, what would yjaa

say are the most important problems facing American, television

today?

a) First problem:

What do you think is the major cause of this problem?

Can you suggest any measures that might alleviate this problem?

b) Second problem:

.What do you think is the major cause of this problem?

Can you suggest any measures that might alleviate this problem?

c) Third problem:

What do you think is the major cause of this problem?

Can you suggest any measures that might alleviate this problem?

Other problems:
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8. Although to a certain extent television faces the same problems in
every country, situations do arise that are unique to a particular
country. What are some of the major problems that television (or
the development of television) faces in your country?

a) First problem:

What do you think is the major cause of this problem?

Can you suggest any measures that might alleviate this problem?

b) Second problem:

What do you think is the major cause of this problem?

Can you suggest any measures that might alleviate this problem?

c) Third problem:

What do you think is the major cause of this problem?

Can you suggest any measures that might alleviate this problem?

Other problems:

9. By what means do you think Americans obtain information about your

country?

10. Do you think American mass media provide adequate information about

your country?

a) How extensive is the coverage? b) How accurate is the coverage?

Very extensive Very accurate

Quite extensive Quite accurate

Fairly extensive Fairly accurate

Not too extensive Not too accurate

Not extensive at all Not accurate at all

=17,..s

11. What impressions of your country do you think Americans have
That is, if a typical American were asked to describe your country,
what characteristics would he be likely to mention?

12. Can you think of any groups of Americans whose impressions of your
country differ from the ones you just described?

Group:

In what ways do their impressions differ?

Group:

In what ways do their impressions differ?

Group:

In what ways do their impressions differ?
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13. If an American television network were planning a feature program

about your country, what would-you recommend that they include in

order to help the American public gain a better understanding of

your country?

14. By what means do most people in your country obtain information

about the United States?

15. a) Do you think the mass media in your country provide adequate
information about the United States?

Very adequate

Quite adequate

Fairly adequate

Not too adequate

b) In what ways do you think the coverage might be extended?

For example, what information might be included in a feature

program about the United States?

16. How important is each of the following in your kind of job? For

each item, please check whether it is very important, somewhat
important, slightly important or not important in your kind of job.

Very Somewhat Slightly Not
important important important important

a) Administration and
management

b) The engineering and tech-
nical side of communica-
tions

c) Public relations (inter-
preting your organization
to the public)

d) Collaboration with others
within and outside your
organization

e) The artistic side of com-
munications

f) Research

OD Contact with developments
in the field of education

b) Contact with the govern-
ment of your own country

i) The commercial side of
communication

j) Contact with international
developments in communica-
tions

Please describe the specific activities involved in your job:
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17. a) In general, how satisfied are you with your work?

Very satisfied
Satisfied
More satisfied than dissatisfied

More dissatisfied than satisfied
Dissatisfied

Very dissatisfied

b) Which aspects of your work provide you with the greatest
satisfaction?

c) In contrast, which aspects of your work cause you the most
dissatisfaction?

18. If there were no obstacles in your path, what would you hope to
be doing in five years? Please be as optimistic as you can in
your description.

19. Now, taking into account the circumstances that are likely to
prevail, describe what you expect, to be doing in five years.

20. If people working in broadcasting were asked to name the profes-
sions that were most similar to their own, they might name the
following ones:

advertising executive
artist
businessman
civil servant
electrical engineer
film producer

newspaper editor
politician
teacher
theatrical director
university professor
writer

a) In general, which one of the professions listed above do you
consider to be:

Most similar to your own?
Next most similar?
Least similar? 111111W

b) Taking only-the social status, of the professions into considera-
tion, which one would you say is:

Most similar to your own?
Next most similar?
Least similar?

c) Now consider only the skills required for your work. Which of
professions is:

Most similar to your own?
Next most similar?
Least similar?

d) Finally, consider the activities involved in your work and name
the profession:

Most similar to your own?
Next most similar?

RIC Clearinghouse

JUN 1 1 1968

n Adult Education

Least similar?


